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PREFACE

This report covers research and development activities which have been conducted with

TIARA(Takasaki Ion accelerators for Advanced Radiation Application) during the period from April

2003 to March 2004, and also gives an outline of the operation of TIARA in the same period.

All accelerators in TIARA, the AVF cyclotron, the 3MV tandem accelerator, the 3MV

single-ended accelerator and the OkV ion implanter, have been operated steadily since the start of

operation in 1993. The beam-time has been allocated to the research programs as evaluated in

advance by the Subcommittee of TIARA of Advisory Council for JAERI-s Research Facilities. ID the

meantime, available ion species and their energy ranges have been widened to meet the requirements

from users, and the quality of ion beams have been improved intensively.

In the research on semiconductors used in space, radiation degradation of solar cells, single event

phenomena (SEP) in integrated circuits, and development of radiation resistant devices have been

investigated using TIARA. In radiation effects in solar cells, it was found from proton irradiation at around

200K that the radiation hardness of Cu(InGa)Se, and InGaP solar cells were attributable mainly to

annealing of radiation damage at room temperature. Regarding SEP, transient currents observed in MOS

capacitors irradiated with high energy heavy ions like 322MeV-Kr were interpreted as displacement

currents generated in the oxide film. In order to examine SEP caused in terrestrial LSIs by cosmic-rays

(high energy neutrons), the measurement technique of transient currents induced in diodes by

quasi-monoenergetic neutrons has been developed. In the R&D of radiation resistant devices, SiC-based

n-channel MOS field effect transistors MOSFETs) exhibiting the electron channel mobility of 230CM2/VS

have been successfully fabricated using hot-implantation and pyrogenic oxidation.

In the field of biotechnology, the biological effects of track structure were investigated for

different swift ions with the same LETs by visualizing DNA damage around ion tracks in the hit cells.

A number of bystander effect studies are in progress using heavy-ion microbeams. The formations of

foci of yH2AX were found in the unirradiated cells in the bystander colonies. For the positron

emitting tracer imaging system (PETIS), mathematical analysis method of the PETIS data was

developed to understand the photoassimilates transportation and partitioning in a broad bean plant

quantitatively. The rate of photoassimilates transportation in the stem increased with recede from

"CO, feeding leaf. For the mutation induction of plants, novel phenotypes such as late bolting in

bunching onion, different alkaloid contents in ipecac, and others have been generated. As increased

dose of ion beams easily induce the decrease of the nuclear DNA contents, many investigators prel'er

to use low dose irradiation for the mutation induction.

In the field of radiation chemistry and organic materials, the following results should pay

attention in these studies. y-irradiation to polyethylene terephthalate films bombarded with 129 Xe ions

(3.5 MeV/n) effectively promoted the formation of crosslinked structures in the latent tracks, thereby

increasing the thickness of the gel layer swollen by absorbed etchant. It was newly found that the

current-voltage analysis of the crosslinked Si-based polymer nanowires, with the length of 1 - 000

nm and the thickness of 40 - 19.4 nm obtained by the high-energy single ion hitting method is clearly

indicated intrinsic serniconductive features. In cluster ion bombardment experiments, the mass

spectroscopy is a very useful tool for chemical analysis of materials with lower electric conductivities.

In the field of nuclear fusion and advanced fission reactor materials, various kinds of
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experimental studies were performed. In order to simulate the effects of He and/or H produced

through transmutation reactions, dual or triple ion-beams were irradiated onto the candidate

fusion/fission reactor materials (reduced activation ferritic/martensitic steels, austenitic stainless steels,

SiC/SiC composites). Effects of implanted helium and/or hydrogen atoms on physical, chemical

properties and thermo-mechanical properties (thermal diffusivity, radiation hardening, corrosion) as

well as microstructure evolution (change in composition, voids) by irradiation damage were

investigated.

In the field of inorganic materials, the changes of the electronic structures induced by

nitride-implantation to pure Titanium were examined by in-situ TEM observation and the formation

processes of Titanium nitride during ion-irradiation were clarified. The growth condition of TJO,, films

on hi2hlv oriented nO buffer layer with anometer sizes grain on a quartz glass was determined by

using X-ray diffraction and Rutherford backscattering (RBS) analysis and photo-catalytic films with a

high efficiency was realized for the decomposition reaction. As for the study of fast cluster ions, the

dependence of energy spectra of cluster-induced electrons on the number of cluster atoms was

observed and the energy spectra in the range from to 10 eV was found to reflect the interaction of

the cluster with the target electrons up to a depth of about 10 I 

The activities in materials analysis have been extended from the classical field into the new and

interdisciplinary ones, and the solid-state reaction process between defects and implants has been

employed in a positive manner to realize novel materials phases. The ion beam treated surfaces have

been reasonably analyzed by employing complementary directional beams including ion beam.

Intensive effort to generate the cluster ions with the broad range of energies and ion-species has made

possible to study about the non-linear effect of radiation effects by structured ions with possible

applications of the massive momentum transfer process.

In the nuclear science and radioisotope production, the study on the production method of positron

emitting nuclei was continued. In particular, the excitation functions of 7 Se and 75 Se were determined

by the stacked foil method. For the therapy of bone cancer, production procedure of endohedral

133 Xe-fullerrenol was modified to obtain high yield. Further, preliminary experiments were performed

to develop a mathematical analysis technique for PETIS data.

In the field of microbeam applications, in-air micro-PIXE and micro-PIGE(Proton Induced

Gamma-ray Emission) techniques have been widely used for investigation of elemental distribution in

microscopic area and for quantitative analysis with high spatial resolution. X-ray detection efficiency

of the in-air micro-PIXE analysis system has been drastically improved. Low concentration of Cs in

the yeast S. cerevisae has been detected by the in-air micro-PIXE analysis, while the Cs peak was not

observed by SEM-EDS(scanning electron microscopy energy dispersive spectroscopy). New

information on fluorine concentration at carious and sound fissures of teeth has been obtained by te

in-air micro-PIXE analysis. Application of monochromatic X-rays produced by MeV protons to high

contrast X-ray imaging of biological samples has been demonstrated. Development of a 260 MeV

2ONe 71 microbeam is steadily in progress at the AVF cyclotron facility.

In the field of radiation shielding for accelerator facilities, three experiments have been

conducted aiming to contribute to the radiation safety of the accelerator facilities. The first one is on

the measurement of G-value for nitric acid production by high energy 5OMeV) proton irradiation to

atmospheric air, and the G-value was calculated to be 12. The second one is on a successful
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measurement of absorbed dose distributions in phantoms irradiated by MeV and 75MeV

quasi-monoenergetic neutrons. It was found that the calculated absorbed dose by MCNPX and PHIS

agreed well with the measured ones. The third one is on a development of track detector type personal

dosimeter for high-energy neutrons. The increase in the sensitivity has been obtained experimentally

for a thick radiator of the order of a few g/CM2.

In the field of accelerator technology, a positron source using the nuclear reaction with proton

accelerated by the cyclotron was designed and installed in order to generate an intense positron beam.

In the cluster ion beam research, the secondary ion emissions from a highly oriented HOPG target

bombarded by carbon cluster ions were measured by the TOF mass spectrometer, and a non-linear

effect was observed clearly. Coulomb explosion images and average charge states of carbon cluster

ions after passing through a thin foil were measured. In the development of a flat-top acceleration

system for the cyclotron, the turn-separation, which indicated a lower energy spread of the beam, was

clearly observed using the beam of 26OMeV 2Ne 71 . A beam current stabilization system using beam

attenuator was designed and installed on a beam-line connected to the ion implanter, and the beam

stability of less than 3 was achieved.

The TIARA accelerators have been utilized smoothly in 2003 fiscal year and the operation time

of each accelerator was 3382 hours, 1988 hours, 2286 hours and 1773 hours for the AVF cyclotron,

the tandem accelerator, the single-ended accelerator and the ion implanter, respectively. The radiation

safety controls and radioactive waste managements were also steadily carried out.

The reception of the users, the supports on utilizations of the experimental apparatus, and safety

management of the radiation controlled area have been conducted smoothly.

The Thirteenth TIARA Research Review Meeting was held on June 28 and 29, 2004 in Takasaki,

of which subjects were reported in this issue. Thirteen oral and ninety five poster papers, and one

invited lecture were presented. Three hundred and twenty one persons participated in the meeting.

We owe the progress mentioned above to the advice of the Consultative Committee for Joint

Research Pr 'ect and the Subcommittee of TIARA of Advisory Council for JAERI's ResearchOi

Facilities.

V

Yoshihiro Ohara, Director

Advanced Radiation Technology Center

Takasaki Radiation Chemistry Research Establishment
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Radiation Response of Cu(InGa)Se2Thin Filin Solar Cells

S. Kawakita*, K. Shimazaki *, T. Surnita*, M. 1rnaizum1-1:, S. Kuwajima*,
T. Ohshima** and T. Kamiya**
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)*
Department of Material Development JAERI *

1. Introduction irradiation experiments with various

A copper indium gallium di-selenide energies of protons and MeV electrons.

(CIGS) thin-film solar cell is a promising The annealing rates of proton de raded

candidate for future tin-film solar cells electrical properties are derived frorn our

used in space since the cells have results.

demonstrated conversion efficiencies

exceeding 19%, wich is significantly 2. Experimental

higher than other thin-film solar cells'). CIGS thin-film solar cell samples (total

CIGS solar thin film solar cells exhibit area of 06 CM2) were cut out frorn a

excellent adiation tolerance 2). In addition, 30cmx3Ocin CIGS thin-film circuit

CIGS solar cells perform better than (integrated rnini-module ad fabricated by a

conventional Si and GaAs space solar cells, selenization/sulfurization method'). The

because tey are low cost ad light weight, structure of the cells was

and because te cells can be formed on ZnO/Zn(OS,OH)x/Cu(In,Ga)Se,/Mo/Glass').
either polyirnide') The solar cells had a average efficiency of

I or stainless steel sheet')

substrates. 10.0%, open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 570 mV,

Radiation darnage studies for CIGS short-circuit current density (Isc) of 40
2thin-film solar cells sow tat igh eergy mA/cM , ad a fill factor (FF) of 60%,

electron irradiation -does not degrade te which were measured under AMO, one-sun

electrical properties of te cells, but high condition. The cells bad a lower FF tan

energy poton irradiation degrades those typically reported for CIGS thin-film solar

properties i much te same way as i other cells, because te cells had relatively gh

types of solar cell S2). These studies also series resistance due to their contact

show tat in radiation damage to the cells by structure.

proton irradiation, the irradiated cells were

gradually recovered when kept at roorn 3. Results and Discussion

ternperature5). Tis recovery implies that te 3.1 Relative Damage Coefficient(RDC) of'

annealing rate of radiation damage i CIGS CIGS olar Cells

thin-film solar cells is faster than tat i We performed poton irradiation using

other types of solar ce IIS6 ). Therefore, the ion implanter, the tandem accelerator

radiation damage in the CIGS cells is and te AVF cyclotron at te Japan Atomic

supposed to be recoverin during proton ad Enervv Research Istitute, Takasaki. We9
electron irradiations. To clarify the irradiated te cells with protons of 005,

recovery phenomenon of radiation darna e 0.10 020 038, 1.00 30 ad 10.00 MeV9
In CIGS tin-film solar cells, we ust study to study the dependence of adiation

annealing effects of adiation damage i the damage o proto eergy. Figure shows

CIGS cells in detail. the degradation of the cells by proton

I tis paper, we report o te esults of irradiation. Te cell performance did ot

- 3 -
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degrade below the level of 020 MeV i and the open circuit-vollage (Voc) are
proton eergy, because the protons may stop derived fom the proton fluence of 10 %
at the n window layer on the C1GS degradation compared with that i te case
absorption layer. We derived the RDC of the of 10 MeV proton. Te RDC value at each
performance o te cells as sown i Fig. 1. proton energy is shown n Fig.2.

The RDCs of the short-circuit current (Isc)

3.2 Annealing Rates of Voc and sc of
Proton-Irradiated CIGS Solar Cells

The following equation expresses the0
0.9 annealing rate of irradiated CGS solar cells:

0.05 MeV
0.1 MeV

Llbi) 0.8 = d exp(-At)
0.2 MeV

0.7 0.38 MeV
where is the degradation after anealing,1 MeV

0.6 3 MeV Bd is the degradation before annealing, A is
lo the anealing rate ad t is time.

0.5
10 11 10 12 10 13 10 14 We conducted te thermal anealing

Proton Fluence (cm'2 experiments in darkness for the CGS solar
(a) Short-Circuit cells irradiated with 3MeV protons. The

1.1 proton fluence was 1XI014 cm-2. The

remaining factors of Isc and Voc were 85 %0

and 55 %, respectively. The relations of the
1-.0.9 F

05 MeV annealing rates of Isc and Voc in te cells to
0. 8 i - X temperature are sown in Fig. 3 (a) ad (b),

0.2 MeV
.r 07 1; 0.38 MeV respectively.
M
E I Mev

0.6 3 MeV
10 MeV 3.3 Itrinsic Degradation of CIGS Solar

0.5
I 01 1 1 012 1 013 I 014 Cells by Potons at Low Temperatures

Proton F11.1ence (crn_-) We performed the proton irradiation

(b) Open-Circuit Voltage tests for CIGS solar cells at low

Fig. I Remaining factors of (a) Isc temperatures to verify the intrinsic

and (b) VOC OD the CIGS solar cells degradation rate without thermal anealing.

irradiated with 0.05, 0.1 02 038, 1 3 The cells were cooled using a cryo generator

and 10 MeV protons. system in order to avoid te thermal

60 annealing effect. Te lowest temperature of
the sample without proton and lightr

50 ir below 200 K. Figure 4
A radiation wasIsc

0 40 Voc..-. . illustrates te canges of the remaining
U
0 factors of Voc ad Isc after irradiation of 0

30 T-
MeV protons. We easured te performance

20 of the cells iradiated w 1MeV potons

JU for ech fluence level. Te temperature of

the cells was 250K to 270K during te
0 -------------- qj"

irradiation test. The data in F1 g. 3
0.01 0.1 1 1 0

Proton Energy (MeV) demonstrates tat the recovery rate of the

Fig. 2 Relative damage coefficients for cell erformance was less tan IxIO s" and

Isc ad Voc of te CIGS solar cells the experiment lasted ours Terefore, the
irradiated with potons.

4
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1 1.02
lo-

lo- A
0.98

lo- 0.96
CZ
0� 4
bij lo- 0.94

1 O' 0.92

6. 0.9
]O- I 9 0M I 1 02 03 1 14

2 2.5 3 3.5

I 000a (K-') 10 Mev Proton Fluence (cm

(a) Short-Circuit Current(a) Short-Circuit Current

2 1.1
I -

>

3 1
> I O- Is

FM 0.9
4

]O'
0.8

I 0.7
co U

Io-, 0.6 '9 W 11 2 13 14

10 10 10 lo' 10 10
7 2

lo- 2 2.5 3 3.5 10 MeV Proton Fluence c-

I OOOrF K) (b) Open-Circuit

(b) Open-Circuit Voltage Fig. 4 Remaining factors of (a) Ise ad (b)
Fig.3 Annealing rates of (a) Ise and (b) Voc obtained at low temperatures for te

Voc on the cells irradiated with 3 MeV CIGS solar cells irradiated with MeV

protons. protons. Te solid lines are derived frorn
Eq. 2).

recovery from proton induced-darnage in the References

solar cells was less than 1% and therefore 1) K. Ramanathan, M.A. Contreras, C. L.
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1.2 Recovery of Electrical Properties of InGaP Solar Cells after
Proton Irradiation at Low Temperatures

A. Ohi*, T. Ohshima*, T. Kamiya*, M. Imaizumi**, T. Surnita', S. Kawakita**
And K. Shimazaki":
Department of Material Development, JAER1*
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA):'*

1. Introduction In this study, we report n situ technique for

Solar cells a used as the primary energy the measurement of solar cell poperties

source of artificial satellites in space. Since the combined with proton irradiation at low

electrical performance of solar cells is degraded ternperatures.

in space radiation environment, the prediction of

their lifetime is very important to design power 2. Experimental procedure

systern of artificial satellites with high reliability. The sample used in this study was a nGaP

For this purpose, it is ecessary to uderstand single n-p junction solar cell o GaAs/Ge

the degradation behavior of electrical substrate. Figure shows a shematic diagram

characteristics of solar cells. Recently, with of experimental setup. Te sample was set on

increasing electric requirements of satellites, the stage of which temperature can be controlled.

solar cells with high efficiency are needed to The electrical properties of the solar cell were

develop. Since multi-junction solar cells based characterized under light llumination A single

on 11-V compounds show igh efficiency, tese larrip solar simulator was used as the lght source

solar cells are regarded as promising candidate in this study. The electrical characteristics such

for space application. InGaP n-p junction solar as sort circuit current (Isc), open circuit voltage

cells are used as the top subcells of (Voc) and maximum power (Pi-nax) were

InGaP/GaAs/Ge triple junction solar cells, and it lon

was eported that the electrical performance of implanter

InGal? cells irradiated with lMeV-electrons was

recovered by te ii�jection of minority carriers'). 0
For the accurate prediction of lifetime of tese

solar cells, it is ecessary to uderstand details

of recovery behavior as well as that of IF

degradation behavior. Because both the sarrple

degradation of electrical caracteristics due to
solar

irradiation ad the ecovery due to carrier simulator

injection affect te power generation by solar

cells, we eed to propose degradation models iew
including recovery effects. Termal aealing polf

effects are also thought to affect the recovery of top view

the electrical caracteristics of solar cells. IN easurement

Therefore, for understanding the recovery system

effects by carrier in�jection, the easurement Fig.1 Schematic diagram of experimental
should be carried ot at low temperatures. setup

6
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derived from current-voltage (I-V) curves. The :z .009 240

cell was kept in dark condition except under -V .................... 0 ID
3

measurements. 0.008 200 (D
180

After evacuation ad cooling,, te sample was :3
2 160

irradiated with 40 keV-protons. Protons at O 0.007 (D
if 140

energy of 40 keV penetrate to te p-type InGaP 0 ISC 120r-

base layer. The sample temperature was kept co 0.006 temperature 1 00
0 100 200 300 400 500

around 140 K and te total proton fluence was Time [min]

1.2 X 1012/CM2 . To check the recovery of cell Fig.3 Ise recovery by sample annealing

characteristics by carrier injection, I-V

measurements uder light llumination were injection. Since FF relates to p-n junction

repeatedly performed at 140 K after proton properties such as leakage currents, the result

irradiation. Then, thermal annealing behavior of obtained in tis study suggests that defects ear

cell caracteristics was observed. junction decrease by carrier injection.

The values of Isc, and measurement

3. Results and discussion temperature obtained frorn the annealing

The Isc, Voc and Pnnax values easured at procedure are plotted as a function of time i Fig.

low temperatures after proton irradiation are 3 A remarkable increase of Isc is observed 

show i Fig.2. No significant change i both temperatures around 150-200 K and no

Isc ad Voc are observed due to current significant increase of Isc is observed above 200

in'ection by light illumination O te other K. This means that defects which act as carrierI

hand, Prnax recovered ad saturated after traps decrease around 150-200 K. Therefore, the

600min. This result indicates that the recovery results obtained in this study suggest that two

of curve fill factor (FF) occurs by current type of the recovery (carrier abjectio ad

0.008 1.6 thermal anealing) occurs in InGaP solar cell-,
%Om 00 0 irradiated with protons. To clarify te structure

0.007 Ak 019% &%W 6, A A 1.4
0.006 - 1.2 of these defects, further ivestigations are
0.005 1 <0 necessary.0
0.004 0.8

0.003 0.6 ZS

0.002 .4 4. Summary

0.001 0 OC 0.2 The electrical properties of InGaP solar cells
0 -- =- 0

0 200 400 600 800 1000 irradiated with 40keV protons were evaluated

Time using low temperature proton irradiation ad III

0.007 situ -V easurement echnique. Recovery of

0.006
INA &'L k cell performances is found i aealing after

0.005
proton These results indicate that tis

0.004
X technique can provide us ew information about
co 0.003
E

0.002 radiation response of solar cell poperties.

0.001

0 L References
0 200 400 600 800 1000

Time[min] 1) M. Yamaguchi et al., Appl.Phys.Letl. 70 12),

Fi-.2 Solar cell caracteristics at a low 1566 1997)t,
temperature (-130K) after pston irradiation
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1.3 Bulk Damage Caused by Protons and Heavy Ions
in SDRAMs

H.Shindou', Ylide*, N.Ikeda*, S.Kuboyama*, S.Matsuda*,

T.Hirao** and T.Kamiya**

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)

Depertment of Materials Development, JAER1**

1. Introduction induced bulk damage in DRAMs. The

In the design rule for integrated circuits, the representative cross-sectional structure of the

circuit size is becoming smaller year-by-year. DRAM memory cell is shown in Fig.l In

Along with the design rule, the signal level DRAMs, the data is physically memorized as

handled in the circuits is also becoming smaller. charged or discharged state of the storage

In extremely fine devices, the bulk damage capacitor. It is necessary to refresh the data

introduced by single proton or heavy ion is repetitively to maintain the charged state

expected to affect their performance while single because the storage capacitor discharges

ion induced malfunctions called single event gradually. In the charged state, electrons are

upsets (SEUs), multiple bit upsets (MBUs)') and swept out from the diffusion layer and the
IS)2

single event functional interrupts (SEF ) are depletion layer is formed around the diffusion
3

well known. In a previous stud y ) it was layer- substrate 'unction. If some stable defects

confirmed that most of the bulk damage caused are introduced in the depletion layer, electron-

by protons and heavy ions was defect clusters hole pairs are generated and electrons are

formed by the recoiled atom cascade in X-ray collected to the diffusion layer by the electric

observation Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs). field. As the result, the defects in the depletion

This type of damage is a serious problem for layer accelerate the discharge of the capacitor,

CCD imagers because in the pixel involving and the refresh rate required to retain memorized

such defects, a large dark current is generated data becomes shorter. Thus the refresh rate is

without any optical input. considered as the key parameter to examine the

It is most likely that displacement damage damage effect on the memory storage.

degrades the electrical performance of memory

devices like dynamic random access memories

(DRAMs), which are also very susceptible to Bit Line (Al) Plate (poly-SI)

single event effect (SEE) and total ionizing dose
CtS4 C

(TID) effe This study is concerned with a

new failure mode that is attributable to the bulk +

Word Line
damage caused by single proton hit in

(poly-Si)
commercial 256Mbit SDRAMs.

SI.

2. Possibility of device malfunction caused by

bulk damage Fig. 1. Representative cross-section structure of

At first, we describe the possible mechanism DRAM cell (Stack type)

of the new error mode caused by the radiation

- 8 -
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3. Experimental as the number of failed words increased by

Two types of commercial 256Mbit SDRAM irradiation divided by the total fluence at each

were used in this experiment. A summary of refresh rate. Fig.3 shows the cross-section as a

these devices is shown in Table 1. Both memory function of the refresh cycle for the sample

devices are organized as 8Mword x 8bit x 4bank. devices irradiated with protons or Xe ions. Total

The change in the refresh rate to retain fluence of protons was about 3.3xlO'

memorized data was measured as a typical particleS/CM2 and that of Xe ions was about

parameter to detect the effect of bulk damage. 3.Ox1O' particleS/CM2 . These correspond to the

For ion irradiation to the sample devices, we absorption dose of about 3.6Gy(Si) for proton

used MeV protons and 322MeV Xe ions and about 55 Gy(Si) for Xe ion irradiation.

accelerated with the azimuthally varying

frequency (AVF) cyclotron at the Takasaki

Radiation Chemistry Research Establishment of 1 E8

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 1E+7 - --ED- Hitachi

(JAERI). The irradiation was performed at room 1E+6 - --*--Toshiba

temperature with all the terminals grounded to
Fo 1E+5 -
LL

prevent the influence of other phenomena such LO
-2 1E+4 -

as single event latch-up (SEL). The pre- and 9 1E+3 -

16post- irradiation refresh rate was measured using it
1E+2 -

an LSI tester.
1E+1

Table I De�����Devices 1E+O

Device type Manufacturer Cell 10 100 1000 10000
TC59SM808BFT-80 Toshiba Trench Refresh Cycle [rns]

HM5225805BTT-A6 Hitachi Stack Fig. 2 Initial characteristics for SDRAMs

4. Result and discussion As shown in Fig.3, several words failed

Three sample devices of each device type even if the refresh rate is shorter than the

were tested. Fig.2 shows the number of failed specification limit after irradiation. No

words in the virgin devices as a function of the significant difference was observed in the results

refresh rate. The maximum specification limit of obtained for two device types. The electrical

refresh rate for both test samples is defined as characteristic such as the retention time in

64ms. In the HM5225805BT-f-A6, no error DRAMs is significantly sensitive to TID'). Thus

was observed when the refresh rate was to distinguish the influences of the TID and bulk

prolonged to 2Oms. In the TC59SM808BFT-80, damage, we performed the y-ray irradiation test

the error was not observed until the refresh rate for the same samples using Co-60 y-ray

reached to 4ms. It is confirmed that the irradiation facility at Takasaki Radiation

shortest refresh rate at which the error is Chemistry Research Establishment of JAERL

observed is longer than the specification limit The absorbed dose of y-ray irradiation was set to

for both test samples. about 3Gy(Si). The number of failed words as a

In order to evaluate the damage level function of the refresh rate before and after

introduced by the irradiation, we defined and irradiation is shown in Fig.4. No increase of

used an error cross-section, which was defined power supply current was observed in this

9
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1E-10
irradiation level. For the comparison

�F 1E-11 - Spec.between proton and y-ray irradiations, the
data shown in Fig.3 is re-plotted and shown 1E-12 - Limit

0in Fg.5. The effect of annealing was hardly 2 1E-13 -

seen even if 100 hours have passed after the E 1E-14 -
0irradiation test. Whereas TID causes the 1E-15 - o_�

Hitachi (Xe)degradation in the refresh rate of devices, U?
U) 1E-16 - Tos h iba (Xe)

significant difference is observed between P -H- Hitachi (p)

proton and y-ray irradiation test results. In U 1E-17 - Tos h iba (p)

1E-18
the y-ray irradiation, no failure word was 10 100 1000 10000
observed in the refresh cycle range shorter Refresh Cycle [ms]

than the specification limit (64ms). On the

other hand, in the proton irradiation, the Fig. 3 Error cross-section for SDRAMs

number of failure is increased in a low irradiated with protons and Xe

refresh cycle below 2OOms although the ions.

absorbed dose is an order of magnitude I E8

smaller. This difference suggests strongly Pre-irradiation
I E7

that the failure caused by proton rradiation -D - Post-Irradiation:30[Gy(Si)],
I E6 ( after 2Hr. annealing.)

is not attributable to the TID effect. Is Post-Irradiation M[Gy(Si)],
I E5 after 1 001-Ir. annealing.)Therefore, the bulk damage introduced by LL

protons probably affects the performance of I E4

test memory devices. Further investigations are o I E3

necessary to confirm the effect of bulk damage I E2

on malfunction in memory devices. ' E+1

1 E+O
References 10 100 1000 10000
1) A. Makihara, H. Shindou, N. Nemoto, S. Refresh Cycle [rns]

Kuboyama, S. Matsuda, T. Oshima, T. Hirao, Fig. 4 y-ray irradiation test result for
H. Ito, S. Buchner, and A. B. Campbell, IEEE Hitachi: HM5225805BTT-A6
Trans. Nucl. Sci., NS-47 2000) 2400-2404.

2) R. Koga, P. Yu, K. B. Crawford, S. H. Crain, I E8

and V. T. Tram, IEEE Radiation Effects Data IE+7 Pre-irradiation

workshop Record 2001 613. 1 E6 --E- Post-irradiation (Proton)

3) S. Kuboyania, H. Shindou, T. Hirao, and S. I E5
'nLL

Matsuda, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., -2 1 E4

NS-49(2002) 2684-2689. 9 1 E3
4) L. D. Edmonds, S. M. Guertin, L. Z. Scheick,

I E2
D. Nguyen and G. M. Swift, IEEE Trans. Nucl,

1E+1
Sci., NS-48 2001) 1925-1930.

5) T. R. Oldham, K. W. Bennett, IEEE Trans. I E+O I
10 100 1000 10000

Nucl. Scl., NS-40 2001) 1820-1830 Refresh Cycle rns]

Fig. 5. Proton irradiation test result for

Hitachi: HM5225805BTT-A6
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1.4 Study on Proton-induced Single Event Upset in CMOS Circuit
Fabricated using 65nm Technology

H. Fukui*, M. Hamaguchi*, H. Yoshimura*, H. Oyamatsu*, F. Matsuoka*,

T. Noguchi*, T. Hirao**,'H. Abe**, S. Onoda", T. Yarnakawa",

T. Wakasa * * and T. Karniya * *
TOSHIBA CORPORATION Semiconductor Company*

Department of Materials Development, JAERI

1. Introduction 40,000 flip-flops
CMOS LSIs are widely used i various

fields ad become oe of the ost important Input 9 Output
elements constructing the infrastructure because

both their characteristics ad cost ca be
C ockimproved by shrinking the dimensions of CMOS

devices. However, scaling of devices ivolves
many serious problerns Icreasing Single Event Figure 1. Schematic diagram of te test circuit used in

SEU measurements.
Upset (SEU) is one of the most serious problems,

because it causes the operational errors of the signal, data is output. Test circuit was fabricated

system. It has been reported that when the gate by 65ni-n CMOS process. It consists of

length of MOSFETs becomes smaller than 50 CMOSFETs with te ate length of 90 Din.

Din, SEU caused by cosmic rays will affect te Figure 2 sows te easurement procedure.

systern operation even at the ground level'). At first, the experimental conditions are input

Therefore, for mass production utilizing them, it into te systern and the circuit is initialized.

is required to develop the method to suppress Next proton beam irradiation starts. During

SEU induced by cosmic rays. irradiation, the data pattern is sequentially

Our objective in tis work is to develop te written into te circuit. ID the experiment, we

guideline to design the soft-error irni-nune write the same data into each stage. Next, the

circuits utilizing CMOSFETs with the gate

length below 50nm. We ave developed the Initialize

measurement systern of SEU ad verified tat

the measurement has been completed Start bearn irradiation
successfully. We have also measured the SEU Repeat in a

cross section caused by proton irradiation and constan
found te adiation eergy dependency of te Write/Read data

SEU coss section.

Input

2. Experiment

Increase error count by IWe ave prepared te sift egister with

40,000 flip-flop stages for SEU measurements
as shown in Figure 1. Each flip-flop cell is Figure 2 Measurement rocedures.

connected in series. After 40,000 cycles of clock

1 
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output is compared the input. When the output is
Master cell Slave cell

different from the input, w e consider that S E U ............................................. .............................................
A B C D

occurs and increase te eror count by oe. The Inpu utput

above pocedures are epeated in a constant mine

a n d e rro rs a re su m e d u p . ................................................. .............................. .................
Active wen clock Active when clock

Accelerated soft error testing was performed high low

utilizing Cycrotron at JAERI Takasaki. Te test

circuits were iradiated directly by a scanning Figure 4 Circuit configuration of flip-flop cell, whic is
proton bearn in 5 minutes. The scanning composed of aster- and slave cells. Master cell is active

when clock = hgh wile slave cell is active wen clock
frequency was 5OHz (X-axis) and 2.514z low.

(Y-axis). Te poton flux was measured by

Faraday cup. Te SEU measurement was done
at te eergies of 20, 50 and 80 MeV. The SEU Table 1. Voltage at the nodes sown in Figure 4 H nd L

mean high (Vdd) and low (Ground) levels, respectively.
cross section can be calculated by te total error Node voltage of master cell at input = H is the sarne as

counts, roton luence and the aea of the test that of slave cell at input = L.

chip. Master Slave

Input A B C D Output

3. Results and Discussion H L H L H

Figure 3 sows the relationship between the L H L L H L

SEU cross section and the supply voltage Ydd at

the radiation energy of 80 MV I Figure 3,
C) flip-flop cell is composed by master ad slave

"All High" or "All Low" eans That high or low cells as sown in Figure 4 Since both cells ave

level is witten into all cells, respectively. As the same structure, teir SEU cross section are

shown in Figure 3 the SEU cross section of "All tile same. Table I shows the iput ad te

High" is the same as that of "All Low" for voltage at the odes shown i Figure 4 From

each YU. This tendency is observed at te other Table 1, it is found that the node voltage in

radiation eergies. Test chip is cornposed of master cell at iput High is te sarne as That in

40,000 flip-flop cells as sown i Figure 1. Each slave cell at iput Low. As a result, the SEU

1.5 cross section is idependent of te input. It is

_71 also found from Figure 3 ta te SEU cross

section increases linearly wth decreasing YU-

This is explained by the fact that the carge

required for SEU decreases with decreasing Ydd

U)0 as shown i Figure 5 Sce Q,j, decreases
0 0.5

All High linearly with decreasing 17dd, the SEU cross
D
W section is the linear functio ofU) 0 All Low

0 Figure 6 shows te dependence of the SEU

0.6 0.8 1 1.2 cross sectio o adiatio eergy, idicating tat

Vdd M the SEU coss section exhibits the aximum

Figure 3 Relationship between te SEU coss section value aound 5MeV Ts result is in good
2),tied the upply voltage I/dd Te poto eergy's 80 MeV ,agreement wit te previous i-eport

- 12 -
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3 1.5
O M

C�
a

2 0 1
CD0

0 0.5CY

U)
0

0 0 20 40 60 80 100

0.6 0.8 1 1.2
Energy (MeV)

Vdd M Figure 6 Dependence of SEU cross section on proton
Figure 5. Critical carge Q,,i, required for SEU vs. Vd. energy. Te SEU cross section as the maximum value
Q,:ri, is obtained by SPICE simulation. Qril increases around 50 MeV
linearly with increasing Vd&

4. Summary Experimental data show that the SEU cross

We have developed the measurement systern section has the maximum value around 50 MeV.

of the SEU and verified that te measurement

has been completed successfully. We have

measured the SEU cross section caused by References

proton irradiation. As a result, it is found tat te 1) R. Baumann, Technical Digest of IEDM

SEU cross section is independent of te input (2002) 329-332.

data and increases linearly with decreasing Vdd- 2) P. E. Dodd, M. R. Sbaneyfelt, J. R. Schwank,

We have investigated the dependence of te and G. L. Hash, Technical Digest of 1EDM

SEU cross section oil proton energy. (2002) 333-336.
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Anomalous Gain Mechanisms during Single Ion Hit

in Avalanche Photodiodes

J. S. Laird', T. Hirao', S. Onoda"", T. Wakasa"", T. Yamakawa"", H. Abe',

H. Ohyarna... ad T. Karniya'

Department of Materials Development, JAERI'

Graduate School of Engineering, Tokai Uiversity

Department of Electronic Egineering, Kurnamoto National College of Technology...

1. Introduction was 0.92�tm; the InGaAsP thickness was

With the reduction in typical operational 0.1�tm and the n-InGaAs layer was 1-23�trnl).

bias and nproved temperature stabilization, Dark current and photocurrent characteristics

the Avalanche Photodiode (APD) is becoming of the device were measured using a 1.5�tm

the device of choice for high-speed low light laser at room temperature.

level applications where they exhibit

sensitivities of to 10 dB better than p-i-n -EHAS SIGNAL

structures (provided both the gain-bandwidth

product is high ad te multiplication noise is

low). However, te intrinsic gain mechanism GUARD

makes them susceptible to high energy heavy InP

ions generated by proton induced nuclear gRegion

reactions'). Heavy ion strikes result in large reading)

Single Event Transients (SET) which

degrades the Bit Error rate (BER) of a optical

link2). To ore fully understand echanisms InP (Buffel
n,

which lead to BER degradation we ave ir InP (Substraie)

examined the spatial charge collection IRING-
i TRIGGER

characteristics of a high-speed commercial
APD for MeV N and 7MeV to ascertai te EDGE CENTER

existence or not of ay olinear carge
collection/gain echanisms. Fig.1: APD device cross-section. Charge

generated in the absorption region is
multiplied in the M-region resulting in gain.

2. Experimental Results Both 6MeV N and 7MeV have a range of

2.1 Device Specifications approximately 45 m.

The device uder test (DUT) was a 2.5GHz

1nP-1nGaAsP-1nGaAs communications APD As show i Fig.2, the photocurrent curve

with cross-sectional structure as given in te undergoes several discrete steps when te bias

top of Fig.l. The InGaAsP icreases te reaches that required for punclithrough ito

bandgap discontinuity between the InGaAs the InGaAs region. Te ain step occurs for

and InP reducing te large dark current from hole transport over the CENTER region at

narrow gap InGaAs. Te top p'n-bil? region 35V.

14
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2.2 Transient IBIC Measurements Any marked differences in the SET

For these experiments focused 6MeV N amplitudes ad characteristics can therefore

and 7MeV N beams were scanned over the be ascribed to the non-linear charge

APD and SET data collected using the JAERI collection/gain mechanism described earlier.

TIBIC systern2) in conjunction with a GHz Post-data collection TIBIC peak current,

Tektronix TDS694C. These ions and energies charge and falltime images were generated as

were chosen to have te same range of 4.5�tm. shown for the case of 6MeV N in Fig.3. Also

shown for comparison is data from a previous

lo' 18MeV experiment o the same device
1" EDGE PUNCHTHROUGH where the EDGE region generated large SET

Z o" PHOTOCURRENT CURVE

C amplitudes'). As we are examining gain
10 mechanisms prevalent during a ion strike the

BREAKDOWN 78
-13 device CENTER region was chosen for all10 1.1-11--l

10: 210 30 40 50 60 70 80 further analyses.
CENTE�

2` EDGE

3. Results and Discussion
d1l

L) Shown in Fig.4 below are the bias
0 10 20 30 40 so ,6,o'' 7 .... 80 dependencies for both the average peak

Reverse Bias (V) current and total charge as extracted from the

Fig. 2 Photocurrent and dark current IV area of the average SET in the CENTER. The
curve taken at room temperature. The peak current is seen to increase exponentially
main punelithrough into the CENTER
region occurs at around 35V. The device due to field induced impact ionization in the
breaks down at close to 78V. M-region. Interestingly, the charge collected

for biases below all punchthrough points is

V...... greater than that expected (0.06pC was
10V 20V 30V 40V SW 60V 70V predicted by SRIM combined with known

Y energies required to generated an
LU S4))electron-hole pair in MP') and InGaA This

suggests a additional collection mechanism
LX is at play; drawing charge from below the

U InGaAs InP heterointerface. This charge is
Uj

likely due to the ifluence of funneling fields.
J For biases V > the situation is moreJ
LL complicated ad comparisons are necessary.

,.75mA
60V 18tk 0 NONE= 300PS After normalizing to the bearn energy, we can

0.75pC see that both data sets lie clearly within error

Fig. 3 TIBIC Peak, Charge and Falltime of one aother suggesting the absence of ay
images of the APD under test. For V>Vcenterg strong electron-hole plasma density
the peak and charge increase dramatically dependent nonlinear charge collection
due to ipact ionization. For analysis mechanism for tese low LET ions. We are
average SET data as extracted fro te
circular ask shown. currently analyzing this data i more detail
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and comparing these low LET results to data

collected with higher LET ions, wherek Current vs Bias

additional charge collection mechanisms were
Log,,,(Peak)=-3.5077+0.0143*V
Log,,,(Peak)=-3.482+0.0147'V found to contribute to an anomalous gain.

References
m 7 MeV 0

-7 MeV Line I)J. S. Laird, T. Hirao, S. Onoda, H. 0hyarna,
CL a 6 MeV N Corrected

0 6MeVN and T. Karniya, IEEE Transactio on
--- 6 MeV N Linear Fit

---- Nuclear Science 50, 2225-2232 2003).
0 �0 �0 �0

APD Reverse Bias (V) 2)J. S. Laird, T. Hirao, H. Mori, S. Onoda T.
Kamiya ad H. Itoh, Nuclear Istruments

1.0 and Methods in Pysics Research Section
ge vs Bias

J B: Beam Interactions with Materials ad0. - 0 7MeVO
6MeVN Atoms 181, 87-94 2001).6 MeV N Corrected

0.6- 3)P. G. Pelfer, F. Dubeck�, R. Fornari M.

IU 0.4 - V Pikna, E. Gornbia, J. Darmo, M. Krernpask�,center
and M. Sekdcovd, Nuclear Instruments 

0.2 - Methods in Physics Research A 458,
0.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - TOP INP CHARGE 400-405 2001).

10 2'0 ' �O ' �O ' �O ' �O 7'0
4)S. Belogurov, G. Bressi, G. Carugno E.

APD Reverse Bias (V)
Conti, D. lannuzzi, and A. T. Meneguzzo,

Fig. 4 TIBIC peak current and charge versus Nuclear struments and Methods in
bias for both 7MeV and 6 MeV N ions Physics Research Section A: Accelerators,
extracted from the CENTER region.

Spectrometers, Detectors and Associated

Equipment 452, 377-380 2000).
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1.6 Transient Current Induced by Heavy Ions in MOS Devices

q__ * �kT. Shibata T. Hirao *, S. Onoda H. Abe *, T. Yamakawa

T. Wakasa * * * * and T. Kamiya *

Department of Material Development, JAERI*

Colleae of Science and Technology, Nihon University'

Graduate School of Engineering, Tokai University'

1. Introduction In heavy ion irradiation, we used cocktail ion

Silicon on insulator (SOI) devices, which are beams which consist of N, Ne, Ar and Kr ions

structured by placing an oxide layer between a accelerated by an AVF cyclotron at JAERI

thin top silicon layer and a silicon substrate, Takasaki. The beam flux were controlled to be

exhibit high performance and need low power in -100 cm-'s-' to minimize the displacement

comparison with conventional bulk silicon damage effects. The value of the Linear Energy

devices because the amount of electrical charge Transfer (LET) and the project range of each ion

during device operations can be reduced due to a were calculated by SRIM code 4) and listed in

low parasitic capacitance of SOI devices. An Table 1. Transient currents were recorded with a

additional advantage of SOI devices is their high 3 GHz Tektronix oscilloscope (model

resistance to radiations. Thus SOI devices are TDS694C).

expected to be applied in space. In recent years, Table 1. LET and range of ions used in this study.

an anomalous charge collection in SOI device LET Range

has been observed when high-energy charged Ions Energy MeV CM2/Mg) (. n)

particles traverse their active regionS2, ). This "N 3+ 56 MeV 3.31 53.9

fact suggests that dense charges generated under 2ONe'+ 75 MeV 6.33 42.5

a buried oxide contribute to the charge 411Arl+ 150 MeV 15.3 39.6

collection. To investigate the charge collection 114Krl7+ 322 MeV 39.9 40.9

mechanisms in SOI devices, we have measured

transient currents induced in Metal Oxide 3. Results and Discussion

Semiconductor (MOS) capacitors by Typical transient current waveforms induced

high-energy heavy ions. by different ions are shown in Fig. 1. The peak

currents obtained for N, Ne, Ar and Kr ion

2. Experimental Procedure irradiations were 22.9, 43.0, 59.9 and 66.6 A,

The samples used were MOS capacitors respectively. After reaching the peak, the current

fabricated at Nihon UniversijY4). An oxide layer was reduced with elapsed time, and finally

was grown on an n-type Si wafer with the carrier became negative. In order to estimate the

concentration of 2 x loll CM-3 . The thickness of intersection of the waveforms and the ground

the grown oxide layer was about 50 nrn. The Al level, the amount of charges were derived by

contact with the diameter of 50 �tm was integrating transient currents. The results are

deposited on the oxide layer. The depth of shown in Fig. 2 The time when the transient

inversion layer at an applied bias of -10 V was charge reaches the maximum means the

about 06 �tm. intersection. The periods to the intersection for

N, Ne, Ar and Kr ion irradiations are 325.6,

17 -
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266.4, 179.2 ad 132.8 ns, respectively. The 80

i-naximurn charges of them are 333.1, 586.2, 70

1181.3 and 1693.6 fC, respectively. Such - 60
< 50

behavior has not been observed for pn junctions, z:5 40

in which the charge collection was dominated by 41 84 Kr' 71
QC: 30

tS5). 40 8,conduction curren Ar
:3 20 20 4+

Now we discuss what the ature of observed Ne10
-ent is. Recently, several researchers 15

transient curi 0
N3+,

reported tat the current collected i -10

devices is caused by the dsplacement curre nt6 7 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Time (ns)

For general definition, the displacement current Fig. 1Transient currents observed in MOS

is proportional to te capacitance ad te tirne capacitor irradiated with eavy ions.

dependence of potential variation across the gate 1800

dielectrics. When te generated carriers drift 94 7+6Xj Kr'

toward Si/SiO2 iterface by electric field, the 14M Ar +
- 1200potential at the interface increases with elapsed 0
- low

time. As a result the current is induced o the
p 800
b.0terminal of electrode as sow i Figs. ad 2 L.. Ne +600

After collected charge reaches maximurn, the C) 4M

charge reduces because te excited potential 200 N +
0

relaxes ad the iduced current flow to the
-200

opposite direction. Regarding observed transient 0 100 200 300 4W 500 600 700 8001:1

current as displacement current, the Time (ns)

experimental results are successfully explained. Fig. 2 Transient charges derived using the data

shown in Fig. .

4. Summary

Transient currents induced by igh-energy References

heavy ions i MOS capacitors were measured 1) T. Hirao, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth., B

and aalyzed. We found that te displacement 158 1999) 260.

currents play a important role i the charge 2) T. Hirao, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth., B

collection of MOS capacitors. Since a typical 206(2003)457.

SOI structure contains capacitors, the 3) J. R. Schwank, et al., IEEE Tans. Nucl. Sci.,

displacement currents have to be considered in NS-49, No.6 2002) 2937.

the carge collection of OI devices. 4) J. F. Ziegler, Slopping and Range of lons in

Solids, Pergarnon, 1985.

Acknowledgment 5) 1. Nashiyania, et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.,
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Ohnishi ad Dr. Y. Takahashi of Nihon 6) M. A. Xapsos, et al. ', IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.,

University for teir corporatio i fabricating NS-34, No.6 1987) 1214.

samples and simulating the displacement 7) 0. Musseau, et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.,
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1.7 Transient Currents Induced in MOS Capacitors by
Ion Irradiation: Influence of Incident Angle of Ions
and Device Temperature

T. Yamakawa *) T. Hirao *, H. Abe *, S. Onoda T. Wakasa

T. Shibata * * and T. Kamiya *

Department of Material Development, JAERl*

Graduate School of Engirleering, Tokai University"

College of Science and Technology, Nihon Uiversity

1. Introduction
It is well known that the SOI (silicon

I 3on insulator) structure is suitable for high
speed operation and power saving. SOI Oxide Layer
devices are also of geat interest due to their
radiation hardness. Concerning the tolerance
of single event phenomena, they are thought n-Substrate
to be highly resistant because the buried (doping level 2 x 1015 /CM3)

oxide layer is expected to prevent the Fig. 1. Schematics illustration of the MOS
transport of charges generated in the capacitor sample
substrate to the top silicon (Si) layer. On te
other hand, recent investigations of high 1015 3.

energy ion irradiation to SOI devices 2x /crn Aluminum (A-1) was deposited
showed that the amount of charges collected on the oxide to make an electrode with the
exceeded that generated in the top layer.') In diameter of 100�tm and thickness of 50nm.
order to clarify the influence of buried Irradiation of carbon ions with the
oxides on the charge transportation, detailed acceleration energy of 15MeV was
investigations of the charge transportation in performed using the ion microbearn system
SOI devices using high energy ions are connected to a MV Tandem accelerator at
necessary. In this work, we have performed JAERI Takasaki. The transient current
the measurements of transient currents induced in the sample by a single ion was
induced in rnetal-oxide-semiconductor measured with te TIBIC (Transient Ion
(MOS) capacitors, which were used instead Beam Iduced Current) system developed at
of complicated SOI devices, by irradiation JAERL During the measurements, a reverse
of igh energy heavy ions under the bias of 10V was applied to the sample. The
conditions of different ion incident angle incident agle of ions to the sample was set
and device temperature. Theoretical at normal to the sample), 30 or 60 degree.
investigations based on electromagnetics The sample temperature was also changed
have also been ade to explain the from room temperature (RT: approximately
experimental data. 25'C) to 180'C.

2. Experiments 3. Results and Discussion
The structure of te device sample Fig. 2 sows the waveforms of the

used i this study is schematically shown in transient current obtained at RT at the 1011
Fig. 1. The oxide layer wit te thickness of incident angles of 0, 30 ad 60 degree. As
50nm was grown o te n-type silicon (Si) reported in te reference 1, charges were
substrate with the doping density of collected at the Al electrode even though it

19
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60 so

50 60" 60 RT(2500
40 A------

4� 300 40 75'C30

20 125'C0 20
10 1801C

U 0 0

-1 -20

0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100

Time (ns) line (ns)

Fig. 2 Transient currents obtained at RT Fig. 4 Tansient currents obtained at

at the ion incident angles of 0, 30 and 60 the normal incidence of ions at

dearees. temperatures of 25'C, 750C, 125'C and

1800C.

300 IU 400

U 250
bm 300

U
200 U

200

150

U 0 20 40 60 -3 100

U 0 50 100 150 2(
Angle degree)

Temperature (C)

Fig. 3 Dependence of the amount of Fig.5. Dependence of the amount of

collected charge on the incident angle of collected charge on the device
ions.

temperature.

was separated from the semiconductor

substrate by the oxide. The result can be temperature. The amount of collected charge

explained in terms of the displacement also decreased by raising temperature as

current induced by a change in te electric shown in Fig. 5. Theoretical investigations

potential in an insulator 2) The total amount leaded to no significant change in te

of collected charge at the electrode is plotted capacitance of the oxide by raising

in Fig. 3 as a function of te incident angle temperature from RT to 10'C. It was also

of ions. The collected carge was found to estimated tat smilar amount of charge was

increase with increasing in the ion incident generated in the substrate at each

angle. Then the charge generated i the temperature. Further investigations are

substrate is estimated to increase as the ion necessary to clarify the mechanism behind

incident angle increases. It is likely that a the temperature dependence of the collected

large arnount of generated charge in te charge in MOS capacitors.

substrate causes large displacement current,

accounting for the result obtained.

Fig. 4 indicates the waveforms of the References

transient current obtained at the normal 1) T. Hirao, et al., Nucl. Instr. and Meth., B

incidence of ions at RT, 75, 125 and 1800C. 158(1999)260.

Apparently the peak value of the transient 2) T. Hirao, et al., RADECS 2003

current decreases with increasing Proceedings, in press.
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1.8 Observation of Single -event Transient Currents Induced by
Neutron Irradiation in Si pin Photodiodes

T. Wakasa* � * * *, T. Hirao*, H. Abe*, T.Sanami* * * *, S.Onoda*
J.S.Laird*, T.Yamakawa` * * *, S.Tanaka* , H.Hirayama* and T. Kuniya*
Department of Mat erials Development, JAER I*
Advanced RadiatiODTechnology Center, JAERI

Graduate School of Engineering, Tokai University
Radiation Science Cnter, KEK ***

1. Introduction purity) target. Neutrons produced via a
It is well known that when an 'Li(pn) reaction traveled directly io the

energetic ion passes trough semiconductor experimental hall and irradiated to the

devices used i space, a dense electrOD-bole samples. The neutron flux at the sample
plasma is generated along the ion track, position was about 104 CM-2 S-1. Protons
leading to an assortment of single event transmitted through the Li target are mass
phenornena (SEP) 1). In recent years, SEP separated by a magnet and dumped ito a
have been reported to be also induced by faraday cup for flux monitor.
neutrons in terrestrial d eViCeS 2 Such SEP

are regarded as a serious problem. For Clearing Magnet
Li Target

fabricating reliable electronic system, it is Changer Shielding
Wall

rknecessary to clarify iechanisms behind N
, San!&

neutron induced SEP. For tis purpose, it is A
important to measure the carge collection proton

characteristics in semiconductor devices. In
this study, we have developed the Bemn, Domp

measurement system of single event r 4418 nin)

transient (SET) currents i silicon pin Fig. 1: Schematic view of 7 Li(pn)
pholodiodes subjected to irradiation of quasi-monoenergetic neutron source
quasi-monoenergetic neutrons, and acquired facility

the data using the system. 2.0
U
=L

2. Experiments

The samples investigated were Si
1.0

pin pholodiodes with a junction diameter of

450 �trn A 65MeV quasi-monoenergetic 0. -
r

neutron beam used i this study was
2 0.0

generated by using the 'Li(pn) 0 1 0 2'0 3'0 40 5'0 60 70U
quasi-monoenergelic neutron source facility z Neutron Energy [MeV]

which is schematically sown in Fig.l.

proton beam accelerated with the AVF Fig. 2: Energy spectrum of the
quasi-monoenerge tic neutron beamcyclotron was transported to a 'Li 99.8% 2n 3)
generated by 68 MV proton S

- 21
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Fig. 2 shows the eergy spectrum of 1.2

a quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam
1.0 

measured by time of flight (TOF) when

proton energy of 68 MeV was used. The M 0.8 

TOF measurement was carried out in the 0.6

neutron beam axis using a scintillating �2 0.4 

Cto 3dete As shown, the eutron peak
0.2 -

energy was approximately 65 MeV.

Coincident TOF and SET currents were 0.00 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

measured using the systern displayed in Fig. TAC out [mV]

3. Te signal from the top contact of te

sample (SET current) was recorded with a 3 Fig. 4 Normalized TAC output spectrum

GHz Tektronix 694C DSO, while the bottorn

contact was connected to a time to amplitude 140

converter (TAC). The TAC was used to
120 -

perform the TOF measurement by recording
100

the time difference between a RF signal
80

provided by the AVF Cyclotron and the SET

current observed. A minimum value of the u 60
= 40 -

TAC amplitude was used to determine

20whether eutrons of a peak energy ad in 1- 0
fact it the device. This procedure allowed 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

us to discriminate peak eutrons 65 MeV Time [ns]

neutrons) from scattered or lower energy Fig. 5: SET current waveforms iduced

Ones. by 65 MeV neutrons

Sample Top Contact
amplitude, was chosen as 65 MeV neutron

SET current (11
DSO as- cc :11 induces. Fig. shows typical SET current

Neutron

Tiigger waveforms measured using te above eergy

Data cc Bottom discrimination system. A variety of SET

Contact current waveform shapes were observed.

PC This variation is caused by the generatio of

1 Cyclotronl�� several kinds of nuclides due to uclear

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of the reactions. Fig. 6 shows te ormalized

SET current measurement system. collected carge, distribution obtained by

integrating SET currents. The peak of

3. Results and Discussion collected charge is seen around 200 fC. Fig.

Fig. 4 shows the normalized TAC 7 sows the secondary nuclides production

output spectrum. The initial peak at cross section distributions derived from the

approximately 700 mV corresponds to 65 ENDF database (ENDF/B-V 1 4 Hear, the

MeV eutrons. SET current measured with production cross section of eavy particles

the TAC output, wich has a 400 to 1000 rnV than cc particles is egligibly small.

- 22 -
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1.2 1.2
Recoil Si

1.0 1.0

Proton
7: 0.8 -2 0. - ------
> >

0.6 0.6 -

a particle
0.4 - 0.4 -

0.2 0.2

0.01 0.01
0 200 400 600 800 0 200 400 600 800

Collected Charge [fC] Estimated Charge [FQ

Fig 6 Normalized collected charge Fig. 7 Secondary nuelides production

distributions cross section distributions froin the

ENDF database

The cross section in the ordinate is 4. Summary

normalized by the peak value of proton In this study, we has succeed in the

production cross section. We can convert te measurement of neutron induced SET

secondary nuclides energy E (MeV) to the currents in Si pin photodiodes using the

generated charge Q (fC) by using the simple neutro eergy discrimination system. It can

equation (1), be concluded from the comparison between

E the collected charge distribution and the

W q, secondary nuclide production cross section

where, q is the electronic charge ad W 3.6 distribution that secondary protons and

eV in Si) is the energy required to generate recoil Si nuclei mainly induce the SET

an e-h pair. currents.

From the comparison of data

between Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 the sape of the References

collected carge distribution is quite similar 1) T.Hirao et al., Nucl. Instrum. and

to te surn of te secondary nuclides Methods, B210 2003) , 227-231.

production cross section distributions. 2) H.lbe et al., OYO BUTURI, Vol.70,

Therefore, we can conclude that the SET No.1,(2001), 92-93.

current observed in Si pin diodes by 3) M.Baba et al., Nucl. Instrum. and

irradiation of 65 MeV eutrons are ascribed Methods, A428 1999) , 454.

to the currents generated mainly by 4) P. G. Younget al., Proc. IAEA Workshop

secondary iduced protons ad recoil Si Nucl. Reaction Data ad Nucl. reactor

nuclei. -Physics, Design, and Safety, Triest

( 1996 227.
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1.9 Electrical Characteristics of Metal-oxide-semiconductor
Field Effect Transistor Fabricated on Cubic-SiC

T. Ohshima, K. K. Lee and T. Karniya

Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction oriented to 110] direction. In addition, Ishida el

Silicon carbide (SiC) is regarded as a a1.6) reported that high quality 3C-SiC layers

promising candidate for high-power and were homo-epitaxially grown o te tick

high-frequency devices because of its excellent 3C-SiC. This indicates that MOSFETs can be

physical properties. Although the device fabricated on horno-epitaxial 3C-SiC layers.

performance expected from bulk properties is I tis article, the electrical characteristics of

superior, the channel mobility for 3C-SiC MOSFETs are studied.

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect

Transistors (MOSFETs) fabricated o hexagonal 2. Experimental details

SiC (4H- and 6H-SiC) epitaxial layers has not yet N-channel MOSFETs were fabricated on

reached enough values for commercial p-type 3C-SiC horno-epitaxial layers grown on

applications. Te origin of such a low channel 3C-SiC substrates. The 3C-SiC substrates grown

mobility is iterpreted in terms of the interaction on undulant-Si substrates were supplied by

between carriers (electrons) and iterface traps HOYA Advanced Semiconductor Technologies

near the conduction band of hexagonal SiCs'). Corporation. Te 3C-SiC substrates were

Because the bandgap of cubic SiC (3C-SiC) is polished to remove roughness of te surface prior

smaller than that of hexagonal SiCs, the effect of to the horno-epitaxial growth. After sacrificial

the iterface traps on the channel mobility for oxidation, horno-epitaxial 3C-SiC layers were

3C-SiC MOSFETs is expected to be saller than grown at 1600 C using silane ad propane gases

that for hexagonal SiC MOSFETS2). In previous as precursors, ad hydrogen as a carrier gas.

studies, it was reported that the transconductance Tri-methyl-alumlinurn (TMA) was used as

of 3C-MOSFETs was 046 rnS/mm te cannel Al-dopant. The net acceptor concentration of te

mobility _ 0 CM2/Vs) at RT and the MOSFETs horno-epitaxial layers is jX1016 /crri'. For source

could operate up to 823K'). Furthermore, Wan el and drain region, three-fold phosphorus (P)

al.') reported 3C-SiC MOSFETs with a channel implantation 140, 90 ad 60 keV) was

mobility of 165 CM2/VS and breakdown voltage performed at 800 'C. Te mean P concentration

of (,ate oxide of 35 MV/cm. These reports of implanted regions is 5XIO" /C,-n3 . The samples

suggest tat 3C-SiC has a eough potential for were anealed at 1650 'C for 3 min i Ar after

MOS applications. However, since te crystal implantation. Te gate oxide 27 nin thick) of the

growth technique for bulk 3C-SiC has not been MOSFETs was formed using pyrogenic

fully developed, the electrical characteristics of oxidation (H,: 0 = 1: 1) at I 00 'C for 20 inin No

3C-SiC MOSFETs are ot et clarified well. post-oxidation aealing to gale oxide was

Recently, Nagasawa et al.') developed a growth carried ou i this study. Al electrodes 70 nin)

method for thick 3C-SIC epitaxial layers using were formed using lift-off echnique. Te gate

silicon (Si) (001) substrates with undulation lengt ad width of MOSFETs are 10 [xi ad
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Fig. 1 Drain urent (ID) - gate voltage (VG) Fig. 2 Effective channel mobility (�t) for

characteristics at a drain voltage I/D) of 10V for un-annealed (solid line) and annealed (broken

un-annealed (solid line) and annealed (broken line) 3C-SiC MOSFET as a function of VG-VT.

line) 3C-SiC MOSFETs.

200 Vrn, respectively. The direction of current in oxide-trapped carge or/and iterface traps

inversion layer is designed to be perpendicular to decrease by the anealing.

[-110] direction. Some samples were anealed at Figure 2 shows the effective channel

200 in Ar for 30 min. The electrical rnobility (�t), which was estimated frorn the linear

characteristics were measured at RT in a shielded region Of ID-VD curves, for un-annealed (solid

box. line) and annealed (broken line) 3GSIC

MOSFET as a function of G-VT. The value of 

3. Results ad discussion increases with icreasing Vc-VT, and the �c peaks

Figure shows the drain current (ID) - gate around 3 V. Te peak value for MOSFETs before

voltage (VG) characteristics at a drain voltage annealing is 230 crn 2NS . The values of 

(1/'D) of 10V for un-annealed (solid line) and obtained i tis study are higher than values

annealed (broken line) 3C-SiC MOSFETs. Te reported for NIOSFETs fabricated on

value Of ID for 3C-SiC MOSFETs is of the order hetero-epitaxial 3C-SiC layerS3 4 Since the

of 10- A at a gate voltage (VG) of 2 V. For te electrical characteristics of MOSFETs depend on

threshold volatge 1/1-), te value for un-annealed the quality of epitaxial ayers, the result obtained

3C-SiC MOSFETs is -0. V despite the in this study suggests that te one of the easons

fabrication design was for enhancement type. By of te iprovement of te cannel mobility is

annealing at 200 i Ar, V,, for becornes 023 V, due to high quality 3C-SiC horno-epitaxial layers

which idicates tat te MOSFETs exhibit te grown at igh temperature. By anealing a 200

enhancernent-type behavior. Because positive T, te peak value of cannel mobility becomes
ide 260 CM2

ox -trapped-charge and/or acceplor-like Ns. Tis result can be attributed to te

interface traps sift IXT to negative voltages, the decrease n ilerfac rs by annealing because-1 t,
result obtained i this study suggests tt interface rps act as scattering centers for
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carriers in the inversion channel. However, some Technologies Corporation for providing 3C-SiC

MOSFETs on the same chip do not show te substrates. And also, the authors are very

improvement of the channel mobility by thankful to Y. Ishida, K. KQjima, Y. Tanaka, T.

annealing ad as a result, the average value of Takahashi, H. Okumura and K. Arai (National

effective channel mobility is 234 CM2NS . From Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and

this study, we cannot conclude tat anealing at Technology) for the epilayer growth using

200 T for 30 min i Ar is effective for the chemical vapour deposition.

improvement of te cannel mobility or not.
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1.10 Al Composition Dependence of Luminescence Properties of Eu
Implanted AIGal-,N (O <x:!-:� 1)

Y. Nakanishi*, A. Wakahara*, H. Okada*, A. Yoshida*, T. Ohshima** and
T. Kamiya * *
Department of Electrical and Electronic Egineering, Toyohashi University of Technology

Department of Material Development, JAERI * *

1. Introduction organometallic vapor phase epitaxy at 11000C in

Rare earth ions (REls)-doped solid devices 76 Torr. The full width at half maximum

have been developed to apply for optically (FWHM) of Xay rocking curve at 0004) was

pumped optical sources and amplifiers in optical approximately 250-400 arcsec. The ion

communication systems because 4f-4f implantation was carried out at roorn

intra-transitions of REls in solids have sharp temperature (RT) with 200 keV using

emission lines, and the peak position s are ot ion-implanter at TIARA. Ion dose was loll CM-2.

affected by temperature. 1) Recently, REIs doped The projectio n range and peak concentration

nitrides have been also investigated because were calculated to be approximately 100 nrn and

GaN ad other nitride alloys are one of the wide 3x 1020 CM-3 by TRIM, respectively. After the

bandgap semiconductors, so that they can allow implantation, to remove implantation -induced

a transition in visible region. Visible damages and optically activate incorporated

electrolurninescent devices based on nitrides impurities, the implanted samples were annealed

have been reported,2-') owever, to achieve igh by rapid thermal annealing for 60 sec in the

efficient light emitting devices such as light temperature range frorn 1000 to 16000C i N,

emitting diodes and laser diodes, it is necessary ambient at atmospheric pressure. Te crystalline

to study te luminescence mechanism in detail quality was evaluated by reflection igh eergy

and to develop methods for the improvements of electron diffraction and X-ray diffraction. The

the luminescence efficiency. lurninescence properties were measured by PL

Recently, we have investigated the and cathodelurninescence (CL) easurements.

photolurninescence (PL) properties of The PL measurement was done in te

Eu-implanted AGalN (with x=0.0-0.1), and temperature range from 14 K to RT using He -Cd

have found that the PL itensity of Eu"-related laser as te excitation light source with the
5 2'Do-'F, transitio icreased wit icreasing the power density of approximately 3 mW/crn In

5 Tis result suggests tat it is -gy and
Al composition. CL measurements, the acceleration enei

possible to iprove te eission efficiency by electric current density of electron beam were 20
2introducing the REls ito AlGaN. In this study, keV ad 150 mA/cm respectively.

we investigate Eu 3+-related luminescence

properties doped ito Ga],N with whole Al 3. Results and discussion

content by using ion implantation. Figure sows CL spectra of Eu doped

AJ0.4Ga0.6N ad undoped GaN at RT. Te

2. Experiments annealing temperature for Eu-doped Al0.4Ga0.6N

Al,.Gal,.N (O x 1) epitaxial layers were is 1400'C. Strong ad sharp ed eission peaks

grown on sapphire (0001) substrate by attributed to the 4f-4f intra tansitions of Eu"

- 27 -
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Lu "-related cornposition of x=0.5 is 100 tirnes stronger than

that of Eu-doped GaN. Te CL peak In

GaN NBE Eu-doped AlGaN showed peak at Al
composition of x=0.5. The FWHM also showed

AI(3,N NBE peak as a function of Al composition and

showed peak around x=0.5, as show i Fig.2
Eu doped A IWN

The peak eergy shifts frorn 1987 eV foi- GaN
"""r^ undoped GaN to 1979 eV for AIN. These results indicate that

the luminescence capability of Eu 3+ can be200 300 400 500 600 700
Wavelength (nrn) improved by il'Itroducing AlGaN alloy.

Fig. 1 CL spectrum for Eu -doped Al0.4Ga0.6N Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence
at RT. Dashed line is the spectrurn for of PL iensity and decay time related 'Do_7 F2

undoped GaN as a reference. transition for Eu-doped Al0.jGa0.qN and GaN.

ions are observed around 600-660 nm, and the Both samples showed no explicit temperature

strongest eission at 621 nm is assigned as a quenching in the range of 14-300 K. On te

transition from 5DO to 72 of Eu" ion. The CL other hand, the PL intensity of band-edge
7intensity of 'Do_ F, transition for Eu-doped emission of undoped GaN at 300 K decreases to

Al0.4Ga0.6N is several-times stronger tan about 3% for the luminescence at 14 K.

near-band-edge emission of undoped GaN. The PL properties of Er-doped Si and/or
7The ernission properties of 5DO_ F2 transition GaAs were reported tat the inescence

of Eu-doped AJGaN depend on the Al irltensity ad te decay time of 4f-4f intra

composition. Figure 2 summarizes the transition in REls were termally quenched by

dependence of CL itensity, FWHM of line the energy reverse transfer process from REls to

widt ad peak eergy attributed to 'Do to 7F, as host materials .6,7) The small therinal uenching

a function of Al Composition i A]GaN. As the of 4f-4f intra transitio i Eu" obtained i tis

Al composition icrease, te CL intensity ad study idicates tat te eergy back transfer

the line widt icrease ad wide compared with frorn EU3+ to host materials (A]GaN is

that of Eu doped GaN, respectively. The CL nealigible, ad te ernission frorn REls in

intensity of, Eu-doped AlGaN at a Al AlGaN is suitable for application.

9 2.00 w -0. d,,p,,] AC. N300
7RT 5DO- F2

4- E,. d.ffd .','

-7 200E
1.99-6

U I 1

100

tZ 4 1. d.pdAlGaN
1.99 10-

3 0 1 0 200 300
0 20 40 60 80 100 Temperature (K)

Al composition (%) Fi 3 Temperature dependence of PL
Fig.2 Dependence of CL intensity( 0 9 1 5
FWHM of le width( A and peak intensity ad decay tim rated Do->'F,

5 _>7 transition. For comparison, temperature
energy(0) related D C) F, transision as a dependence of PL itensity, of baiid-edge
function of Al composition. emission of undoped GaN is sow sown.
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The iprovement of luminescence capability correspondim4 to the 4f-4f transition from 'Do to

related to EU31 ions by iroducing Al in GaN 'F, states of EU31 in A]GaN, is observed at oom

can be iterpreted in terms of following two temperature in all Al composition. The1:1
reasons. Firstly, the transitio n probability of integrated CL itensity of 'Do-'F�, transition of

3+ -ninescence becornes the strongestEU increases by the collapse of te local Eu-related lui

symmetry around Eu'+ due to itroducing Al in value in the case of A=50%. The value is

GaN. Secondly, the ion implantation-induced 100-times stronaer than that for Eu -doped GaN.

damage decreases with increasing Al contents. Furthermore, the intensity of 'Do-'F, transition
31Details of te discussio o this point are given of EU i A.sGao..�N is several-fold stronger

in Ref.8. Athough we cannot dstinguish two than that of near-barld-edge emission of

effects (the icrease i the transition probability undoped GaN. Tese results suggest tat the

and the decrease i crystal darnage), it can be transition capability of Eu'+ is nproved by
31 -naterial.concluded that te EU -related luminescence introducing Al i GaN as a ost 

properties are improved by the combination

between two effects. Acknowledgernents
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2.1 Ion Microbeam System for Irradiating Single Plant Cells

Y. Yokota*, S. Yamada*, T. Funayama**, Y. Kobayashi**, T. Sakashita**,

S. Wada * *, Y. Hase I-, A. Tanaka and M. Inoue 

Laboratory of Plant Breeding Science, Graduate School of Agriculture,

Kyoto Prefectural University-',

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, MERV*

1. Introduction protoplasts a sheet of sterilized Kapton film

It is almost established that ion beam (30 �trn thick) was put o the dish to

using the 'broad field' irradiation-system separate protoplasts from the detector sheet.

can induce a novel mutation in plants at Then, a sterilized polycarbonate ring was
) 2)higher rate than other mutagens 1 pushed into the dish over the Kapton film.

However, the 'broad field' As a result, protoplasts could proliferate in

irradiation-system distributes ions to targets the vessel.

at random, and thus, the interpretation of Protoplasts were isolated from the

results obtained at low dose is unclear. Ion tobacco BY-2 cell line as previously
4)microbeam. irradiation is considered as an reported . Since protoplasts must be fixed

ideal approach to settle this problem ). In at their positions for the irradiation and

this paper, we reported the ion microbeam subsequent observation, isolated protoplasts

system developed for irradiating tobacco were suspended in the LS-modified medium

BY-2 protoplasts as a model of single plant containing 0.8% Seaplaque agarose. A total

cells and demonstrated some data on the of 32.4 [il of the suspension was

survival of protoplasts irradiated with the immediately dropped o the Kapton film of

system. the irradiation vessel, and spread out under
2a sheet of cover glass 324 MM area and

2. Experimental procedure 150 txrn thick) (Fig. 1). By this procedure,

Sample preparation protoplasts were fixed at their positions in

An irradiation vessel was designed to the solid edium with a tickness of 100

irradiate single plant cells (Fig. 1) A hole �tm. The mean LET of the carbon ion

with a diameter of 12 rnm was opened at the microbearn in the protoplast position was

center of a 35-mrn� plastic dish (IWAKI calculated to be 121 keV/�trn using the

3911-035), since the ions must pass through ELOSS M computer prograrn (Tanaka et al.

the sample and reach a 1997).

scintillator-photoi-nultiplier assembly (PMT)

on the bottorn. To distinguish whether the Ion inicrobeant irradiation

ions hit the protoplasts or ot a sheet of The main properties of the ion

Harzlas TNF-1 ion track detector (100 �xm microbearn-irradiation system in JAERI

thick) was stuck over the hole. Since the were previously described '), ). For the

Harzlas TNF-1 was ighly toxic to tobacco irradiation ad subsequent observatio of
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tobacco protoplasts, the x-y position of were 56.5, 61.9, 64.2 and 55.6%,

individual protoplast plated o the dish was respectively. There was no significant

recorded using an 'auto stage system' on an differece i the mean hit rate between the

inverted optical microscope. Carbon ions Experiments and 2 and 3 and 4.

with energy of 220 MeV were collimated by A preliminary result o the colony

a tantalum micro-aperture with a 20-�tm� formation rate in tobacco protoplasts

and irradiated vertically downward to the irradiated with carbon ion microbeam was

protoplast positions (Fig. 1). Carbon ions shown in Fig. 4 Irradiation of I to 7 carbon

passed through the sample were counted by ions per protoplast seems to have no effect

PMT. When a programmed number of on the colony formation of tobacco

carbon ions were counted, carbon ion protoplasts.

microbeam was shut off using a beam Conclusively, the maximum hit rate

chopper. obtained under the present situations was

about 60%. It is necessary to increase the hit

Determination of ion hit positions rate for aalyzing exact biological effects of

Just prior to the irradiation, images of ion microbeam.

protoplasts (Fig. 2A) and landmarks (Fig.

2B) on the rear surface of the Harzlas References

TNF-1 sheet, that were made by 1) Shikazono, N., A. Tanaka, H. Watanabe

pre-irradiation and alkali etching, were and S. Tano 2001) Genetics 157,

recorded, and both images were 379-387

superimposed on a computer (Fig. 2C). 2) Shikazono, N., Y. Yokota, S. Kitaniura,

After the irradiation, the rear surface of the C. Suzuki, H. Watanabe, S. Tano and A.

Harzlas TNF-1 sheet was etched by 13AM Tanaka 2003) Genetics 163, 1449-1455

KOH solution at 27'C for 9 h. Images of 3) Michael, B. D., M. Folkard and K. M.

protoplasts (Fig. 2C) and etch pits (Fig. 2D) Prise 1994) Int. J. Radiat. Biol. 65,

were superimposed on a computer based on 503-508

the landmarks (Fig. 2E), and the ion hit 4) Yokota, Y., Y. Hase, N. Shikazono A.

positions in the protoplasts were determined Tanaka ad M. Inoue 2003) Int J.

on the basis of the superimposed images Radiat. Biol. 79, 681-685

obtained finally. 5) Kobayashi, Y., T. Funayama, S. Wada,

M. Taguchi ad H. Watanabe 2003)

3. Results and Discussion Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. B

The hit rate of the ions was defined as 210, 308-311

the number of ions that hit the protoplast 6) Sakashita, T., Y. Yokota, S. Wada T.

the umber of ions counted by PMT. Fig. 3 Funayama ad Y. Kobayashi 2004)

shows the hit rates in four experiments, JAERI-Tech 2004-007

using auto stages made by Auto Scan 7) Tanaka, S., M. Fukuda, K. Nishirnura,

Systems Pty. Ltd. (Experiments I ad 2 ad H. Watanabe and N. Yamano 1997)

Sigma Koki Co. Ltd. (Experiments 3 ad 4 JAERI-Data/Code, 97-019

Mean hit rates in Experiment 1 2 3 ad 4
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20 pm* aperture

Polyc te rng
Kapton film 30 pm c

-Cover glass (1 50 pm thick) 
35 rnmq) Plastic dish ___----,-Single ion track
with a 12-mmq) hole Cover glass (1 50 pm thick)
Harzlas TNF-1 Protoplasts and agarose,
(1 00 pm thick) 0 medium (100 pm tick)

Kapton film 30 pm thick)

Scinfillator-photomultiplier assembly - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Harzias TNF-1 100 pm thick)

Fig. Ion microbeam system for irradiating tobacco protoplasts.

Fig, 2 Determination of ion hit positions.
A- Protoplast to be irradiated
B; Landmarks on the rear surface of

HarzIasTNF-1
C; Supeirimposition of protoplast and

landmarks (0)
D; Etch pits of ion microbearn
E; Superimposition of protoplast and

30 - etch pits (0)

25 - 30 
O Exp. 1

20 - 5 Exp 2 25 -

0 Exp 3 20
0- 15 - IM Exp 4 0
2 16 1 5

>
16 lo 1 0

0 5
5 0

O 0 ARE
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 No. of ion hits per protoplast
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Hit rate %) Fig. 4 Colony formation rates of

Fig. 3 Distribution of hit rates of carbon tobacco protoplasts. *Mean 4- SE of 3
ion microbeam to tobacco protoplasts. different experiments.
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2.2 Effects of Ion Beams Irradiation on Two Cultivars of
Chrysanthemum(Dendrantheina grandiflorum R.)

H. Ikegarni*, K. Hirashima* T. Suyama* T. Kunitake* Y. Sakai* T. Nakahara*
Y. Hase"�" N. Shikazono ** and A. Tanaka*
Fukuoka Agricultural Research Center*,
Department of Ion-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI'*'

1. Introduction
Radiation mutagenesis is one of the most useful to He2' with the dose of Gy (50 MeV) for

methods for plant breeding. The ion beams have Jimba and to with the dose of 2 Gy 320
been widely used and proved to be effective to MeV) for Kyokushin. The regenerated pnts were

induce various mutations, especially in flowers, grown in the glass house at Fukuoka Prefectural
such as chrysanthemum"4 carnation and Agricultural Research Center. The cultivation

verbena.'� We succeeded to produce various phenotypes were investigated after flowering.

types of mutants by ion-beam irradiation to
chrysanthemum protoplast cells�"� We also 3. Results and Discussion
reported that the radiation sensitivity was greatly One hundred fifty plants of Jimba-lon line and
different between multicellular tissue (leaf and 159 plants of Kyokushin-lon line were
petal) and single cell (leaf protoplast� investigated. Table. shows the means of five

Here, we report the character of regenerated traits of regenerated plants. In Jimba, there were
plants from leaf cultures exposed to ion beams in significant differences between control and
two chrysanthemum cultivars. irradiated lines o three traits, height, the number

of leaves and the date of flowering. In Kyokushin,
2. Materials and methods significant differences were observed on date of
Chrysanthemum variety, Jimba' and yokushin' flowering (DF) and flower diameter.

(white flower) were used. Leaves were collected Jimba-lon line had shorter plant height, but the
and cultured by the method by Ueno et a12) . Four height of Kyokushin-lon line unchanged.

days after preparation, the samples were exposed However, deviations in height were increased in

Table I. The characteristics of regenerated plants

Line Radiation Dose No. of Height No. of No. of Date of Flower
plants leaves axillary buds f lowering diameter

(Gy) (cm) W
Jimba(control) 0 10 131.8± 12 64.8±3.8 52.0± 57 11/ ±0.8 14.8±0.3

Jimba-lon 4He2+ 1 150 111.5± 65** 58.7±5.6** 46.8± 8.8
------ ----

6 ff. U:� 4.-2 YZ�._6 !I/ 6±3-4 1 T. Y _+"0_._9
in-Ion 12& 2 159 110.1±10.5 54.2±5.8 25.4±14.3 11/15±3.9** 13.6±0.9'

Jimba-lon Ion beams irradiated'Jimba'line

Kyokushin-lon :Ion bearns irradiated 'Kyokushin'line
Planting date :July29

.':and **:the difference from the control line was significant at P<0.05 and P<0.01,respectively
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both lines. References

Number of axillary buds widely varied in 1) S. Nagatomi, A. Tanaka, A. Kato, H.

irradiated lines. We selected several mutants with Yamaguchi, H. Watanabe and S. Tano TARA

lesser number of axillary buds for further Annual Report 641-43(1998)

screening. 2) K. eno, S. Nagayoshi, Y. Hase, N. Shikazono,

The DF distributed from November 2nd to and A. Tanaka TARA Annual Report 2002

December 10th in Jimba-lon line, while it was 52-54(2003)

from November 4th to 7th for Jirnba. In 3) M. Okamoto, N. Yasuno, M. Takano A.

Kyokushin-Ion line, it distributed from November Tanaka, N. Shikazono, Y. Hase, TLAJR-A Annual

7th to November 25th, while it was' from Report 2002 50-51(2003)

November 4th to 13th for Kyokushin (data not 4) K. Suzuki, Y. Shihou, T. Abe, Y. Katumoto, K.

shown). Generally, irradiated plants had delayed Miyazaki, S. Yoshida, T. Hisazumi, RIKEN

flowering time from 4 to 9 days. However, in Accel.Prog.Rep. 35, 129 2002)

Jimba-lon line, there were any plants with ealier 5) H. kegarni, H. Murakarr�, K. Hirashima T.

DE These facts idicate that ion-beam irradiation Nakahara, Y. Hase and A Tanaka, TARA

is effective in expanding DE It is interesting that Annual Report2001 28-30 2002)

the deviation of DF in Jimba-lon line was bigger 6) T. Nakahara, K. Hirashima, H. Murakami A.

than that in Kyokushin-Ion line. Tanaka, N. Shikazono, Y. Hase and H.

In conclusion, it is likely that combination with watanabe TRA Annual Report 1999

ion-beam irradiation and tissue cultures is effective 31-32(2000)

to induce various mutations in Chrysanthemum, 7) H. Ikegami, K. Takata, H. Kai, K. Hirashima,

especially in expanding the DE T. Nakabara, Y. Hase N. Shikazono, and A.

Finally we have selected ten lines having useful Tanaka, TIARA Annual Report2OO2

characters for further secreening. 40-41(2003)
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2.3 Effects of Ion Beams on Shoot Regeneration of
Osteospermum Leaf Cultures

M.lizuka*, Y.Kimura% Y.Hase'* and A.Tanaka**

Gurnma Agricultural Technology Center'

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI-

Introduction supplemented with 0.1 rng/l NAA and

Ion beams, which have a higher linear 1mg/1 BA. The samples covered with

energy transfer (LET) than X and gamma Kapton filrn were irradiated with carbon

rays, are one of efficient mutagenic ion beam 220 MeV 12 C" and 320 MeV

agents, and applicable to mutation 12CII ) at various doses 2 to 150 Gy).

breeding of many horticultural crops. After irradiation the leaf segments were

However, there have been few studies Oil transferred to the fresh medium and

the effects of ion beam irradiation on cultured at 25 'C and 16 hr-photoperiod.

induction of mutation in vegetables ad Rgeneration rate was investigated after

ornamental crops. The lethal dose of the 40-50 days of culture.
4He2 + and 12C5+ ion beam irradiation to

strawberry, hydrangea and spiraea seed Results and Discussion

became clear 1 ),2),3). When the dosage of irradiation

In Gumma Prefecture, increased, the rgeneration rates of the

Osteospermarn cultivation is prosperous leaf segments decreased. At the dose of

and its quality has obtained high more than Gy in 12C5 'ion beams, the

evaluation. We have wild out the rgeneration rate decreased rapidly(Fig.1).

mutation breeding of the Osteospermam And at the dose of more than G in

that is important pot cultures. Ion bearns 12C61 ion beams, the rgeneration rate

were irradiated to Osteospermam for the decreased rapidly(Fig.2).

purpose of getting variation of the flower We ae performing cytological studies

color and character. Here examined to investigate horticultural values of the

effects of ion beam irradiation on mutants and are screening mutants of

germination of Osteospermam. flower color variation in the growing

plants.

Materials and Methods

Osteospermam. in greenhouse were used References

as plant materials. Young leaves were 1) N. Kudo et al. TIARA Ann. Rep.,

excised, and the surface was sterilized by 16:62-64. 1998)

immersing in 70% ethyl alcohol for I min, 2) M. lizuka et al. TIARAAnn. Rep.,

followed by 1 % (W/V) sodium 2.3:30-31. (1999)

hypochlolite solution for 15 min and then 3) M. lizuka et al. TIARAAnn. Rep.,

rinsed three th-nes in distilled water. The 2.7:45-46. (2001)

leaf segments were cultured o modified 4) M. lizuka et al. TIARAAnn. Rep.,

Murashige and Skoog's (MS) rnediurn 2.4:42-43. (2002)
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Fig.l. Effect of 12CS, ion beam on the regeneration of Osteospermarn.
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Fig.2. Effect of 12C6, ion beam on the regeneration of Osteosperrnam
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2.4 Mutation in FRILL] Gene, a Sterol C24 Methyltransferase,
Causes Ectopic Endoreduplication in Arabidopsis Petals

Y.Hase*, S. Fujioka**, S. Yoshida**, G. Sun*, M. Umeda*** and A. Tanaka*
Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI"
Plant Functions Laboratory, RY-EN**
Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biosciences, Univ. of Tokyo*

I.Introduction Flowcytometry. Petal tips were collected from
In a screen for mutants defective in organ several fully-opened flowers. Ploidy level was
development, we previously isolated and measured using a PAS flow cytometer (Partec).
characterized the fi-1111 (fi-11) mutant that has The lowest peak was assumed to be 2C nuclei

serrated petals and sepals'). In the distal region (C is a haploid DNA content). For each run,

of ft11 petals, radial cell arrangement that can be more than 3000 nuclei were analyzed.

seen in the wild type was disorganized. In this Microscopy. To observe the size of nuclei,

region, number of cells was reduced whereas collected petals were cleared in 70% ethanol and

both cell size and nuclei size dramatically dyed in I tgftnl DAPI solution.

increased. These results suggested that the fr11

mutation affected the cell division and also 3.Results and Discussion

caused the abnormal endoreduplication in the The fr11 mutant was originally isolated as a

distal part of petals. To further investigate the morphological mutant having serrated petals ad

function of the FRL1 gene, we aimed to clone sepals (Fig.1a). The gross morphology and size

the gene by a map-based approach. Here, we of fr11 plants are similar to those of the wild

report that the FRLI is identical to STEROL type. The fr11 locus was closely linked to the

METHYLTRANSFERASE 2 SMT2), which is CAT3 marker 29.91 cM) on chromosome 

involved in phytosterol biosynthesis. Finally, fi-11 was mapped to the 105-kb region

that spans three BAC clones. Sequencing of this

2.Experimental procedure

Mapping nd complementation. test. The P-11

was mapped using CAPS markers. About 400 2

mutant plants that were obtained from a cross of

f7-11 and te Ler ecotype were used. In order to

complement the f7-11 mutant, a 63 kb Boinl-11-

EcoRl genomic fragment containing the SMT2 Fig.1 Serrated petals and sepals of fi-11 mutant is

gene was exciced frorn the insert of BAC clone due to the mutation in SMT2. (a) Overview of

F14010. Transformation was done by the inflorescence of P-11. (b) fi-11 plant transformed

infiltration method. with genomic SMT2 fragment.

Analysis of endogenous sterols. Inflorescence region revealed a single base deletion i the

(400-600 mg fresh weight) were collected from F14010.7 gene that encodes SMT2. The fi-11

f7-11 ad wild-type plants that were just starting inutant was completely restored by the

to flower. Sterols were analyzed as described by transformation with genomic SMT2 fragment

Noguchi el a 1.2) (Fig.1b). The fi-11 gene has a single base deletion
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in the middle of the coding region (Fig.2). This whereas the amount of C24-methyl sterols were

results in the aberrant translation of 44 amino more than 4 times higher than the amounts in the

acids before the new stop codon at the 218th wild type (Table 1). These results show that the

amino acid. Three motifs conserved in SMT direction of biosynthetic flow is changed by

proteins are lost as a result of the mutation. mutation of SMT2.

+ Table I Altered sterol composition in smt2f"l plants
I 1 73 21 361 a.a.

Sterol W i I d type smt2frll

Cycloartenol 1.2 0.8

SMT I SAM I SAM 11 SMT 11 SAM III I 00 kb 24-methylene cycloartenol 0.2 0.3

Fig.2 Mutation found in SMT2 locus of P-11 mutant. cycloeucalenol 0.1 0.1

SMT2 has a single ORF with no intron. One base 24-methylene lophenol 0.2 1.5
deletion (arrow) results in aberrant translation of 44

'ds and a new stop codon asterisk). Hatched
boxes are conserved motifs for C-24 SMTs and 24-methylene cholesterol 3.5 15.8

blackened boxes are conserved motifs for S- campesterol 10.4 43.3

adenosylmethionine-dependent methyltransferases.

Sterols are membrane components and have 24-ethylidene lophenol 0.5 0.1
isofucosterol 9.1 2.2

a role in regulating membrane fluidity and sitosterol 65.0 25.0

permeability'). They also serve as a precursor for stigmasterol 3.3 1.0

brassinosterolds (BRs), which has been Values are endogenous levels of each sterol shown as a

extensively studied as growth-promoting plant percentage of total sterols, Total sterol contents were 187.7
pg g-1 fresh weight in the wild type and 240.0 pg g-1 fresh

steroid hormones. The majority of sterols in weight in smt2frll.

higher plants are alkylated at carbon 24. This We found that the nuclei in the distal part of

alkylation is performed by two classes of S- fi-11 petals are larger and of various sizes

adenosyl-i-nethionine-dependent C-24 SMTs.'). (Fig.3a) in contrast to nuclei of uniform size in

Arabidopsis has three SMT genes (SMT1, SMT2 the equivalent part of wild-type petals (Fig.3b).

and SMT3). The protein encoded by SMT1 A similar difference was observed at the borders

catalyses the first methylation step, and SMT2 of sepals (data not shown). Therefore, unusual

and SMT3 work together in the second methyl- endoreduplication is suggested to be the cause of

addition step. the marginal serration. We carried out flow

Endogenous sterol levels were measured in cytornetric aalysis in petal tips and rosette

inflorescences of fi-11 and wild type. The sterol leaves. Almost all of the nuclei were at the C

biosynthetic pathway in Arabidopsis divides into level in the wild-type petals, indicating no

two branches at the position of SMT2 activity. evidence of endoreduplication in petal tips

One banch produces C24-i-nethyl sterols, such (Fig.4a). Whereas 4C peak was obvious in te

as campesterol as major end products. The other

branch produces C24-ethyl sterols, such as

sitosterol or stigmasterol. Sitosterol is the most

abundant sterol in plants ad is an important

structural olecule that regulates membrane

characteristics')"). In the fi-11 mutant, the Fig.3 Comparison of nuclei size in petal margin.

arnounts of C24-ethyl sterols were between 20% (a) fi-11 petals, (b) wild-type petals. Scale bars are

and 38% of the amounts i the wild type, equivalent to 50 �trn.
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fr11 petals. In rosette leaves, both wild type and regulate the endoreduplication level but also to

f7-11 showed polyploidy up to 32C, butfi-11 bad regulate the transition frorn mitotic cycle to

higher percentage of 16C and 32C nuclei endocycle. The rosette leaves of ft-11 do not

(Fig.4b). These results show that the fi-11 show apparent morphological changes. This

mutation causes ectopic endoreduplication in suggests that the rosette leaves have plasticity

petal tips and also enhances endoreduplication that can adoptively regulate morphogenesis in

level in rosette leaves. response to the enhanced endoreduplication

level. However, the petals of fr11 can not,

WT M I probably because the petal tip does not naturally
petal tip petal tip

endoreduplicate and it has regul ar cell

arrangement. Suppression of endoreduplication

is thought to be important for petal

2C 2C 4C morphogenesis. There should be some factors

Fig.4 Flow cytornetric analysis of nuclear DNA that suppress endoreduplication in the distal part

content in petal tips. Data are shown on a of petals and the border of sepals. These factors

semilogarithmic scale. C is a haploid DNA could be affected by the altered membrane
content.

properties or a shortage of some sterol-derived

The phenotype of thefi-11 mutant suggested substances, although the mechanism is unknown.

that the FRLI is a petal- and sepal-specific gene. The fi-11 mutant provides a useful tissue to

However, to our surprise, the FRLI was investigate the molecular mechanism of

identical to the SMT2, which is broadly endoreduplication.

expressed throughout the plant. The fi-11

mutation resulted in the accumulation of 24- References

methyl sterols at the expense of 24-ethyl sterols. 1) Y. Hase, A. Tanaka, T. Baba and H.

This alteration of sterol profile is in good Watanabe, Plant Journal 24 2000) 21-32.

agreement with the position of SMT2 in the 2) T. Noguchi, S. Fujioka, S.Choe S.

biosynthetic pathway. A question to be Takatsuto, F. E. Tax, S. Yoshida and K. A.

addressed is how the mutation in SMT2 results Feldmann, Plant Physiology 124 2000)

in serrated petals and sepals. Because the sterol 201-209.

alteration is seen all over the fi-11 plant, petals 3) M.-A. Hartmann, Trends in Plant Science 3

and sepals are thought to be the most sensitive (1998) 170-175.

organs for the altered sterol profile found in the 4) P. Bouvier-N�ve, T. Husselstein ad P.

fi-11 mutant. The flow cytometric analysis Benveniste, European Journal of

revealed an unusual polyploidization i the Biochemistry 256 1998) 88-96.

distal part of petals, in which the 5) 1. Schuler, A. Milon Y. Nakatani, G.

endoreduplication does not ormally occur. The Ourisson, A. M. Albrecht, P. Benveniste and

rosette leaves also showed increased M. A. Harti-rian, Proceedings of National

endoreduplication level. These results show that Acaderny of Sciences of USA 88 1991)

normal sterol profile is necessary ot oly to 6926-6930.
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2.5 Mutation Induction in Orchids using Ion Beam

Mohd Nazir, B.*, Sakinah, A.':, Affrida, A. H.", Zaiton, A.*, A. Tanakalc*,
N. Shikazono * *, Y. Oono * * and Y. Hase *
Agrotechnology and Biosciences Division, Malaysian Institute for Nuclear Technology
Research (MINT)'-,
Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI*

1. Introduction 2. Experimental procedure
Mutation iduction by ionising irradiation 2.1 Plant material

provides an alternative for the improvernent of Dendrobium mrbelliannum is chosen for this

orchids when hybridization between species or study. It is easy to grow, robust and produces

genera proved difficult. The sensitivity of orchid long spray (up to 45 cm) with up to 30 flowers. It

protocorms towards irradiation treatments was has good flowering habit and the flowers last for

shown to be affected by the age of protocorms about 4 weeks but cannot be used for cut flower.

and differences in ploidy levels of different There are many other characteristics that can be

species or hybridO. However, irradiation on improved to make this species more

protocorms of Dendrobium Ekapol and commercially valuable.

Dendrobium Sonia has resulted in changes of This species is propagated and maintained in

flower pigmentation and flower size. The colour the shadehouses at MINT under 30% shade

variations were observed i te flower petals, provided by plastic netting. Mature seeds were

sepals, lips and the column. In addition, collected from self-pollinated flowers. The seed

morphological variations were also observed in capsules were surface sterilized by dipping them

the flower arrangement and branching of the in ethanol followed by flaming. They were cut

sprays, characteristics of the flower stalks, and open with sterile tools and the seeds were
flower forMS2),3). germinated on half-strength Murashige and

While acute gamma irradiation has proved Skoog (1/2x MS) medium at 26'C with 12h

useful and reasonably effective for mutation photoperiod util protocorms were formed.

induction in orchids, the use of high LET

radiation such as ion bearn might be more 2.2 Ion beam irradiation

effective in producing ovel ad stable utants. Protocorins of uniform in size were

Ion bearn results predominantly i single or transferred ito sterile 60 crn Petri dish, covered

double strands DNA breaks. Thus, large DNA with sterile Kapton film of 0.8 �tm in thickness

alteration such as iversion, translocation ad and sealed wth Nescofilm. Te protocorrns were

large deletion are produced. Studies at JAERI as irradiated with 220 MeV 2CII ion beam at JAERI,

shown that ion beam induces mutation at high Takasaki at doses 0 02 04, 0.8, 1.0 20 40 60,

frequency, shows boad utation spectrum and 8.0, 10, 12 , 15, 20, 30 ad 50 Gy.

produce ovel mutants that are not produced by Two to tree days after irradiation clump of

other mutagens including garnma rays. protocorms were transferred oto fresh 1/2x MS

In this study, experiments were carried out to inedium and allowed to proliferate.

determine the optimal dose for utation Subsequently the protocorm clumps were

induction in orchids using ion bearn. subcultured oto fresh mediurn every four weeks.
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3. Results and Discussion % surviving clumps with number of
Dose(Gy) pr tocorms per clu p

The growth of the protocorm clumps was <5 5 to 10 >10

determined by the number of protocorms and the 0.0 0.25 0 0.75

size of the clumps. After 1.5 months the number 0.2 0.6 0 0.13

of growing and surviving protocorm clumps were 0.4 3 1.43 1
0.8 1.87 1.06 0.83

noted and grouped into clumps consisting of less 1.0 1.41 0.47 0.71

than protocorms, between and 10 protocorins 2.0 3.89 1.22 3

and clumps consisting of more than 10 4.0 0.89 0.33 0.22

protocornis (Table 1). There was o clear 6.0 0.66 0.26 0.66

correlation trend between the increasing dose of 8.0 0.31 0 0.16
10.0 0.48 0.24 1.09

irradiation and the protocorrn growth. Growth 12.0 0.45 0.11 0.45

was inhibited initially at 02 Gy but more clumps 15.0 0 0 0

were observed to grow at higher doses of 04 to 20.0 0.14 0 0

30.0 0 0 0
2.0 Gy. The growth of protocorms was reduced 50.0 0.12 0 0

again at doses higher than 40 Gy. Doses higher Table 1: Number of growing and surviving

than 15 Gy totally inhibited growth. The protocorm clumps (after 1.5 months)

difficulty in estimating the effective irradiation

dose for mutation induction based on the survival

or growth of the protocorms could be due to Number of Percentage

Total Number of regenerated of
factors such as contaminations of the protocorm Doses lump growing shoots regenerated

cultures ad sensitivity of the young protocorms (Gy) c s clumps %) (> I cm shoots per
length) growing

to tissue culture manipulations during pre and clumps

post irradiation subculturing procedures. 0 65 53 (81.5) 13 24.5

These protocorms were then allowed to 0.2 12 0 0

regenerate into shoots o the same medium. The 0.4 76 13 33.33

number of regenerated shoots that were more 0.8 118 67(56.8) 16 23.9
1.0 50 5 13.9

than 1.0 cm in height and have at least two leaves 2.0 226 132 20 15.2

were recorded after two subcultures (Table 2 4.0 41 0 0

In general, te percentage of the regenerated -6.0 33 10(30.3) 3 30

shoots per protocorm clump was decreasing at 8.0 8 5(62.5) 0 0

doses higher than 04 Gy. At doses 60 Gy ad 10.0 14 2(14.3) 1 50

10.0 Gy the percentage was 30% and 50% 12.0 24_ 11(45.8) 1 1 9.1

respectively (Table 2 However, it should be Table 2 Number of regenerated shoots (after 3

noted that the total number of regenerated shoots months)

is small. surviving protocorms after te irradiation

The data does not sow any particular treatments but also frorn protocorms that have

correlation between the number of regenerated multiplied after two subculturing stages.

shoots and irradiation dose. This could have been Therefore, the regenerated shoots are mixed

because the data was taken after two subcultures population of several vegetative generations.

(3 months after culture initiation). Thus, te The experiment was repeated using

number of shoots regenerated ay ot have protocorms that had been precultured i the 60

originated from te small number of itially ern Petri plates for I week to allow the
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protocorins to stabilize under the culture regenerated plantlets have been transferred to the

conditions. Only vigorously growing and shadehouse for further growth and observation.

non-contaminated cultures were irradiated.
80

Irradiated protocorms were transferred onto 0
C)

pre-weighed Petri plate containing te growing 60En
medium. A total of 100 protocorm clumps of 0

40
about the sarne size were plated in each plate. The

C: 20number of shoots regenerated from the protocorm

clumps after weeks of culture was then taken to 0
D_

determine the effective irradiation dose. It was Q) C3
'�K9

assumed that at 8th week these shoots were Dose (Gy)
regenerated only from the small number of
surviving protocorms after the irradiation Figure 1: The number of shoots regenerated

treatments. Thus it should reflect irradiation from the protocorm clumps after weeks

effects on the protocorms. Figure I shows a

decreasing percentage of regenerated shoots as References

irradiation dose increased, except for doses 20 1) Ling, C. H. 1998). Effects of gainma

Gy ad 8.0 Gy which show 47.9% and 66.7% irradiation on in vitro cltures of selected

regeneration respectively. However, the total orchid ybrids, MS Thesis, Universiti Putra

number of surviving protocorm clumps for dose Malaysia, Serdang, Malaysia. 113 Pages.

8.0 Gy was oly 9 out of 500 cultured initially

(data not shown). This indicates that only small 2),Mohd. Nazir, B., and Sakinah, A. 2001).

number of the protocorms survived the Molecular techniques as complementary tools

irradiation but most surviving protocorms were in orchid mutagenesis. Proceedings of The

able to regenerate shoots. 200IFNCA Woi-ksho o Agi-lcultui-e: Plant

The number of regenerated shoots icreased Mutation Breeding & Bio/ei-tilizer, August

tremendously after 16 weeks of culture (after 3 20-24, Bangkok Thailand, Japan Atomic

subcultures) indicating that the surviving Energy Research Institute, pg 91-102.

protocorms have multiplied normally ad are

able to regenerate shoots (data Dt shown). The 3) Sakinah Ariffin and Mohd Nazir B. 2002).

data on the number of regenerated shoots after Increasing characteristic variations in

weeks of culture shows that the optimum dose for Dendrobium orchid trough acute irradiation.

ion bearn irradiation o orchid protocorms may 17" World Orchid Conference and Show,

be estimated to be between 1.0 to 20 Gy. The Shah Alam, Malaysia, April 26-May 2 2002.
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2.6 Development of the Efficient Mutation Breeding Method
using Ion Beam Irradiation

K. Degi *, T. Morishita *, H. Yamaguchi *, S. Nagatomi *, K. Miyagi

A.Tanaka***,N.Shikazono*** andY.Hase***

Institute of Radiation Breeding, NIAS*

Okina wa Prefectural Agricultural Experiment Station"

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI * * *

1. Introduction shoots divided from multiple shoot mass

In plant, a radiation induces simultaneously derived from tissue cultured growing point were

various levels of mutation such as genes, cultivated in MS medium supplemented with

chromosome and genome that the most of BA 0.2mg/l, kinetin .01mg/l, and sucrose 30g/l

mutation is fallen into deletion. Generally, adjusted in pH5.6. These cultured shoots were

useful mutation attributes to deletion; however, irradiated with gamma rays in the Istitute of

unfavorable mutation also induces at the same Radiation Breeding and with helium-ion beam

time'). Therefore, estimation of the optimum (4 He2l, 10OMeV) in TIARA.

dosage in each kind of radiation is the most The survival rate was investigated on 40

important to initiate an effective mutation days after the irradiation, and the lateral shoots

breeding. were separated from the stock as vM2 generation,
2,4,I) 3)In sugarcane and chrysanthemum and acclimatized in a greenhouse, then they were

chromosome deletion in induced mutant can be transplanted to the field in May 2002.

easily estimated basing on the nuclear DNA The dose responses of the radiations on stalk

content by flow-cytometer. A sugarcane diameters, stalk length, stalk numbers, etc. were

commercial variety having around 110 investigated in experimental field arranged with

chromosomes consists of basic genome eight randomized block design consisting of 20 plants

and ten in aneuploid and allopolyploidy. per plot in three replications. Experimental

It was unveiled that in sugarcane, as the field for selection of the airless mutants was

irradiation dose of gami-na rays to the donor established separately. At the beginning of

plant rose, uclear DNA content of the mutants October 2002, the mutants with no 57-group hair

decreased (the deficiency icreases ad te on the leaf sheath were selected.

mutation rate increased so that the mutation of ID May 2003, five one-eyed-seedlings of

quantitative characters such as stalk diameter hairless clones in VM3 generation induced by the
2,4,I)and stalk length also frequently iduced heliurn ion were planted by randornized block

Accordingly, the optimum doses on design with two replications I the middle of

heliurn-ion beam was discussed basing on te October, quantitative caracters and nuclear

relationship aong the mutation rate, the nuclear DNA conten we measured in each clone.

DNA content aDd quantitative characters of Relative uclear DNA content of each clone was

mutants in sugarcane. calculated comparing wth te value of oble

cane variety, 'Badila' (2n=80) as te internal

2. Experimental methods standard. The relative nuclear DNA content of

Using sugarcane variety, Ni 11, individual the original variety, Ni 11 was 142.
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3. Result and discussion
r-0.974*

As the result, it was observed that nuclear DNA 13 ymier-lay
15 16 helium-ioncontent decreased ID the most of the clones ID the 41

VM2 generation. Some of the survived clone lost
' lo

more than 20% of the nuclear DNA. In te

helium ion, as te dose rose, nuclear DNA E 5 -

content decreased remarkably and its variance

also increased in comparison with garni-na ays. X 0

Nuclear DNA content of IGy irradiated clones 120 125 130 135 1.40 lA5

with the helium ion was equivalent to oe of RelaWe nuclear DNA cntent
Fig.2 Relationship between relative nuclear DNA content

4OGy of gamma rays, and Gy of the heliuiTi- and hairlm nutation ratc�

ion beam was equivalent to 16OGy of gamma However, in the dose of Gy or less, the

rays, respectively (Fig. 1). decrease of the stem length with the decrease in

1.45 nuclear DNA content was gentle, and there were

many clones in which the stem length did not
1.40-

change. And, there are many clones of high
1.35-

< Brix in the dose of Gy or less. However,z
Brix lowered with the decrease in nuclear DNA

1.25- h content i 8Gy (the data omission). Estimated

Brix volume per stock (a standard of theIt 1.20-
recoverable sugar quantity from the stock)

1.15-
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 tended to decrease with te decrease in nuclear

D.F..(Gy) DNA content. However, tere were clones
Fig.1 Effects on relative nuclear DNA contents of

sugarcane with gamma rys and helium-ion beam. over original variety the estimated Brix volume

Though the hairless mutation rate was 06% in clones over 135 in relative nuclear DNA

at the Gy of helium ion, 96% in 4Gy, 17.1% content (Fig. 3.

in 8Gy, it was rapidly increased as the dose was It is considered that the decrease of uclear

doubled (Table 1). The hairless mutation ate DNA content in tis study is caused by the

at Gy of heliurn ion was almost equal to oe at chromosome or/and genome deficiency.

20OGy of gamma rays. Significant negative Though induction frequency of the hairless

correlation (r=-0.97':*) was found between mutation is high i higher dose plots, it is

average hairless mutation rate and relative guessed with that the stem thinly shortened by

nuclear DNA content i each irradiation plot of d.
0 51.1

garnma ays ad helium-ion bearn. Both kds of 0.5 A A O 1 G,
A 20G,
A 40G,the radiations also showed the similar 4 0 80G,

E 00 0relationship that the increase i te dose, ad A
0.3 gAA AA 0

nuclear DNA content decreases, and the hairless �No
0 0 I& Al0.2 0 O 6C A

Amutation ate rises (Fig. 2. 0 0 A

E A A A

At VM3 generation, nuclear DNA content .:1 A

0 OW 0 A10 idecreased with the increase in the hellurn-1011 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.45 1.5
R,!I.ti,,e -e., DNA

bearn dose, and then, the stein hnly shortened, rig.3 Relationship btween rlative nuclear DNA content
and estimated Bix volume aong hairless mulants

and juice Brix of the stein tended to decrease. with heliuni-ion irradiation.
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large deficiency and that the uit crop decreased. the relationship between adverse effect for

From these result, the optirnum dose on quantitative characters and frequency of hairless

helium-ion beam seemed to be Gy basing on mutation.

Table Hairless mutants induced from irradiated tissue cultured multiple shoot

of sugarcane with gamma rays and helium-ion

Kind of radiation Dose(Gy) No.of samples No.of hairless mutant Mutation rateN

He ion 10 416 2 0.48

He ion 20 505 3 0.59

He ion 40 3 66 35 9.56

He ion 80 310 53 71

Gamma rays 40 89 0 0

Gamma rays 80 84 0 0

Gamma rays 1 60 84 7 8.3

Gamma rays* 50 1 291 3 0.23

Gamma rays* 100 1 1 42 10 0.88

Gamma rays* 200 273 25 9.06

Not treated 0 7 58 0 0

* are results in 2001, others are results in 2002.

Reference 3) H. Yamaguchi et al., TIARA Ann. Rep.

1) A. M. van Harten, Mutation Breeding, 2000(JAERI-Review 2001-039) 34-35.

Theory and Practical Applications. 1998) 4) K. Degi et al., Japanese J. of Tropical

Cambridge Univ. Press, pp353 Agriculture. Vol.46. 2002) 910 (In

2) S. Nagatomi et al., Breed.Sci.48 (Suppl.2). Japanese)

(1998) 334. (In Japanese) 5) K. Degi et al., Breed.Sci.5 (Suppl.1).

(2003) 280. (In Japanese)
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2.7 Mutation Generation and the Development of New Varieties
in Ornamentals by Ion Beam Breeding

M.Okamura*, N.Yasuno*, M.Takano*, A.Tanaka** and Y.H.ase**
Plant Laboratory, Agribio business company, Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd.*
Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction median growth dose in carnation was
Ion beams have much higher linear energy estimated at 71 8Gy. In petunia, the

transfer and relative biological effectiveness median growth dose was around 22Gy
(RBE) than those of gamma rays and although the median lethal dose was
X-rays') By the combined method of ion estimated at 43Gy.
beam irradiation with cell and tissue culture, The mutants of flower color and shape in
we succeeded in the development of new carnation derived from ion irradiation are
carnation varieties "Vital Ion series" in 2002 shown in Fig 2 The mutation rates were to
2) . Ion beams proved useful as new mutagens 10% depending on the dosage. Flower color
to obtain the commercial varieties in a short mutants such as light orange, dark orange,
time. salmon, striped, edge-less and flower shape

In this study, we investigate the efficiency mutants such as round petals, cup-shaped
of mutation generation by ion beam flowers were obtained. The mutation
breeding and the development of new spectrum of the flower color and shape was
varieties in standard-type carnation and wider as compared with acute gamma-ray
petunia. radiation (Fig.3). The irradiation dosages to

obtain dark orange mutants were 5Gy, about
2. Materials and Methods 5 tracks per cell, and 3Gy, about 600,000

Standard carnation variety 'Star' (orange spurs per cell, in ion beams and gamma-rays,
fancy), superior variety with a long vase life respectively.
and high productivity, and spreading type In spreading type petunia 'EPW', flower
petunia 'EPW' were used for the experiment. color mutants such as pure white, rose vein,
In carnation small leaf segments with micro blue, salmon red and striped were obtained
buds were placed in petri dish containing (F i g. 4).
Murashige and Skoog medium supplemented In this study the wide spectrum in flower-
with O�.lmg/l NAA and .mg/I BA, 30g/I color and -shape was observed in the
sucrose and 7g/I agar. The samples covered mutants derived from ion beam irradiated
with Kapton film were irradiated with 220 standard- type carnation and petunia. The
MeV carbon ion beams from the TIARA results correspond with the reports in

2) 3) NewAVF cyclotron (JAERI, Takasaki). In carnation and chrysanthemum.
petunia seeds were irradiated. After carnation varieties "Vital Ion series"
irradiation, the rate of shoot growth or that developed by ion beam breeding have been
of seed germination was examined in commercialized in Europe as well as in
carnation or petunia, respectively. The Japan. Ion beams have different effect from
plants derived from irradiation were that of electron beams on mutation
cultivated in the greenhouse and their flower generation of crops and have great impact
color and shape were investigated. The on plant seed and seedling business.
carnation plants irradiated with gamma-rays
were tested as comparison. References

1) A. Tanaka et. al., Int. J. Radiat. Biol 72
3. Results and Discussion (1997),121-127 -

The influence of ion beam irradiation on 2) M. Okamura et. al., Nucl. Inst. and Meth.
bud growth in carnation was shown in in Phys. Res. 206 2003), 574-578 S.
Fig.1A, and that on seed germination and 3) Nagatomi, et. al., JAERI-Review 97-015
plant growth in petunia in Fig.113. The (1998), 50-52
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Fig. I Influence of 220 MeV carbon ion beam irradiation on bud growth in carnation (A), and that

on seed germination and plant growth in spreading petunia (B).

2. 5

2

Eq gamma

1. 5
rate

0. 5

0
dark light orange salmon yellow striped large small round serated

Flower mutants by ion beam, gamma-rays (cv. Star)

Fig.2 Rates of floral mutants in carnation obtained by the irradiation of ion beams and gamma-rays.

Fig.3 Floral mutants of standard carnation cv. 'Star' obtained by ion beam breeding.

(left to right): Parent cv. Star, light orange, striped, yellow, salmon.

F ig.4 Floral mutants of spreading type petunia 'EPW' by ion beam breeding.

(left to right): Parent cv. EPW, pure white, rose vein, salmon red, blue.
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2.8 Additional Improvement of Chrysanthemum
using Ion Beam Re-irradiation

K. Ueno*, S. Nagayoshi*, Y Hase* *, N. Shikazono* * and A. Tanaka"
Kagoshima Biotechnology Institute*,
Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction 320 MeV carbon ions, accelerated by AVF
Chrysanthemums have some aronomical cyclotron at JAERI at doses of 1-5 Gy for

traits to be improved such as reducing axillary chrysanthemum.
buds to save fan-ner's labor and lower 2.3 Analysis of DNA contents

temperature flowering to save the cost of DNA contents were estimated by the

heating. We succeeded in the introduction of Proidy Analyzer (PARTEC PA) 3 Sugar cane

two new cultivars of chrysanthemum with was used as genome size control, then, DNA

reducing axillary buds in 2003 using ion beam contents were determined by comparing sugar

irradiation' ) 2 . The numbers of axillary buds of cane with chrysanthemum.

these cultivars were less than half to quarter,

comparing the original cv. "Jimba". These 3. Results and Discussions
12C 12CI+cultivars were named "Imagine" and In 22OMeV and 32OMeV ion

"A laddin' beams, regeneration frequency decreased

We are going to prepare for selection of rapidly with increasing dose and the 90%

mutants which have both few axillary buds and re-generation dose (RD90) was estimated to be

low temperature flowering trait. In this paper, 2 Gy and 3 to 4 Gy, respective IY4). Therefore,

we describe effects of ion beam re-irradiation specimens were irradiated around RD90.

on the mutation induction from cultures of DNA contents of Imagine, Aladdin and MI

chrysanthemum. plants derived from the ion beam re-irradiated

leaf discs were analyzed and compared with

2. Materials and Methods that of cv. Jimba. In Imagine it was

2.1 Plant materials approximately 98% of original Jimba",

Chrysanthemum (cv. Jimba, Imagine and whereas in Aladdin it did not show any

Aladdin) leaves were cut into appropriately 4 decrease (Fig. 1). In MI plants derived from

mm 2 mm disc and cultured on MS medium leaf discs of Imagine, DNA contents decreased

with mg/I IAA and I mg/I BA prior to 36 even Gy non-irradiated controls, and in MI

days of irradiation. After I month of irradiation, plants decreasing was more than 2 when 4

leaf discs were subcultured on MS medium Gy of ion beam were applied. These results

with 0.01 mg/] NAA and 0.05 mg/I BA for suggest that the mutant like Imagine in which

adventitious shoot development. Then after I chromosome deficiency occurred was also

month, adventitious shoots were subcultured on lowered in its ability of DNA repair. On the

MS hormone free medium for plant other hand, in MI plants of Aladdin, DNA

regeneration. contents remained almost the same level as in

2.2 Ion beam irradiation original Jimba". Therefore, when we have to

Leaf discs were irradiated with 220 MeV or use the re-irradiation technique for plant
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improvement, the materials or mutants use Under low temperature, flowering period of

must be those with keeping original DNA Jimha and Aladdin are greatly delayed.

amount. Therefore, we tried to select early flowering

In 2003, approximately 10,000 regenerated type which behave safely even under low

plants were obtained and grown in two temperature of IO to 129C. From the screening

different cropping systems; for selection either of 4299 MI plants derived from leaf discs of

few axillary buds (flowering period in Aladdin, 51 visible mutants of early flowering

December) or lower temperature flowering type were selected (Table 2). These mutants

(flowering period in March). flowered in seven to eight weeks after lighting

From 5173 control or MI plants, 41 visible stop.

mutants were selected by screening of fewer We hope in next season the successful

axillary buds (Fig. 2 Table 1). Jimha 2 is selection of cultivars, in which both desirable

early flowering type which was selected by line characteristics, few axillary buds and early

breeding system. However, the growth of MI flowering in low temperature, are combined

plants which are derived from Jimba 2 are from the mutants we have now selected.

inferior to original Jimba (data is not shown).

On the other hand, the growth of Aladdin and References

its MI plants are more vigorous than Jimba, 1) K. Ueno et al., TIARA Ann. Rep. 2002

and gave stout and higher quality cut-flowers. (2003) 52-54.

Among those irradiated with 32OMeV 12C6+ , we 2) S. Nagayoshi, Radiation Industries 98

obtained the few axillary bud mutants. These (2003) 10-16.

mutants showed the same or higher percentages 3) K. Mishiba and M. Mii, Cell Tech., 1988)

of non-axillary buds and earlier flowering, as Vol. 17, No. 4 609-615.

compared with Aladdin. 4) K. Ueno et al., Ikushugaku Kenkyu 3

(2001) (Suppl 2: 62.

102 -

10( ..........

98 0

96

< 94 4,
Z
0

92

9 0 . ..... . ... ..... ..

88

imagine 1 2 3 4 Al.ddin 0 1 2 3
32OMeV-C ion beam irradiation dose (Gy)

Fig. I DNA contents of Imagine, Aladdin, and Fig. 2 Individual selection for mutant of few
these MI plants compared with original axillary buds.
Jimba (I 0%).

each plant of analyzed, 0: average, I STD.
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Table 1. The number of tested ad selected plants in 2003, which regenerated from leaf disc cultures
irradiated by ion beam, for selection of few axiHary buds.

Flowering peoriod Characteristic of cultivar (* or
number of selected plants

December % of nodes without axillary buds

Energy Dose Number of Number of % of >80 >50 >30 >10 10> 0
Plant tested Radiation MeV G tested selected selection N

y plants plants rate
Aladdin 129

----------------------- : ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 320 0 445 9 2.0 1 2 4 2

Regenerated I 1,3 64 10 0.7 1 2 7 2
0.11plants from 2 1,3 2-3) 4 1 2 1

re-irradiated 1,049 10 1.0 7 3
Aladdin 5 194 1 0.5 1

sub-total 4,3 7 5 34 2 5 21 8
Jimba 2 44

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C 320 0 58 0 0.0
Regenerated 1 125 2 1.6 1 1
plants from 327 2 0.6 1 1
irradiated 288 3 1.0 2 1
Jimba 2 5 0 0 0.0

sub-total 798 7 4 3
Total 5,173 41 2 9 24 8

Table 2 The number of tested and selected plants in 2003, which regenerated from leaf disc cultures
irradiated bj ion beam, for selection of early flowering type.

Flowering peoriod Characteristic of cultivar (* or
number of selected plants

March Number of weeks to flowering
after liting stop

Energy Dose Number of Number of of
Plant tested Radiation MeV Gy tested selected selection 7 8 9 10

plants 21ants rate
Jimba A - - - 14
Jimba I - - - 15
Jimba 2 - - - 27
Imagine - - - 33
Aladdin - - - 163

Mutant Line H - - - 107-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 320 0 217 3 1.4 3

Regenerated 1 109 0 0.0
2 705 6 0.9 4 2

plants from 3 428 5 1.2 2 3

re-irradiated C 220 1 569 12 2.1 1 1 1
Aladdin 1.5 1,519 17 1.1 3 14

2 752 8 1.1 2 6
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total 4,658 51 12 39
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2.9 Detection of Mutation in Sugi Cedar (Cryptomeria japonica) and
Hinold Cypress (Chamaecypans obtuse) Treated with Ion Beam
Irradiation

K. sU*,Y-Hase** andA.Tanaka**
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute*,
Department of Ion-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI`

1. Introduction inediurn') of Sugi cedar originally collected
Sugi cedar (Cryptomeria Japonica D. from arboretum in Forestry and Forest

Don) and Hinoki cypress (Chamaecyparis Products Research Institute, Tsukuba,
obtusa Sieb. et Zucc.) cover 44% and 24 Ibaraki, were used. Shoot primordia of
of the plantation area in Japan, respectively, Hinoki cypress were also used for the
and are the most important domestic forest experiments. They are cultured on CD
conifers. They produce the highest quality mediu M6)7) supplemented with 10. 
wood and can be grown throughout Japan, 6-benzylaminopurine and 0.03 . M
excluding Hokkaido and the Ryukyu Island. naphthalene acetic acid (NAA). Fresh buds
In forest tree species with long life cycle, or shoot primordia were subcultured on the
mutation is very promising in shortening the medium in petri dish 35 x 10 mm) which
breeding time. was covered with Kapton film. They were

Ion beam is expected to increase the irradiated with 50 MeV 4 e2l or 320 MeV
mutation frequency and wide spectrum, 12C61 ion beam from AVF cyclotron in
since it has a high LET (linear energy JAERI. After irradiation the shoot priniordia
transfer). The combination of ion beam were subcultured to the new media for
irradiation and tissue culture was sometimes assessing the surviving rate ad detecting
beneficial for high frequent mutation mutation.

)2)3)induction' . In the previous report, we For detecting mutation, not only
have obtained the xantha and wax rich morphological observation but also
mutants in Hinoki cypress by ion bearn cytological method was applied. About 100

on4)irradiati mg of plant material was chopped with a
In this study, we tried to induce the razor blade in I ml of 0.1 M citric acid

mutants by irradiation of the in vitro containing 0.5 Triton X100' . The
cultured buds of Sugi cedar ad shoot suspension of nuclei was filtered through a
primordia of Hinoki cypress with 4He2' and 50 . r nylon net and stained with 5 . g ml-'
12 C" heavy ion beams. Mutants such as DAPI and 3 g rnl-' sulforhodamine in 04
male-sterile, fast-growing and M sodiurn hydrogen phosphates) . Relative
environmentally resistant oes are prorniSiDg. DNA content was measured on a Partec PA
We try to detect not oly leaf plastid flow cytometer equipped with a 100 w
mutation by observation but also the high-pressure mercury lamp.
chromosomal level mutation by fl ow
cytorneter. 3 Results and Discussion

Surviving rate of i vitro cultured buds of
2. Experimental procedure Sugi cedar irradiated with to 20 Gy 'H C21

In vitro cultured buds o half-strength LP and I to Gy 12CII ion bam decreased as
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the amounts of irradiation increased (Table Table 1. Effect of 4 He2l ion beam iadiation on

1,2). Shoot primordia of Hirioki cypress rate of surviving buds, number of shoots
2 obtained and regenerated plantlets of Sugli cedar

irradiated with to 20 Gy 'He and I to (2 months after irradiation, 50 buds x 6

Gy 12C6+ ion beam had similar tendency. repetitions)

There was no clear plastid mutation except Dose survival no. of no. of

partial light-green leaves in Sugi cedar at Gy rate shoots obtained plantlets

5 33.4 47 2
least until I year after irradiation. Wax rich 10 24.0 101 7

shoots appeared in Hinoki cypress culture. 20 9.4 38 6
Shoot elongation from surviving buds was

suppressed with irradiation of 2 and Gy Table 2 Effect of 12C61 ion beam

12C6+ ion beam. Regenerated plantlets have on rate of surviving buds, number of shoots

been habituated and grown in a greenhouse obtained and regenerated plantlets of Sugi cedar

for further assessing experiments to detect (2 months after irradiation, 50 buds x 6
repetitions)

mutants. It may be possible to assess the Dose survival no. of no. of

sterile mutants by spraying gibberellic acid Gy rate shoots obtained plantlets

for iducing flowers. In the previous report, - 1 85.0 160 3

we described the albino, xantha ad wax 2 76.0 7 2

ri ch mutants from irradiated shoot 5 64.0 3 0

primordium of Hinoki cypress'o). Wax rich

mutants may have some horticultural value.
7,t 692&

Flow cytornetric DNA histograms of

irradiated Hinoki cypress shoot primordia Gy
2EZ WX Y

contained a single G1 peak as shown in
20C

Figure which was same position with that

of the control shoot primordium. That

indicated that the there was o ploidy level '00 10.

mutation occurred after irradiation. However,

Lwe cannot eliminate the possibility of 0

chimeric partial deletion of chromosorme Rwaam lot M Mm, E-E
Jvj" Mr, 32A, M rol. It -1 PLL aEaJb hk. lb

suggested by the broadening of the foot of

the peak.
Fig. Flow cytometric observation of shoot

Further study is needed for detecting primordia of Hnoki cypress irradiated with 320

mutations after growing te shoots to the Mev 12 C" heavy ion beam.

plantlets.
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2.10 Effects of Ion Beam Irradiation on the Mutation
Induction from Garlic Bulb Basal Plate Culture

T.Tashiro*, Y. Yamamoto* *, A.Tanaka* N.Shikazonol- and Y.Hase*

Faculty of Horticulture, Chiba University*

Farm Station of FSC, Faculty of Bioresources, Mie University**

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI-'**

1. Introduction 2. Materials and Methods

Recently, there is a great demand for garlic Garlic (Allium sativum L. cv Fukuchi-bowaito)

because garlic is one of the best -known health was used for experiments. Bulbs were

foods, which increase biological activities that surface-sterilized with 70% ethanol and %

include antibiotic, antitumor and cholesterol sodium hypochlorite solution, and rinsed three

lowering. Garlic belongs to a group of the times in sterile water. The basal plate of bulb

Allium family. Since garlic is sexual sterility was cut off 1-1.5mm thickness as ion beam

and propagated by bulbs, the positive plant could irradiate through them perfectly and

breeding is difficult. Therefor e, the consumer trimmed 5x5mm in length, and then divided

and the producer could not satisfy the breeding into 4 equal segments 812 segments were

in garlic. We established a ovel system of placed on a 0mm. diameter plastic petri dish

practical micropropagation in garlic, which containing 5ml LS medium supplemented with

produced effective bulblets in vitro, because it 30g/l sucrose ad 3g/l gelrite for soot

is a wise method to proliferate, to select, and to differentiation 3). The dishes were covered with

plant in field'). Kapton film, and then irradiated with MeV
The Ion beam irradiation is expected to be 4He 2' ad 32OMeV 12C61 ion beams at dosage

increase the mutation frequency and wide of 02, 1.0 and 1.5Gy at the TIARA AVF

spectrum, since ion beam is a type of high cyclotron in JAERI. After irradiations te both

linear energy transfer (LET) radiation and can samples were transferred to the fresh medium

deposit high energy on a target compared to for shoot differentiation. Fresh shoots were

low LET radiation such as gamma ray2). The subcultured on LS medium for bulblet

combination of ion beam irradiation and tissue formation.

culture was considered to be beneficial for The experiments were performed under

mutation induction of garlic. It is expected that 3000lux. (day /night of 16/8hrs.) at 25'C.

ion bearer induced novel mutation not oly o Regeneration rate of basal plate segment and

morphological character but also on cemical plantlet formation rate from basal plate

cornposition in garlic. segment were examined. And the general

The purpose of this study is to develop a appearances of the plantlets were observed,

effective method for ion beam breeding in comparing the morphological d iff ere n ces

garlic and to obtain desirable mutants, among those plantlets induced by irradiating

especially that of volatile sulfur compounds. In helium and carbon ion beams.

this paper, we report te effects of ion beam on

shoot formation and bulblet induction from the 3. Results and Discussions

irradiated explant of basal plat e of garlic bulb. 1)Effect of bulb basal plate explants rradiation
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on regeneration of plantlets These data indicated that the regenerated

The dose response of plantlet regeneration plantlet rate was sligh tly higher in carbon ion

with helium and carbon ion beams irradiation beam than in helium ion beam, and the

at 02, 0.5 and 1.5Gy was showed in Table 1. plantlets derived from irradiated explants had

In helium and carbon ion beams, regenerated higher variant rate apparently, and variant rate

plantlet rate decreased gradually with was slightly higher in helium ion bearn than in

increasing dosage. Regenerated plantlet rate carbon ion beam. And. complex variation rate

was 77.1% at 0.2Gy, 72.7% at 0.5Gy and was 2 to 3 times higher in helium ion beam

46.9% at 1.5Gy for elium ion beam and than in carbon ion beam. These results suggest

67.9% at 0.2Gy, 62.2% at 0.5Gy ad 36.4% at that carbon ion beam can induce mutation at

1.5Gy for carbon ion beam, respectively. low dosage of irradiation, resulting in the

Regenerated plantlet rate was 78.8% in effective induction of the mutants with one or a

non-irradiated treatment. few point mutations that have o or very few

Various types of regenerated plantlets were undesired mutations.

observed ad classified, depending on their 2)Effect of bulb basal plate explants irradiation

general appearance of shoot and bulblet, into on morphological character of regenerated

normal plantlet and variant. Generally, the plantlets

normal plantlets were defined a green leaf The dose response of morphological

color ad more than 15cm. length ad 5mm character of regenerated plantlets irradiated

width of leaf, ad more than 10 mm length and with helium and carbon ion beams at 02, 0.5

8 mm width of bulblet like the normal garlic in and 1.5Gy was showed in Table 2 Regenerated

appearance. The variants produced by ion plantlets irradiated at dosage of 1.5Gy i both

beam irradiation had different morphological helium and carbon ion beams showed severe

characters such as multiple shoot (more than morphological abnormality and abortive

shoots per explant4) ), variegated leaves, dwarf, growth. The variant of malformed shoot and

delayed growth, malformed shoot, shootless bulblet were tended to obtain at the

multiple-shoot bulblet (more than 2 shoots per dosage of 1.5Gy in both helium and carbon ion

bulblet), and shootless bulblet. beam irradiation. However, regenerated

The variant rate was depended on helium plantlets which irradiated at dosage of 02 ad

and carbon ion bearns with different dose. In 0.5Gy in both helium and carbon ion beams

helium and carbon ion beams, the variant rate showed less morphological abnormality and

increased with increasing dosage. The variant slow growth. The variant of variegated leaves

rate was 28.0% at 0.2Gy, 25.6% at 0.5Gy and and dwarf had a tendency to get from

95.6% at 1.5Gy for helium ion beam and irradiated at dosage of 02 and 0.5Gy in both

21.9% at 0.2Gy, 38.1% at 0.5Gy ad 43.8% at helium and carbon ion beams. The variant of

1.5Gy for carbon ion beam, respectively. The multiple shoots and delayed growth were

variant rate was 8.1 % in non -irradiated tended to produce not oly at the dose of 02

treatment. In the variant, the rate of complex and 0.5Gy but also at the dose of 1.5Gy in both

variant which has more than 2 abnormal heliurn ad carbon ion bearns. Te variant of

characters was 27.3% at 02 Gy 31% at 0.5Gy multiple-shoot bulblet were attained by elium

and 18.6% at 1.5Gy for helium ion beam ad ion beams irradiation at dosage of 0.2Gy.

3.1% at 02 Gy, 94% at 0.5Gy ad 71% at There was o difference in the tendency of

1.5Gy for carbon ion beam, respectively. variant type rate between helium ion bea ad
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carbon ion beam except for the multiple shoots References

rate. 1) YYamamoto and T.Tashiro, International Plant

The regenerated bulblets were placed on soil Propagatorrs'Society 717-18(2000).

for sprouting, and now they are well grown in 2) A.Tanaka, N.Shikazono, Y.Yokota,

experimental field of Farm Station in Mie H.Watanabe and S.Tano, Int. J. Radiat. Biol.

University. They will be harvested in June 72:121-127 1997).

2004 and estimated agricultural characters in 3) M.Maybe and S.Surni, Plant Cell Reports

details. The differences arnong ion beams i 17:773-779(1998)

the effect of mutant and in the spectrum of 4) T.Tashiro, YYarnamoto, A.Tanaka, N.Shikazono,

induced mutants are investigated in detail. and YHase, TLARA Annual Report 2002, JAERI-

Review 2003-033:60-62 2003).

Table I Effects of helium and carbon ion beams irradiation on regeneration of plantlets from basal plate of garlic bulb

4HC2'(Gy) 12C6'(Gy) control

0.2 0.5 1.5 0.2 0.5 1.5

No. of irradiated explants(A) 153 172 96 215 135 176 189

No. of regenerated explants(B) 118 125 45 146 84 64 149

No. of explants with normal shoots and bulblets(C) 85 93 2 114 52 36 137

No. of explants with abnormal shoots and buiblets(D) 33 32 43 32 32 28 12

No. of explants with double abnormal characters (E) 9 1 8 1 3 2 0

B/A(%):Regeneration rate 77.1 72.7 46.9 67.9 62.2 36.4 78.8

C/B(%):Normal shoots and bulblets 72.0 74.4 4.4 78.1 61.9 56.3 91.9

D/B(%):Abnormal shoots and bulblets 28.0 25.6 95.6 21.9 38.1 43.8 8.1

E/D(%):Double abnormal characters 27.3 3.1 18.6 3.1 9.4 7.1 0.0

Table 2 Effects of helium and carbon ion beams irradiation on morphological character of regenerated plantlets

4HC2'(Gy) 12C6-1 (Gy) control

0.2 0.5 1.5 0.2 0.5 1.5

No. of explants with abnormal shoots and bulblets(A) 33 32 43 32 32 28 12

No. of explants with multiple soots (B) 5 9 0 25 12 2 12

No. of explants with variegated leaves(C) 3 7 0 1 0 0 0

No. of explants with dwarf shoots(D) 16 7 0 2 14 0 0

No. of explants with delayed growth shoots(E) 4 9 0 2 3 4 0

No. of explants with malformed shoot(F) 0 0 26 2 3 10 0

No. of explants with multiple-shoot bulblets(G) 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

No. of explants wth shootless bulblels(H) I 0 17 0 0 12 0

B/A(%):mulliple shoots rate 15.2 28.1 0.0 78.1 37.5 7.1 100.0

D/C(%):vaTiegated leaves rate 9.1 21.9 0.0 3. i 0.0 0.0 0.0

E/C(I/t):dwarf shoots rate 48.5 21.9 0.0 6.3 43.8 0.0 0.0

F/C(%):delayed growth shoots rate 12.1 28.1 0.0 6.3 9.4 14.3 0.0

G/C(/o):malformed shoots rte 0.0 0.0 60.5 6.3 9.4 35.7 0.0

I/C(%):rnultiple-shoot blblets rate 12.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

J/C(/):shootless bulblets rate 3.0 0.0 39.5 0.0 0.0 42.9 0.0
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2.11 Biological Effect of Ion Beam by Seed Irradiation in Spinach

N. Hata*, K.Murakami", Y Yoshida", M. Masuda**, A.Tanaka***,

N. Shikazono * : * and Y. Hase* * *

Department of Applied Plant Science, Faculty of Agriculture,, Okayama University*

Faculty of Agriculture, Okayama University*

Department of on-Bearn-Applied, JAERl`*

1. Introduction also explored. Recently, on beam is rising as

In spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.) production, one of the effective mutagens with a wide range

the reduction of oxalate content is one of the of mutations and high biological effects.

most important issues, because oxalate causes Although Kornai et al.') reported the effect of ion

the inhibition of calcium absorption and beam irradiation to spinach seeds on its sex

contributes to the formation of urinary stones i expression, its biological effects are not

human'). Although several attempts to reduce investigated completely.

oxalate have been made by cultivation In this study, the biological effects of ion

techniques, they have ot succeeded in drastic beam in spinach and its optimum dose in seed

reduction. Furthermore, there has not been any irradiation were examined. The possibility of

cultivar or line whose oxalate content is mutation breeding in spinach by employing
significantly 1OW2) A ew approach through gynomonoecious plants is also discussed.

mutation breeding could provide a effectual

alternative solution. 2. Experimental procedure

In mutation breeding of self-fertilized species, In the present study, Spinacia oleracea L. cv.

recessive mutant genes are induced in M, plants, Shin-Nippon (Atariya Seed, Chiba) was used

and identified in hornozygous status in M2 because relatively higher percentages of

progeny. In cross fertilized species, however, gynornonoecious plants had been observed in

mutant genes induced in M, plants remain this cultivar. In July 2002, self-fertilized seeds

heterozygous in M2 progeny, making phenotypic were harvested separately in three

detection of mutants difficult. Thus, mutation gynomonoecious plants. Pericarps were removed

breeding programs in these species have been after soaking i tap water for 1.5 hr, and then

limited'). seeds were dried back ad stored. These seeds

Spinach is a typical dioecious crop, but there were ixed ad divided randornly in lots of 100

are spontaneously a few gynomonoecious plants seeds. Each seed lot was irradiated with
with the ability of self-fertilization. gamma-ray, 220 MeV 12CS ad 50 MeV 4 HC2+

Gynomonoecious lines can be established by ion beams were irradiated at various dosage (see

their successive self-fertilization 4)"). Mutation Table 1). These M, seed lots were sown o cell

breeding may be conducted effectively by flat 288 cells per tray, x6O cm) filled with

employing such a line. vermiculite o 7 February 2003. Survived

PTior to mutation breeding a inutagen sould seedlin-s were transplanted to plastic pots (10

be chosen and its optimum dose determined. cm diam.) containing a 1:1 mixture of

Garnma-ray has been utilized as a common vermiculite ad commercial soil o 18-25 March,

mutagen, but other effective inutagens have been and ten planted out to open-sided plastic house
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with spacing of 20 cm between and 15 cm seedling survival percentage and the frequency

within row on 16-23 April. Bolted plants before of gynomonoecious plant, being about 40 as

anthesis were covered with transparent bags to its highest value (Fig. 3. It was lower above 25

prevent cross-pollination. Self-fertilized M2 Gy and 250 Gy in 12C5' and 4He 21 irradiation,

seeds were harvested individually in each Ml respectively. No self-fertilized seeds were

plants from July to August. On 15 September harvested at 200 or 300 Gy gamma-ray

2003, 16 M2 seeds per Ml plant were sown to irradiation. In order to obtain mutants effectively,

investigate chlorophyll mutation. optimum dosage is considered to be about 100

Gy, 15-20 Gy and 150-200 Gy in gamma-ray,
Table I Irradiation dose of gamma-ray and ion beam in this study. 12C5+ and 4He2+ irradiation, respectively,

. -ray 100, 200, 250,300 (Gy) balancing on the highest possible dose with a
]2c.5+ 5, 10, 15, 20 2, 30 (Gy) wide mutation spectrum and without
4H e2+ 50, 1 00, 150, 200 2 0, 300 (Gy)

compromising the number of fertile plants.

M2 seeds derived from self-fertilization of 337

3. Results and Discussion Ml gynornonoecious plants were sown, resulting
The percentage of survived Ml seedling was in segregation of one albino from 10 Gy 12C5%

observed on 18 May 2003. There were no one xanta from 250 G 4 He2+ , and two viridis

significant survived rate deviations in treatments plants from 10 Gy 1 2C" and 50 G 4He 2+ per Ml

below gamma-ray 100 Gy, 12C5+ 15 Gy and mother plant (Table 2 This indicates that

4He2+ 200 Gy (Fig. 1). It began to reduce recessive mutants could be obtained ill 2

dramatically over 100, 20 and 200 Gy in generation through self-fertilization of
gamma-ray, 12C5+ and 4He2+ irradiation, gynomonoecious plants in spinach. Based on a

respectively. Based on this result, relative relatively higher biological effect of 15-20 Gy

biological effect is approximately 5-fold higher 12C5,, it seems to be an especially good mutagen.
in 12CI+ and 2-fold lower in 4He 2, than in

gamma-ray. References

It was reported that gynoecious and 1) B. Libert and V. R. Franceschi, J. Agric. Food

gynornonoecious plants were segregated with Chem. 35 1987) 926-938.

various ratio in the progeny of 2) Y. Kawazu, M. Okimura, T. Ishii and S. Yui,

selfed-gynomonoccious plants, depending on Scientia Hortic. 97 2003) 203-210.

parent genotype 7). Considering the results of 100 3) Y. Ukai, Gamma Field Symposia 29 1990)

Gy in gamma-ray and 50-150 Gy in 4 He'+, 55-68.

approximately 60% of the plants were 4) S. Sugiyarna and C. Suto, Bull. Nat. Inst. Agr.

considered to be gynornonoecious (Fig. 2 In Sci. D6 1964) 211-329 (In Japanese with

the case of 2C5+ irradiation, the frequency of English summary).

gynomonoecious plants was slightly lower at 5) T. Nishi and T. Hiraoka, Bull. Hort. Res. Sta.

Gy, and it reduced remarkably over 15 Gy. It A4 1965) 153-179 (In Japanese with Eglish
4 2 ,was also lower at 200 G He irradiation surni-nary).

although survival rate. did not decrease. No 6) Kornai, N. Shikazono and A. Tanaka, Plant

gynornonoecious plants were observed at 200 or Cell Rep. 21 2003) 713-717.

300 Gy gamma-ray irradiation. Istead each of 7) N. Hata, , K. Murakami, Y. Yoshida ad M.

the surviving 3 plants was gynoecious. Masuda, J. Japan. Soc. Hort. Sci. 72 (Suppl.

The percentage of fertile plants was related to 2) 2003) 405 (In Japanese).
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Fig. I Percentage of survived M seedlings. Fig. 2 Percentage of gynomonoecious plants. Fig. 3 Percentage of fertile plants.

Table 2 Mutation spectrum of M, progenies.

Dose No. of Ml seeds No. of MI seeds with chlorophyll mutation in M, progeny

used for M, progeny Albino Xanta Viridis

_100 31 0 0 0

C- 5 41 0 0 0
C-1 0 32 1 0 1
C-15 35 0 0 0
C-20 7 0 0 0
C-25 8 0 0 0
C-30 3 0 0 0

He- 50 41 0 0 1
He-] 00 44 0 0 0
He-150 40 0 0 0
He-200 26 0 0 0
He-250 1 0 0 1 0
He-300 9 0 0 0
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2.12 Mutation Breeding of Solanum Plants by Ion Beam
Irradiation

N. Matsuzoe*, T. Umeda*, Y. Hase" and A. Tanaka**
Faculty of Environmental and Symbiotic Sciences, Prefectural UiliverS't 7 of

Kui-namoto*,
Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI

I.Introduction greenhouse. Those seedlings were planted in
We have carried out mutation breeding of the field to obtain the seed. Te germinating

SOlanU7n toxicarhan to obtain the individual rate and the survival rate were investigated

without prickles because it has highly every five days.

resistance to the soil-born disease and the

rootknot nematode] 2). However, we were 3.Results and Discussion

faced with a serious problem. It was made The nfluences of ion beam irradiation on

clear that S. toxicarium was a self germination were sown on Fig 1. The

I ibility by our experiment. germination of all cultivars startencompati I I d n I day

Therefore, the purpose of this experiment had after seeding. The rates increased, but

to be canged. We have been studying on the remained less than 100 .

coloring and the anthocyanin biosynthesis of The survival rates depended on the

fruit skin of Solanum plants. The anthocyanin cultivars, were 50-100% (Fig.2). The survival

cornposition in fruit skin of S. melongena is rates were about 100% in all cultivars with

not complex. To kinds are known as the 25Gy and in 'Kumarnotonaga' with 5OGy.

main anthocyanin at present. They are The survival rate was te lowest in 'Kitta'

delphinidin with 5Gy. and was 60% or less.

3-p-coumaroylrhamnosylglucoside- From these results and our previous report 4)

5-glucoside (Nasunin) and delphinidin it is assumed tat the appropriate dose of

3-rhamnosylglucoside 3) Tus, we decided to irradiation for regeneration of S. 7nelongen is

try to obtain the individual with anthocvanin about 25Gy.

other tan tese as main anthocyanin. In this

paper, we describe effects of the ion beam References

irradiation on germination rate ad survival 1) N. Matsuzoe, H. Okubo and K. Fujieda J.

rate. Japan. Soc. Hort. Sci. 61, 865-872 1993)

2) M. All., N. Matsuzoe, H. Okubo ad K.

2.Materials and Methods Fujjeda, J. Japan. Soc. Hort. Sci. 60,

Solanum melongena cvs. 'Kitta', 'Black 921-926 1992)

Beauty' and Kurnamotonaga' ere used in 3) N. Matsuzoe, M. Yamaguchi. S. Kawanobu,

this experiment. Those dr�7 seeds Nvere U. Watanabe, H. Hgashi ad Y Sakata,
12C5irradiated with ion bean-i 220 MeV +) at J.Japan. Soc. Hort. Scl.68, 138-145 1999)

various doses 25 and 50 Gy) at TIARA. After 4) N. Matsuzoe, T. Unieda, Y. Has ad A.

the irradiation, tose seeds ere germinated Tanaka, TIARA Annual Report 10,

in the vermiculite in te plastic tray in 62-63(2002)
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2.13 Studies on Flower Color and Morphological Mutations

from Chrysanthemum In Vitro Explants Irradiated

with Ion Beams

T.Sato*, Y.Torigoe*, Y.Hase* * and A.Tanaka*

Akita prefecture Agricultural experiment station.*

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction 5OGy soft X ray or Gy 12C5+ ion beam. In

Chrysanthemum is important flower in these, re-irradiated a OGy soft X ray or

Akita prefecture. Especially 2OGy 12C51 ion beam from te TIARA AVF

chrysanthemum cultivar "Natsuyasumi" cyclotron in JAERL The energy of 2CI+

(purpulish red flower) is suited for the was 22OMeV.

climate of Akita prefecture. However, In order to compared these treatments,

producer, market and consumer were "Natsuyasumi" node or petal irradiated with

demanded for yellow or white color ion beams, soft X rays and gamma rays.

cultivar. After the re-irradiation or irradiation, te

Ion beam is expected as a new and cultured materials were transferred to a new

efficient mutagen for plant mutation medium and obtained regeneration plants.

breeding. In flower color of chrysanthemum, After acclimation, we transplantated

it has been reported that mutants were regeneration plants to field. In flowering

regenerated from in vitro explants irradiated time, we selected flower color mutants.

with ion beam'

By the last year, we examined an 3. Results and Discussion

adequate dose for "Natsuyasumi" flower 3.1 Re-irradiation to a white flower color

culture material S2 ). As a result, white flower mutant by soft X ray irradiation.

color mutants were obtained with 2Gy In case of soft X ray, low plant length

12CI+ ion beam or 5Gy soft X ray mutant was obtained. And in case of ion

irradiation 3)(Fig.1). beam, light leaf color mutant was obtained.

However, some red remained at the 3.2 Re-irradiation to a white flower color

center and the edge of a flower. Therefore, mutant by ion beam irradiation.

these white flower color mutants are not In case of both soft X ray and ion beam

character of a purpose. low plant length or light leaf color mutants

In this paper, we re-irradiated ion beam were obtained. In them, one mutant had

or soft X ray to node culture of a selected both characters.

white flower color mutant. 3.3 Irradiation to a Natsuyasumi".

In case of both soft X ray and gamma ray,

2. Materials and Methods low plant length mutants were obtained. In

We used the explants of node of the intact gamma ray, light leaf color mutant was also

white flower color mutant on medium i obtained.

petri dish, which selected from irradiated a In case of both soft X ray and ion beam,
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flower color mutants were obtained. But, References

the color was darker or lighter than a I)S.Nagatomi, A.Tanaka, A.Kato,

"Natsuyasumi", and it is not white or H.Watanabe and S.Tano, TIARA Annual

yellow. Report 1995) 50-52.

In this paper, we were not able to get 2)T.Sato, H.Naganoma, Y.Hase and

useful mutants. However, irradiation of ion A.Tanaka, JAERI-Review 2002-03 

beam or soft X ray is effective for induction (2002) 68-69..

of flower color mutant in chrysanthemum. 3)T.Sato, Y.Torigoe, Y.Hase and A.Tanaka,

Therefore, we continue soft X ray and ion JAERI-Review 2003-033 2003) 81-82.

beam irradiation to selected white flower

color mutant.

IK;-

Fig. I Selected white flower color mutants.

A "Natsuyasumi" (Control) B Soft X ray, Gy (regenerated from node)
C 12C6+ ion beam, Gy (regenerated from petal)

Tab. I Mutant obtained in X ray or ion beam irradiated or re-irradiated

chrysanthemum materials.

No. of No. of
No. Flower color

low light
material treatment part of

Plant leaf
plant dark light white

yellow length color

Soft X ray Node 400 1 2

Petal 23 2

Natsuyasumi Gamma ray Node I 00 8 1

Ion beam Node 640

Petal 36 2 4

X -ray
Soft X ray Node 1 5 0 1

induced

Mutant Ion beam Node 125 1

Ion beam
Soft X ray Node 1 50 3 2

induced

Mutant Ion beam Node 125 5 2
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2.14 Induction of Mutations Affecting Bolting Time
by Ion Beam Irradiation to Calluses of Japanese
Bunching Onion (Allium fistulosum L.)

M. Kondo*, N. Harnato', Y. Hoshi*, H. Kobayashi*, Y. Hase***,

N. Shikazono* and A. Tanaka*

Department of Biotechnology, Niigata Agricultural Research Institute

Horticultural Research Center, Niigata Agricultural Research Institute

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI*:'*

1. Introduction of 0.5 Gy of 2CII was appropriate for

Japanese bunching onion (Allium obtaining mutants, which changed a
fistulosum L.) is main vegetable alliums single propert Y 2.

in Japan as well as garlic, onion, etc. In In this study, we regenerated the plants
recent years, import of too cheap from the irradiated calluses and

Japanese bunching onion from China investigated the bolting time.
increased rapidly. That has been
interfering with Japanese bunching oion

market in Japan, and we are forced to 2. Materials and Methods
take prompt measures to deal with the 2.1 Plant material
problem. The flower-bud formation of The calluses were induced from the
Japanese bunching onion is induced by seed of Japanese bunching onion cultivar
encountering low temperature and "Tokyo natsuguro ngou".
short-day in winter. And, the bolting 2.2 Ion beam irradiation

and the blooming are induced by The calluses were crushed to about 1.0
encountering high temperature during mm diameter by squashing on stainless
spring. The bolting lowers the market steel sieves of 098 mm mesh (the mesh
value of Japanese bunching onion, size of 20 or less). The crushed calluses

because the flower stalk is not only hard were covered with sterilized Kapton film
to eat but also ruin the appearance. (7.5 �tm in thickness, Toray-Dupon,
Therefore, a mutant variety of Japanese Japan), and exposed to 320 MeV 12C6+

bunching onion that bolts at late time or beam with the dose of 0.5 Gy.

does not bolt is profitable for the 2.3 Regeneration and investigation

producers. The ion beam-exposed calluses were

Ion beam irradiation is suitable for cultured in the liquid callus proliferation

improving only one property like the medium for 36 weeks and then on the

bolting-time of Japanese bunching onion regeneration medium for 2 months under

because ion bearns have higher Linear 16 hr light/8 hr dark at 250C. The

Energy Transfer (LET), compared to that regenerated shoots were acclimated in a

of X-rays and gamma-rays. And, it has greenhouse and planted in a field during

been reported that chimeric plants hardly from June to July 2003.

regenerated from calluses after induction For the control, seedlings of Japanese

of mutation'). Therefore, we adopted bunching onion cultivars "Tokyo natsuguro

the calluses of Japanese bunching oion nigou" which ad not been exposed to ion

as the material for the ion -beam beam, were planted in the field in June

irradiation. We determined that te dose 2003.
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In spring of 2004, we investigated the lost
bolting time of those Japanese bunching
onions every 7 days.

3. Results and Discussion
About 5,000 Ml plants exposed to 12 C 6+

were planted and grown in a field (Fig. 1A).
Three Ml plants bolted in autumn of the
year of planting, although the control
plants never bolt in this period (Fig. 113).

The control plants bolted during from
March to April but the Ml plants bolted
during from March to May (Fig.1C, Table
1). We selected 31 Ml plants, which
showed delayed bolting time and had
normal appearance. These plants will be
self pollinated and resulting M2 plants will
be tested again for bolting time.

These results suggest that the ion beam
can induce mutations affecting the bolting
time of Japanese bunching onion without
causing undesirable changes.

References Fig. I Ion beam-irradiated Ml plants of "Tokyo
1) S. Nagatomi, E. Miyahira and K. Deg natsuguro nigou" were planted and grown in a field

in order to investigate the bolting time.
Gamma Field Symposia 35 1996) 51-69 A: The MI plants grown for 3 months on October 7,

2) M. Kondo, Y. Hoshi, H. Kobayashi, 2003.

Y.Hase, N. Shikazono, A. Tanaka, B: The MI plants, which bolted in autumn of the year of
planting (arrow).

TIARA Annual Report 2002 (2003) c: The MI plants in spring after one year from planting.

83-85.

Table Bolting time of ion beam-irradiated MI plants and non-irradiated plants.

Bolting time Irradiated "Tokyo Non-irradiated "Tokyo
natsuguro nigou" natsuguro nigou"

3/1 3- 3/19 22 1
3/20- 3/26 121 1
3/27- 4 2 733 13
4/ 3- 4 9 587 5
4/1 - 4/16 1020 9
4/1 7- 4/23 842 10
4/24- 4/30 488 1
5 - 7 356 0
5/ 8- 5/14 114 (13) 0
5/1 5- 5/21 40 (15) 0
5/22- 5/28 5 (3) 0
5/29- 6 4 0 0

Total 4328 (31) 40

Number of selected plants for self-pollination in order to obtain
late- or non-bolting M2 mutants
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2.15 Isolation of UV-sensitive or Resistant Rice (Oryza saliva) Mutants

J. Hidema*, Y. Takahashi*, M. Yamamoto*, Y Hase* *,A. Sakamoto*
A. Tnaka* and T. Kumagai*
Graduate School of Life Sciences, Tbhoku University-',
Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI`

1. Introduction powerfully. Heavy ion beams, such as carbon ions,
UV-B radiation can damage plants, decreasing are more effective in plants for inducing

growth and productivity). Over a five-year period, mutations compared with electron beam
we investigated the effects of supplementary (Shikazono et al. unpublished chta). Novel
UV-B radiation on the growth and yield of mutants have been obtained by the carbon ion
Japanese rice cultivars in the field in a mol irradiation in several plant specid).
rice-growing region of Japar?). The findings of The aim of this study is to isolate UV-B
that study indicated that supplementary UV-B hyper-resistant or hypersensitive rice mutants
radiation has inhibitory effects on the growth and induced by carbon ion irradiation.
grain development of rice. Furthermore, we
investigated the sensitivity to UVB radiation of 2. Experimental procedure
rice cultivars of Asian rice ecotypes, and found 2.1 Plant material and irradiation method
that (1) rice cultivars vary widely in UVB Dry rice seeds of Sasanishiki (ryza sativa L.)
sensitivity'), 2) among the Japanese rice cultivars, were used. About 150 seeds were placed upward
Sasanishiki exhibited resistance to UVB embryo on petri dish. The rradiation Apparatus
radiation, while Norin I was less resistant, for Seed, connected to a vertical beam line of the

4),5) -cyclotron (JAER1, Takasaki), was used for
although these cultivars are closelyrelated AVF

To date, we found tat (1) two or more genes the 320 MeV carbon-ion irradiation. We had
controlled the difference of sensitivity to UVB found that the optimum radiation dosege for
between these rice cultivarP 2 putative inducing mutations in rice "Sasanishiki" was 0
quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with the Gy'o). Thus, the carbon-ion irradiation with the
resistance to supplementary UVB radiation in doses of 80 Gy was performed under atmospheric
rice were detected on chromosomes 1 3 and 10 at pressure within 3 min.
least7), (3) Cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD),
which is major DNA damages induced by UVB, 2.2 Mutant isolation
photolyase could be one of the main factors in About 2500 Ml seeds were grown to maturity
determining the UV-B sensitivity in rice and harvested. Twenty M2 seeds drived from
cultivars8). However, it is unclear the ogin of the each Ml plant were used for the first screening of
differences i U`V-B sensitivity among rice root bending assay as follows. The root bending
cultivars. assay followed the method described by Britt et

The aim of our study is to clarify the molecular al.") Four-day-old seedlings vertically grown on
origin of the sensitivity to UV-B for improving 1.5% agar plate under visible radiation 350 [tmol
UV-B resistance in plants by bioen ineering or rn_2 S-) were exposed to UVB radiation at a rate
breeding prograrns. hi order to make it, of 84 kJ M-' (1. 2 W M-2 for 2 h). After the
identifying rice utants with increased or exposure, the plate ere rotated by 90 ad

decreased UV-B resistance can help our study incubated for 4 d under visible radiation. Then,
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the length of new root growth after UVB light-tight box immediately after the UB exposure.

exposure was measured. The eight candidates that After exposure of UVB or blue radiation, the leaves

showed the longer root length than tat of wild were harvested immediately and stored in liquid

type "Sasanishiki" and the ten candidates that nitrogen until being analyzed. All subsequent

showed the shorter root length than that of wild manipulations were carried ot in red light to

type were isolated from 50,000 M2 plants. These minimize uncontrolled photoreactivation. Rice DNA

lines were further grown individually under was extracted from each sample, fifty microliters of

normal conditions, self-pollinated and harvested the extracted DNA was placed in each well. The

to yield M3 families. Second and third screening DNA concentration was adjusted to 0.5�tg m' for

was carried out using 10 to 20 seeds of the M3 or TDM-2 and 3 tg ffl-' for 64 M-2. The ELISA

M4 progenies by the methods of long-term procedure was described 'In detail elsewherP.

exposure assay (as follows) and root bending

assay. Ten seeds of each candidate, soaked in 3. Results and Discussion

water at 30'C for 2 d, were sown in pots A total of 2500 dry rice seeds were irradiated
containing fertilized soil i a large growth cabinet with a carbon ion beam and then germinated.

(Tabai Espec Ltd., Osaka, Japarif), with a 12/12 After flowering, the plants were self-pollinated

hr photoperiod, with temperatures at 27/17C, and the M2 seeds were harvested. The eight

irrespectively. Five seedlings were grown in candidates that showed the longer (less than 20%)
each pot under visible light with or without root length than that of wild type "Sasanishiki"

supplementary UVB radiation for 30 days. The (UV-resistant) and the ten candidates that showed

photosynthetic active radiation was adjusted to the shorter (less than 20%) root length than that of
M-2 -1 at the top of the plants.

about 350 Vmol s wild type (UV-sensitive) were selected by root
Plants receiving UVB were subjected to the same bending assay from about 50,000 M2 plants. To

photoperiod with visible radiation, and the UVB confirm genetic stability of UVB sensitivity, the
-2intensity at the pant level was 112 W m . candidates of the M2 through M4 generation were

Growth analysis included the determination of the tested for UVB sensitivity by both a longterm
plant height, number of tillers and fresh wdghts exposure assay and root bending assay. Up to data,

of the aboveground parts of the plants. among them, one mutant line, named UV

sensitive (uvs), was established to be UVB

2.3 ELISA sensitive mutant (Figure 1).

The induction and repair of CPD and 6-4)

photoproducts ([6-4] pp) were analyzed by
ELIZA. CPDs ad 6-4) pp were detected by the

specific antibodies TDM-2 and 64M-2,

respectively. To induce CPD, the detached third

fully expanded leaves were placed o wet filter

paper and irradiated with unfiltered LTVB radiation
Control tro +UVBemitted from a UVB-fluorescent tube (L20SE- 7

Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) at a rate of to 10 W M2 for
15 min. For repair experiments, the detahed leaves Figure 1. Effects of supplementary UVB radiation on the

-2 growth of wild-type "Sasanishil<j- and UV-sensitive
were exposed 45 kJ of UVB. Immediately after mutant UVS-Sal"

UVB exposure, the leaves were exposed to blue

irradiation 60 �tmol rn-2 S-1) from blue fluorescent Under visible radiation alone, the mutation of

tubes 20B-, Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) or kept in a uvs-Sal did ot affect the growth. In contrast,
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2.16 Mutation Induction in Melampodium and Petunia

by Ion Beam Irradiation

M. Kato*, S.Kageyarna*, T. Haketa*, M. Fukushirna*,

Y. Hase * * and A. Tanaka* 

Takii Plant Breedina & Ext)eriment Station*

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

I.Introduction 2.2 Petunia

Ion beams have higher LET(linear The internodes where the diameters

energy transfer) and bring intensive were less than 2min of plant cultured on

RBE(relative biological effectiveness) MS (Murashige and Skoog, 1962) solid

than y -rays and X-rays. By the medium were used.

irradiation with heavy ion beams, specific The 7mm-length internodes which were

flower color, flower shape, and male laid on MS solid medium modified with

sterile mutants were induced in several O.1mg/I NAA, 1.0mg/I BAP, and 30g/l

flowers.' 2 3 sucrose were irradiated with 320 MeV

In this study, we investigated the effect C-ion beam at the doses of 2 to 50 Gy.

of ion beam irradiation on induction of After the irradiation, they were

mutants in Melampodiurn and Petunia. subcultured on the same medium.

The rate of producing of plantlets per

2.Materials and Methods internode was determined.

2.1 Melarnpodium Plantlets that were irradiated the

Seeds of Melampodium 'Million Gold' adequate dosages were acclimatized.

were used' in this study. Seeds were We selected some mutants from the

irradiated with 32OMeV carbon(C) and group.

5OMeV helium (He) ion at various doses

(C-ion:20 to 12OGy, He-ion:50 to 3.Results and Discussion

30OGy). 3.1 Melarnpodium

After the irradiation, seeds were As an aspect of 50% lethal dose, the

planted in a green house. Survival rate of C-ions showed approximately 4 times

the irradiated seeds was determined at 60 greater than the He-ions effectively

days after germination. (Fig. ).

Plants that were irradiated the adequate We adopted 40 and 10OGy as the

dosages were cultivated farther and adequate dosages for C-ion and He-ion to

produced seeds by self-crossing. All the obtain mutants efficiently.

seeds produced (M2 generation) were We selected 'pale flower' 'large

planted in field and allowed selection. flower' 'semi-double flower' 'cleft petal'

The selected plants produced seeds by 'dwarf' and 'large serration' mutants

self-crossing. The seeds produced (M3 (Tab. ). 'Pale flower' 'large flower'

generation) were planted in greenhouse Icleft petal' 'dwarf' and 'large serration'

and investigated in several characters. mutants were observed both in the C-ion
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and the He-ion irradiated plot. In other 3.2 Petunia

hand 'semi-double flower' mutant are We adopted LOGy as the adequate

observed only in the He-ion irradiated dosages (Fig.2). We cultivated 0.5Gy,

plot. The 'semi-double flower' mutant LOGy, 1.5Gy irradiated plants 134, 424

and one of the 'dwarf' mutants (all of and 604 respectively. We gained some

them were iduced by He-ion) were mutants showing different flower color,

sterile. dwarf and tiny flower and mottled leaf

The M3 generations of 'dwarf' and (Ta b. 2).

'large flower' mutants had significant We propagated the mutants

difference to original variety at several vegetatively and planted in field.

characters contributed the selections We are investigating these mutants

(Tab.3 Tab.4). farther.

The M3 generations of 'large serration'

mutant had significantly slender leaf References

compare to original variety at first node 1) M.Okarnura, M.Ohtsuka N.Yasuno,

of lateral branch (Tab.5). T.Hirosawa, A.Tanaka, N.Shikazono,

The M3 generations of 'pale flower' Y.Hase and M.Tanase, JAERI-Review

mutant had it color flowers as M2 plant. 2001-039(2001) 52-53

The petal shape of the 'cleft petal' 2) K.Suzuki, Y.Yomo, T.Abe,

mutant's M3 generations was not different Y.Katsumoto, K.Miyazaki, S.Yoshida

frorn original variety. and T.Kusumi, RIKEN

The M3 generations of 'pale flower' Accel.Prog.Rep. 35,129(2002)

mutants and 'large serration' mutants had 3 H.Yama2uchi, S.Nagatomi, A-Tanaka

significantly short petals compare to N.ShikazonoT.Morishita and K. Degi,

original variety. Jaeri-Review 2000-24(2000) 41-42
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Fig.1 Effect of 5MeVHe2'-ion and 32OMeV'2&-ion beams Fig.2 Effect of 32OMeV ion beam on plant
on survival rate of Melampodium seeds regeneration from internode of Petunia

Tab-1 Number of selected Melampodium mutants induced by ion beam irradiation

Numbers of Selected character and numbers

Radiation and dose (Gy) tested Flower Large Flower Leaf

M, hnes color flower shape shape dwarf total
1232OMeV & 4OGy 81 1 1 1 1 1 5

5OMeV4 He2l 10OGy 92 1 2 2 1 2 8
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Tab.2 Number of selected Petunia mutants induced by 32OMeV 12C, ion bnm iadiation

Selected character and numbers

Dose(Gy) Tested plants Flower color Mottled leaf dwarf Early -flowering total

0 398 0 0 0 0 0
0.5 134 0 1 0 0 1
1.0 424 2 0 1 0 3
1.5 604 0 0 0 1 1

Tab.3'Me characters of Melampodium M3 generation contribute to dwar-f

Line No. Radiation and dose Character Node Node's height Length of peduncle Height of first flower
ofselection of first flower of first flower(mm) (mm) (mm)

Original 3-94- 0.3 50.44-11.1 46.44-18.0 96.9 -- 24.0

No. C 4OGy dwarf 3-64- 0.5 * 42.3 -f- 77 * * 39.2 -L 14 81.5 4- 1 1.0

No. 2 C 4OGy largeserration 4.0-1- 0.2 52.44- 5.0 37.04- 8.1 * 89.5 4- 0

No. 3 C 4OGy pale flower 3.8 4- 0.4 37-5 4- 57 * * 40.6 -'-- 36 78.1 413.8

No. 4 C 4OGy large serration 3.64- 0.5 * 46.3 -q- 10.6 48.94-10.1 95.1 -jz 14.1

No. C 4OGy large flower 3.44- 0.5 46.3-+- 89 58. 412.5 104.44- 67**

No. 6 He I OGy pale flower 4.0:!: 0.2 48.0 -L 47 44.8 h 8.5 92.8: 94

No. 7 He I OGy large flower 3.6-+- 0.5 52.04- 8.0 48.1 i- 69 1 00. 1 --L 12.2

No. He IOOGy large flower 3.7-+- 0.5 46.1 95 48.1 410.2 94.3 - 65

No. 9 He I OGy clcfl petal' 3-9:i-- 0.3 51.4-1- 92 46.94-12.8 98.3:L 11 3

No.10 He OGy dwarf 3.64- 0.5 51.5 z! I 0.8 50.54-17.4 102.0--t 2.6*

No.]] lie I OGY large serration 3.6 -1- 0.5 40.6 -'-- 54 46.4:i--20.8 87.0 --L 24.9

P<0.05 P<0.01

MA The characters of Melampodium M3 generafion contribute to flower size

Line No. Radiation and dose Character Diameter Length Diameter
ofselection offlower(mm) of ray foret(mm) of inflorescence(mm)

Original 29.8:i- 4.0 11.74- 0.9 7.3 4- 0.8

No. I C 4OGy dwarf 31.0:i- 2.2 11.8 --L 1.2 7.7:E 1.0

No. 2 C 4OGy large serration 31.1 z!: 2.6 11.6-i- 1.0 7.9 --E 0.6

No. 3 C 4GGy pale flower 27.8 -L 1.8 10.4 -L 1.0 7.1 --L 0.9

No. 4 C 4OGy large serration 28.34- 1.8 10.1 4- 1.0 7.3-+- 0.9

No. C 4OGy large flower 32.0-+- 3.2 11.84- 1.2 8.2-1- 0.9

No. 6 He 10OGy pale flower 30.4 -Az 3.1 1 1.0 -1- 1.3 7.64- 0.8

No. 7 HelOOGy large flower 32.9-1- 2.1 12.3-1-- 1.3 8.1-1- 0.7

No. lie IOOGy large flower 31.6 -k 2.2 11.64- 1.1 8.4-1- 0.8

No. 9 He I OGy clefi petal' 33.1 L 1.8 11.9 ZL 0.9 8.14- 0.6

No.10 lie I GGy dwarf 31.4 --E 2.3 11.4 4- 1.0 8.34- 0.8

No.11 He I OGy large serration 27.6 Jz 1.6 1 0.0 -i- 0.9 7.24- 0.4

P<0.05 P<0.01

Tab.5'nie caracters of Melampodium M3 generat�ion contribute to leaf shape

Line No. Radiation and dose Character Wdth of leaf(min) Length of leaf(mm) Ratio
ofselection of lengthAvidth

Original 54.1 --:L 8.2 87.4 :�: 99 1.6--L 0.2

No. I C 4OGy dwarf 48.0--!: 3.8 77.0-i- 5.1 1.6--L 0.1

No. 2 C 4GGy large serration 46.8-4- 9.7 94.1 5.5 2.4 4- 3.3

No. 3 C 4OGy pale flower 48.84- 6.7 80.4 -+- 71 1.7-+- 0.2

No. 4 C 4OGy large serration 37.94- 9.2 78.8 4-11.9 2.24- 0.5

No. C 4OGy large flower 49.2:E 6.6 83.7 ± 9.0 1.7-+- 0.2

No. 6 He I OGy pale flower 50.7 L 5.8 86.5-1- 7.2 1.74- 0.2

No. 7 lie I OGY large flower 52.4-1-- 7.0 85.94- 8.2 1.64- 0.1

No. He IOOGy large flower 49.9-+- 6.4 82.34- 6.6 1.74- 0.2

No. 9 lie IOOGy clefi petal' 51.9 4- S.5 87.0-1- 9.6 1.7-1- 0.3

No.10 lie GGy dwarf 46.04- 7.6 81.9 +- 9.3 1.84- 0.1

No.11 lie I OGv large sen-a ion 38-5 4- 8.1 76.34- 9.5 2.0-+- 0.3

P<0.05 P<0.01
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2.17 Research on the Production of Mutants
in Cephaelis ipecacuanha A. Richard
which is a Source of the Expectorant as a First Aid

S. Isogai*,Y Hase**, A. Tanaka** and K. Shimornura*

Graduate School of Life Sciences, Toyo University'-

Department of on-Bearn-applied. Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction sufficient shoot material for the

. Cephaelis ipecacuanha A. Richard experiment, the shoots were transferred

(Rubiaceae) is one of the important onto B5 solid rnedium supplemented with

medicinal plants and its dried roots are 0.5 mg/L GA3, and cultured at 25 'C under

commonly used as an expectorant, an the dim light for 4 weeks.

emetic and an amoebacide. In recent

years, ipecac syrup have been used as 2.2 Medium and culture condition

vomiting reagents for the first aid i The media used for the experiments,

Japan, therefore stable supply of ipecac is proliferation of shoots and induction of

desired. The efficient methods of adventitious buds, were adjusted to pH

propagation through tissue culture have 5.7 before addition of 02 Gelrite, and

been studied such as shoot then was autoclaved at 121 'C for 

multiplication'), adventitious shoot minutes. The cultures were incubated at

formation on the internodal segment") and 25 'C under 14 h/day dim light (7- 8
adventitious ro ot3). �tEm -2 S-1).

Since ipecac is a tropical plant, it is

difficult to cultivate this plant in Japan 2.3 Induction of adventitious shoot
4)except for the warm districts in winter formation and ion beam irradiation

Therefore, it is important to iprove the Internodal segments (ca. 6 rnrn in

characteristic of ipecac, showing good length) of shoots cultured on B5 solid

growth and proliferation under tropical mediurn supplemented with or without 0.5

condition, to cultivate it i the climate of rng/L GA3 were placed horizontally on

Japan. We have started to produce the Wl? solid medium supplemented with 0.01

mutants, such as non-low temperature mg/L N 6-benzyladenine (BA ad cultured

sensitive clone and high-alkaloid at 25 C uder 14 h/day dim light.

producing clone, by ion beam irradiation. After 3 weeks of culture, internodal

segments were exposed to 320 MeV C ion

2. Experimental procedure beams of 0.5 to 200 Gy using te AVF

2A Plant material cyclotron in TIARA. Before the

Cephaelis ipecacanh soots used for irradiation, the plastic covers of the petri

the experiment were maintained on dishes were replaced with kapton film.

phytohori-none free (HF)-Garnborg B5 '') Next day of the exposure, internodal

(135) solid medium. In order to obtain segments exposed to ion bearns were
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transferred onto fresh medium and and quantitatively analyzed by HPLC

cultured.. After 12 weeks of the according to the method reported').

exposure, adventitious shoots formed on Analytical conditions were as follow,

the internodal segments were isolated and TSK gel ODS-120A 4.6 i.d. x 250 rnm)

then cultured on HF-135 solid medium at with 10 mMl-heptanesulfonic acid

25 'C under 14 h/day dim light. After 6 sodium salt (adjusted to pH 40 with 2 

weeks of culture, all leaves developed phosphoric acid)-CH3CN (67: 33 as

were used for quantitative aalysis of mobile phase, monitoring absorbance at

emetic alkaloids by HPLC. 285 nm. The flow rate was 1.0 ml/min

throughout the analysis.

2.4 Alkaloid extraction

Extraction method reported by 3. Results and discussion

Yoshirnatsu and Shimomura 7) was slightly Ipecac shoots were propagated to

modified to quantify the emetic alkaloids obtain sufficient aterials for excising

by HPLC. Briefly, samples (ca. mg) internodal segments. Survival rate Fig.

lyophilized individually were accurately 1A), adventitious shoot formation rate

weighed and crushed in the small test tube. (Fig. 113) and No. of adventitious shoots

The samples thus prepared was mixed formed (Fig. 2 per internodal segment

with 100 �tl of 10 % NH40H for min were examined. Internodal segments

then extracted with 3 ml of ether for exposed to C ion bearns of more than 0

i-nin using a voltex. The extract was Gy turned brown (Fig. 1A). Though

filtrated with the cotton plug and both survival rate and adventitious shoot

concentrated uder a N2 gas stream, then formation varied in the range of low doses

further dried in vacuo. (0.5- 10 Gy), No. of adventitious shoots

formed on the internodal segments

2.5 HPLC analysis decreased at dose 10 Gy, and in internodal

The extract prepared as mentioned segments exposed to C ion beams of more

above was dissolved in 100 �tl of MeOH than 20 Gy, no adventitious shoots were

(A) (B)

100 100

0
80 Z11 80 I

Cd

60 60

V)
> 40 V) 40

0

20 1 20
>

0 0

0 50 loo 200 0 50 100 200
Dose Gy) Dose (Gy)

(Fig. 1) Survival rate and adventitious shoot formation on nternodal

segments exposed to different doses of C ion bearn
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formed (Fig. 1 ad 2 Because decrease Alkaloid contents of the regenerated

of adventitious shoot formation rate and shoots were analyzed by HPLC. Some

No. of adventitious shoots per segment shoots exhibited higher or lower alkaloid

with 10 Gy exposure were observed. It contents compared to the control.

was considered that this dose inhibited Among the clones examined, it is of

the adventitious shoot formation. interest that the clone showing high

content of ernetine compared to that of the

control was found (Fig. 3.
4- 2.5

When internodal segments were

exposed to C ion beams of more tha 2 Gy,
Ln 2

the shoots which showed different
4-1
0
0 alkaloid contents compared to the control

1.5
were obtained.

It was considered that C ion bearns of 

to 10 Gy was suitable for inducing

mutation. Investigation of the shootsCd
4-1 0.5
0 having different feature is in progress.

0 ------ a

0 50 100 150 200

Dose (Gy)

(Fi g 2 Adventitious shoot formation after References
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2.18 Induction of Mutations by Ion Beam Irradiation
on the Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Y. Matuo*, S. Nishijima*, T. Ishibashi" Y Hase',
A. Sakamoto * * *, A. Tanaka* and K. Shimizu

Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University*
Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Science and Engineering,
Kinki University"
Department of Ion-bearn-applied Biology, JA-ERI***
Radioisotope Research Center, Osaka University""

1. Introduction filtrated through nitrocellulose membrane filter
The ion beam is expected to increase the (HA, Millipore). The filter was put o petri

mutation frequency and wide spectrum, since it dish (50 mm) and covered with kapton film
has the high linear eergy transfer and The (7.5 �tm thick).
breeding technology using the mutations
induced by the ion beam has been greatly 2.3 Irradiation methods
developed. However, the detailed molecula r The yeast samples were irradiated with
mechanism has not been proven considerably. carbon ions (12C51 ; 220 MeV) with the dose 0
In this study, the budding yeast Saccharomyces to 300 Gy, and LET is 107 keV/ �trn. Carbon
cerevisiae was used as a model eukaryotic ion beam was generated from AVF cyclotro in
organism. Tis study is intended to elucidate JAERI. The angle scanning is carried out for
the mechanism of the mutavenesis bv ion beam the uniform irradiation. The samples were
at molecular level. At first, survival rate ad incubated at 30'C for 23 days.
mutation frequency for the ion beam were
obtained using yeast S288C. Next, mutation 2.4 Measurement of cell survival and
spectrum of mutants obtained by ion beam mutation frequency
irradiation was measured by sequencing the The survival rates following irradiation were
mutation sites. determined on the basis of colony -forming

ability. The mutation frequencies on URA3
2.Materials and methods locus were determined using FOA method .
2.1 Strains Briefly, the yeast bearing URA3' gene cannot

S. cre strains used i this study are grow no the medium containing FOA, but
S288C(RAD'), X36B- 3C (rad3), JG-18(rad]8), when URA3' gene changes to 117-a3- by the
and G16012b(rad52). mutation, the yeast can grown on it.

2.2 Sample preparation 2.5 Sequence analysis of mutation sites
Appropriate diluted yeast culture was The mutation sites of iv-0 mutants were
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determined by DNA sequencing. URA3 regions and the sequ ence analysis was carried out.

of obtained ura3 mutants were amplified by The result shows that mutations caused with

PCR and sequenced by primer extension using ion beam irradiation have remarkable features

ABI model 3100. and hot spots (Table 1). Mutations of

spontaneous generation tend to take the type of

3.Results and Discussion transition, and transversion is rare compared

3.1 The survival rates and mutation with transition. It was observed in this

frequency experiment that transversion was occurred by 

Fig.1 shows the survival rates of several times more than transition.

strains exposed to 12CII ion. Like X ray or ray, Moreover, the substitution of guanine (G) o f

rad52 strain showed high sensitivity to the base pair occupied 46.6% , and the

ion-beam. RAD3 is involved in nucleotide substitution of cytosine (C) of the base pair

excision repair. RAD52 are defective in the occupied 42.7% within all substitutions 

repair of strand breaks in DNA. RAD18 is gene Additionally, we obtained single base deletion

in D6 epistasis group, which is required for mutants not but multi bases deletion. The

spontaneous mutageneSiS 2 analysis of mutations in Arabidopsis sho wed

Mutation frequencies are shown in Fig.2. that the deletion of large region ad inversio n

This result indicates that the optimum dose for were predominant in mutations 1,4). The

mutagenesis was 100 Gy, and at the dose, budding yeast is more resistant to radiation

mutation occurred 168.5 times more than than Arabidopsis, so such mutations caused by

spontaneous mutation. ion beam irrad iation may be almost repaired.

To elucidate the ion beam eff ect on the

3.2 sequence analysis budding yeast, we are going to analysis the

We obtained the URA3-ura3 mutants at a ura3 mutants obtained from rad52 yeasts

dose of 100 Gy, URA3 gene region (800 bp) of exposed to ion beam in the near future.

ura3 mutants were amplified by PCR method,

..........
1.0000 180

160
-0- WILD TO 140

0.1000 rad3 L2 120

A, radlB 100
0

rad52 au

0.0100 60

40

20

0.0010 0

0 100 200 300 400i 0 100 200 300

Dose(Gy) Dose Gy)

Fig.l. Survival rate of S.ceYevisiae Fig.2. Mutation rate of S.cei-evisiae

exposed to heavy ion bearn exposed to heavy ion bean-i
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Table 1. Nucleotide changes in wO mutants.

Changed position Nucleotide change (Amino acid change)

[numbers]
Total 39 mutations---------------------------------------------------------------------

+59 A-deletion Ill

+9 3 C-A (N-K) [6]

+98 G-T (C-F) [61

+188 A-T (D-V)

+221 T-G (V-G)

+268 G-A (E-K) [4]

+315 C-A (Y-Stop) [2]

+344 G-C (W-S) Ill

+356 C-A (T-K) [4]

+4 6 C-A (C-Stop) Ill
+542 G-C (G-A) [6]

+561 C-deletion [5]

+764 G-A (G-D) Ill

References Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press 1991)

1) D. Burke, et al., in 'Methods in Yeast ppl47-192

Genetics' Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 3) N. Shikazono, et al., Genetics 163(2003)

Press 2000) pp7-15 1449-1455

2) E.C. Friedberg, et al., i 'The Molecular and 4) S. Kitarnura, et al., TIARA. Ann. Rep. 2002

Cellular Biology of the Yeast Saccharonzyces' (2003) 44-46
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2.19 Improvement of Automatic Stage System for Heavy Ion
Microbeam Irradiation on Cultured Cells

T. Funayama, S. Wada, T. Sakashita and Y Kobayashi
Department of lon-beam-applied Biology, JAERI

1. Introduction The procedure for irradiating mammalian
Analyzing the biological effect of radiation cells with microbeams contains many steps:

of heavy charged-particle is very important cell-innage acquisition and processing, setting of
when considering the risk of space radiation on fiducials, autornatic stage movement, and
astronauts and the cancer radiation therapy. irradiation with counted ions. The almost all
Nevertheless, the fluctuation of the dose steps mentioned above contain a potency that
distribution by the conventional "broad-field" participates i the targeting errors.
radiation of a high-LET heavy ion bearn Among these steps, the automatic stage
interferes with the analysis of biological effect. movement is the most frequent action

Individual targeting of each cell with a throughout whole irradiation process. Thus it
single heavy ion is a good way to solve this was considered that the ovement of automatic
issue. Thus, we established a method for stage would affect greatly on the overall
irradiation of individual cell with a heavy ion targeting accuracy.
microbeam apparatus at JA-ERI-Takasaki'). Thus we replaced the automatic stages and
Using the established method, we found that the measured the improvement of cell targeting
single hit of Ar 13, ion on the cell nucleus of accuracy. In this paper, we will report the
chinese hamster ovary cell resulted i strong improvement of the mechanical accuracy of
growth inhibition'). automatic stages, object finding and retargeting

accuracy using pseudo-cell sample, and
1.1 Limitation of current irradiation system accuracy of ion traversal on targeted cells.

Meanwhile, our microbeam. system had a
potential inaccuracy of cell targeting, so that 2. Materials and Methods
system cannot avoid mistake in hitting. 2.1 Automatic microscope stages
Therefore, we used to confirm the hitting We have replaced the automatic microscope
position at all irradiated cells by etching stage AS3000 (Autoscan Pty., Ltd.), which had
CR-39-made cell dish to distinguish fail-to-hit been used in our microbearn irradiation system,
cells, which was targeted but not hit with the with BIOS-213T (SIGMA KKI, Co,. Ltd.).
delivered ions. This step limits the number of These two different sets of automatic stages with
cells that can be irradiated within a beam time. different manufacturers were compared. The

Nevertheless, the molecular biological specifications of these stages were shown in
analysis of irradiated cells requires a lot of Table .
number of cells. Thus, the improvement of the
accuracy of cell targeting was required for 2.2 Irradiation procedure using automatic
carrying out molecular aalysis of irradiated stages
cells. The stage system of our microbearn

apparatus is designed to use two inverted optical
1.2 Factors lead to targeting errors microscopes (TMD300, Nikon). One

Table 1. Specifications of autorna

AS3000 (Old) BIOS-213T (New)
Manufacturer Autoscan Pty., Ltd. SIGMA KKI Co., Ltd.
Positional ecoders Rotary ecoder Optical inlicroscal ecoder
Positioning accuracy in design ± I pin ± . PM

Overall errors in automatic cell irradiation ± 520 pin ± 12 M
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microscope (off-line i-nicroscope) is used for was evaluated as errors of stage movement in
automatic sarching of target cells before single revisiting action of each automatic stages.
microbeam irradiation in preparation room. The In addition, the mean of coordinate data ill a
other rnicroscope (on-line microscope) is for sequential revisit of the position of all etch-pit in
targeting and irradiation of the registered object database was calculated and used as an
objects 3). expected value of actual position of screen

For the targeting irradiation of cultured cells, origin, where te micoraperture was arranged at
we had been adopted two type of experimental the rnicrobearn irradiation. The distance from the
procedure concerning in the use of automatic origin was calculated in each coordinates of the
stage: two-stage procedure and one-stage etch-pit, ten the mean of them was evaluated as
procedure. a error in the overall action of automatic stage in

The two-stage procedure is the procedure microbeam. irradiation.
that was designed at first to be adopted in our
system, which uses two automatic stages with 2.4 Measurement of distribution of the
same specification. The stages were installed on numbers of ion-hit on mammalian cells
both off-line and on-line microscope, and the CHO-K1 cells were kept in an exponential
sample was transferred from off-line microscope growth phase with a culture medium (F12,
to on-Jilie and vice versa. Invitrogen Life Technologies) containing 10%

On the contrary the one-stage procedure uses FBS. Before cell inoculation into the sample
only one automatic stage. The stage itself was holder, the cytoplasms of the cells were stained
transferred between two microscopes with the with a fluorescent dye (CeIlTracker Orange,
sample anticipating that the use of oly oe Molecular Probe). Thereafter, the cells were
stage eliminates the effect of individual trypsinized and inoculated in the sample holder.
difference between two stages. This procedure Approximately 50 cells were inoculated within
was designed as a last resort, because our system an area of mm x 5 mm at the center of the
had not exhibit enough accuracy for targeting sample holder, whose bottom was made with
small object like cultured cells with two AS3000 thin CR-39 film (100 �tm thick).
stages. Before microbeam irradiation, positional

data of the individual cells were obtained by
2.3 Evaluation of errors of automatic stages fluorescent microscopic searching with off-line
using pseudo-cell sample microscope. Images of the cells were taken by a

Etched ion-pits oil CR-39 film were used as high sensitivity CCD camera (MC681SPD,
a pseudo-cell sample for measuring targeting Texas Istruments), and the cell image was
accuracy of automatic stages. applied to position-detecting the Autoscope

The sample was set oil the off-line stage, software for obtaining coordinate of ioculated
then the positions of each etch-pit were cells.
automatically obtained and stored in positional Just before irradiation, the medium was
database by Autoscope software. Thereafter, the removed to make ions penetrate both the cells
etch-pits were sequentially revisited according to and the bottorn of the sample holder. During the
the data in positional database, and their irradiation procedure, te cells were covered
photographs were taken by digital camera. For with an 8 �tm-thick polyimide film (Kapton,
every obtained etch-pit positions, revisit Toray Industries). Te number of ions, having
experiments were carried out. The experiment traversed the sample was counted wit a
was carried out with both one-stage and constant fraction discriminator coupled to a
two-sta2e rocedures. preset counter/tirner A pulse-chopper in te

The coordinate data of etch-pit in each i 'ection-line of the cyclotron was used as a fast
digital photograph was easured and te bearn switch. All cells found in te sample

Count Of 40'A II+average of te coordinates of epetitive holder were irradiated with 
experiments was used as a expected value of beam with te diarneter of Rm.
actual coordinates of revisited etch-pit. Te Immediately after irradiation, te sample
distance of idividual coordinate from expected holder was refilled with the edium, he te
coordinate was calculated, and the rnean of them bottom was etched from te opposite side of te
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cells with an alkaline-ethanol solution 4) at 37 'C for experiment of cell irradiation, and two-stage
for 15 minutes. Thereafter, we took photographs procedure with BIOS-213T stage. The cells were
of both the cell and the etched pit by a digital irradiated with count of 4Ar"' ions.
camera at the same field of view with different The samples irradiated using AS3000 stage
focus planes, then immediately overlaid these included more than 25% of fail-to-hit cells. On
two images with the custom-made computer the contrary, the distribution of ion-hits with
software, 'PitMarker'. From the overlaid images, BIOS-213T stage indicated that 70% of cells
the umber of ions hit o the each cells were were irradiated with 35 ions and less than 5 of
scored. cells were failed to hit.

This result indicated that the use of
3. Results and Discussions BIOS-213T stage enable us to irradiate
3.1 Reduced Errors of stage movements marnmalian cultured cells with two-stage

The mean value of errors i single stage procedure with higher accuracy i object
action and errors in overall procedure of targeting. The increasing accuracy will make it
irradiation were shown in Table 2 and Table 3 possible to carry out molecular biological
respectively. analysis of the cells irradiated with heavy ion

The eror in overall procedure of object microbeams.
targeting was about 10 tirnes larger than that of
single movement of automatic stage. This result
indicated that the small error in single action is
enhanced by overall procedure of cell irradiation Table 2 Stag errors in single action
because of repeat of stage actions. Thus, the AS3000 BIOS-213T
accuracy of stage movement is very important to Off-line stage 0.52 pin 0. 2 m
improve overall cell irradiation accuracy. On-line stage 2.16 pm 0.17 pni

The larger differences of error were
observed with the revisiting experiments with
AS3000 stages. However, there were no Table3. Stage errors in overall targeting
differences in overall error between one-stage
and two-stage procedure of BIOS-213T. AS3000 BIOS-213T.

The difference of errors between two One-stage procedure 6.22 m 1.60 pni
procedures with AS3000 stage came fom the Two-stage procedure 11.47 pm 1.39 pni
characteristics of the encoder for detecting stage
movements. Since BIOS-213T stages adopted
the optical microscale encoder for obtaining the
absolute distance of stage movement, the cause
of difference of two automatic stages was References
limited only to the manufacturing error of te 1) Y. Kobayashi, T. Funayarna, M. Taguchi, S.
i-nicroscales. On the contrary, te detection of Wada, M. Tanaka, T. Kamiya, W. Yokota, H.
stage movement by rotary ecoder coupled to Watanabe, K. Yarnarnoto, JAERI-Review
the driving motor of automatic stage potentially 2001-039, TIARA Anual Report 2000 2001)
includes the errors from the allowance of whole 73-75.
driving mechanism. Since the difference in 2) Y. Kobayashi, T. Funayama, S. Wada M.
allowance of driving achinery is difficult to Taguchi, H. Watanabe, Nucl. Instr. and Metb.
avoid, it was considered that the enhancement of in Phys. Res. B, 210 2003) 308-311.
individual dfference was occurred between two 3) T. Karniya W Yokota, Y. Kobayashi, M.
AS3000 stages. Cholewa, M. S. Krochmal, G. Laken, I D.

Larsen, F. Fiddes, G. Parkhill, K. Dowsey,
3.2 Targeting accuracy of iradiation of te Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. B, 181
cultured cells (2001) 27-31.

The targeting accuracy to te cultured cell 4) G. Sornogyl, 1. Hunyadi, Proceeding of the
was compared between one-stage procedure Xth Iternational Conference o Solid State
with AS3000 stage, which we had been applied Nuclear Track Detector 1980) 443-452.
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2.20 Effects of Heavy-ion Beams on the Larval Epidermis of

the Silkworm, Bombyx mofi: Prevention of Scale Differentiation

K. Kiguchi*, K. Fukamoto*, K. Shirai*, R. Kanekatsu*, Y. Kobayashi**,

T. Funayama**, T. Sakashita** and H. Watanabe"

Department of Applied Biology, Faculty of Textile Science and Technology,

Shinshu University*

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction 2. Experimental procedure

Epidermis (epidermal cell) is one of the most Insects

intriguing research targets in the study of cell A laboratory colony of the pnd mutant strain

differentiation, since they secrete larval, pupal of the silkworm, Bombyx mori, was used for

or adult cuticle in each stage of the life cycle, experiments. The larvae were routinely reared

accompanying morphologically drastic changes on an artificial diet at 25 C under a 16-hr light

of the surface structure. Adults of and 8-hr dark photocycle. Fifth instar day 

lepidpoteran insects, such as silkworm, are larvae were exposed to heavy-ion beams.

covered with a dense array of scales. It is

known that each scale develops from a single Ion beam irradiation

specialized cell (scale cell) derived from the We used carbon ion beams (12CI+ , 220 MeV,

larval epidermis'). However, precise process of 18.3 MeV/u, range in water=1.2 mm) provided

scale cell differentiation has not been fully from the AVF-cyclotron in TIARA As
2)understood yet. described in the previous paper we made

In the previous paper, we showed that several holes 4 mm in diameter) on an acrylic

heavy-ion beams are extremely useful for resin plate 2 mm in thickness) for irradiation,

radio-surgery to study bio-function and and through the holes larval integuments (left

differentiation of various tissues and organS2,3). side of the 5th segment) were selectively

For example, locally targeted irradiation of subjected to heavy ion beam irradiation. Right

heavy-ion beams to the silkworm larvae has no side of the integument was used as control.

serious effects on the survival, but inflicts

severe functional disruption in the irradiated Morphological observations

tissues or organs. When larval epidermis is After irradiation, larvae were reared on an

locally irradiated with heavy-ions, the irradiated artifical diet and the larval or adult integuments

area of the resultant moth loses their scales were cut and fixed in Carnoy's fixative at

depending on the irradiation doseS2). desired stages for light microscopic observation.

In this paper, we have investigated the effects For scanning electron microscopy, adult

of heavy-ion irradiation to the larval epidermis integuments were cut off and processed through

in hopes of searching a clue to clarify the a series of procedures including cuticle point

mechanism of scale differentiation in the drying and coating with gold, they were

silkworm. observed using SEM(HITACHI S-2380N).
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3. Results and Discussion (Fig.3, a, b, c). In addition, the larval epidermal

cells seemed to be normal unexpectedly at least

We first examined the dose response of carbon under light microscopical observation. The

ions inducing complete deletion of scales in the epidermal cells of the resultant adult moth also

adult moths. The larval integument consists of a looked normal, athough the number of sockets

single layer of epidermal cells, overlaying drastically decreased (Fig.3, d). These results

cuticle and basement membrane. The thickness suggest that the larval epidermis is considerably

of the epidermis of 5th instar day I larva is the resistant against ion-beam irradiation ad that

maximum within 03 m'). Taking account of deletion of scales is not brought about by

the range of carbon-ions 12 mm in water), apoptotic elimination of the irradiated cells, but

larvae were irradiated with beams through by prevention of scale differentiation.

4sheets of miller-firm (100 . rn in thickness) to

avoid ion-penetration to inner tissues such as

.intestine. Judging from the result, 350 Gy Reference

seemed to be optimal. A typical result of scale 1) H. F. Nijhout, The Development ad

deletion induced was shown in Fig.l. Scanning Evolution of Butterfly Wing Patterns,

electron microscopic observation revealed that Smithonian Institution Press, Washington and

surface structure of the irradiated area is quite London(1991).

different from the control. Many socket 2) Z-L. Tu, S. Yarnasaki, K. Shirai-, R.

structures were observed in the control. By Kanekatsu, K. Kiguchi, Y. Kobayashi, M.

contrast, only few deformed sockets were Taauchi and H. Watanabe, Journal of

recognizable in the irradiated area (Fig.2, a). Sericulture Science Japan. 68 (1999)

Next, we prepared paraffin sections of the 443-453.

larval integuments to see the effects of 3) E. Ling, K. Fukarnoto, S. Xu, K. Shirai, R.

irradiation. It is well kown that hemocytes are Kanekatsu Y Kobayashi, Z-L. Tu T.

involved i phagocytosis of the disintegrated Funayama, H. Watanabe and K. Kiguchi,

injured cells. However, few hernocytes; were Journal of Insect Biotechnology and

observed at the site of irradiated iteguments Sericology. 72 2003) 95-100.

?b

Fig.1 Deletion of scales iduced by local rradiation of heavy-ion beams(350 Gy).

a: left half of the segment lost the scales(arrow),

b: an enlarged picture of te segment.
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'j,VVN,

i "g

Fig.2 Scanning electron micrographs of the adult cuticle derived from the idividual irradiated

at the larval stage.

a: an irradiated region which lacks scales,

b: the control region frorn which scale-hairs were pull out to see the basal socket structure.

a eTA

Fig. 3 Cross sections of the integuments iradiated with carbon ions(350 Gy) oil day of the

5th instar.

a, b, c: 24 hrs, 48 hrs and 96 hrs after irradiation, respectively,

d: irradiated region of te resultant moth,

e: the control region of d.
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2.21 Development of Irradiation Procedure to Detect Distance the
Signal Transfer of GJIC Bystander Effect

Y. Furusawa*, M. Aoki", C. Shao-"*'-'*, Y. Kobayashi**, T. Funayarna",
T. Sakashita'" and S. Wada**
Heavy-Ion Radiobiology Research Group, NIRS*,
Department of Ion-beam-applied Biology, JAERI*-1,
Gray Cancer Institute, UK*:'-"

1. Introduction precise number of particles, the findings that

It has been thought for many years that the targeting of a single cell led to additional 10 of

heritable biological effects of radiation requires cells being damaged 4) give direct evidence of

an interaction of the radiation with DNA either non-GJIC involved but the likelihood of

by direct ionization or by the production of mediurn mediated bystander responses. These

hydroxyl radicals in water molecules close to responses are thought to be relative to the

the DNA. Presurnably, o effect would be genotype of irradiated cells. It has been found

expected in cells that received no direct that sorne signaling factors including eactive

radiation exposure. Recently, evidence has been oxygen species (ROS), and transforming growth

presented demonstrating that low doses of alpha factors can be produced from the irradiated cells

particles lead to the formation of sister and play important roles in the medium-

chromatid exchanges (SCE) in 30% of the cell mediated bystander effect. Furthermore, the

population even though only 1% of the cells' accumulation inducible nitric oxide, synthase

nuclei have been traversed by an alpha particle'). (iNOS) and the activity of constitutive NOS

This phenomenon has been called the have been known to be an early signaling event

"bystaDder effect," through which cells in the induced by irradiation so that nitric oxide (NO)

vicinity of directly targeted cells can respond to becomes an important bystander signaling

the radiation. By the use of several experimental factor'-').

approaches such as very low dose alpha particle To clarify the mechanisms of transduction

where not every cell nuclear is traversed, of bystander signal through the GJIC an

microbeam irradiation of selected few cells i a irradiation method to obtain a distance

population, and transfer of medium harvested distributio i induction of micronuclei i no

from irradiated cells to cultures of non- irradiated cells frorn irradiated cells was

irradiated cells, reports of the bystander effect preliminary established.

have appeared with multiple biological ed-

points, including cell killing, inductions of 2. Development

micronucleus, mutation, genornic instability, 2.1 Design of iradiation disli

and so o. To measure the distance distribution of the

Although te gap junctional intercellular bystander effect from the hit cells, we ave

communication (GJIC) is a important pathway designed a special ade irradiation dish. Briefly,

for the production of bystander responSeS2, ) a 25 nirn diameter cell culture coverslip (NUNC

but it is ot always required. By irradiating 174985) was attached o a 60 m pstic dish

nonconfluent uman fbroblast cells with a (Falcon 351006) with 13 m through hole in
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the middle of the bottom te dish with white 95% air and 5% CO, with Eagle's minimurn

Vaseline. In the middle of the cover slip, a essential mediurn (Sigma M5650) supplemented

scratch line was made, and 12 min width of with 2 mM Lglutarnine and 18% fetal bovine

adhesive tape was put on the surface of the serum (Lenexa) plus streptomycin and penicillin.

cover slip with rectangular coordinates as a Cells destined for heavy-]on iradiation were

landmark line on the bottom and to prevent cells seeded in the specially made dish at a density of

will attach in the clear zone as shown in figure 1. 1.4x 105 cells per dish 4 days before irradiation.

The edium was changed at day 2 so that at the

60 mm dish time of irradiation the cells were in full

Culture slip confluence.

..... Landmark Just before irradiation, a thin Kapton film

was floated on the medium surface and the

Clear zone medium was removed and covered cell surface

Confluent zone by the film. This process kept the cells fully

Fig.l. Schematic image of irradiation dish. Cells are hydrated during irradiation wich was 30 min.

seeded only in the gray area, and a part of After the irradiation, by adding new rnediurn in

cells on the landmark in one side of the clear the dish, the film was floated in the inedium

zone was irradiated by neon microbeams. surface again and could remove the film safely

without gives any damage to the cells. After a

Micronicle (MN) only can be seen in post incubation to transfer bystander signals,

growing cells, i.e. i a binucliated (13N) cells. adhesive tape to prevent clear zone was

Cells can only be grown fom confluent zone removed. While the tape was stay on the clear

to clear zone, because cells were cultured to be zone, no cells grown o the tape, and following

confluent i confluent zone indicated in gay incubation, cells could grown to the clear zorne

zone i figure 2 This means MN cells can be after rernovind te tape (Fig.2).

see o the border of the clear zone ad the

confluent zone. Distribution of the distance to

reach the bystander effects froin irradiated cell Landmark P

that placed on the landmark line may possible Irradiated cells

to obtain by measurement of the distance Glowing cells

between te landmark line and the position of in clear zone

MN cells i the border of the clear zone in the

irradiated side. When there are still medium Fig.2. Microscopic image at the central area of the

mediated bystander effects, even if we used dish after culture. Adhesive tape on the clear

and suppressed by inhibitors, we can observe zone was removed after irradiation, and cells

the effect i te opposite side of te irradiated are grown to the clear zone. Binucliated cells

side. can be found in this area.

2.2 Cell culture and treatments 2.3 Irradiation method

AG1522 normal uan skin fibroblasts A carged particle microbeam apparatus

purchased frorn Coriell Cell Repositories were installed below a vertical beam line of te

cultured at 37'C i udified atmosphere of cyclotron at TARA was used to deliver pecise
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number of heavy ions of 260 MeV 2Ne with The cover slip was removed from the

calculated LET values of 380 keV/um for cell special made irradiation dish, and Vaseline was

irradiation. Particles traversing through wiped. The cover slip was placed on a slide

horizontal cover slip, Kapton film and cells grass by inversed way and MN in BN cells was

were detected by photomultiplier tube (PMT) checked by fluorescence microscopy and

with plastic scintillator. morphologically identified by the criteria

Fifty cells in the confluent culture on the method. Distance of MN cells in BN cells from

landmark line in a one side of the clear zone the landmark could be measured with a scale

were irradiated. After the irradiation, 2 ml equipped to the microscope sample stage.

medium was immediately supplied to each dish

and cells were subsequently cultivated for 15 h References

until adhesive tape were removed for the MN H. Nagasawa, and B. J. Little, Cancer

assay to start growing. During this process, with Research 52 1992) 6394-6396.

respect to PMA pretreated culture, PMA with a 2 C. Shao, Y. Furusawa, Y. Kobayashi, T.

reduced concentration of 0.5 nM in case of any Funayama, and S. Wada, FASEB Journal

toxic effect was added in the medium to 17 2003) 1422-1427.

maintain the inhibition level of GJIC. No 3) C. Shao, Y. Furusawa, M. Aoki, and K.

irradiated control dishes were treated with the Ando, Radiat Res 160 2003) 64-69.

same protocol except for irradiation. Chemical 4 C. Shao, V. Stewart, M. Folkard, B. D.

treatment of PMA did not show a significant Michael, and K. M. Prise, Cancer Research

toxic effect on cells. 63 2003) 8437-8442.

5 H. Matsumoto, S. Hayashi, M. Hatashita H.

2.4 MN assay Shioura, T. Ohtsubo, R. Kitai, T. Ohnishi,

The formation of MN was assayed by 0. Yukawa, Y. Furusawa, and E. Kano,

using the cytokinesis block technique. The cells (2000) International Journal of Radiation

were incubated in the presence of 25 g/ml Biology 76 2000) 1649-1657.

cytochalasin-B. After 48 h, the cells were 6) C. Shao, M. Aoki, and Y Furusawa, Journal

treated with a 75 rnM KCI hypotonic solution at of Radiation Research 42 2001) 305-316.

37'C for 10 min, and fixed by methanol at 7) C. Shao, Y. Furusawa, M. Aoki, H.

30'C overnight. The fixed cells were stained Matsumoto, and K. Ando, International

with 10 mg/ml acridine orange for min. After Journal of Radiation Research 78 2002)

this cytochalasin-B treatment, 20% of cells 837-844.

became binucleated (BN) cells when the cells 8 ) C. Shao, M. Aoki, Y. Furusawa, Journal of

were sub-cultured in a new Petri dish. Radiation Research 45 2004) 97-104.
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2.22 Effect to Mammalian Nucleus Irradiation with

Heavy=ion Beams

S. Wada*, T. Funayarna% Y. Kobayashi*
N. Ito'*, M. Natsuhori**, T. Kakizaki** and T. Sano**

Department of Ion-Bearn-Applied Biology, JAERf
Department of Veterinary Medicine, Kitasato Universi�**

Untroduction simultaneous detection of ions traversing
Radiation of high linear energy transfer the cellular nuclei ad DNA damage in the

(LET) has greater biological effectiveness individual cells'). By the method the
than the same absorbed dose of low LET induction of DNA damage per a particle for
radiation, the relative biological different ion with te sarne LET was
effectiveness (RBE) increases with LET, differen t2).

reaching a maximum at around 100 keV/�tm In this study we investigated the
in mammalian cells. Thus, LET is used to biological effects of the track structure of
describe radiation quality. However, It is the ion beams for different particles with
considered that the different particles with the same LET value by visualizatio of
the same LET induce different biological DNA damage site induced by hit-ions.
effects and the difference in the biological
effects is caused by a difference in track 2.Materials and methods
structures. Because te different particles CHO-K1 cells were grown in Hain's F12
with the same LET differ i their pattern of medium supplemented with 10% serum and
energy deposition in te target materials, it 0.1 mg/ml kanarnaycin in 10-cm diameter
is considered that the different biological culture dishes. Cells were incubated at 37'C
damage was produced. in humidified atmosphere of 5% carbon

For mammalian cells exposed to high dioxide and 95% air. I
LET heavy charged particles, DNA double Accelerated heavy ions of 17.3 MeV/u
strand breaks (DSB) have an important role 12 C ad 10.4 MeV/u '-ONe 71 were provided
in the biological effects. Te quantitative by the AV F cyclotron at TIARA
analysis of every approach relies on te JAERI-Takasaki. The energy of C ion beam
assumption that ions hit randomly to the was reduced by nickel plates.
cells ad DNA damage induced by high Cells were attached on the CR-39 plate
LET heavy charged particles were that is particle track detector. To evaluate
evaluated with the absorbed dose. To DNA damage, immunohistochernistry was
analyze the track structures in detail, the applied. DNA single strand beaks (SSB)
biological effects sould be evaluated not and DSI3 were detected throug te use of
wit te absorbed dose but the number of exonuclease III exo III and terminal
the hit ions. deoxynucleofidyl ransferase Odt).

Recently we established a ethod of Immediately After iradiation the cells were
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fixed by 1% paraformalehyde in PBS. The compared due to difference of ion track

cells were incubated with exoIII(2 unit/�tm) structure.

in humidified chamber at 37T for 3 r,

following washes in PBS. DNA fragment 3.Result and discussion

generated by exo III were labeled with Cells attached on the CR-39 were

dig-dUTP using tdt 25 unit/�tl) at 37T exposed to C ion and Ne ion with the same

for 2 hr. after washing PBS, the cells were LET (about 437 keV/�tm), and when DNA

incubated the antibody auainst strand breaks and . H2AX were detected by

dig-dUTP-FITC at room temperature for I immunochemistry, the fluorescent signal

hr. was observed i uclei. When the focus as

DSB introduced into mami-nalian cells by adjusted on the CR-39 form a site ofthe

ionizing radiation results in specific fluorescent signal, the site of the

phoshorylation of histon H2AX on serine fluorescent signal ad the sites of etched pit

residue 139, yielding a specific modified were coincident. This idicate tat ts

form named . H2AX. Using a fluorescent fluorescent signal show DNA damage

specific antibody for . H2AX, we detected induced by hit-ion and the area of

discrete nuclear foci at the site of DSI3. At fluorescent signal show the area of DNA

30 rnin after irradiation, cells were fixed darnage. So, to evaluate the area of DNA

1% paraformalehyde in PBS. The cells were darnage, the diameter of this area of

incubated with anti-.142AX for hr at the fluorescent signal was measured.

room temperature. And the cells were The area of fluorescent signal of DNA

washed in PBS and incubated with strand breaks induced by exposure to C ion

fluorescent secondary atibody Alexa 568 and Ne ion were not significantly different.

goat anti-rabbit IgG for hr at room While the area of fluorescent signal of

temperature. DNA strand breaks and . H2AX induced by

The cells on the CR-39 were stained with exposure to C ion were ot significantly

DAM and the opposite side of the CR-39 different, the area of fluorescent signal of

plate was etched with KOH-ethanol DNA strand breaks was three times larger

solution at 37'C. Using a fluorescence than that of H2AX for exposure to Ne ion.

microscope we examined about the cell It was considered tBat both ions induce

irnage at 400 magnification. The cell DSB around ion trajectory ad Ne ion

images were stored using CCD carnera. induces SSB relatively at larger area tha C

Then the icroscope was focused o the ion. Tis idicates tat the difference of 1011

image of pits etched on the CR-39 plate, track structure influence the patter of

and the ii-nage was also stored using CCD induction of DNA damage.

carnera. By merging both images, hit-ions

and the fluorescent signal were Reference

simultaneously detected. The relation 1) S. Wada et al., Journal of Radiation

between the location of hit-ion ad the area Research, 43: 2002) S153-156

of DNA darnage was investigated, and 2) S. Wada et al., TIARA Annual Report,

difference of te area of DNA damage was 2002: 2003) 99-101
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2.23 Isolation of Human Cell Mutants in HIV-1 Sensitivity and of
Human Retroviruses Mutants in Cell 1-opisms

H. Hoshino', T. Ohtsuki', N. Shimizu*, A. Tanaka% M. Shinagawa*,
S. Wada**,T. Funayama** and Y. Kobayashi**
Department of Virology and Preventive Medicine, Gunma University Graduate School
of Medicine*
Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI

1. Introduction (GFP) downstream of the HIV-1 RNA
In order to analyze effects of heavy transcription control region in its long

ion-beam irradiation on cellular and viral terminal repeat (UR) and nuclear

Ienes, we tried to establish irradiation target localization signal (NL) for proteins was
cells that could easily be characterized transfected into this cell line. In this study,
molecular biologically as shown we thus made cell systems carrying HIV-1
schematically in Fig. 1. For this, human co-receptor genes other than CCR5 to be
immunodeficiency virus type (HIV-1) was used for this analysis.
selected to be used in this experiment. Thus, For analyses of effects of heavy
we transduced NP-2 cells, which are ion-beam irradiation, it will be relatively
resistant to HIV-1 infection, with a few easy if vectors carrying known genes or
genes that determine HIV-1 susceptibility. In viruses are used, because target gene sizes
addition, we tried to transduce this cell line are small and details of their genetic
with many other HIV-1 co-receptor genes structures are known. HIV-1 is a virus that
for us to be able to examine HIV-1 strains should be handled with care, because it is a
with different cell tropisms. The aim of this biohazardous organism. Therefore, before
study was isolation of cell mutants in analysis of effects of heavy ion irradiation
HIV-Isusceptibility to identify cellular on HIV- 1, we examined irradiation
genes necessary for HIV-1 infection and conditions and its characteristics that will be
replication. We also aimed at clarifying applicable for irradiation of HIV-1.
effects of heavy ion-beam irradiation on
viral genes. 2. Experimental procedures,

Effects of irradiation with heavy ions 2-1 Establishment of target cells for
('He 2+ 12C5+ and 2ONe8 ) on human cellular irradiations
genes have rarely been reported using NP-2/CD4/EcoR/CCR5/GFP cells had
methods to analyze quantitatively. Therefore, been transduced with CD4 using a
we used a cell line system, in which gene neomycin resistance gene as an indicator of
mutation was expected to be relatively transduction. Furthermore, the cells
easily analyzed, and tried to clarify effects transduced with the ecotropic MuLV
of He, C or Ne ion irradiation on induction receptor gene EcoR and the human
of mutation of cellular genes. For this, we chemokine receptor gene CCR5 had been
had established a cell line, estimated by their resistance to hygromycin
NP-2/CD4/EcoR/CCR5/GFP two years ago. and puromycin, respectively. The cells
Namely, a human glioma cell line, NP-2, transduced with a GFP-expressing plasmid
was transduced with genes for human CD4, under control of HIV-1 LTR were selected
ecotropic murine leukemia virus (MuLV) by detection of fluorscence in the nuclei of
receptor EoR, and human chemokine cells infected with HIV-1. We used the
receptor gene CCR5. Further, another vector expressions vectors for CD4, EoR and
that carried the green fluorescent protein CCR5 that would simultaneously induce the
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expression the genes for resistance to X4 HIV-1 strains.
neomycin, hygromycin and puromycin,
respectively. As a GFP-expressing plasmid, 3-2 Trial to isolate HIV-1 susceptibility
pHIV-1-LTR-NL-GFP, in which GFP gene mutant ells after heavy ion-beam -radiation
and nuclear localization (NL) signal Cell lines described above were
sequence were placed downstream of the irradiated with heavy ion 4He2+ (50 MeV),
region for HIV-1 RNA transcription 12C5+ (220 MeV) or 2ONe'+ 350 MeV).
regulation was used, and cells that were Then we tried to isolate cells resistant to
negative for GFP before infection, but HIV-1. We could isolate many cell clones
became positive for GFP in the nuclei after that did not become positive for GFP after
cells had been infected with HIV-1. HIV-1 infection. In these cells, many

We have expected that cells would not syncytia were usually observed, indicating
become positive for GFP after HIV-1 that they were, in contrary to our
infection when either one of C134, CCR5, or expectation, susceptible to HIV-1.
GFP or one of cellular factors necessary for Then we examined their resistance to
HIV-1 replication was inactivated. To neomycin and puromycin to further estimate
increase the number of HIV-1 strains used the presence of CD4 or CCR5 gene in these
for this analysis, we tried to isolate cells cells. These cell clones of
expressing another co-receptor, CXCR4. In NP-2/CD4/CCR5/GFP cells lacking in GFP
addition, isolation of cells expressing both expression after HIV-1 infection were
CCR5 and CXCR4 were also tried. susceptible to either antibiotics. Although

these clones were apparently susceptible to
2-2 Detection and isolation of cell mutants HIV-1 infection, CD4 and CCR5 were again,
in their susceptibilities to HIV-1 against our expectation, below a detection

HIV-1-susceptible cell lines were limit of flow cytometry using anti-CD4 or
irradiated with heavy ion-beam, and we anti-CCR5 monoclonal antibody.
examined effects of irradiation on These cell clones should still express a
expression of the transduced genes. Mutant small amount of CD4 and CCR5, since they
cells were mainly detected according to were apparently susceptible to HIV-1. The
their change, in HIV-1 susceptibility. Tat is, expression of CD4 and CCR5 were
we should determine change ratios in the confirmed to be detected in the parental
following properties of the irradiated cells: NP-2/CD4/CCR5 cells upon flow cytometry,
(1) HIV-1 susceptibility, 2 neomycin indicting that our assay conditions worked
resistance, 3 hygrornycin resistance, 4 well.
puromycin resistance and (5) inhibition of
GFP expression. 3-3 Effects of heavy ion-beam irradiation

on cell growth
3. Results and Discussion Our preliminary experiments suggested
3-1 Establishment of NP-WD4/CXCR4/GFP that there was a difference in cell death
and NP-2/CD4/CCR5/CXCR4/GFP cells taken place soon after irradiation between

We could isolate a clonal cell line, NP-2/CD4/CCR5/GFP and
NP-2/CD4/CXCR4/GFP, as we had NP-2/CD4/CXCR4/GFP cells. Therefore,
succeeded previously. After transduction of we irradiated cells with 4He2+ (50 MeV),
CXCR4 into NP-2/CD4/CCR5/GFP cells, 12C5+ (220 MeV) or 2Ne8' 350 WV) On
we also isolated the following day, the cells were detached,
NP-2/CD4/CCR5/CXCR4/GFP cells that counted, ad seeded into wells of 96-well
became GFP-positive after infection with plates at dfferent cell concentrations.
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Numbers of wells containing growing cells frequently isolated. The major population of
were counted after 1-2 months of these cell clones did not become
cultivation. GFP-positive, although these clones were

Irradiation with 4He 2+ or 12C5+ did not positive for HIV-1-induced syncytia
give a difference in. colony-forming formation, suggesting that the abnormal
efficiencies between these two cells. There expression of GFP took place easily among
seemed to be not a clear correlation between the genes transduced by the MuLV vectors 
the colony-forming efficiencies and i.e. CD4, CCR5 or GFP.
irradiation doses of Ne 8+ . This observation For isolation of cell mutants resistant to
were noticed repeatedly. As for 20 Ne 8+ HIV-1 infection, we should develop a
irradiation, we considered that Ne ions system, by which targets, cells in suspension
could not hit cells because of the presence culture or viruses in culture supernatants,
of culture medium and short flying distance are surely irradiated with ion beams. This
of Ne ion. system will permit us to use a wider range

of experimental materials as irradiation
3-4 Effects on HIV-1 infection targets. Further, it will also be necessary for

We examined susceptibilities of cell us to develop a system to select
clones, derived from heavy ion-irradiated HIV-1-resistant cells easily. Although NP-2
cells, to HIV-1 after prolonged cultivation cells persistently infected with HIV-1 are
for 12 months. Parental cell lines became viable, these cells can be killed if infecting
GFP positive in their nuclei after HIV-1 HIV-1 carries a gene like thymidine kinase.
infection, while cell clones showing Then HIV-1 resistant cells will be isolated
different phenotypes from them were more easily.

CCR5
Transduction of genes CEAIsolation of

CD4HIVreceptor CD4/Neanycine resistance cellular clones
HIV coreceptor CCR5/Puraycine resistance 5
HN-1 LTR/GFP CCR5

) n n n
U U U __"'� if

irradiation NP2/ VCDVCCR51GFP cell

/Infection

'D4 CCR5in
NP2 ce I NP2/ JCD4/CCR!VGFP cel I U

HIV-1infection

CD4� CCR5Innn
Isolation of

mutant cell clones

NP2/ /CDA/CCR!5/GFP cel I ANALYSIS OF MUTATION
INDUCED BY ION BEAM

Fig. I Isolation of human cell mutants in HIV-1 susceptibility
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2.24 Ion Beam Irradiation has Different Influences on the Ciliary

Body among 2Ne, 4 He, 12 C, and H

K. Akeol:, T. Funayarna", A.Ogawa*** and Y. Kobayashi**

Department of Ophthalmology, Takasaki National Hospital"

Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI`

Department of Researc ad Examination, Takasaki National Hospital`**

Outline happens, we might be able to cure ocular

Active secretion of sodium and potassium hypertension ad glaucoma istead of surgery.

was sown to primarily occur in non-pigmented Garnma ay penetrates into the tissue, but a ion

epithelium (NPE) by Okisaka') and associates beam has te strongest energy and a maxii-num

and NPE is responsible for the maintenance of influence at a point iside the tissue. Moreover,

aqueous humor formation. NPE in the ciliary the ion beam is supposed, to have a bystander

processes might have high metabolic functions, effect aound the irradiated tissue. We

i.e. the secretive function, because the ciliary investigate which part of the ciliary body the ion

processes are rich i the capillary vessels. The beam Influences, and we compared the effects

gamma ray ('OCo) causes ionization uniformly in among the species of the ion. As for as we

the whole irradiated tissue. We reported last know, this is te first report concerned with

year that high dose of gamma irradiation morphological changes in ciliary body cultured

prevented programmed cell death regulated by after te ion beam irradiation. We are now

p53 and bcl-2 genes in the ciliary body dissected submitting materials and methods, results, and

frorn living body, and was useful for discussion to an article.

preservation of organ after culture by te Morphology of the tissue should be

protective influence of inflammatory reaction. darnaged due to necrosis by the cease of blood

The ion barn is an ionization particle that is flow after dissection frorn living body. If the

induced by acceleration of the ionizing atom of radiation induced preventive reaction into the

2ONe, 12 C, 4He, H, ad so on, but has a cells and quit te destruction of te living tissue

characteristic to lose eergy ad stop at the by ecrosis, the longtime preservation of te

constant depth of tissue. The reaching depth to internal organs and te living tissue would be

the tissue depends on the ion species and the possible ad leaping contributed to te medical

acceleration eergy. The reaching depth in field.
Mm il 4 21 Especially, te labyrinth of the blood vessel

water s 164 He 5MeV), 1.08 mil in

12CI+(22OMeV), 057 rnrn in 2ONe'+(35OMeV), in the ciliary pocesses does not make te blood

and 402 mm i 'H'(2OMeV). If ion beam call supply spread etirely because of te ore

selectively irradiate NPE in the ciliary body complicated structure ta te ciliary folds. It

where hyper-secretion of aqueous hurnor is necessary to know which part of te ciliary
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body is damaged at the iitial phase by the cease repair but not lyrnphocyte inhibition rate in

of blood. We thought that the ciliary body blood components just one time after irradiation,

was most useful to investicate the iflammatory and the cytokines had a central role in the

reaction by gamma radiation because of the stimulation of cellular and inflammatory

complicated vascular structure. Gamma reactions

radiation of blood products is considered the

mainstay of transfusion-associated

graft-versus-host disease prevention. Recently

it is reported that there is evidence of cellular

variability with production of cytokines at References

different storage time which could be related 1) Okisaka S, Kuwabara R, Rapoport SI.

with irradiation activity and cellular damage Science 1974;184:1298E.
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2.25 The Resistance of Euglena gracilis to y-rays and Ion Beam

Radiation as a Simulated Cosmic Ray and its Light-dependency

to Ionizing Radiation

H. Hayashi*, M. Furuta% K. Uehara*, T. Funayama", S. Wada", I. Nal-uml':':,
Y Kobayashl" and H. Watanabe"
Researc Istitute for Advanced Science ad echnology, Osaka Prefecture

University*
Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI

1. Inti-oduction
100

More than 100 kinds of Euglena ave

been found thus far o te earth. Aong

these, Euglena gi-acilis has the hghest
-10

photosynthesis activity and utritional

value. I the near future, humankind may .0

be forced to live i a space station CZ

equipped with a closed ecological life

support system for the long-term. Given

the high pbotosyntbetic efficiency nd 0.1
nutritional quality of E. grocilis, it has

been proposed to be valuable as a good
biological component for use in suc a 0.01

closed system. I order to use E. g7-OCiliS 0 100 2W 300 4W

in space, te radiation damage caused by Dose q)

cosmic rays tat includes high LET Flg. 1. Survival of E.gracilis strain Z

particles will be problematic. Therefore, exposed to heavV lon beam at derent

doses. 0 :7-ray, 0 :H'. zn, : He2'. '^� :C",as te first step to solve tis problem, we
X :C5' (108 keV/�Lni)7 0 : C' (196 keV/[tm).

assessed the radiation effect of heavy 1011

beams on E. gi-acilis. Each survival curve 2. Experimental procedui-e
was caracterized bv a "shoulder"' 1,

2.1 Oi-ganisrn and Cultivation
suggesting DNA repair activity after Conditions
irradiation, followed b a subsequent

E. gi-acili.v strain Z (ld type) and
exponential slope as sown in Fg.l In

strain SM-ZK (chloroplast deficiencN
this studs,, e assessed the DNA repair of rnutant) were used. Te cells were grown

I ght-grown an � dark-roNvii Eugleno
at 25'C in 150 nl of Koren-Hutner (KH)

cells using strains Z (wild type) ad medlu i in a 500-ml Sakaguch] flask to

SM-ZK (chloroplast deficient mutant
stationarN, growth pase (for davs) wth

strain) after 7-Irradiation giving the
agitation under the Illumination of

largest "shoulder-" in their survival fluorescent light (5,000 Ix) or dark

curves.
condition.
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2.2 Irradiation conditions cytolysised w I t hProteinase K . Then

Irradiation of -y-rays as carried out b electrophoresis was conducted under
I "'Co y-ray source at JAERI neutral conditions (pH 8) . Us'

us jig ing a

Takasaki (dose rates: 100 to 500 Gy/h). fluorescence microscopy equipped, about

Light-grown ad dark-grown cells of E. 50 cells per slide were examined. Th e

grcieffis strains Z and SM-ZK were dsb rejoining fraction at 12 h after

harvested b centrifugation, washed ad irradiation were calculated b y the

resuspended in a fresh KH medium or 0 I equation of (I- tall mornent at 12 h after

M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8). The y-irradlation tall inornent at h after

aliquots (I rl) frorn te cell suspension irradiation) x 100.

(2x 107 cells/nil) Nvere dispensed into

glass test tubes, and irradiated at room 3. Results and discussion
61CO

temperature with y-rays at te dose The survival curves of y- irradiated

rates of 025 to 1.5 kGy/h. fight-grown. ad dark-grown cells of

strains Z ad SM-ZK are shown in Fg.2.

2.3 Measurement of Cell Survivnl The curves ave a large "shoulder" in

The survival rates of E. g7-ocilis which te survival rates decrease slowly

following irradiation were determined o within smaller doses until the dose of 750

the basis of colony-fori-ning ability. The Gyn and the values do ji. ot show

irradiated cells were grow o KH agar significant dfferences. However, at doses

medium at 28'C uder the illumination of of 750 Gy and 1000 Gy, te values for

fluorescent lght (5,000 x) for 7 to 10 light-grown cells are sgnificantly higher

days. than tose for dark-grown cells, strongly

suggesting that te lght-grown cells are

2.4 Assessment of DNA repair more radiation-resistant. We estimated
2

Comet assa Y was applied to assess the D9,, 90 lethal dose) of lght- and

DNA double strand breaks repair ability. dark-grown cells fro te curves. For te

Fifteen rn I of te cells cultured to strain Z, th e LD9(, of light- and

stationary base was washed and dark-grown cells were 776 Gy ad 596p
resuspended in 15 rnl of fesh KH Gv, espective]),. Te D9, values of

medium Oe nil of the suspension was light- ad dark-grown cells of strain

dispensed to a 15-ci-n test tube. After SM-ZK were 664 Gv ad 479 Gv,

750 GY of yray rradiation, te cells respectivelv.
were harvested ad resuspended in 15 il The dfference in adiation esistance

of fresh KH edium. between lght ad dark-grown cells was

The suspension Was moved to a also observed I n strain SM-ZK, a

Sakaguch] flask containing KH edium chloroplast-deficient rnutant. Te canges

arid agitated uder te 111un-jination of in tall oment In light ad dark-grown

fluorescent light. The cells were cells of strains Z and SM-ZK were

withdrawn fo te culture at investigated. Te decrease rate of the tall

constant tmes (0 3 6 ad 12 h) ebed moment for strain Z as higher ta tat

with 1% low-melting- agarose gel ad of other cells at 12 h after rradiation,
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I 80 
0

I ght-gru-
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60 SM-ZK ldit-jTavii
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Dose (Gy) &Y�ivniyg iadion (Y.)

Flo.2 Survival of' Euolena -racilis strains Z Fio.3 Te relationship between survivin'- fracti

and SM-ZK exposed to y-rays at dfferent and dsb re'o'n'no ability E. gracilis followi

doses. 7-irradiation 750 Gy).

dark-grown cells of strain Z an d irrespective of te strain used, strongly

light-grown cells of SM-ZK showed suggesting that a light-inducible dsb

Intermediate values. The respective repair systern. It is a novel finding

values for light- and dark-grown cells of th at a repair enzyme for DNA

strain Z were 76 and 60 and for double-strand breaks I s induced by

light- ad dark-grown cells of strain visible lght prior to y-irradiation III

SM-ZK 60 and 31 %. Fig. 3 sows the Englena.

relationship between surviving fractions

and te calculated dsb rejoining fi-actions. References

Th e abilitv of dsb re'o'n' was 1) H.Hayashl, S. Wada, T. Funayama, 1.

correlated wth te surviving fi-actiorl, Narurni, Y. Kobavashi, H. Watanabe M.

suggesting tat te dfference in radiation Furuta, M. Furuta, J EukCH-))0t.

resistance reflect the ability of dsb Allicrobiol_ 51:321 2004)

rejoining of irradiated cells. III ts 2) S.Wada, H.Kurahashi, Y. Kobavashl. T.

studv, te ability of dsb re'o'n' Funayania, K. Yamamoto, M. Natsuliorl.

shown to be higher in lght-grown cells N. Ito, J. Met. Med. Sci., 65-471 2003)
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2.26 Molecular Mechanisms for Radiation-induced Bystander
Effects

H. Matsumoto*, M. Hatashita*, A. Takahashi", Y Kobayashi***,
T. Funayai-na***, S. Wada*** and T. Sakashita***
Department of Experimental Radiology and Health Physics, Faculty of
Medical Science, Uiversity of Fukul*
Department of Biology, Nara Medical University"

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI***

1. Introduction response at low doses. Strictly speaking, the

Estimates of te various darnage types at term AR applies to protection provided by

sub-cellular, cellular and supra-cellular level low-dose irradiation wth respect to subsequent

induced by low doses, were no experimental (higher-dose) irradiation'). Although the

data are available, are generally based o lnear mechanisms uderlying this effect are largely

back-extrapolations frorn data at higher doses. unknown, several similarities between AR and

However, a large aount of data produced bystander effects can be found. In the

during the last decade seem to indicate higher framework of low-dose effect estimates, it as

damage yields than expected, possibly due to been inferred that AR might lead to a

the so-called bystander effect (BE)" (i.e. the sub-linearity in cancer risk at low doses (e.g. 3.

induction of darnage in cells tat were ot If so, AR should be considered as a possible

directly hit by radiation). One of the most competing phenomenon with respect to
I I bystander effects.

intriguing aspects of these xperiments relies n

that bystander damage is observed even at very

low doses, down to te mGy level. No clear-cut 2. Materials and Methods
conclusions can be drawn o the echanisms 2.1. Cells

underlying bystander effect observations. Human non-small cell lung cancer H1299

Different pathways ay be involved, depending cells were kept i a exponential growth pase

on the specific conditions. In any case te with a culture inedium (Dulbecco's odified

various forms of cellular communication seem Eagle medium, Sgrna) containing 10% FBS ad

to play a key role, snce darnage in non directly, 20 mM HEPES. To davs before irradiation,

lilt cells may represent a response to sgnals cells were spotted to make nine colonies (1000

coming ftorn cells that were drectly hit b cells per spot) into the sample holder, 32 inni

radiation. dish. in diameter wth bottom ade with I 0 �Llll

O te other and, it is ell known that a CR-' )9 i tckness and ten cells were cultured

adaptive response (AR) is induced y te under te conventional conditions.

printing low-dose or ov,7-dose rate rradiation.

The expression "AR" is used by dfferent 2.2. Iradiation with 2'Ne'+ beams

investigators to indicate different effects also Just before irradiation, te medium was

including hori-nesis, defined as a stimulators? removed to ake ions pnetrate bot te cells

effect cused by low levels of toxic agents" and te bottom of te sample older. During

and increased radloresistance, i.e. sub-linear irradiation, cells were covered wth a 
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prn-thick polyli-nide film (Kapton, Toray center colony. Six ours after rradiation with

Industries). '17he number of ions aving traversed 2"Ne" bearns, the foci of yH2A.X were found n

the sample was counted with a constant fraction the unirradiated cells in the bystander colonies.

discriminator coupled to a preset counter/tirner. These findings indicate tat the soluble

A pulse-chopper in the injection-line of the bystander factors excreted from te irradiated

cyclotron was used as a fast beam sitch A cell cells in te target colony affect the unirradlated

of the center colony was irradiated wt 5 - I cells in te target ad bstander colonies to form
COU nt of 2Ne7' bearns. the foci of yH2A.X, suggesting that te soluble

Immediately after rradiation, te sample bystander factors can induce single ad double

holder was refilled wth the inediurn ten cells strand breaks of DNA.

were cultured under the conventional We ave previously reported tat nitric oxide

conditions. excreted frorn the irradiated cells with X-ra3ls or

Carbon bams is a initiator ad mediator of te

2.3. Detection of phosphorylated H2A.X radiation-induced bstander effect 4,I). Further,

(yH2A.X) by immunochemical fluorescence we ust elucidate te bystander factors iduced

staining by i-nicrobeams of 2Ne 71 in te present study.

Cells were fixed for min i a I

methanol:acetone solution prior ncubation with References

anti-phosphorylated H2A.X monoclonal 1) Stebbing, A.R.D.: A teory for growth

antibodies (clone JBW301, Upstate, NY, USA) hormesis. BELLE Newslett. 6 1-11, 1997.

for 60 in at room temperature. Alexa Fluor 2) Cal, L.: Research of te adaptive response

488-conjugated goat anti-mouse JgG (A-11029, induced by low-dose radiation: here have

Molecular Probes, OR, USA) was used as we been and where sould we go? Hum. Exp.

secondary atibodies. Cells were counter stained Toxicol., 18: 419-425, 1999.

with 4,6-diamidino-2-plienyl-indole (DAPI) for 3 Ikushinia, T.: Radloadaptive response:

15 sec, mounted, and viewed with a Nkon responses to te five questions. Hum. Exp.

ECLIPSE E600 fluorescence microscope using Toxicol., 18: 433-455, 1999.

a 40 X objective. Iages ere processed using 4) Matsurnoto, H., Hayashi S., Hatashita M.,

Adobe Photoshop and Microsoft PoNverPoint Shioura H., Ohtsubo T., Ktal R., Ohnishi

software. T., Yukawa. O., Furusawa Y, Kano E.:

Induction of radloresistance to accelerated

3. Results and Discussion carbon-lon barers in recipient cells by nitric

3.1. Detection of 7H2A.X by immunochernical oxide excreted frorn irradiated cells of hun-ian

fluorescence staining glioblastorna. Int. J. Radiat. Bol., 76-

The formation of yH2A.X foci as 1649-1657, 2000.

examined b inimunochernical fluorescence 5) Matsurnoto H., Hayashi S., Hatashita M.,

staining. Thirty inutes after rradiation with IO Ohnishi K., Shioura H., Ohtsubo T., Kital

Counts of 2('Ne 7' bearns, te foci of yH2A.X R., Ohnishi T., Kano E.: Iductio of

were found i te irradiated cell i te target radio-resistance bv nitric oxide-mediated

centers coloriv. Te foci of 7H2A.X were also bvstander effect. Radiat. Res., 155: 387-396,

found in te unirradiated cells in te target 2001.
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2.27 Effect of High-energy Ion Irradiation on Larval
Development and Metamorphosis in Larvae of a
Cryptobiotic Chironomid, Polypedilum vanderplanki
and Non-cryptobiotic Chironomids, P. nubifer and
Chironomus oshimatsui

M. Watanabe*, T. Okuda*, A. Fujita*, T. Kikawada* J. Sakashita*

S.Wada**,T.Funayarna** andY.Kobayashi**

Department of Physiology and Genetic Regulation, National Institute of

Agrobiological Sciences*

Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction wet larvae of P. vanderplanki and between wet

Cryptobiosis (anhydrobiosis) is the state in larvae of P. vandeiplanki and non-cryptobiotic

which a organism can tolerate complete chironomids, P. nubifer and Chirononius

desiccation without ill effects and can survive y0shinzatsid, which do not have tolerance to

for an extended Deriod 1). The sleeping desiccation.

chironomid, Polypedilum vanderplanki, is the

highest and largest multicellular animal etering 2. Experimental procedure

cryptobiotic state. The cryptobiotic larva can 2.1 Insect rearing and preparation for

tolerate exposure to extreme temperatures such irradiation

as 270 to 103 and prolonged dry Three species of chironomids were reared for

preservation for 17 year 23). successive generations uder controlled light 13

In our preliminary experiments, we found that h light: 11 h dark) and temperature 27 'C). The

desiccated larvae of P. vandeiplanki survived detail methods for rearing were described in

after '0Co gamrna-rays irradiation at the dose of Watanabe et a]. 2002) ). Last instar larvae were

7 kGy, whereas wet larvae died at 3 kGy. used for irradiation experiments in each species.

Biological influence by irradiation is mainly Wet larvae of each tree species were placed

divided ito two types based on te process of i a group on a moistened filter paper (diameter,

DNA break; te oe is the direct action tat 4.7 crn i a plastic Petri dish (diameter cm,

ionizing radiation absorbed directly ito DNA height lcm). The dish containing larvae was

causes ad the other is the indirect action that covered by a polyii-nide film 7 im in tickness,

various eactive species such as OH radicals Kapton �,, Dupont-Toray, Tokyo). Dry larvae of

generated frorn water by irradiation cause. It is, P. va7iderplanki were put between two pieces of

however, ot clear ow high-LET heavy-ion polyii-nide film and covered on a Petri dish.

beams that the rate of biological influence by These dishes were sealed with a Parafilm

direct action is tought to be higher than garnma (American National Can, IL 60631).

rays affect biological activity i dry ad wet

larvae of P. vondeiplanki. 2.2 high-energy helium ion irradiation

In the present study, we compared effects of Chironomid larvae of each species were

High-energy ion-bearns irradiatio o arval exposed to 50 MeV He2, lon-beanis frorn AVF

survival ad metamorphosis between dry ad cyclotron accelerator at the TIARA of
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JA-ERI-Takasaki at the dose ranging from Gy high radiation-sensitive process in

to kGy. metamorphosis.

2.3 Larval survival and metamorphosis Dry larvae of P. vanderplanki had higher

Irradiated wet-larvae were returned in tolerance against high-energy helium ions

distilled water soon, ad examined teir survival irradiation than wet oes, especially i pupation

at 48h after irradiation. Irradiated dry-larvae and adult ernergence (Table 1). The value of

were put in distilled water within hours after ID50 i the dry larvae of P. van was 10 times

irradiation, ad checked their survival at 48 h higher i pupation than that of wet oes and 6

after rehydration. Surviving larvae were reared times higher in adult emergence than that of wet

with milk (2%)-agar 1%) in a glass container ones, suggesting that the radiation-induced

(ca. 600 m and examined whether they damage on the process of metamorphosis was

pupated and emerged as adults or not. reduced by entering cryptobiosis.

Dry larvae of P. vandeiplanki had only a

2.4 Measurements for water and trehalose small amount of water 2.9%), but accumulated

Larvae were individually or in a group (20 quite a large amount of trehalose a kind of

larvae) heated at 100'C for I day. Water disaccharide (Table 2 On the other hand, wet

content was calculated from the difference in larvae of P. vandeiplanki contained much water

mass before and after the heat treatment. Larval (81.6%) and less trehalose (1.5%) than the dry

trehalose content were measured as described in ones. Irradiation of water frequently produces

Watanabe et al. 2002 4. OH radicals that cause DNA breaks, while

trehalose protects DNA from radiation-induced

3. Results and Discussion damage 5). Higher radiation tolerance in dry

Table I shows values of D50 (50% of larvae may be caused by lack of water and/or
of 4 -inhibitory dose) He" irradiation on larval accumulation of trehalose. This could be partly

survival ad metamorphosis in three species of elucidated by of the degree of DNA damage

chironomids. Both dry and wet larva of P. among dry larvae containing different amounts

vande7planki survived at 48 h after irradiation at of trehalose.

the dose of 2 kGy, but the rate of survival Table 2 Contents of water and trehalose in larvae of

drastically decreased at each phase of three species of chironom'ids

metamorphosis such as pupation and adult Water content Trehalose content
Species b State (%):,.b (% dry body weight).b

emergence. This idicates tat there is sorne P. van Dry 2.9±0.2A 19.4±0.6A

P. vall Wet 81.6±0.413 1.5±0.113
4 '1+ -Table ID50 of He' irradiation on larval survival at P. nub Wet 84.0±0.3c 1.1+0.213

48h, pupation and adult emergence in larvae of three C. yos Wet 83.6±0.5c 1.1±0.113

species of chironorrilds a: niean±SE. i: the different capital letters after SE indic;
ID50(Gy a a significant difference in rnean at % level of ann-

Larval Adult WhitneyU test.
Specie b State survival Pupation emergence Even wet larvae of P. vanderplanki had
P. van Dry 2556 993 98 higher tolerance against heliurn ions irradiation
P. van Wet 2017 102 16
P. nub Wet 1045 34 12 than wet ones of non-cryptobiotic species, P.
C. ys Wet 1124 16 6 nubifer ad C. yoshiinatsifi; the value of ID50 ill

a: 50% inhibitory dose; b: P. va17 - P. vanderpInaki, the wet larvae of P. vanderplanki is more tan
P. nub- P. nubifer, C. os- C. oshbnalsui
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twice in larval survival and more than 3 times in References

pupation than those of other chironomids (Table 1) Clegg, J. S., Comp. Biochem. Physiol. B. 128

1). There was only a small or no difference (2001) 613-624.

between P. vanderplanki and the other 2) Hinton, H. E., J. Insect Physiol. 5 1960)

chiromonids o contents of water ad trehalose 286-300.

(Table 2 High ability to tolerate irradiation 3) Adams, S., Antenna 8 1985) 58-61.

eve i wet larvae of P. vande7planki may be 4) Watanabe, M., T. Kikawada, N. Minagawa F.

caused by some physiological reason(s) except Yukuhiro, T. Okuda, J.,Exp. Biol. 205 2002)

for water and trehalose. 2799-2802.

5) Yoshinaga K., H. Yoshioka, H. Kurosaki M.

Hirasawa, M. Uriytani, K. Hassegawa, Biosci.

Biothech. Biochem. 61 1997) 160-161.
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2.28 Measurement of 3 n-anscription Activity in Mouse
Fibroblast Cells Irradiated by Heavy Ion-microbeam:
Establishment of Detection System

M. Saitou*, T. Sugihara*, K. Tanaka*, Matsumoto*, T. Funayama**,

S. Wada', T. Sakashita** and Y. Kobayashi**
Department of Radiobiology, Institute for Environmental Sciences*

Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI`

1. Introduction 24-well plate wells 21.5 mm in diameter) with
The experiment of microbeam irradiation the density of 23 x 103 celS/MM2 at 2 days

targeting individual cells will be necessary to before irradiation A ml of I nM PMA
verify biological effects induced by low dose (Sigma) in 14 mM DMSO was added for
rate radiation. Prior to investigate change of inhibition of GJIC, followed incubation at 37'C
gene expression in mouse-cultured cells by the for 1h and then, the cell layer on a well bottom
microbearn, we established irradiation was scraped by a blade. A ml of 0.05% lucifer
procedures and detection system for gene yellow dye (Sigma) was added to stain the cell
transcription activity. As preliminary experiment, layer at 37'C 3 min. The fluorescence iage
the confluent cells were irradiated by soft X-rays was obtained by a confocal laser microscope
or by ion microbearn and the response levels of (Fluoview FV300, Olympus).
p53 in irradiated cells were examined. The soft
X-ray-irradiation was performed to confirm in 2.3 Soft X-ray irradiation
advance the increase of p53 levels of the cells Cells 0.24 ml, 12 x 10' cells/ml) are seeded
used. onto a sample area (8 m in diameter) in a

specially made 35mrn dish with a 75 �tm-thick
2. Experimental procedure replaceable Kapton polyimide film at the bottorn
2.1 Cell line with a density of 23 x 103 cells/mm 2for 2 days

A inouse fibroblast cultured cell line, before irradiation. Then, D-MEM mediurn
NIH3T3/pGl3 Luc, was used. This is a solution between confluent cells ad Kapton
transformant of NH3T3 cells and has luciferase film was removed just before irradiation. Cells
gene-introduced plasmid DNA (pG13 Luc). Te were irradiated by soft X-rays 140 kVp 6 rnA)
plasmid DNA can be ernitted chernilummescent for 1 2 4 ad Gy with the dose ate of 056
light by a treatment after cell-lysis when Gy/min using a soft X-ray irradiator M-150WE,
luciferase gene is expressed by transcription Softex). After iradiation cells were incubated in
activity of p53 protein. 0.24 real D-MEM at 37'C for 4h to measure p53

protein activity.

2.2 Confirmation of confluent state of cells
Confluent state present i cells growing at 2.4 Heavy ion microbeam rradiation

stationary phase was confirmed association of Microbearn ad "broad-field" irradiation were
gap unction intercellular communication (GJIC). performed by using 260 MeV 2Ne" ion beam

Cells (1 ml, 8.5 x 105 cells/ml) are seeded ito fro TARA AVF cyclotron. Cells 0.24 l 12
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X 105 cells/rnl) were seeded onto a sample area protein. The absorbance of the sample was

under the same conditions mentioned at previous analyzed at 595 nm by a plate-reader.

section. In boad ion bearn rradiation, three

samples were used for each irradiation. The 3. Results and Discussion

particle fluence was about one ion/(10 VM)2, The frmation of GJIGin stationary cell stage

which is correspondent to the averaged number was confirmed by dye staining and observation

of oe ion per cell. In microbearn irradiation, the with confocal laser microscope. Permeation of

exact number of ions were irradiated at each dye with the strong itensity of fluorescence

cross point of orthogonal lattice of irradiation frorn the end of the scratch into inside cell layer

area of 3 x 3 rnrn. Cells 024 ml, 12 x 10' was observed in only scraping-treated group.

cells/ml) were seeded in the sarne conditions as The intensity of dye fluorescence in cell layer

above mentioned. The number of irradiation was decreased down to near level of control in 

points were I x 1 I x 4 2 x 4 and 4 x 4 points nM PMA-treated group.

in a area of 3 x 3 min with the interval of I rnm The p53 transcription activities of confluent

to measure ion number dependent transcription cells increased with the soft X-ray dose, but

activity, and I x 1 4 x 4 8 x and 11 x 11 activities at 4 Gy were lower than that at 2 Gy

points on the same area with the interval of 1, 1, (Fig. 1). It was probably due to insufficient cell

0.429 and 0300 mm, respectively, for the dissolution or insufficient separation of protein

experiment to measure point density dependent from cell debris. Exposure with soft X-rays

transcription activity. In both experiments of elevated the p53 transcription activity in

broad bearn and i-nicrobeam, D-MEM medium irradiated cells. Te p53 transcription activity of

solution between cells and Kapton film was confluent cells irradiated by broad beam of 260

removed just before irradiation. After irradiation MeV Ne ion (about 07 Gy) was induced 2-fold

cells were incubated i D-MEM at 370C for 4h of control (Fig. 2. The p53 transcription activity

to measure p53 activity. in the confluent cells irradiated by microbeam of

260 MeV Ne ion had a tendency of decrease

2.5 Measurement of chemilumineseence and with the irradiation points icreased from to 16

amount of total potein (Fig. 3. And then, the p53 transcription activity

After irradiation, a cell samples was treated also decreased with the number of irradiation

by 100 I of 025% trypsin-EDTA (GIBCO) and point of Ne ion per sample lattice area (Fig. 4.

suspended by 500 VI of D-MEM medium These results tat microbearn irradiatio iduced

solution. The sample was treated by 100 I of reduction of the p53 transcription activities in

passive lysis buffer (Prornega). Te all lysate (10 irradiated cells were differed frorn those

VI) was poured into a well of a 96-well white obtained by irradiation with broad beam.

plate for fluorescent measurement ad then, 10 Otherwise, it may be influenced by te drying up

VI of pure water and 50 I of luciferase assay of cell layers proceeded in a very low hurnidity

reagent (Prornega) were added into the well. during irradiation. The irradiation procedures

Cherniluminescence light from the sample was and detection system for p53 transcription

measured by a plate-reader A 20 VI of identical activity were established. The potection of te

sample was poured into a well and ten, 80 I of drying up will be reexamined hereafter.

115 x protein assay dye reagent (Bio-Rad) was This study was financially supported by

added into each well for quantification of total Aomori Prefecture, Japan.
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1.6 ��IP53 transcription activity

P53 trancripfi,,naclidly by I'l X irr.diatim 1.40 .9 ...... ... ....... ............. .... ....

o.9 1.2

0.7 1.0
0.6

0.80.5
0.4 0.6
0.3

0.4
0. 2

0.2I
--0- P53 rans,:ripIi,,n .niM), - Transcription activity r tio

0.0
2 4 6 8 0 5 10 15 201

D,,.,,: (Gy) Number Of irradition point (pts)

Fig. 1 p53 protein-transcription activities of cells Fig. 3 p53 protein transcription activities of cells

irradiated by soft X-rays. A each ordinate is irradiated by microbeam of Ne ion. An each

chemiluminescence intensity normalized by abscissa shows the number of irradiation point.

amount of protein.

p53-transcriptional activity vs umber densit ofBroad Beam Irrad. irradiation point

2.5 DBBC 013131

2.0 0.1

0.01

1.0 0.001

0.5 E. R./pt0.000, L

0.1 I 10 100 10W
0.0 Number of irradiation point per orthogonal area

BBC Sample BB] (pts/30nini)

Fig. 2 p53 protein transcription activities of cells Fig. 4 p53 protein transcription activities of cells

irradiated by broad beam of Ne o BBI: broad irradiated by i-nicrobeam of Ne ion. An each

beam irradiation, BBC: control. abscissa shows te umber of irradiation point

per sample lattice area of 3 x 3 rrn.
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2.29 The Translocation and Distribution of the Products of

Photosynthesis in Hemp

K. Sakamoto', S. Fujimaki' *, N. S. Ishioka', S. Watanabe',

K. Arakawa' and S. Matsuhashi'

Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAERI'
Theoretical Analysis Group for Radiation Application, JAERl*'

1. Introduction 2. Experimental procedure

Plants produce organic matter in the form of 2. 1 Plant material
sugar from carbon dioxide and water by
photosynthesis. The photosyntbates produced Seeds of Cannabis sativa L. var. sativa (CBDA
in a leaf (source) accumulate in various plant strain) were obtained from an inbred population.
organs (sink) after they are transported through The plants were cultivated at 25. C with 16 h of
sieve tubes. The relationship between a source light and 8 h of darkness daily. The plant of
and sink is influenced by environment and about 25-30 cm height was used for this

growth step of a plant. Te photosynthates experiment.
required for vegetative growth are transported

mainly to te root and stern, while tose required 2 2 Production Of 'CO2

for reproductive growth are transported to the
fruit and seeds. It is thought tat a drastic cbaDge The gas-target system was performed as
occurs for the transportation of carbon source i described by Ishioka et al. 1999)[1]. Using the
transitionary phase from vegetative growth to gas target system, "CO2 was poduced by the
growth in reproductive phase. However, no 14 N(pa)"C reaction on nitrogen 99.9999%

2studies have analyzed the translocation and purity, under 5 kg,/CM pressure). After
distribution of captured photosynthates between irradiation, the "CO2 was collected in a stainless
vegetative growth and reproductive growth. steel trap immersed in liquid nitrogen. Te

In order to elucidate the drastic transition of collected CO2was applied to experiments on
carbon source from vegetative growth to translocation of photosynthesis products.

reproductive growth, we firstly analyze the

behavior of photosynthates in an extending stem 2 3 Measurement with PETIS

for vegetative growth using a positron-emitting The positron ernitting tracer imaging systern
tracer imaging systern (PETIS). Hemp Cannabis consists of two planer detectors, each of whic is
sativa L.) was used as a best suitable plant
material in this experimellt because it grows very a Bi4Ge3012-SCintillators array coupled to a
rapidly. We report a degree about the position sensitive photomultiplier tube. Te two
translocation and distribution of potosynthetic detectors are placed facing each other wit a
product in hernp for vegetative. sample plant between to detect aihilation

y-rays fom the plant. Althoug te detection area
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is limited to 19 cm x 21 cm and the resolution in Reference

space is as large as 2 mm, the great advantage of 1) N. S. Ishioka, H. Matsuoka, S. Watanabe, A.

the system is that the sample plant can be fed and Osa, M. Koizumi, T. Kume, S. Matsuhasi T.

watered, receiving light, as it is alive. Two Fujimura, A. Ts 'i, H. Uchida and T. Sekine:

dimensional counting data are accumulated i a Production of positron emitters and

certain period of time and transferred to the application of their labeled compounds to

computer memory. studies. J. Radioanal. Nucl. Chem. 239(2):

417-421 1999)

2 4 PETIS experiment

1'CO2 was supplied to the largest expanded leaf

or the third leaf in hemp for min, and "C-tracer

movement to the shoot was monitored using

PETIS for 120 min. The experiment condition as

followed: Temperature at 25. C, Humidity
-250-60%, Light intensity at 500 �tmol Photon M

SAM& 1).

3. Results and Discussion OF
kwl

After supplying the largest expanded leaf with

1'CO2, -tracer accumulated rapidly i V",

most parts of the growing stem below that leaf
lip

and at te shoot apex (Fig. 2. When CO2was

supplied to a lower leaf, the photosynthetic

products were transported via the stem to the

root supplying the lower leaf (Fig. 3 The sink

for the largest expanded leaf was the stem below

that leaf and the shoot apex, while it was clear

that the sink for the lower leaf was te root and

stem feeding the lower leaf. From ibis study, we

demonstrated te transportatio ad distribution

of captured photosynthates in vegetative growth.

In order to examine the relationship between

the translocation of photosynthates and the

extending stem in hemp, PETIS is very effective

means. This study ad further ivestigations of

the behavior of photosynthates should contribute Fig.I Setting of PETIS experiment.

to te lucidation of the drastic transition from a: Oe pair of planer detectors
vegetative growth to reproductive gowth.

b "CO-, feeding cell.
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Fig. 2 The ultiplication iaging and morphological features of hemp in the case of

supplying te largest expanded leaf with "CO,. Te white circles idicate same leaf supplied

with "CO2. The black box indicates detection area 19 cm x 21 cm).

Fig. 3 The multiplication imaging ad morphological features of hemp i te case of

supplying the tird leaf with "CO2. The while circles indicate the same leaf supplied with "CO,.

The black box idicates detection area 19 crn x 21 c).
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2.30 Inhibition Mechanisms of Soybean Root Nodule Growth

and Nitrogen Fixation by Nitrate

A. Yarnazaki% T. Ohyarna% K. Sueyoshi% N. Ohtake*, S. Ito%
S. Matsuhashi**, S. Fujimaki", K. Sakarnoto*% N. S. Ishioka**,
S. Watanabe", K. Arakawa**and T. Kume**
Faculty of Agriculture, Niigata University*
Department of Radiation Research for Environment and Resources, JAERl*'

1. Introduction and nitrogen fixation co-existence nitrate in the
Soil bacteria belonging to the genera point of nitrate and carbon translocation and

Rhizobium and Bradyrizobluin are able to invade accumulation.

the roots of their leguminous host plants and

trigger the formation of ew organ, the root 2. Experimental Procedure

nodule. In rhizobium-legume symbioses, Soybean (cv. Williams) seeds were

considerable metabolic energy is invested by the inoculated with Bradyrizobium japonicuin strain

plant to produce nitrogen fixing nodules and to USDA 110 and they were cultivated

maintain nitrogen fixation. hydroponically with N free medium. One

High nitrate levels suppress the symbiosis, as hundred �tM tungstate with or without ImM

shown by decreased nodule mass as well as nitrate treatment was started at 14 days after

decreased nitrogenase activity. Recently sowing. For estimation of nodule grows.

Fujikake et al. 1) reported that carbon distribution photographs of the nodules on the primary root

in root was enhanced by nitrate supply using were taken every 12 hours during 3 days by

split root system. Nitrate reductase is the first using a computer microscope (Intel Play X3

enzyme in the pathway of nitrate assimilation Computer Microscope, Japan) through the bottle

and well known as a nitrate-inducible enzyme in with 10 X magnification.

most of the higher plants. Absorption and The positron emitting radioisotope "C atoms

reduction of oe itrate molecule required 2ATP, were produced by a 4 N (p, .)"'C nuclear

one NAD(P)H ad 6 ferredoxin in addition to reaction by bornbarding a target nitrogen gas

carbon skeleton. The nitrate inhibition with 10 MeV protons at a current of �tA using

mechanism was possibly due to decreased the TIARA (Takasaki Ion Accelerators for

carbohydrate availability resulting frorn nitrate Advanced Radiation Application) AVF cyclotron.

reduction and assimilation. The "CO2 was produced from the "C atorns and

Tungsten is a nonessential element for plant the oxygen present i te target charnber. Nitrate

growth, which exerts harmful effects o plants. labeled with "N (a positron emitter with a half

When tungstate is applied to the planting life of 10 minutes) was produced frorn

medium, it competes with rnolybdate and "O(p,. )"N reaction, bombarding 6ml of target

inhibits some enzymes, which have a Mo water with 1 A of MeV H' particles from the

cofactor in the active site such as trate AVF cyclotron of TIARA. Te solutio of

reductase ad nitrogenase I tis report, we "NO3_ was purified by passing it toug a

evaluated ow tungstate effect odule growth cation exchange column.
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0
(A)

35 nitrate inhibition, NO3- and "CO2 translocation00
77 30 T and distribution were analyzed. The fixed carbon

25
was immediately transported to the root in the20

1 5 control plants. Application on 1, 5 and mM
E lo nitrate enhanced C accumulation at the root

5

0 position (Fig. 2 A). Solo tungstate applicationn,
Colit +NO3 +NO3 +NO reduced C accumulation in the root position.

I M 200
(B) When I and 5mM nitrate with tungstate

1.2

1.0 CONT enhanced C accurnulation in the root. The
+ N03 M
+NO32O.M highest accumulation of C was showed in the

E0'8 + N03 I M+W
1rnM nitrate with 100�M tungstate. Tungstate

E with 20 mM nitrate showed lowest C
0.4

accumulation in the root comparing treatments
0.2

(Fig 2 A'. This result suggested that high
0 accumulation of nitrate in the root inhibit

0 20 40 60 80

time(h) carbohydrate transport.

Fig. Tungustate and nitrate effects on At shoot position, N'03- was accumulated
the (A) nitrogen fixation activity and irrespective nitrate concentrations in the medium.
(B)nodule growth. Tungstate treatment strongly depressed 13 N

Three days after treatments, "CO2 was accumulation at the shoot position in all nitrate

supplied to the first trifoliolate leaves for 10 in, treatments. The distribution visualized by BAS

and C movement to the root was monitored showed that the accumulation of 3 N i the root

using a PETIS for 90 mn. Alternatively I 03 position was scarcely effected on the tungstate

was supplied to the root and the radioactivity treatment. This result idicated that 100�tM

was monitored at shoot for 40 min using PETIS. tungstate effect OD the nitrate transport in

After analysis by PETIS, the radioactivity of a addition to ihibit nitrate absorption the

whole plant was observed with a Bio-imaging absorption.

analyser (BAS-1500, Fuji Film, Japan). The results obtained ere suggested that

tungstate decreased the itrate trasport to the

3. Results and Discussions shoot, while te canceling of the nodule growth

100[tM tungstate treatment did not cause inhibition by nitrate was ainly due to enhanced

visible damage i plant ad also not inhibit carbon transport to the root, ad nodules

nodule growth. When ImM nitrate were possibly through the inhibitory effect on nitrate

supplied to the culture solution, individual absorption and reduction.

nodule growth was immediately suppressed, but

did not effect on the itrogen fixation activity Reference

(Fig. A). 20rnM nitrate application inhibited 1) Fujikake H., Yaniazaki A., Ohtake N.,

both Ditrogen fixation ad odule. The nitrate Sueyoshi K., Matsuhashi S., Ito T., Mizuniwa

inhibition effect to the nodule growth was C., Kurne T., Hashimoto S., Ishioka N-S.,

canceled applied by 100�tM tungstate to the Watanabe S, Osa A., Sekine T., Uchida H.,

culture rnedium (Fig.1 B). Tsuji A. and 0hyania T. Journal of

To ivestigate how tungstate canceling Experimental Botany, 54, 1379-1388,
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(A) "C accumulation (B) "N accumulation
40

4

2
30

10

20 8 Cont
Cont 6

I 4

2 +W

0 0

2
30 +W+NO3 mM

O

20 8
6 +NO3 ImM

I 0 4

IMM
2 +W+Nit ImM

0 0

0 2
30 >, 10

20 8
+W NO3 5mM 6
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2
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6

10 4
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o U
0 20 40 60 80 0 10 20 30 40

Time after"CO 2 application (min) Time after"NO 3 application (min)

Fig. 2 Tungstate and ntrate effects on the (A) 11C accumulation at root position and

(B) 13 N accumulation at the shoot position.
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2.31 Diagnosis of Salt Stress by Monitoring C Translocation
in Tomato Plants by using PETIS

R.Suwa*, S.Fujimaki", K.Sakarnoto", S.Matsuhashi", R.E.A. Morghaieb*,
N.T.Nguyen*, T.Tsukarnoto**, KArakawa*-'-, T.Kume*-', and Kujita*
Graduate School of Biosphere Sciences, Hiroshima University':
Department of lon-beam-applied Biology, JAERI-**

1. Introduction beam current of 5p�tA for 2 in, about 100

Agricultural productivity is severely affected MBq of C was produced. 'CO2 gas was

by soil salinity, ad the damaging effect of salt immediately solidified by using N2 gas after

accumulation on agricultural soils have made, and when before applying "CO2 for

influenced ancient and modern civilizations. plant, it was made as gas again.

The detrimental effect of salt on plants is a

consequence of both a water dificit derived 2.3 Experimental set up for C

from osmotic stress') and the effect of excess translocation in the plant

sodium ionS2) on key biochemical processes. One tomato plant was set up for respective 2

However the effect in terms of translocation growth cambers equipped with PETIS. The

especially at early times after treatment plant was fixed i the middle between a pair of

initiation has not yet well studied. PETIS detectors. C was added to leaf as a

This experiment mainly focused o the fast C02 gas. The data was automatically collected

responses of C translocation using Positron using 20 min as the half-life of "C.

Emitting Tracer Iaging System (PETIS) as

"C ernits positrons, here we visualized the real 3. Results

time "C translocatio i tomato pants by In all te Tomato plants "C administered to

PETIS under salt stress. leaf translocated into root part through the stem.

Fig.1,2,3 showed that "C translocation in

2. Experimental procedure control plant was not changed inspit of

2.1 Plant materials difference in "C fding time at 7 h iterval.

Tomato seeds were germinated on soil in 12 cm For example, "C activity was initially detected

diameter pot containing granite regosol : at R015 feeding 15 min from "C feding

perlits 1:1 in a growth chamber wit a 14-h (Fig1ab) O te other hands, uder salt

light(25'C)/10-h dark(25'C) regime and

photon flux of 300. mol in -2S-1 . For salt

treatment plant was applied to 150 mM NaCl

under complete nutrient solution. I 'C

adininistration experiments were performed

after two month of germination.

2.2 Production of "C

"C was produced i the 14 N(yct)" C reaction

by bornbarding a N, gas with a 20 MeV poton

bearn from the TIARA AVF cyclotron. Using a
Fig.1 C distribution of all teatment plant
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Before NaCl treatment on treatment plant

treatment, tirne of "C detection at R015 before 200
180

and after 7h of salt treatment was 18 and 22 160
FU1E 140

min respectively. respectively.(Fig1ab). CL 120 RM
> 100 R013Our results show that 7 h of salt treatment :I

'> so FU4
affects "C translocation in tomato plants. In 60 RDI5

40
addition, a separate experiment using the same 20

species shows that 6-8h of salt treatment had 0
0 15 30 45

no effect in photosynthetic activity in tomato time (in)

leaf. After '/h of NaC teatment on teatment plant

First tim es of feeding on control plant 200 .... .... .. .... ... ...... ..... ..................
180
160100 ...... .. ... ............. . R011

90 E 140 ........... R01280 120
E 70 > 100 FU3ROI2 :I

60 R013 .2! 80 RC94
50 L) 6o

R014 R01540 4030 R015 2020
01 0

0 4 0 15 30 45
0 15 30 45 Fig.3 ab Time-course study of the

time (min) translocation of C from leaf to stem on
Fig2.a before and 7 h of salt treated plant.

7h after first times feeding
100
90 20

80 18R011E 70 16 _0"'M

60 R012 14
2 -75�,M.j�t 50 ROM -150,nM

lo40 R014
30 R015
20 4

10 2

0
6 24 48 62

0 1 5 30 45 Tm- "t �41-1;'h
time (min)

Fi 2 ab time-course study of the Fig.4 change of photosynthesis on each times9
translocation of "C fom leaf to stem on of salt treatment.
control plant.
(ROI is petiole, 23,.4,5 is stem)

Through the present study, we have faced some identical time, its affectio o photosynthesis

problems like an abnormal reaction of after 7 does ot appear. This result may show that salt

hours of second tirnes "C translocation 20min directly affect for sink activity such as root

after "C feeding i control plant. It might be part.

due to bnding of some parts of petiole by

overload of charnber weight or ventilation Reference

effect. 1) Ourry A, Mesle S, Boucaud J, New Phytol

120:275-280

4.Conclution 2) Suleyman 1. Allakheverdiev, Atsushi

These results suggest that salt adversely affects sakamoto, Yoshitaka Nishiyama, Masami

photosynthate translocation from leaf at Inaba, n Norio Murata, Plant physiol

after te treatment initiation, however at te (2000) 1047-1056
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2.32 Fe is Translocated directly from DC or/and Roots to
the Youngest Leaf via Phloem in Graminaceous Plants

T. Tsukarnoto*, H. Nakanishi*, H. Uchida**, S. Watanabe**-',

N. S. 1shioka***, S. Fujimaki***, K. Sakamoto***,

S. Matsuhashi * * *, T. Sekine * *, T. Kurne* K. Arakawa*

N. K. Nishizawa* and S. Mori*

Faculty of Agricultural and Life Sciences, The University of Tokyo*,

Central Research Laboratory, Harnarnatsu Photonics K.K.

Department of on-Bearn-applied Biology, JAERI***

1. Introduction 2. Materials and methods

Iron (Fe) is required for many functions in 2.1 Plant material and culture conditions

plants, including heme ad chlorophyll Barley (Hordeum vulgare L. cv.

biosynthesis, photosynthesis, and as a Ehimehadaka no.1) seeds were germinated

component of Fe-S cluster containing at room temperature (ca 24'C) on paper

enzymes. Although abundant i soils, Fe towels soaked with distilled water. After

forms highly isoluble ferric-hydroxide germination, the plantlets were transferred

precipitates under oxidative or alkaline to a plastic net floating on water in a growth

conditions that limit its availability for chamber under a mixture of incandescent

plants. Therefore, plants ave evolved the and fluorescent lamps with a 14 h light 20

mechanism to solubilize and efficiently take -C)/10 h dark (15 'C) regime and a photon

up soil-Fe. Graminaceous plants release flux density of 320 �tMol M-2 s-'. After two

mugineic acid family phytosiderophores days, the plants were transferred to

(MAs) into the rhizosphere that bind Fe(111) modified Kasugai's medium: 07 M KSO4,

ion and taken up into the roots. Then, Fe 0.1 M KCI, 0.1 M KH2PO4, 20 M

has been tought to be translocated to the Ca(NO3)2, 0.5 MM M9SO4, 10 [tM H3BO3,

shoot via xylem stream driven by 0.5 �tM M11SO4, 02 �LM CUS04, 0.5 �N

transpiration and root pressure, and then ZnSO4, 001 �tM (NH4)MO6024, 01 �tM

unloaded to the leaf cells. However, the Fe-EDTA. The pH was adjusted daily to 5.5

precise mechanism of Fe translocation in with N HC1 or NaOH, and the nutrient

the intact plants is still unclear. solution was renewed oce a week. For Fe

Last year, we showed that Fe is deficiency, the plants were transferred to

translocated to the youngest leaf without the culture solution without Fe one week

transpiration strearn. The fact suggested before the beginning of the PETIS

that Fe might be translocated to the experiments. Te absorption experiments

youngest leaf via phloern. In this study, we were performed at about 3 weeks after

compared te real firne 52 Fe translocation in germination.

the intact barley plants by a 2.2 Production of 52 Fe
5-Positron-Emitting Tracer Imaging System "Fe (half life: 827 h) was produced by

(PETIS) after blocking phloem transport i the 52Cr(a, 4 12)52 Fe reaction by bombarding

the leaves by heating te leaf tissue. a 1. m thick Cr foil (natural isotopic
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composition, 99.9% purity, Goodfellow transport o Fe translocation, we selectively

Metals Ltd.) with a 100-MeV cc beam from blocked phloern transport in leaf 

the TIARA AVF cyclotron. Using a barn "beat-girdling". In the utreated plant,

current of 3 �tA for 2 hours, about MBq of "C-photoassimilates were translocated from

52 Fe was produced. The radiochernical the leaf to leaf sheaths, roots, and the

separation of the 12 Fe from the target was youngest leaves (Fig. I B). However,

carried out with a ethod described by "C-photoassimilates were not translocated

Watanabe et al. (2002)'). After pH to any where from the treated leaf (Fig. 1A).

adjustment of th e 52 Fe 31 solution without This result clearly shows that heat-girdling

cold Fe to about pH 3 with I M KOH, the effectively inhibit phloern transport in the
52 31Fe was cbelated with 197.4 �tmol of leaf.

deoxymugineic acid (DMA) in the dark for In the untreated plan t, 52 Fe was

one hour. translocated to all parts of the plant (Fig.
522.3 Experimental setting up 213) . Fe translocation to the upper regions

"C-photoassimilates by heat-girdling of the youngest leaf was severely

A part of the second youngest leaf of a suppressed in the treated plant, whereas it

barley plant was heated by hot steam was not affected in the expanded leaf (Fig.

generated by a soldering iron 2A). In the youngest leaf (4th-leaf), the "Fe

("heat-girdling"). The heated regions were ratio of the upper portion and the lower

about cm long. Aother barely plant was portion was suppressed to about 25 by

not treated. "CO2 (50 MBq) was supplied heat-girdlilIg (Fig. 2C). However, the atio

from the second youngest leaves of barley was unaffected in the expanded leaf

plants for rnin. After 90 min of PETIS (3th-leaf). In addition, translocation to the

analysis, BAS image analysis was 2th-leaf was also unaffected by

performed (Figl). heat-girdliiig (data not shown). These

-52 Fe Translocation-from the roots to the leaf results demonstrated that Fe is translocated

A part of te expanded leaf (3-leaf) and to the youngest leaf mainly via phloern ad

the youngest leaf (4-leaf) of Fe deficient partly via xylem, but to the older leaves via

barley were treated with heat as previously xylem.

described. Another Fe-deficient barely plant Zhang et al. 1995)7) reported that Fe may

was ot treated. 12 Fe"-deoxymugineic acid be translocated to the apex via phloem. oly

(DMA) 0.28 MBq, 19.9 fmol) was supplied after remobilization from older leaves in

from roots of both plants. After 4 h. French bean. However, our experiment,

absorption, BAS image analysis was 52 Fe has arrived at the youngest leaf of Fe

performed. The upper portion and the lower deficient barley oly 45 in after supplying

portion frorn the heated area of the youngest 52 Fe 3, -DMA to te roots. 45 min is too short
5-leaf and the expanded leaf were analyzed for 'Fe to be translocated frorn older leaves

for absolute arnount of radioactivity by to the youngest leaf. Therefore, Fe may be

Gamma-ray spectrometry. transferred from xylern to phloem in

DC(discrimination cnter) or/and oots, but

3. Results and discussion not i the leaves. We reported tat DC may

To examine te effects of phloern play a important ole i the egulatio of
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youngest older

A
leafL

J

Figure 1. BAS images of "C-pholoassimilate

translocation from the part of the second youngest leaf

(square) in barley treated with heal-girdling arrowhead) C

(A) and the untreated plant (B). Bar 4 cm. L� j
Fe 3+_ root
MAs

2 2

4 1-2
1-2

Figure 3 A schematic model of direct phloem

1 transport of Fe from the DC or/and the roots to the

sink tissue in barley. Black arrow indicates xylem

transport, and white arrow indicates phloem transport.

0.5 ... ..... .... ..... .. ... .. .... .... .. ..... ........ ..... ...-
V C isheat4reated youngest leaf. When Fe depletion in a plant0.4

�Eicontrol
0.3 body is perceived by the plant, Fe may be

0.2 retranslocated from older leaves to the
2 0.1

youngest leaf via phloern after
0.0 

3-1.0 4-I..i (YL) rennobilization frorn older leaves.

Figure 2 Effect of heat-girdling on 2Fe translocation

from the roots to the shoots in Fe-deficieril barley. BAS References
image of the 2Fe translocation in Fe-deficient barley
treated with heal-girdling arrowhead) (A) and the 1) S. Watanabe et al., Radiochimica Acta
untreated lant (B). Bar = 4 cm. C The ratio of the 2Fe 89: 853-858 2001)
concentration of the upper region to the lower region. 2) C. Zhang et al., J. Plant Nutr.

18: 2049-2058

distribution of minerals ad metabolites in 3) S. Kiyomiya et al., Physiologia

grarninaceous pla It 37). Plantarum 13: 359-367 2001)

Based o the above results we propose a 4) H. Nakanishi et al., J. Exp. Bol. 50:

novel model as shown in Fig. 3 a) 637-643(1999)

Fe 3, -MAs is absorbed from the Fe 3, -MAs 5) S. Kiyorniya et al., Plant Ph),siolog),

transporter 'YSI'. b) Fe is translocated via 125: 1743-1753(2001)

xylem to the older leaves. c) Fe is directly 6) S. Mori et al., Soil Sci. Plain NuIr.

transferred from xylem to phloern mainly i 46:975-979(2000)

DC or/and roots, then, translocated ainly 7) H Nakanishi et al., Soil Sci. Plant Nar.

via phloern and partly via xylern to the 48: 759-762(2002)
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2.33 Retention of Cd at the Leaf Sheathes and Nodes after

Absorption by Rice Plants Detected by using 105 Cd and
107 Cd as a racer

H. Hayashi*, N. Suzui*, N.S. Ishioka S. Fujimaki", K. Sakarnoto"

T. Watanabe", S. Matsuhashi*', K. Arakawa** and T. Kume**

Department of Applied Biological Chemistry, Univ. Tokyo%

Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction (109Ag(p,3n)' 07 Cd; 224 MBq) was applied to the

Cadmium (Cd) is the heavy metal which is nutrient solution for absorption by roots. Cd

accumulated in rice grain. Now the big distribution to shoots was detected by PETIS for

discussions concerning the reduction of 18 hrs, followed by BAS after separation of

maximum level of Cd in rice grain is on going, plant body into each leaf.

which may cause difficulty in cultivating rice in

some area of Japan. 3. Results and discussion

Cd is thought to be transported to grains Figurel-B ad C show the PETIS images of

through sieve tubes when rice plants grew on Cd the translocation of ''Cd+'O'Cd after 12 hrs

contaminated soils and absorbed Cd'). TO absorption and the accumulation patterns Cd of

understand the mechanisms of internal each part of leaves labeled on figurel-B,

translocation of Cd in rice plants may offer a respectively. The absorbed Cd was distributed

way to reduce Cd accumulation in grains. only to old leaves not to the leaves which

To know the distribution of Cd in rice plants transpire actively. Accumulation of Cd at te

after absorption, we have established the lower part of leaves started at two hours after

experiments for detailed aalysis of Cd transport application, and icreased gradually.

by a positron-ernitting tracer imaging system To know the position of Cd accumulation in

(PETIS) and BAS system. We produced ''Cd leaves, rice plant after absorption were separated

and 'Cd for the application to rice roots ad the into each leaf and Cd accumulation was detected

detection of Cd transport i rice plants. by BAS (figure 2 A). Cd was accumulated at

the basal part of each leaf sheath and not

2. Experiments transported to leaf blade, irrespective of leaf age.

Rice plahts (ryza sativa L. var. Kantou) Growing point ad nodes (arrow) showed te

were grown i a complete utrient solution for a heaviest accumulation.

month. The plants at 9-Ieaf stage were used for We recently analyzed the Cd concentrations

the experiments. Cd was applied to rice roots at in both xylern exudate and phloern sap of rice

the concentration of I M in the utrient solution plants treated with 10 and 100 �M Cd for Mays.

for day before experiments. From analysis of both phloem sap and xylern

105 Cd (107 Ag(p,3n)"'Cd 937 MBq) and 107 Cd exudates, Cd concentration in the phloem sap
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was significantly lower than that in the xylem Cd absorbed from roots was accumulated in root

exudates, indicatingthat Cd is not concentrated and only small parts of Cd in roots were

during the transfer from xylem to phloem transported to shoots, indicating the existence of

(Tanaka et al. 2003). Our present results is a barrier between root and shoot. In shoots, Cd

consistent with the analysis of sap above, translocation was inhibited at the lower part of

namely that the Cd transported through xylem leaf blade and the nodes, suggesting that these

vessels are thought to be precipitated at the parts are also barriers for the translocation of Cd,

lower part of leaf sheath and nodes, and lower possibly for xylem to phloern transport.

concentration of Cd in xylem vessels are moved

to leaf blade where Cd may be transferred to

phloem. Alternatively, Cd after precipitated at References

the lower part of leaf sheath and ode directly 1) Tanaka K, et al. Soil Sci. Plant Nutr.

move to phloem there. In rice plants, most of 49:311-313(2003)

A

3 0 0 0

2 5 0 0
2

2 0 0 0 -6

1 5 0 0

1 0 0 0
Figure2 Cd accumulation in rice plant'

5 0 0 detected by BAS
A:BAS image of Cd accurnulation after 12 lirs
absorption and separation of plant body.

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 12 hr B:Picture of plant body separated into each leaf
Time after Cd application which absorbed Cd tracers for BAS. Nodes and

Figurel Cd accumulation in rice plant growing point are indicated by arrow.

A: Picture of rice plant set in PETIS system.
B: PETIS image of 105+107Cd accumulation
after 12 hrs absorption. C: Cd accurnumulation at
positions of I and 2 arked in 
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2.34 Ammonium Uptake and Assimilation in Fice

J. Yam aguchi *, Y Sonoda *, A. wata I, A. Ikeda *, T. Tsutsui

C. Morita-Yamamuro*, S.-G. Yao, S. Matsuhashi**, S. Fujimaki**,

K. Sakamoto**, K. Arakawa** and T. Kume**

Division of Biological Sciences, Graduate School of Science, Hok-kaido University*

Department of lon-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI**

1. Introduction expression in shoots and roots for sAMTI;I,

More than 70% of the world's rice is root-specific and ami-nonium-inducible

produced in intensively cultivated, irrigated expression for sAMTI;2, and root-specific and

paddy fields. In flooded paddy fields, the bulk of nitrogen-derepressible expression for

the soil is hypoxic or anaerobic and the major OsAMT1;3.

form of nitrogen available to plants is Real time monitoring of ammonium

ammonium. Rice plants evolutionally acquired translocation in rice by PETIS (positron emitting

the ability to be resistant to these conditions'). tracer imaging system) demonst 'rated a active

This is in marked contrast to most well-aerated uptake ad ovement of ammoniUM6). Here we

agricultural soils in which nitrate is the show the attempt of real time monitoring of

predominant inorganic nitrogen species. ammonium translocation using rice for wild-type

Ammonium is the preferred nitrogen species and transgenic plant constitutively expressing

taken up by rice and it is superior to nitrate i OsAMTI;2 gene.
terms of fertilizer efficiency in paddy fieldS2) it

has been demonstrated that influx of ammonium 2. Experimental procedures

into rice roots gradually icreased between 2.1 Transgenic Wce
2x 10-6 and jX10-3 M external ammoniuM3), The 35S prornoter of cauliflower mosaic virus

indicating that rice plants may acclimate to the (CaMV) frorn p131221 was connected wth ORF

external ammonium supply by altering of Os,4MTI;2 cDNA. Rice was transformed by

properties of their ammonium tansport systems. the procedure described by Hiei et al.').

To study the regulation of ammonium uptake Transformants of rice were grown in greenhouse.

into rice roots, three arnmonium transporter Hygromyciii resistance of rice seedlings was

genes sAAITI;I, 12 and 1;3; Oryza saliva assayed and screened. Hornozygous plants for

annnonium transporter-) were isolated and the transgene were used in the experiments.

examined"'). sAMT1s belong to AMT1 family,

containing 11 putative transmernbraiie-spanning 2.2 Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

domains. Southern blot analysis and screening of Rice ryza saliva L) seeds were sterilized

the rice genorne database confirmed that with and the toroughly rinsed i water. Seedlings

OsAMTI;1-1;3 the complete AMT1 family of were grown hydroponically first i tap water for

rice ad been isolated. Heterologous expression a week, ad then in nitrogen-free utrient

of sAMT]s in the yeast Soccharomyces solution, which is described i te reference').

cerevisiae utant 31019b showed that all three

OsAMT1s exhibit ammonium tansport activity. 2.3 13 NH4' Synthesis

Northern blot analysis sowed a distinct The radiotracer 13 N (half-life = 996 min) was
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produced i the cyclotron at TIARA by proton

irradiation of water. This procedure was A B
described in detai 6 14 3

2.4 Ammonium translocation activity
-2measurement by PETIS

To study "NH4' uptake and translocation

from roots to whole plant, the roots of a single 4 E

plant were placed in a 16 cin height glass test

tube that contained 20 rnL of culture solution z III

with nitrogen source (0.015 mM (NH4)2SO4)- +1 H 4-' +NH 4

"NH4+ (50 MBq, carrier-free in 6 mL) was Fig. Levels of ammonium and glutarnine in roots

added to the culture solution after synthesis with quantified by capillary electrophoresis after

gentle aeration for immediate mixing. The light ammonium treatment. Nitrogen-deprived plants

intensity was 500 �trnol M-2S-1 unless otherwise (wild-type, W, S1 and S2) was treated with 0.15
mM (NH4)2SO4 for 4 hr and subjected to the

described. The PETIS aalysis performed under quantitation.

ambient conditions described in detail'). For

nitrogen-deficiency treatment, plants were roots of the and S2 plants was approximately

transferred to culture solution without nitrogen 1.4-fold and 4.5-fold higher than that in the

source for 3 days. wild-type (Fig. 1A), while glutamine was also

accumulated in 1.4-fold in both SI and S2 plants

2.5 Ammonium and amino acid determination (Fig. 1B), indicating that Overexpression of

by capillary electrophoresis arnmonium transporter gene leads to efficient

N114' and amino acids were grinding root uptake of arnmonium in rice plant.

tissues i 0.01 N HO at 4C. Further procedures To confirm the ability of te sAMTI;2 sense

are described i the references). rice having efficient uptake of ammonium, shoot

translocation of "NH4' frorn roots was

3. Results and Discussion performed by the PETIS aalysis (Fig. 2.

We succeeded in production of the transgenic Nitrogen-deprived S ad wild-type plants were

rice expressing OsAMTI;2 ORF under transferred to 0.015 mM (NH4)2SO4 for 30 min

constitutive prornoter of CaMV 35S, designated and then subjected to the radioactive NH4+. At

as sAMTI;2 sense rice. Two transgenic lines 45 min after the radioactive arnmoniurn

were established, which called SI and S2. treatment, 13 N signal was detected at the

Quantitative RT-PCR analysis revealed that basement of leaf sheath i the wild-type (Fig. 2B

transcript for OsA-AITI;2 is much accumulated in and 2C), whereas the signal was detectable in

the S2 plant compared to that i te S (data not most parts of the SI plant (Fig. 2E and 2F).

shown). Accumulation of the signal at the leaf sheath

To evaluate te ability of uptake ad was remarkably enhanced in the SI compared to

assimilation of amonium in te sAMTI;2 that i te wild-type (Fig. 2G). These results

sense rice, quantitation of arnmoniurn ad indicate tat over expression of the sAMTI;2

glutarnine i roots after arnmoniurn treatment results i ehanced ability for uptake ad

was examined (Fig. 1). Level of arnmoniurn in translocation of arnmonlum. from roots.
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C We focused on the initial steps of arnmonium

uptake and translocation in roots in this study.

However, the ammonium translocation would be

also regulated by the nitrogen status via a

consequence of internal nitrogen cycling and

remobilization. Further studies will be eeded to

evaluate the idea.
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2.35 Visualization of Sink Activity of a Root Parasite, Broomrape,
for Translocating Nitrate in the Host Plant

H. Sekimoto*, R. Matsuki*, Y. Kobayashi*, D. Sato**, K. Yoneyama**,

Y. Takeuchi**, S. Matsuhashi***, S.Fujimaki***, K. Sakamoto***,

N.S.Ishioka***,S.Watanabe***,K.Arakawa***and T.Kume***

Faculty of Agriculture, Utsunomiya University 

Center for Research on Wild Plants, Utsunomiya University'

Department of on-Bearn-Applied Biology, JAERI***

1. Introduction 1.4% of absorbed N through the xylem from

Broomrapes (Orobanche spp), root host roots and 41% of N through the phloem

holoparasites, can cause enormous damage from host shoots would be intercepted by

before their scapes appear above ground, broomrapes.

because their infestation occurs underground. Then, translocation of 13 N-nitrate or

As a consequence, efficient control is 13 N-arnmonium in the root systems of red

extremely difficult and infestation frequently clover (Trifolium pretense L.) infected by

results in a severe reduction of crop yields. broomrapes (Orobanche minor Sm.) by a

Generally nitrogen fertilizer application positron emitting tracer imaging system

reduced the crop damage caused by these root (PETIS) was examined.

parasites' 2). Ammonium affects stimulant

production by host plants, seed germination 2. Materials and methods

and shoot growth of parasites as well as 2.1 Plant material

attachment to the host rootS2,3). The toxicity or To make root systems of red clover infected

inhibitory effect of ammonium was ascribed to by broomrapes on one side, broomrape seeds

the low activity of glutamine synthetase in root were sown in the soil mixed with vermiculite

parasiteS4,I). On the contrary, it is known that diagonally under from red clover seeds. After 4

nitrate markedly promoted stimulant or months, when broornrapes have infected

production in the host rootS6). enough and formed tubers, red clover plants

Broomrapes are efficient sinks for with broomrapes were transplanted to the

host-derived solutes. A Previous study') culture solutions). They were grown in a

reported that net carbon fixation was 20% growth chamber 14 hours light 350 Arnol

higher in infected host plants, Nicotiana, M-2 S-1 at 23'C, 10 hours dark at 18'C) for 7

compared with controls. Broornrapes caused a days.

84% increase in net carbon flux moving 2.2 Experimental set up for 13 N-nitrate

downward from the host shoot, and 73% of translocation in the plant root system

this carbon was intercepted by the parasite, Red clover roots were divided into two

almost entirely through the phloem. Further the bundles with or without a tuber of broomrape,

parasite also exerted a large impact on nitrogen and fixed between two acrylic boards and

status of plants, notably nitrate uptake was placed midway between a pair of PETIS

stimulated and the amino acid content of detectors. The end of the roots which hanged

xylem sap was lower. They noted that only out of the boards was soaked with 20 mL of
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the culture solution. About 100 MBq of compared with that of "N-nitrate, indicating

3N-nitrate or 3N-ammonium were added to that nitrate would pass easier through

the culture solution to feed them from each broomrape tuber than ammonium.

bundles of roots, and "N translocation in the The pattern of 3 N-arnmoniurn translocation

root and shoot of host plant (red clover) and ato basal shoot (A) from root bundle with

broornrape tuber was monitored using PETIS broomrape the same as that of "N-nitrate. Also

for 60 inin. the pattern of translocation of "N-nitrate to

basal shoot (A) frorn root bundles wth or

3. Results and discussions without broornrape tuber was the sarne, so that

Monitored points in the plant and the pattern it is not clarified that broomrape inhibited the

of translocation of 3 N were shown in Fig. 1. translocation 13 N to basal shoot of host plant.

As feeding 13 N from root bundle with However, the translocation of 3 N-nitrate to
of 3broomrape tuber, translocation N to shoot (1), E) from root bundle with broomrape

broomrape tuber (B) was clearly observed. tuber was less than that without broomrape

And translocation of 13 N-ammoniurn to tuber, suggesting that broomrape would inhibit

broomrape inclined to increase slightly translocation 13 N to host shoots.

100
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2.36 A Study on Signal Transduction Mechanism Accompanied

with Molecular Translocation in Higher Plant

T. Furuichi", S. Matsuhashi*`, N. S. Ishioka***, S. Fujimaki***,

K. Sakarnoto**, K.Arakawa**, T. Kurne"", M. Sokabel- and S. Muto**

Graduate School of Medicine, Nagoya University 

Nagoya University Bioscience Center, Nagoya University**

Department of lon-beam-applied Bioloby, JAERl***

1. Introduction gellan gurn plate containing GM i-nedium') with

In planta, photosynthesized sugars are utilized 1% sucrose (GM+Suc medium ad grown at

not only as carbon sources but also as signal 22.C under continuous light at 4000 lux with

molecules for growth and development. We day-light fluorescent I lamps. Two-week-old

have shown that sucrose fed to the root of a intact plants were transplanted onto fresh plates

autotrophically grown A. thaliana intact whole containing GM medium deficient of sucrose

plant containing aequorin in its cytosol caused (GM-Suc rnediurn) and grown further 3 - 4

weak luminescence moving from the lower to weeks under the same condition. In order to

the upper leaves.') Previously, we have reconstitute aequorin, the roots of intact pants

established a simultaneous real time imaging were washed with liquid GM+Suc or GM-Suc

system for movements of sugar molecules ad medium, and immersed in the same medium

acquorin luminescence in A. thaliana mature containing 25 M coelenterazine overnight in

plants, which consists of a PETIS (positron the dark.')

emitting Iracer imaging system) for measuring

radioactivity of "F-deoxyglucose ("FDG) and a 2.3. Dual monitoring of the translocation of
2,] �VIM-camera system (a CCD camera equipped "FDG and the [Ca 't increase in plants

with an intensifier) for detecting aequorin The dual monitoring systern constructed by

luminescence, and te time course of "FDG previous work') was used for analysis. The roots

translocation in leaf was roughly comparable to of a single plant were placed i a bottle

aequoriD luminescence reflecting a increase in containing 10 rnl of the culture medium without

[Ca"],y,.`) In the present study, we tried to sucrose. To maintain geometry, the'stem and the

confirm the results with several trials using the canline leaves were settled oto a flexible net

established PETISNIM-carnera dual monitoring fixed by acrylic frames, ad centered between

system. And we also tried to define sorne part of the PETIS detectors'). To start monitoring, ml

the key molecules for the sugar-induced [Cal'],y, of the medium was replaced with equal volume

(cytoplasmic Ca 2, concentration) increase and of flesh rnedia containing 100 rnM glucose and

the source sink conversion echanism. "FDG.

2. Experimental procedure 2.4. Identification of the genes specifically

2.1. Plant material expressed in leaves with the sugar-induced

Seeds of A. thaliana (cv. Wassilewskija) [Ca 21]"" increase

expressing apoaequorin were sown on 03% To identify tese genes, rnRNA level of ca.
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8600 genes i the leaves of both GM+Suc ad hypothesis, the knot part has the buffering

GM-Suc plants were analyzed with DNA capacity for sugars and minerals translocating in

microarray analysis. InteliGene 11 Aabidopsis the plant, ad regulates supply of solutes to the

CHIP I and 11 (Takara Inc., Otsu, Japan) were developing part. Unfortunately the intensity of

used for this analysis. Total RNA, isolated from aequorin luminescence reflecting an increase in

leaves of A. thallana with a FastRNA� [Ca"],y, was too weak to visualize, but it was

Kit-GREEN using FastPREP i-nacbine (Bio 101., well comparable and conserved i each plants.

Carlsbad, CA, U.S.A.) according to the Previously, we eported that ASUC1 and

manufacturer's protocol, and quantified AtSUC2, sucrose/H+ cotransporters and AtTPC1,

spectrophotornetrically, was labeled with Cy3 the voltage dependent Ca 2+ permeable channel

and Cy5 fluorescence dye and used as probes for are the key molecule for the sugar-induced

analysis. [Ca 21]CY, increase.') Though it is well known that

a lot of genes are regulated its transcription level

3. Results and discussion by sugar-signaling, the molecular determinants

Using the PETISNIM-carnera dual for this response and sink/source conversion

monitoring system, the movement of sugar mechanism are still unclear. To clarify this

molecules and the aequorin luminescence in question, mRNA level of 8600 genes expressing

leaves were simultaneously analyzed. As shown in the leaves were analyzed by DNA microarray

in Fig. 1, '8FDG was gradually taken up frorn methods. As a results, 200-300 genes which

root to upper part through the stem. As reported encoding various proteins (Pectinesterase,

in previous report2), the uptake rate in the lowest acetyl-CoA:benzylalcohol acetyltranferase,

pert (ROI-1) clearly oscillated with periodicity. myo-inositol-l-phosphate synthase -like protein

In this plant, the intensities of the oscillation and so on). As further experiments, the

were gradually decreased frorn lower part to expression level of some of these genes in single

upper part. This tendency was well conserved in leaf with/without an increase in [Ca 21],Y, should

several trials, it seems to be supported our be analyzed.

so

45
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W 25
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Fig. Time-course study of the translocation of '8FDG ito the stem of A. thaliana ature plant.
Radioactivity curves at the numbered positions wich settled frorn lower to upper part. Squared
areas were; ROM and 3 stern, R1-2 ad 4 kot.
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3.1 Preparation of Hybrid Membranes Consisting of Polymer
Membranes and Nanowires using Ion Beam Irradiation

H. Koshikawa, Y. Maekawa and M. Yoshida

Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction available films.
When polymeric membranes are irradiated

by heavy ion beams, each single heavy ion (a)
particle deposits its energy to a substrate in a
region of less than 10 nrn in diameter along the
ion-path through membranes. The damaged
region is susceptible to a proper etchant, (b)
resulting in the formation of through-holes with
nanoscopic diameters, which are called "ion
track membrane"(Fig.1a).') We have developed
the ion track membranes made of thermally ad
mechanically stable polymers such as (c)
poly(etbylene terephthalate) (PET) arid Fig. I The fabrication of conductive and

polyimide (PI), which can be applied to insulating hybrid membranes consisting of wires
in ion track membranes.

nanoscopic electronic devices such as

anisotropic conductive films and field emitters 2. Copper wires - PET ion track membranes
through hybridization with conducting metals Commercial PET films with 12 m in
and semiconducting alloys by electroplating. thickness were irradiated by 129Xe 21+ (450 MeV)

2-4)(Fig.1b). beams with a fluence of 30 x 108 ionS/CM2 . Te

The anisotropically conducting films, which irradiated films were etched in 02 M NaOH

consist of a isulating polymer with cylindrical aqueous solution at 60 'C for 10.5 h. As shown

conductive copper wires, ave been used as in Fig. 2(a), the clear hole patterns with 260 nrn

conductive adhesive films in manufactures of in diameter were observed in the SEM image of

printed circuits and multi-tip modules. These the surface of the PET ion track membrane.

pores have been prepared by laser beam ablation, Successive layers of gold 25 nin) and

which has resolution limitation of several copper 20 Am) were coated at oe side of the

microns in diameter due to surface oughness PET ion track membranes as a cathode Ten,

caused by heat damages. Since, smaller size the copper wires were deposited within the

pores with smoother surfaces are required for pores of ion track membranes onto te copper

manufacturing high-density and high-capacity cathode by electrochemical plating in pH1

electronic devices, we report herein te aqueous solution of 1.3M copper sulfate,

application of te ion track membranes to the (CUS04) with periodic potential modulation

fabrication of anisotropically conducting films (-0.2V; 6sec, 0.2V; 1sec).

consisting of copper wires of a diameter which In oder to observe the copper wires which

is 40 irries smaller tha tose of commercially grew ito te pores of the ion tack mernbraiies,
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RI = I IS = p 1(r 2)2 F) (1)

where p is copper resistivity (1.67 x 10-6

QCM), L is wire length 1.2 x I 0-' cm), r is

cross-sectional diameter of copper wires 0.2 x

10-4 cm), and F is an ion flux (the number of

pores 3.0 x I 01 inS/CM2). Such lower

conductivity of the PET/Cu hybrid membranes

compared with the calculated value is likely to

result from the defects in copper wires during

the electroplating preparations, influence of the

interfaces between copper wires and the pore

surfaces of PET, and/ or the contact resistances

between the needle probe and the top of copper
Fig. 2 (a) The PET ion track membrane; 260 wires.
nm in diameter. (b) The copper nanowires;
260 nm in diameter, 12 �tm in height.

PET films must be removed from the copper 3. Copper wires - PI ion track membranes

electrode. Only PET films were swelled with Commercial PI (Kapton, thickness 12 �tm)

partial dissolution and totally removed without was irradiated by 121XC21+ (450 MeV) ion with a

the damage of the copper wires when the hybrid fluence of 3x108 ionS/CM2 . The PI ion track

membranes were soaked in 10 M KOH/ethanol membranes with cylindrical pores were prepared

(3:7 w/w) at 70 C for 30 minute (Fig. 1c). As by etching in pH9 sodiurn hypochlorite (NaCIO)

shown in Figure 2b, the geometry of the copper at 60 'C. The clear pores with 200 nrn in

wires was observed by SEM and was found to diameter were observed in the SEM image of

be 260 nm in diameter and 63 [tm. in height, the surface, as shown in Fig. 3a.

which were in good agreement with the size of

th e pores.

Next, we evaluated the conductivity of the

membranes consisting of PET film ad

perpendicularly aligned cylindrical copper wires

with 12 Rm. in height and 200 nrn in diameter by

the measurement of the membrane resistance in [LM

the directions perpendicular and parallel to the

surfaces by four terminal resistance ethod. The

membrane showed te resistances perpendicular

to the surfaces i the ranges frorn 1.5 x 10-7 to

1.5 x 10-8 Q/crn 2 and the average resistance is

estimated to be 69 ± 37 x 10-7 /CM2 . This

average resistance of the membrane is about

three times higher than the theoretical resistance Fig. 3 (a) The PI o track membrane;
X 10-7 200 nm in diameter. (b) The copper

(2.1 Q/cm') estimated using following nanowires; 200 nm in diameter, 12 �tm
equations; in eight.
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Successive layers of, gold 25 nm) and sulfoxide solution of 005M cadiniurn chloride

copper 20 prn) were coated at one side of te PI and 0 19M sulfur NA71th constant potential (4V).

ion track membranes as a cathode Ten, te The deposited wires were confirmed to be US

copper wires were deposited wthin the pores of crystals but not metal Cd with X-ray diffraction

ion track membranes oto the copper cathode by of te deposition filrns were the peak at 28.4'

electrochemical plating in pHI aqueous solution assigning to US (101) eflection wthout any

of I.3M copper sulfate (CUS04) with periodic peaks assigning to Cd cstals. The geornetry of

potential modulation (-0.2V1- 6sec, 0.2V- Isec). the US wres, which was observed ith SEM,

The PI filrn was removed from the copper was found to be 160 nrn in diameter, which were

electrode with copper wires using a NaCIO at in good agreement with the size of the pores.

60 C for 30 min-, ten, the geornetry of copper Further studies are currently underway in

wires on copper electrode were estimated by applying the etching and plating methods to

SEM measurement (Fig. N. prepare hybrid films having US nanowires with

a diameter of less tan 50 nm in PET ad PI

4. Cadmium sulfide wii-es - PET ion track matrix to develop light emit ting devices.

membranes

For aother application of ion track

membranes to an electrolurninescence device, Reference

we utilize cadmium sulfide (CdS), which was a 1) C. Trautmann, W. Br6chle, R. Spohr J.

semiconductor and can be deposited into te Vetter, and N. Angert, NIM B III 1996)

pores of te ion track rnernbranes by 70.

electroplating method as mentioned above. 2) T. Molares, V. Buschmann, D. Dobrev R.

'flee PET membranes (12[im) with a pore Neumann, R. Scholz, 1. U. Schuchert, and J.

size of 160 nrn were used. On the one side of the Adv. Matter., 13 2001) 62.

mernbranes was coated platinum 25' nm) ad 3) Y. Maekawa, H. Koshikawa, and M. Yoshida,

was deposited copper 20 �tm) as a cathode. Polymer, 45 2004) 2291.

Then, te US wires were deposited wthin the 4) Z. Zu, Y. Mackawa, H. Koshikawa Y.

pores of on track membranes oto the copper Suzuki, N. Yonezawa ad M. Yoshida, NIM

cathode b electrochemical plating i di-nethyl B 217 2004) 449.
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3.2 Study on Track-etched Pores in y-Irradiated PET Films

A. Hroki, M. Asano, T. Yamaki and M. Yoshida

Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction (PET) films, compared wt te results of SEM

Swift heavy ion bombardment produces a observations ad conductornetry.

cylindrical damage along the incident axis in

polyrner. Such localized damage called a latent 2. Experimental

track is preferentially dissolved during te PET films wth tckness of 38 �Lrn
129xe23+chernical etching to give functional filin (Hoechst JAPAN) were irradiated wth

106 llS/CM2materials wt uiform pores i te anometer ions of 35 MeV/n 30 x I ) at th e

range'). The track-etched membranes ave wide TIARA, JAERI (Ta-asaki, Japan). Te

applications in industry as well as in high irradiated filrns were exposed to y-rays wt a
2-3)technology area dose of up to 160 kGy in vacuo at room

The evolution of te tracks during te temperature. The etching was carried out i a

etching is monitored by te conductonietric 0.2 M NaOH aqueous solution at 70'C. Track

method that is suitable for the observation of te etching was performed by mounting an

size ad morphology of latent tracks in a irradiated film as dviding wall into a

polymer4). Scarming election mcroscopy (SEM) conductometric cell made of Teflon. During

is also used to observe the tyack-etched pores on etching process, te electrical resistance, R of

-die surface of polyrner filills. Such observations the cell was monitored as a ftinctlon of etching

of te track-etched pores would be of great time. Assuming cylindrical geornetry, te

importance. effective pore diameter, 6�), at a gen tirne can

It is know tat ultraviolet (UV) rradiation be calculated by

and soaking in a special solvent as a d = (411nkNR) 1/2 (1)

pre-treati-nent of etching process are useful where I is te sample tickness, k is te specific

method for sensitizing te Ion trackS5.1). The conductivity of te etchant ad N is te umber

additional UV rradiation in te presence of of tracks in te sample. The pore diameter ws

oxygen induces te modification of gel-like also observed b using SEM.

layer structure formed i te track, resulting in

the acceleration of a alkaline tching of latent 3. Results and discussion

tracks') Sc canges in cemical structure of The ore diameter of te PET firms etched

polymer induced b 7-irradiatioll occur in te for 6 ours in t 02 M NaOH aqueous solution

more interior polyrner films compared to UV at 70'C ad te bulk etch rate estimated from

irradiation, te formation of track-etched pores the chan e of tckness for PET films are

would be affected more effectivelv by plotted as a function of irradiation doses ill Fig.

7-irradlation. 1. Te pore diameters of te PET films

In te present work we ivestigated te determined bv te SEM observation aradualk,

effect of y-irradlation oi t formation of decreased NvIth increasing te 7-irradiation doses.

track-etched pores in polyethylene tereplithalate As te rradiation doses reached 160 kGv, it was
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Fig. I Effect of y-irradiation dose o te pore Fig. 2 Effective poi-e diameter (d2) calculated
diameter (d) and bulk etch rate for PET films. from electric conductance as a function of
The pore diameter in this figure determined by etching time in a 02 M NaOH solution at 70'C.
SEM after 6-hour etching in a 02 M NaOH
solution at 70'C. The PET films wre y-in-adiated with doses of

(a) and (b) 160 kGy aftei- 129Xe ion irradiation
approximately, half of the pore diameter of the (3.5 MeV/n).
non-irradiated PET films, as shown in Fig. 1 On

the other hand, t bk tch rate of te PET effective pore diameter was determined by Eq.

films increased with increasing te y-irradiation (1) based on the assumption that te pores are

dose. This is considered to be due to t cylindrical ad the specific conductivity of te

degradation of PET induced by y-Irradiation etchant in te pores is equal to tat n a bulk
from te fact tat PET is cnown as a polymer solution I these experiments snce the track to

decomposed by ionizing radiation. bulk tch rate ratio was ore tan 100, the

Fig. 2 plots the effective pore diameters above assumption ould be Justified. It is

calculated by equation (1) as a function of te suggested, terefore, tat tere is some reason

etching tin-ie. Te effective pore dameter of the for generating the dfference of pore diameter

PET flm irradiated wth te doses of 160 kGy obtained between the SEM observatio ad

was larger tan that of te non-irradiated oe. conductornetry.

For example, the effective pore diameter of PET We consider an existence of te sollen

film irradiated wth te doses of (a) kGy ad state during te etching process. Recently, it was

(b) 160 kG31 reached about 220 iu ad 240 nin indicated tat te tching process consisted of

after 6-hour etching, respectively". T pore the sveral stages: 1) te electrolyte penetration

diameters of PET f wth 0 kGv obtained into te tack 2 te eoval of radlolysis

between the SEM observation and products, 3 te swelling of polymer areas

conductometry wre almost same within a around te track, 4 te removal to te swollen

experimental error. However, as irradiated wth polymer, and 5) te formation of te

7-ray te effective pore dameter calculated bv track-etched pore"') O te third stage, te

conductometry was in complete disagreement crosslinking structure formed around te tracks

Nvith tat obtained b te SEM observation, causes te swollen polymer by absorbing an

especially in y-Irradiation wth 160 kGv. Te etchant to gve a gel laver.
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6-hour etching was estimated to be about 75 nm.
Xe ion

Thus the changes in the thickness of the gel
Gel layer

layer with y-irradiation have never been reported

in the previous papers, regarding other

pre-treatments such as UV irradiation and

organic solvent soaking.

4. Conclusions

PET films bombarded with 129XC ions 3.5

MeV/n) were irradiated with y-rays ad then

etched in NaOH aqueous solutions to prepare

d the track-etched membrane. The difference

Fig. 3 Proposed model for explaining the between the pore diameter obtained by the SEM
difference in pore diameter obtained between the observation and the electrical conductometry
SEM di) and electric conductometry (d2)' increased with increasing y-irradiation doses.

The formation of the crosslinked region around

As illustrated in Fig. 3 we proposed the the track was produced effectively by

model for explaining the difference in pore y-irradiation, resulting in the increase of the gel

diameter obtained between the SEM observation layer swollen by absorbing the etchant.

(di) and electric conductometry (d2)- It is

guessed that te electrical current passes

through the gel layer swollen by absorbing the References

etchant as well as a bulk solution. Consequently, 1) P. Y. Apel, Radial. Meas., 34, 559 2001)

the gel layer must be considered as a ion 2) R. Spohr, Ion Tracks in Microtechnology.
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with increasing the irradiation doses, as shown and Meth B 185, 216 200 1).
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3.3 Yield of OH Radicals in Water under Heavy Ion Radiolysis

M. Taguchi and T. Kojima
Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction ions/crn 2/s at the surface of the sample
The eavy ion-induced chemical reactions solution.

in aqueous solutions are strongly dependent on The aqueous solutions irradiated were
concentrations ad spatial dstribution of OH analyzed by High Performance Liquid
radicals frorn water molecules. Clarifying of Chromatography (HPLC) wth a reversed
reaction mechanisms of OH radicals is very phase column (Shodex, Rspak DE-613 at
important point both in radiation chemistry and 40 'C. Acetonitrile mixed with 70-%(v/v)

radiation biology. The heavy ion deposits aqueous H3PO4 solution (0.01 M) was used as

densely its knetic energy around the trajectory. an eluent at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/minute. The

The initial spatial distribution of OH radicals is irradiations and the data analyses were

the same as that of energy deposition along the performed as described in the previous

trajectory. OH radicals, however, disperse time papers. 1.2)

by time within their life, and relevant chernical

reactions attributed to OH radicals are very 3. Results and discussion

complicated. Therefore, neither 'average Hydroquinone, resorcinol and catechol

LET' nor 'average yield' is suitable parameter were dentified o te HPLC chromatogram as

for detailed investigation at irradiation effects. irradiation products, which are induced by

The purpose of this study I's to understand addition of oe OH radical to p- n and -

chemical reactions on te basis of physical position of pbenyl ring. The umber of

track structure teory. oxidized products per a sngle C ion (N) wich

We investigated OH radicals yields, wch is integration over etire trajectory, increased

change wth te specific eergy i water, at super-linearly wth an incident energy of C 1011.
ified reaction times just

spec after the The values of te d'fferent'al G-value

irradiation of several ten MeV/n C ions. (G'-value) are estimated b dfferentiating N

with a third order function of the energy. The

2. Experimental G'-values of te oxidized products were in te

Water containing phenol at 0.5-100 rnM range of 1/10 to 12 of te G-values obtained

was saturated with oxygen to dissolve by for 6CO y-ray irradiation. III the case of 7-ray

30-minute bubbling. The solution as put irradiation, total G-value of te wole oxidized

into a auminum irradiation cell wt a products is larger tan 90 of te G-value of

magnetic stirrer chip. Te cell as an OH adical. Te G-values of OH radicals ere

aluminurn AN71ndow of 15-�Lrn tckness and estimated using following equation,

40-min diameter wich akes C ion pass YG'(product)
through the water sample. G (OH) X G (OH) (1)

Heavv o used i tis studv as 220-MeV ZG (product)

12c5+ from an AVF cclotron The estimated G-values of OH radicals were

TIARA facility. Fluence rate as about 5xlO' plotted against specific energy of C o (Figure
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1). The G'-values of OH radical's increase irradiation. OH radicals are consumed ll

monotonously with te specific energy. The consequence of the reactions with hydrogen

G'-values will approach to the constant value and hydrated electron produced by te

(2.7 wich is obtained for "'Co y-rays. irradiation.

The ean value of te reaction trne of te The result suggests that the study wth

OH radical wth penol is regarded as kH consideration of reaction te by canging

[phenol])-' where kol ad [phenol] are te concentration of solute is important to

rate constant of OH radicals wt penol ad establish a cemical track model on the basis

the concentration of penol, respectively. of physical track structure. We investigate te

Accordingly, the G-values obtained for the G`-value for te other ions taking into account

phenol concentrations of 0.5, 10 ad 0mM of dfference i te reaction tirne.

are the rean value of te reaction time of

about 1.5, 15 and 30 ns, respectively. The

G'-values are relatively large at te pmary References

stage ad decrease with time after the ed of 1) M. Taguchi, et al., Radiat. Ph))s. Chem, 60,

irradiation te reaction time). The decreases 263 2001).

of the G-values with the reaction time are 2) M. Taguchi, et al., JAERJ-Revie-w�, 2003-033,

generally observed for y-ray and electron beam 141 2003).

Mean reaction time (Phenol concentration)
�1.5ns (100MM)
---- 15ns (1 OMM)
---- 3OOns (0.5mM)

3

>
6

a)

0 10 1 5
Specific energy MeV/n

Figure I Dfferential G-value of OH radicals depending

oi te tme after te irradiation.
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3.4 Development of Light Absorbance Measurement System
under Heavy Ion Irradiation Based on the Photon-counting
Method

M. Taguchi and T. Kojima
Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction high tirne resolution (I ns) is needed for prompt

High eergy heavy ions deposit their reaction analysis for observing the

kinetic energy in the arrow concentric region recombination process, and 4 high accuracy of

with several tens lim radius around the trajectory. positions of irradiation and observation is

The spatial energy distributions in water are needed because one pulse of the ion includes

characterized by the atomic number and specific less than 10 ions.

energy (energy per nucleon). Investigations of We designed the new optical measurement

transient species produced i water about their system under heavy ion irradiation for resolving

yields, behaviors and chemical reactions are above four difficulties. Figure shows

very important in order to understand the schematic diagram of the light absorbance

irradiation effects of heavy ions. measurement system having the irradiation cell,

The present study is aiming to understand optical analysis parts (light source and detectors).

heavy ion induced chemical reactions by Scintillator with 20-�tm thickness was set just

analyzing time-behavior of transient species just over the surface of the sample water in the cell

after the single heavy ion irradiation. We for emitting the light, which is used for

developed the light absorbance measurement analyzing the chemical reactions induced by the

system for measuring transient species based on heavy ions. The analysis-light, which provides

the photon-counting method from the viewpoint information about transient species, was

of energy deposition theory tat heavy ions measured from the downstream of the ion beam.

densely deposit teir kinetic energy along the Intensity of the light shows the maximum

trajectory. just after the timing of the heavy ion passing

through the scintillator and decays with time.

2. Apparatus The heavy ion passed through the scintillator

In the case of conventional pulse radiolysis enters into the aqueous solution and produces

system using high energetic electrons, optical transient species, e.g. OH radicals ad hydrated

measurement system is easily constructed uder electrons. These transient species react with

the atmospheric pressure to observe reactions of solute, and their products absorb the light at the

radicals in water. specific wavelength. The absorbance change in

There are many difficulties for constructing the sample solution as the function of time after

the heavy ion pulse radiolysis system as follows; irradiation was obtained using pure water

1) heavy ions have extremely short penetration sample as reference.

range in air and samples, and system is required

to be constructed i vacuum, 2 yield of radicals 3. Results and discussion

are considered to be low because heavy ions Heavy ions used in this study were 220 MeV

deposit densely their kinetic energy and free 12CII ions provided frorn an AVF cyclotron in

radicals recombine each other in the track, 3 TIARA facility. C ions ave a relatively long
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penetration range at about 1mrn in water. frequency of the ion pulsed reduced at MH by

Repetition rate of C ion pulses was about 20 a sinusoidal copper (S-chopper istalled just

MHz. Sintered alumina plate (A1203, after the beam ernitting gate of the cyclotron.

Desmarquest A995R), which gives a short Figure 2 sows the time profiles of light

lifetime light less than 1ns, was irradiated in from the scintillator observed directly (lo) and

order to evaluate the time resolution of the through aqueous KSCN solution I) at 480 nm.

constructed the light absorbance measurement Large peak observed at ns was X-ray noise.

system preliminary. Photons from the alumina Difference between the time profiles of lo ad I

plate were detected through an interference filter was observed in the range of 20 to 60 ns.

at 330 nm by a photornultiplier tube (PMT). Water without solute is almost transparent at

The PMT is a head-on type with a quartz 480 nm even after the irradiation. (SCN)2-

window. Signals from the PMT were amplified radical in consequence of the reaction of OH

by the preamplifier and fed into the constant radicals with SCY has strong absorbance at 480

fraction discriminator. The zero timing signal nm. Therefore, the reduction of the light

was derived from the cyclotron and adjusted inten sity should be ascribed to the absorbance of

with the gate and delay generator. The time (SCN)2- radical. Radical concentration (C,) can

between the zero timing signal and the timing be estimated by the following equation;

signal of the light was obtained by the TAC C = log(I0/I)/F/l).

(Time-to-Amplitude Converter) with 500 ns full where and I are the molar extinction coefficient

scale and counted by the MCA (multichannel and the range of C ion in water, respectively.

analyzer). The time profile of light from the Our light absorbance measurement system

alumina plate irradiated with C ions was developed based on the photon counting method

recorded. Observed pulses of the light were 3 should be useful to observe the behavior of the

ns FWHM and 20 MHz repetition. Therefore, short lived free radicals under heavy ions

pulse width of C ion frorn the cyclotron was irradiation.

about 3 ns and time resolution of the light

absorbance measurement system is considered to Acknowledgement

be less than ns. Since interval of C ion pulses The present work was supported by te

(about 50 ns) is too short to observe te REIMEI Research Resources of Japan Atomic

chemical reactions throughout in water, the Energy Research Institute i 2003.
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Figure 1 Light absorbance measurement Figure 2 Time profiles of light from the

system for heavy ions. scintillator observed directly (lo) and through

aqueous KSCN solution I) at 480 nin.
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3.5 Primary Process of Radiation Chemistry Studied by Ion Pulse
Radiolysis

Y. Yoshida*, J. Yang*, S. Sekil:, S. Tagawa*, H. Shibata**, M. Taguchi***,

T. Kojimal: : and H. Nanba*

ISIR, Osaka Uiversity*

Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto University":"

Department of Radiation Research for Environment ad Resources, JAERl***

Department of Material Development, JAER11:*`

1. Introduction 2. Experimental
Radiation effect of high energy ad igh LET Figure I shows the systern for ion bearn pulse

ion bearns on te material is very interesting and radiolysis for absorption spectroscopy. A

was investigated by many researchers, because liquid sample is irradiated by 22OMeV C5+

the highlly-densed irradiation makes the pulsed ion beam from the AVF cyclotron A

different effect from that by low-LET radiation, thin scintillator floats on the liquid sample. The

such as rays. We ave studied the pimary pulsed ion beam produces the ernission through

process of the ion bearn-induced adiation the scintillator, which is used as analyzing light.

chernistry by using te technique of ion bearn The aalyzing light is introduced to a optical

pulse radiolysis for ernission spectroscopy.' -3) detection system through a lens and aii optical

The LET effect o the tirne-dependent fiber. Te single photon counting technique is

emission could be discovered by using the ion used i the optical detection systern, because the

bearn pulse radiolysis of te polystyrene. ion beam intensity is very small.

However, the wole mechanism of LET effect BGO (Bismuth Germanate; Bi4Ge3012) was

can ot be elucidated, because te information used as te scintillator. The lifetime ad band of

o te oer iportant sort-lived species, such the emission are 300 ns ad 480 rim,

as election ad cation radical, can not be respectively.

obtained by te eission spectroscopy. The

behavior of other short-lived species can be Puls.d Ion b..m

window. Erni-Imdetected by using absorption spectroscopy. Int 5 Y Without Ab-pti.n

However, there are any difficulties to te
absorption spectroscopy, such as te ion bearn s.intill.t.r I absorption

intensity, te penetration of the ion beam ito
Uquid .. rnp . time

material, the light source, ad so o. ind.w

A ew idea o the absorption spectroscopy Optical

system is proposed to overcome te difficulties. OpUr.1 11 detection
with loc.1 1,ns L system

The points of te sstem are te productio ad

the detection of te aalyzing. Te preliminary

time-dependent absorption data have been Fig. I Absorption spectroscopy systeni for ion

obtained. beam plse radiolysis
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3. Results and Discussion measuring systern of te empty cell was not the

2 sarne as that of the cell containing te water.

Therefore, OD is calculated as follows.

JI 0 0

1 x A I
O.D. log log + log A

8 0 0 
%

0

6 0 0 0 Where A is a factor wich is caused by tek
disagreement of the aalyzing light itensity at

4 0 0 time = 0. Te value of te factor A could ot be

determined i te experiment. This ineans tat
2 0 0 0

the zero position of the optical density can not

0 be decided.

0 1 0 2 3 4 0 0 5 0 Although the transient absorption contains te

C h a n n e I problern o he absolute value, te trend of the

Fig. 2 Time-dependent behavior of analyzing tirne-dependent bhavior can be discussed,
light of I and obtained in 220 MeV C5+ pulse
radiolysis of water monitored at 00 nm because te factor A should ot be so large.

Figure 3 shows the ime-dependent optical

To obtain te optical density, OD, i the pulse absorption of te hydrated electron obtained in

radiolysis, both the aalyzing light itensity with the 22OMeV C5+ ion beam pulse radiolysis of

the bearns, 1 ad hat Without the beam, 10, have water onitored at 480 iim. The raise of the

been easured. In tis system, it is difficulty to absorption was 20 ns, which was equal to the

measure because the analyzing light is tirne esolution of the system. The decay

produce by te ion bearn. To avoid te problern, consisted of two components, very rapid decay

10 was measured by using empty cell. with te lifetime of about 10 ns, and a slow

Figure 2 shows the typical outputs, I ad component. The similar result was reported by

frorn the photon counting system obtained in the W. G. Burns et al .4) The kinetics is very different

22OMeV C5+ ion beam pulse radiolysis of water. frorn that observed in te case of low LET

Both data were measured in te sarne condition radiation. Two-cornponent decay is often

of te ion bearn itensity and the measuring time. observed i the ion beam pulse radiolysis for

The itensities at tirne=0 (around 20 ch) did ot emission spectroscopy. Te rapid decay is

agree. Tat was caused by tat te optical caused by highly-densed excitation of the ion

beam.
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3.6 Properties of Nanowires Formed by Single Ion Hitting -to
Si-based Polymers

S. Seki*, S. Tsukuda*, S. Tagawa*, M. Sugimoto** and S. Tanaka"
The Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka University*

Department of Material Development, JAERI**

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Nanostructure materials have attracted much Poly(methylphenylsilane) (PMPS) was

attention due to their unique electronic and synthesized by the ipping reaction.") The PMPS

extraordinary mechanical properties.' -3) Various was fractionated b separatory precipitation,y

synthesis procedures for the nanotubes have been resulting in PS1 (Mn = 1. - .1 x 105), PS2 (Mn

suggested, however, it is difficult to control their = 26 - 21 x 10 4), PS3 (Mn = I., X 14_ 9 X 11),

size, spatial distribution, and structure. and PS4 (Mn = . - 39 x 103), with a small

Polysilane derivatives are themselves dispersion of less than 1.5.

one-dimensional semiconducting wires, The polymers were spin-coated on substrates,

considering their highly developed cf-conjugated and irradiation was carried out by using Ar, Kr, Xe,

system along a Si backbone, and exhibit and Au ions from the "TIARA" cyclotron
4-7)interesting physical properties . The accelerator at the Japan Atomic Energy Research

manipulation of a single polysilane molecule has Institute, Takasaki Radiation Chemistry Research

also been successfully performed to observe Establishment. After irradiation, the samples were

directly the structure of a Si skeleton, and the adequately developed in ether and benzene. The

electronic properties of a single chain has been observation of the nanowires was carried out by

estimated.8) using Seiko Instruments Inc.(SII) SPI-3800 atomic

Recently, we developed crosslinked polysilane force microscope (A-FM) and a JEOL JSM-6335F

nanowires with an entirely new synthesis method scanning electron microscope (SEM). The

(single ion hitting method).9) Nanowires consisting ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption and

of crosslinked polysilane derivatives are therefore photoluminescence spectra of the nanowires were

expected to be applied in new molecular recorded using a Shimadzu UV-310OPC and

photoelectronic devices."") The highly efficient Perkin-Elmer LS-5013.

electroluminescence (EL) characteristic is one of Platinum electrodes were fabricated by a liftoff

the most attractive features of the polysilane method on the substrates after the formation of

derivatives,") and the nanofabrication technique of nanowires (Fig. 1). The electron beam (EB) resist

the polymer materials will make it possible to use (ZEP 520-22, Nippon Zeon Co.) was overcoated

them not only as light emitting devices with on the substrates with adhered nanowires. The

quantum size effects but also as candidates for positive patterns were prepared by EB lithography,

optoelectronic nanodevices including optical fibers with an ELC-7700 EB writing system of Elionix

and lasing materials. In the present paper we

demonstrate not only the direct formation of the

nanowires by single ion hitting but also the Pt

electronic properties of a nanowire produced by
100 nm

precisely fabricating electrodes with a nanogap".

The adhesion control of the nanowires by surface

treatment of substrates is also discussed as a key

technique for the fabrication of the electrodes and

the characterization of the nanowires. 12) FIG I SEM images of fabricated Pt nanogap electrodes
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Inc. Platinum (Pt) electrodes were deposited 2.0

through the resist mask patterns by a -
1� 1.5 
0 'E

sputter-evaporation technique. The mask patterns

were removed by organic solvents after the (1) -20 1.0 <

evaporation. IN measurement 'and in situ
0 i

observation by AFM were carried out by using a -0 0.5 <

SH SPI-4000 scanning probe microscope system
------------

0 I
with an electrometer. 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600

Wavelength (nm)

3. Results and Discussion MC. 2 Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of

A heavy ion particle impinging on target polysilane nanowires isolated on S102-KOH. The
nanowires were formed by 450 MeV Xe ipn irradiation to

polymers can release intermediates of high density PS1 film 250 nm thick) at 96 x 10 ions/cm-. The
irradiated specimen was developed by benzene, and

within a limited area along the ion projectile. Its re-washed at least 3 times by immersion into benzene.

irradiation to a silicon backbone polymer causes a The photoluminescence spectrum was recorded at the

cross-linked reaction in an ion track and forms one excitation wavelength of 340 nm.

cylinder-like structure (nanowire) along the single

ion projectiles) On the basis of the LET required for the crosslinking reaction. Thus the

characteristic of incident ions, a cylindrical single ion hitting against polysilane thin films

distribution of deposited energy density (p(r)) 'des the technique for producing nanowires of

around an ion trajectory was suggested to be given provi

by the following formula as a function of coaxial which the length and thickness are completely and

distance from the trajectory (r), 17) continuously controlled.

Fi g. 2 shows the absorption and

p(r = LET ,,. Tr 2 photoluminescence spectra of nanowires adhered

LET"ff =LET [in (e 112 rp / ,. k on the S'02 substrate. The absorption maximum at

337 nm is attributed to the transition of the exciton

where e is an exponential factor, and r, and rp are state in the Si backbone, clearly suggesting that

the radii of core and penumbra areas, respectively. a-conjugated segments in the polysilane

The core radius is governed by the Bohr adiabatic backbones are still present to some extent in the

conditions, 14) and the energy of the incident ion is nanowires even after ion beam irradiation. The

mainly deposited by direct electronic excitation of photoluminescence spectrum also indicates the

the target media. Table summarizes the radii of emission from the backbone exciton states

nanowires observed for a variety of molecular observed at 360-370 nm. The broad and intense

weights and incident ions. The radii of nanowires emission band in the visible region can be assigned

gradually increase with an increase in the values of to the emission from the branching and/or network

LETff. Based on eq. (1), this clearly indicates that structure of the Si skeleton."-'9) After the

high LET values of incident ions elongate the pre-formation of nanowires, the electrodes are

coaxial distance at which the deposited energy fabricated by Pt evaporation and resist-liftoff

density (p(r)) satisfies the threshold density method on the substrate over the nanowires To

Table 1. Radii of nanowire cross section.
LET LET& r" [nml

Ion beam [eV/nm] [eV/nm] Psi PS2 PS3 PS4

500 MeV ""Au"+ 11600 1750 19.4 16.2 12.5 10.7
450 MeV 129Xe 21+ 8500 1230 10.5 - - 6.9
520 MeV 84Kr211+ 4100 550 9.2 6.1
175 MeV 41'Ar'+ 2200 310 5.6 4.0

a r denotes the radius of the cross section of the nanowire formed by each ion beam. The values are estimated by sizing the
half band width of the nanowire cross section.
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(a) (b)
present results are also consistent wth the ion

beam induced enhancement of charge transport

properties.

4. Conclusion

Surface treatment of a substrate can completely

FI 3 AM images of nanowires in the nanogap. (b) is control the adhesion of the nanowires. It is
an enlarged view of Fig. (a). possible to pattern a nanowire distribution on the

observe the nanowires, the thickness of electrodes substrate. Nanogap platinum electrodes with 100

is set at 20 rim. The width of the gap is clearly nm gap width are fabricated on a nanowire

observed as 100 nm with hi-ah uniformity. Fig. 3 dispersed SiO2 substrate by a lift-off method with

shows an AM image of the electrode and the electron beam lithography techniques. Both ends

inside gap. Bridged nanowires were observed in of the nanowire are connected to electrodes and

the nanogap, as shown Fig. 2(b). It was confirmed thus the nanowires form bridges between

that the nanowires were not severed during the electrodes. I-V analysis of the nanowires in the gap

liftoff process. The A-FM observation also reveals clearly reveals intrinsic semiconductive features

the number of bridged nanowires in the entire area based on crosslinked polysilanes.

of the nanogap as being less than 20.

Fig. 4 shows the current-voltage (I-V) analysis References
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3.7 Prevention of Charging Effects on TOF Secondary Ion Mass
Spectra using a Cluster Ion Beam

K. Hirata', Y. Saitoh**, A. Chiba**, K. Narumi***, Y. Kobayashi*, Y Ohara**,
and K. Arakawa**

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)'
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI, Takasaki-
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI, Takasaki-

1. Introduction schematic diagram of the experimental

Methods for the mass analysis of secondary arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Pulsed

ions emitted by slow and fast ion bornbardments 0.5MeV/atom-C1' and Cs' beams were injected

are well known as secondary ion mass into polycarbonate films that were attached by

spectroscopy (SIMS) and plasma desorption double-sided conducting tape to a sample holder.

mass spectroscopy (PDMS), respectively. The ion bombardments were performed at a

Because of te difference between the injected pressure below 3 10-8 Torr ad with an

and emitted charges, monoatomic ion incident beam angle of 45' relative to the sample

bombardment to insulators usually leads to surface without charge compensation.

charge accumulation on targets, which results in Secondary positive ions accelerated between the

an increase in the absolute charging potential. target and a TOF drift tube flew a fixed distance

The increase would change the emission eergy of 0.3m. i the tube before hitting a

of secondary ions and thus make their precise 40mm-diameter MCP. The TOF spectra

mass analysis difficult. recorded in a multichannel analyzer (MCA)

Cluster ion bombardment provides unique were transferred to a computer for off-line data

nonlinear irradiation effects on secondary handling. A fresh sample was used for each

emissions, and we found that these effects lead measurement.

to a charge accumulation process tat differs

from the process for monoatomic ions and that

the cluster ion bombardment into an organic High-voltage

insulator provides a lower absolute charging power supply I ecti on

pi ates
potential i comparison with a monoatomic ion &

bombardment'). In this study, we have applied aperture

a cluster ion beam to tii-ne-of-flight (TOF)
secondary ion mass analysis of organic Q Col I i mators aperture

holder M C P

insulators, and compared te TOF spectra with TO F drift tube am, er

that obtained with a monoatomic ion beam i I
order to ivestigate the effect of carging o the mple LHigh.,Vollall-

power s1ppid
2)spectra

Pulse
generator

2. Experimental

A 3 MV tandern accelerator at the Japan

Atornic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)

/Takasaki was used for this experimen t 36) A Fig. Schematic illustration of te experiment set-up.
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3. Results and discussion surface. The higher deposited energy density
Figures 2 ad 3 sow the atomic dose makes te fragmentation process for Cs'

dependencies of the positive secondary ion TOF different from that for C,'; this difference

spectra for C,' and Cs' bombardments, provides the different positions and relative
respectively. The spectra are shown i the intensities of some fragments between the C+
lower mass range, which is dominated by small and C impacts.

fragments, including hydrogen and hydrocarbon For C,' bornbardment, the peak shift to a
ions. We note that the positions and relative smaller MCA channel and overall compression
intensities of some fragments are different of the TOF spectrurn are observed as the atornic
between Fig.2 and Fig.3. We also note that the dose increases (Fig. 2 This phenomenon is
spectrum in Fig.2 exhibits considerable peak ascribed to the positive potential build-up of the
shift and overall spectrum compression as the ion-emission point o the target. The
atomic dose increases. enhancement of the potential i going from

Implanted ions with -MeV order incident spectrum (a) to spectrum (b) (O ff = 1x1O'1
energy dominantly lose their kinetic eergy by atorns/crn 2) is estimated to be 0.2kV (FIG. 2b),
electronic iteraction with the target ad the and the corresponding enhancernent to spectrum
electronic energy deposited by the implanted ion (c) (DC beam irradiation dose = jX1012

is converted to the target atomic and olecular atoMS/Crn2 ) reaches as high as ca. 2kV (Fig. 2c).

motions. Depending strongly on the local In contrast to the C,+ bombardment Fig 2,
deposited energy density, the target molecule the dose dependence of the TOF spectrurn for
may be fragmented and a fraction of the Cs' does not show clear spectrum compression
fragments is emitted as secondary ions. The (Fig. 3 Although the general shape of the
deposited eergy density at the ear surface due spectrum differs from that of Fig. 3a-b by
to C8' impact is larger than that due to C,+ chemical modification due to the ion
impact because constituent atoms originating bornbardment, we can obtain a clear TOF
from the same cluster simultaneously transfer spectrum even after DC beam irradiation with a
their kinetic energy to a small area of te target dose as high as 7xl 012 (atoMS/CM2) without

charge compensation (Fig. 3c).

-I -5 09�v

A
A A_

0

WV
IT

y-V

C.) 0 0

X U

WV1
0

100 150 200 250 300 100 150 200 M 300
MCA charml nuff&r MOA ftnrel nunter

Fig.2 Positive secondary ion TOF spectra for C,' Fig.3 Positive secondary ion TOF spectra foi- Cs�bombardment. (a) 1x1O W 2 -,. = xio" atorris/cm2, (b)atoms/crn (b) bombardment. (a) �),,
1x1011 tom S/CM2, (c) DC beam irradiation dose N101] atorns/crn 2, (c) DC beam irradiation dose
IX1012 atone S/CM2. The vertical axis sows ion counts 7x 1012 atoMS/CM2 . The vertical axis sows ion counts
in linear scale. Each channel corresponds to 0.05Vs. in linear scale. Each cannel corresponds to 0.05�ts-
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These results show that the potential of the In conclusion, the use of C' instead of C'
ion-emission point is stable during the C as a primary ion for the secondary ion TOF

bombardment over a wide range of atomic doses. measurement of PC almost completely
Comparison of magnified TOF spectra around eliminates dose-dependent peak shift and
H' and H2' peaks between C and C, with a compression due to charging, both of which are
effective dose of ff = 1x1O'O atoMS/CM2 during observed with C bombardment to PC. The

the measurements (Fig. 4 reveals that the H' stability of the TOF spectrum against charging
peak for C is narrower than that or Cl'. The in Cs' bombardment provides a better spectrum
narrower peak fr C enables H' to be clearly resolution than th at obtained i n Cj'

distinguished from the H2 fr Cs', whereas it is bombardment. Mass spectroscopy using a
difficult to distinguish te corresponding peaks cluster ion as a primary ion will be a promising
for Cl' because charging during the tool for chemical analysis of materials with
measurement results in continuous peak shifts lower electric conductivities.
and, hence, peak broadening. Therefore, the
use of the cluster ion beam also has an
advantage over the monoatomic ion beam in References
improving the resolution of the spectrurn. 1) K. Hrata, S. Saitoh, K. Narumi, ad Y.

Kobayashi, Appl. Phys. Lett., 81, 3669
(2002).
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4.1 Effect of Irradiation Defects on the Thermal Diffusivity
of SiC and SiC/SiC Composites by He Ion Implantation

T.Taguchi*, N.Igawa*, E. Wakai** and S.Jitsukawa**
Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI/Tokai*
Departnient of Material Science, JAERI/Tokal**

1. Introduction 2.Experimental procedure
Ceramic matrix Composites show excellent 2.1 Materials

high temperature mechanical properties and The samples of SiC were fabricated by
non-catastrophic failure behavior. These chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and
materials are, therefore, attractive candidates reaction bonding (RB) process. The SiC/SIC
fo r structural applications at high composites were fabricated by chemical
temperatures. In particular, SiC/SIC vapor infiltration (CVI) and RB process. As
composites are expected to be used for first reinforcement, H-Nicalon Type S and
wall and blanket components in a fusion Tyranno SA SIC fibers were used in this
reactor because of low residual radioactivity. study. The details of fabrication procedure of
In the fusion reactor,, these materials have to SIC ad SC/SiC composites are described
have high thermal diffusivity for heat elsewhere'). Densities and porosities of these
exchange and reducing the thermal shock. SIC and SIC/SiC composites are summarized
Under fusion conditions, He and H are in Table 1. The specimen size was 10 mm in

produced by 14MeV neutron-induced diameter and 07 mm in thickness
transmutation reactions wich are (n a and
(np), respectively. These transmutation rates 2.2 Measurement of thermal diffusivity
in SIC are larger than those in other candidate and thermal conductivity
materials such as ferritic steels and vanadium The thermal dffusivities of the specimens
alloys.') It is important to investigate He were measured in the temperature range from
and/or H effects on the thermal and 15 to I 100 C using a laser flash thermal
mechanical properties. In this study, we diffusivity analyzer (PS-2000, Rigaku Co.
investigated the effect of He ions Ltd., Japan) with a ruby laser of 20J in the
implantation on the thermal diffusivities of maximum power. The transient temperature
SIC and SC/SiC composite. response at the rear surface of te specimen

was monitored with an IR detector. The

Table I Characterization of SiC and SiC/SiC composites.

Specimen ID Densitv / gcill, Implanted He appin
CVD-SiC 2.72 26 Stoichiometric SIC

RB-SIC(10:0) 3.02 26 Residual free-Si: - %
RB-SIC(10:9) 3.21 9 Residual free-SI: 40%

CV1-SIC/Sic(s) 2.56 7, 30 Hi-Nicalon Tpe S fiber was sed

CVISiC/SiC(SA) 2.65 7, 30 TNTanno SA fiber Nvas used

RB-S1C/S1QSA) 2.65 7, 30 TNTanno SA fiber Avas sed
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thermal dffusivity, a, was obtained by 12

method using the following equation, E 1.6 -

4

1 3 8 8L'/ 7r >" '.2 aid

U)where 1/2 is the time required to reach half of :3 0.8

4--the total temperature rise on the rear surface �6 0.6

of the specimen, and L is the specimen -FU 0.4
E 0.2

thickness. (1) 0 ......
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200

Temperature 9C2.3 Implantation
An irradiation apparatus was installed in Fig.2 The thernial diff-usWities of as-recelved

Light Ion Room No.2 of cyclotron facility at CVD-SIC and He implanted CVD-SIC as
TIARA. The SiC and SIC/SIC composites functions of temperature.
were irradiated by 5MeV He ions for
several hours with this apparatus using an of thermal dffusivitles of the CVD-SIC. The
Al-foil energy degrader in order to obtain the thermal diffusivities of CVD-SIC decreased
uniform He distribution in the specimens. after implantation of He+ ions. He atoms
Figure I shows the depth distribution of He combine with lattice defects easily and
concentration calculated by TRIM code.3) In become stable because they are not soluble in
this case, it assumed that the beam current SIC. In general, the termal conductivity of
density was 04 pA/cm 2 and the irradiation SIC is contributed to phonon-phonon
time is about 19 hours. This calculated result scattering. The implanted He in SIC
indicates that He+ ions are implanted amplifies the phonon-phonon scattering.

Consequently, the thermal dffusivities of He
uni ormly in the specimen toward the depth I I I
of about 760 m. The concentration of implanted specimens decreased. The thermal
implanted He ions is also shown in Table 1. diffusivity of CVD-SIC measured in the 2nd

run was higher than that measured ll te I St
35 ........... run. It is reported that He release from SIC

O
E starts at 500 C and tended to increase witha- 30 - 4increasing temperature ). The specimen was

25 0heated up to 1100 C durina te ]t
.0 20 Therefore, the thermal
t� measurement.

15 diffusivity of the 2nd measurement was
10 - h1aher tan that of I t measurement.

0 However, the thermal diffusivity of 2nd
5 -

a) measurement was lower tan tose of
0 . . . . . . . . .

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 as-received CVD-SiC. By annealinc, at
temperature higher than 1100 C , it is

Depth from specimen surface m
Fig. IDepth dstribution of He in SIC calculated expected that te thermal dffusivity of
bv TRIM code. Specimen recovers higher.

3. Results 4. Discussion
Although te 6 kinds of SIC and SIC/SIC The thermal conductivity K is calculated

composites were implanted with He ions, te from the thermal dffusivity a by te
result of only CVD-SIC is shown in this following equation,
paper. Figure 2 sows the measured results K= ct p Cp (2)
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where o is the density and C is the E 25 . . .

specl icheat capacity at constant pressure. Ist run
2nd runBecause heat conduction in SC takes place 20 - 0I - 0

by phonon-phonon scattering, K is also given
CU 0

by Debye equation: i 5 0

K= 1 3 CNrVltj,,,,aj (3)
I- 0
0
0 0where ]li is the mean free path of phonons

Cv is the heat capacity per unit volume, and Q) 5

V is the mean phonon velocity, which we a)Q
assume to be equal to the velocity of sound in 0 F0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
SIC. And Cv is obtained by the following Temperature C

equation, Fig.3 Relationship between defect concentration

CV= C (4) induced by irradiation ad temperature.

In this study V is gven by te following
independent of temperature. The reason for

equation, this is that some part of the induced defects

V=,�_E/ (5) disappeared when the specimens were heated

where E is the elastic modulus of the SIC. By up to II 00 0C during the I st measurement.

setting eqn(2)=eqn(3), we obtain

11hernial=-3 a V (6) 5' Conclusion
He ion implantation effect on the thermal

When additional phonon scattering by diffusivities of CVD-SIC was investigated.

defects is introduced into a solid after The results obtained in this study are

irradiation, the mean free path is reduced summarized as follows.-

from Ithernial t 11. The mean free path [1] The thermal dffusivities of CVD-SiC

ibutable to defects, decreased after implantation of He ions.

lirradlation, is approximated by- [2] Te thermal dffusivity measured in the

2nd run was higher than that measured in
1/11 ":::I/Itlieriiial+l/lirradiatioii (7) the I st run because He was released from

Finally, the defect concentration induced by CVD-SiC during the I st run.

irradiation, XhTadlaiton, is calculated from [3] The defect concentration induced by

line by the following equation, irradiation, X7radialion, was estimated.

X1rrad1a1iojj':::::::M1(2 P lirradiailon3NA) (8)

where M is te molecular welaht of SIC and References

NA is Avogadro's constant. 1) L.L.Snead et al., Journal of Nuclear
I I -C

Figure 3 shows te Xin-adialion Of CM-Si Materials 233-237 1996) 26-36

calculated from eqn(7) and eqn(8). Te 2) Taguchi et al., Ceramic Transactions 144

defect concentration of implanted He (2002) 69-76

estimated by I st measurement data rapidly 3) J.F.Ziegler et al., The Stopping and

decreased around 600 -C. Tis is because te Ranaes of Ions in Matter, vol. 1, Per-amonZ

He release from SIC starts at 500 0C. On the Press, New York, 1985

other hand, te defect concentration by 2nd 4) K.Sasaki, T.Yano, T.Maruyama ad

measurement data was smaller tan that by T.1seki, Journal of Nuclear Materials

I st measurement data ad almost constant 179-181 1991) 407-410
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4.2 Synergistic Effects of Implanted Helium and Hydrogen
on the Microstructural Change of SiC/SiC Composites

T.Taguchi*,N.Igawa*,S.Miwa**,E.Wakai' SJitsukawa***and

A. Hasegawa

Neutron Science Research Center, JAERI/Tokai-I
Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku University`
Department of Materials Science, JAERI/Tokai-1:1-1

1. Introduction 2. Experimental procedure
SiC/SiC composites are being developed as 2.1 Materials

structural materials for fusion power reactors in The 2D plane weave of Hi-Nicalon Type and
part due to their high temperature strength and Tyranno SA SiC fiber fabrics as reinforcement
low residual radioactivity after neutron iadiation. were used in tis study. The SiC/SiC composites
However, the effect of transmutation gasses on were fabricated using the forced thermal gradient
SiC, which are not produced in the Cent chemical vapor ifiltration (F-CVD process at
fission-neutron damage studies ' is largely Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The details of

2)unknown. Of particular oern are the high fabrication procedure are described elsewhere
levels of helium (He) and hydrogen (H)
transmutation atoms produced by the 14.1-MeV 2.2 Irradiation
fusion neutrons. The production rates of He ad H Simultaneous ion irradiation was carried out
in SiC in first wall region are approximately a at TRA (Takasaki Ion Accelerators for
gas/dpa ratio of 130 appm He/dpa ad 40 apprn Advanced Radiation Application) facility of
H/dpal). Irradiation-induced microstructural JAERI. The specimens were irradiated at 100 or
changes may be accelerated in SiC/SiC 1300 C by 60 MeV Si2l ions, 1.0 MeV He' ions
composites under the fusion condition since He is and/or 340 keV H' ions. Various combinations of
insoluble in virtually all materials and is captured ions were examined in this study as summarized
easily within vacancy clusters produced during in Table 1. The implantation of He' ad H' ions
cascade formation. was conducted using an alurninurn foil energy

In this study, the synergistic effect of implanted degrader in order to control He ad H distribution
He and H atoms and the effect of irradiation i te depth ange of about 1.0-1.8 . n front the
temperature on inicrostructural change of SiC/SiC specimen surface. The displacement damage, He,
composites using near-stoichiornetric SiC fiber is H ad Si concentration as a function of depth
presented by application of simultaneous ion from te surface i SiC calculated by TRIM
irradiation at 100 ad 1300 'C. code 3) is sown in Fig. .

Table Irradiation condition of simultaneous ion-beams in this study.

Condition ID Kinds of ions Displacement He concentration H concentration
damage (DPA) (appm) (appm)

Single (Si) Si 2+ 10 0 0

Single (He) He' -0 1300 0
Dual Sj2+ +He+ 10 1300 0

Triple Si 2+ +He++H+ 10 1300 400
Triple (Hxl 0) �+He�++H+ 10 1300 4000
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60 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .2000 the grain boundaries. The average size of He
CD0 q

50 0 bubbles decreased with increasing amount of
E 1500
.0 H. mplanted H ions. On the other hand, the umber

nlmi.� 23
ID100 0 density of He bubbles slightly increased with.27 30 =.a

C '5ZR
W L" increasing the amount of implanted H ions. These
E 20 C)(D Rn 500 Z'

CL 10 results indicate that the simultaneously implanted
.T

0 .... IL 0 H might prevent the igration of He ad the
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 growth of He bubbles might be inhibited. Hojou

Depth from surface (. m)

Fig. 1. Displacement damage, He, H and Si has reported that H atoms implanted
concentration as a function of depth from the simultaneously with He atoms would contribute
surface in SiC calculated by TRIM code to forming a large number of nuclei for bubbles

3. Results nd discussion formation at room temperature by in-situ TEM
observation technique 4). The result in this study isCross-sectional TEM niicrophotographs of the

irradiated SiC matrices at about 14 In depth corresponding to this previous work.
from the surface are given hi Fig. 2 The average At irradiation temperature of 1300 'C, He bubbles
size, average number density and formation were observed in the matrix irradiated by single
position of He bubbles in the matrix is He ins, dual ad triple ion-beams. Hasegawa has
summarized in Table 2 For implantation at reported that He bubbles were formed in He
1000 'C, He bubbles are not observed in the pre-implanted matrix of SiQ/SiC composite

5
matrix irradiated by single Si ions or single He annealed at 1400 'C for h ). Such voids
ions. However, He bubbles were observed in the (average size: 5.8 nrn) were also observed in the
matrix irradiated under dual (Si+He) or triple rnatrix irradiated by single Si ions although gas
(SI+He+H) ion-beams. These results reveal tat atoms such as He and H were ot implanted.
the simultaneous ion-beams irradiation enhances Price reported that neutron irradiation at 1250 C
the formation of stable He clusters. It is tought produces voids in . -SiC and the average size of
that this is caused by the simultaneous formation voids was 42 nnP. The results in this study are in
of vacancies by the silicon ion damage that are good agreement with te previous studies. Helium
stabilized in the presence of helium. Oce stable bubbles in te matrix irradiated by single He ions
vacancy clusters are formed tey continue to add and the voids were mainly formed at grain
helium leading to the helium bubbles observed. boundary. Helium bubbles in te matrix irradiated
These He bubbles were preferentially formed at by dual and triple ion-beams were formed both at

Single (Si) Single (He) Dual (Si+He) Triple Triple (Hx10)

U0

C)

U0
C)
CD 20, nm

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional TEM microphotographs of the irradiated SIC matrices at
about 14 pm. depth fi-om. the surface.
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grain boundary ad within the grain. The average (2) The average size of He bubbles in the matrix
size of He bubbles at the grain boundary was decreases with increasing density of ]implanted H
much larger than that in the grain. The reason is ions. The number density of He bubbles icreases
that the recombination of He clusters was when the implantation temperature is increased
accelerated since the mobility of He interstitial frorn 1000 to 1300'C and the amount of
and vacancy at grain boundary is larger than that implanted H is increased.
in the grain. (3) At the irradiation temperature of 1000 C,

Both average size and number density of He He bubbles in the matrix were mainly formed

Table. 2 The average size, average number density and formation position of He bubbles
in the matrix

Irradiation Condition Single (Si) Single Dual (Si Triple Triple (X1 0
temperature ID (He) He) H)

C) Position raqe size n
Grain ------------ ------------

boundary 4.9 4.6 2.7
1000 Grain ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------

interior
Dnity

(M 0 0 1.61 x1 O' 2.51 x1 O' 2.75xl O'
Grain Not

boundary 5.8 2.3 23.2 20.9 examined
1300 Grain ------------ ------------ Not

interior 4.1 3.9 examined
Den Not Not Not

(M measured measured 5.92xl O' 7.22xl O' examined

bubbles increased with increased irradiation near the grain boundary. At the irradiation

temperature (Table 2 He bubbles formed at temperature of 1300 C, He bubbles in the matrix

irradiation temperature of 1000 C were observed were formed both at grain boundary ad within

only in the He implanted region 0.7-1.8. in from the grains. The average size of He bubbles at

the surface). On the other hand, He bubbles at grain boundary was much larger than that near the

1300 C were also observed outside of He grain.

implanted region; the formation depth-range of

He bubbles was from 03.0 m. The obility of References:

He interstitial and iduced vacancy was increased 1) L.L. Snead, R.H. Jones, A. Kohyal-na, P. Fenici,

with increasing the irradiation temperature. J. Nucl. Mater. 233-237 1996) 26.

Therefore, He bubbles grew easily ad the 2) T. Taguchi, N. Igawa, S. Jitsukawa, T. Nozawa,

number of visible He bubbles was icreased at Y. Katoh, A. Kohyarna, L. L. Sead, J. C.

higher temperature. McLaughlin, Ceram. Trans. 144 2002) 69.

3) J. F. Ziegler, J. P. Biersack, U. Litti-nark, Te

4. Conclusions Stopping and Ranges of Ions in Matter, vol. 1,

(1) At the irradiatio tmperature of 1000 'C, Pergarrion Press, New York, 1985.

He bubbles were ot observed in the atrix 4) K. Hojou, S. Furuno, K. N. Kushita, H. Otsu K.

irradiated by single Si ions or single He ions T-zui, Nucl. Instr ad Meth. in Phys. Res. 91

while He bubbles were observed in te atrix (1994) 534.

irradiated by dual or triple ion-bearns. 5) A. Hasegawa, M. Saito, S. Nogami, K. Abe, R.

Simultaneous existence of the iduced vacancies H. Jones, H. Takahashi, J. Nucl. Mater. 264

by Si ion bearn ad implanted He ions contributed (1999) 355.

to te formation of He bubbles. 6) R. J. Pi-ice, J. Nucl. Mater 4 1973) 47.
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4.3 Extra Radiation Hardening and Microstructural Evolution

in F82H by High-dose Dual Ion Irradiation

M. Ando', E. Wakai", T. Sawai",S. Matsukawa' A. Naito**,

S.Jitsukawa**, K. Oka***, T. Tanaka*** and S. Ohnuki***

Department of Fusion Engineering Research, JAERl*

Department of Materials Science, JAERI**

Graduate School of Engineering, Hokkaido University'

1. Introduction 2.Experimental procedure

Reduced activation ferritic/martensitic 2.1 Materials and preparation

steel (RAFs) is the most promising candidate for The material used in this study was

the blanket structural material in fusion reactor. reduced activation ferritic/martensitic steel

Radiation embrittlement caused by irradiation at (F82H; Fe-8Cr-2W-0.2V-0.04Ta-0.1C). The heat

lower temperatures <673 K) would affect their treatment was normalized at 1313 K for 0. hr

service life'). Neutron irradiation data suggest and tempered at temperatures of 1023 (denoted as

that the shift of ductile brittle transition Std) and 1073 (denoted as HT) K for hr.

temperature (DBTT) seems to saturate at higher 2.2 Ion Irradiation

doses, although high dose data are very limited. Small coupons specimens 6 x 3 x 0.8

Furthermore, te effect of transmutation elium mm) were irradiated in te TIARA facility by

on radiation embrittlement in RAFs is also an 10.5 MeV Fe 31 ions with/without 1.05 MeV He+

important subjeCt2,3) . Advantages of multi-ion ions. He+ ion implantation was performed with

irradiation experiments include that high dose using aluminum foil energy degrader in order to

irradiation up to - 00dpa can be easily achieved control helium distribution in the depth range of

and that the ratio of displacement damage and about 05-1.3 �tm from the specimen surface.

helium production can be controlled during Further details of irradiation system are described

irradiation 4). The positive correlation is generally elsewhere 6). The irradiation was performed to

observed between radiation hardening and 3.3-100 dpa at the depth of 06 [tm and the

radiation embrittlement in ferritic/martensitic damage rate was about I.OX10-3 dpa/s at this

steels by neutron irradiation data. Radiation depth. The deformation depth due to

hardening by ion-irradiation can be evaluated by micro-indentation reaches up to 45 times larger

an ultra micro-indentation technique, than the indentation depth 5) . The nominal damage
Y5).systernaticall level in this study is expressed as the damage at

The objectives of this study are to 600 nm, which is 1.5 times of indentation depth.

evaluate radiation hardening on ion-irradiated 2.3 Micro-indentation hardness

F82H up to 100 dpa and to examine the extra Micro-indentation tests were performed

component of radiation hardening due to at loads to penetrate about 040 �tm in the

implanted helium atoms (up to 3000 appmHe) irradiated specimens using an UMIS-2000

in F82H under ratio of 0, 10, 100 appmHe/dpa. (CSIRO, Australia). The micro-hardness showed
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the average of 35 measurements per an irradiated dependence up to 30 dpa agrees approximately

specimen. The direction of indentation was with the results of yield stress (cyy) about F82H

chosen to be parallel to the ion bearn axis. irradiated at HFIR.

2.4 Microstructure observation 3.2 Extra component of radiation hardening

Irradiated specimens were made into by helium

thin films, with a Hitachi FB-2000A focused ion Fig. 2 shows the extra cornponci of

beam (FIB) pocessing instrument' with a hardening due to helium and displacement

micro-sarnpling system. The foils were made so damage. For the dual (10 appmHe/dpa)

that they included te ion-bearn axis or normal to ion-irradiated F82H at 633 K, the extra

the irradiated surface. The rnicrostructural component of radiation hardening due to helium

examination was carried out using a JEOL was a hardly detectable with helium content less

JEM-2000FX transmission electron microscope than 500 appm. However, the extra hardening

(TEM) operating at 200 kV. due to helium was caused by more tan 1000

3. Results and discussion 50 _. I I I 
-900appm Helium

3.1 Radiation hardening by high-dose (10appnilic/dpa)

irradiation bb
.S 25

Fig. shows the dose dependence of
3+radiation hardening in F82H Fe- single ion

0 7477, 777775- 'A
X <> F82H Std

1 0 .0 ............................................................................................... 1 2 0 0 - 2 5 0 E F 8 2 H H T
0 F82H (HFIR�57=3K)

1000 1 1 0 100 1000
EL 8,0 dpa
S 800U) AHExtra hardening 1) 100

AH si,.gi� i_6.0 600
b

400
L 4.0 i Fig. 2 Relationship between extra hardening due

F* 82H Std] 200 to helium ad displacement damage
C> F82H HT I. .. ............. . 0

0 25 50 75 100 125
Dose(dpa) appm. Moreover, at 100 apprnHe/dpa (-3300

appmfle; at 06 [xrn from surface), the extra
Fig. 1. Dose dependence of radiation hardening hardening about 20 is obviously caused by
at 633 K (Fe" single ion irradiation). Radiation 11planted helium atorns in F82H (Std ad (HT).
hardening data of neutron -irradiated F82H is
also sown for comparison. Fig. 3a)-c) sows the cross-sectional TEM

images in the single/dual irradiated F82H. The

microstructures for the single/dual (10

irradiation). Micro-hardness tends to icrease appi-nHe/dpa) ion bearn iadiated specimens

with displacement damage up to about 30 dpa at consisted of similar fine interstitial loops and

633 K. Te icrement in radiation hardening of defect csters at 50 dpa (the depth of 1.0 �trn)

F82H frorn 50 to 100 dpa was uc saller tan and o cavities were observed. However, i te

that of from to 50 dpa. Tis tendency of dose dual-bearn (100 appinHe/dpa) irradiated
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microstructure, Nano-cavities and fine defects 21 The extra radiation hardening was obviously

were observed. It is suggested tat the formation caused by co-irnplanted elium atoms more than

of nano-cavities causes an extra radiation 1000 appm in F82H irradiated at 633 K.

hardening by higher He/dpa. Similar results of 31 In the dual-bearn (100 appmHe/dpa) irradiated

the extra-hardening due to helium are also microstructure, nano-cavities ad fine defects

reported in references"'). were observed. It is suggested that the formation

of nano-cavities causes the extra radiation

hardening by elium co-implantation.
0 d pi�'�� _P-3' K'
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4.4 Mechanical Properties of Austenific Stainless Steel
Ion-irradiated under External Stress

I.Joka*, M.Futakawa*, A.Naito**, YNanjyo*, T.Suzuki*, K.Kluchl* and
T.Naoe* * *
Department of Nuclear Energy System, JAERI*
Department of Materials Science, JAERI**
Graduate School of lbaraki University"*

1. Introduction 2. Experimental procedure
Irradiation creep has been studied The material tested is type 304 stainless

extensively to provide data tat can be used for steel in the solution-annealed condition. Te
component aalysis of fusion, fast breeder ad chernical composition is gven in Table 1. The
light water reactors. It is now generally configuration of the specimen and te ion
recognized tat te irradiation creep data were in irradiation holder for applying the required

-e shown n Fg. 1. The thickness of
agreement w th an empirical equation' stress ai I I
Moreover, there ave been many irradiation specimen is about 0.2mm. Te specimen has
experiments done under applied stress to three dfferent cross-sections (1.5inin, 1.75mi-n,
investigate stress effects o nucrostructural 2.0inni in Avidth) to be irradiated under dfferent
evolution. It is reported tat the total nucleation stresses at te sarne tirne. The surface of
rate of Frank loops was increased with specimen was polished ith 2400 sand paper
increasing external stresS2). However, tere are and then electrochemically polished. Te spring
few studies on te effect of external stress o was used to apply te required stress to te
mechanical properties of te material uder specimen during irradiation. Te strain gauge
irradiation. was attached o L part (2.Ornm in wdtl-i) of te

Triple ion beam rradiation ca sulate specimen to measure te tensile strain before
the neutron irradiation environment by ion-ii-radlation. Te spring as aqjusted so tat
producing dsplacement damage in te material the tsile strain at L part may become about
while simultaneously implanting H and He. 0.2%. The applied stress, about 20OMPa, at L

However, te ion-irradiated area is limited to the part was estimated from the stress-strain curve

very shallow surface laver (Q�tm depth) of te of tpe 304SS I ts tme, te applied stresses

specimen so that te rradiation damage is of M part (1.75nim in wdth ad part (1.5rnni

distributed in a thin laver. Hence, a in wdth) were calculated to be about 228MPa

nanoindentation technique combined with and 266MPa, respectiveliv. Te strains of and

inverse anahYsis using a fite element method M parts ere estimated from strain-strcss curve

(FEM) as applied to examin te influence of to be about 1% ad 0.5%, espectively.,. Te

ion rradiatio o te mechanical properties of strain gauge ws removed before irradiation.

the thin laver and derive te constitutille The electrochemically, polished specimens
3equation of te damaged aver ). Te purpose of were radiated in triple (12MeV N', LMeV

this studv is to evaluate t mechanical He' ad 380keV W) ion beam mode at a

properties of te irradiated aterial uder temperature of 30T sing te triple o beam

external stress. facifity (TIARA) at JAERL Te temperature of
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the specimen was measured b a infrared The ni'li'mum element sze of 0.05�Lm

I I I is ear

thermorneter(THERMAL VISION, Nkon Co.). the apex contacting one.

The temperature of the spring as lower tan The constitutive equation of te material

50'C during rradiation at 300T. It as believed employed in the odel as assurned to be a

that te stress applied to te specimen was simple power-law which is generally believed to
be applicable to ormal metallic materials as

rnaintained during irradiation. Te displacement I

darnage in the specinlell was mainly attributed to follows:

N13' on irradiation. Te peak dose was about

lOdpa at around 2rn fro te surface. Te He' (7 = Ec C CT,,

and H ons were iplanted in depth anges c = Ac, + 6 (2)

frorn 1.0 to 1.5�trn using a aluminurn foil 1A)" - (7,� 1E) > c, (3)
energy degrader. flee concentration of He ad H

atorns in the implanted range were II appniHe where a is true stress, true strain, E Young's

and 91 appinH wch correspond to WR modulus, yield stress, A work hardening

condition. The dose was about 5dp i the coefficient and n Nork hardening exponent.

implanted range of He' ad H lolls. Therefore, we have to identify te following

The nanoindentation test was carried -out rnaterial constants" ay, A ad through te

on te surfaces of te irradiated ad unirradiated inverse aalysis o te L-D curve. Te iverse

specimens at room temperature. A conical analysis method is described in detail

indenter that as a hemispherical apex with elsewhere3).

radius of 1.2�Lrn as used. A DU`H-200

(Shirnadzu Co.) testing machine was used for 3. Results and discussion

the nanoindentation test. Te load was applied Figure 2 shows te Load-Depth(L-D)
0-3with a loading speed of 2.6xl N/s, eld for I curves easured using the conical indenter, and

second ad ten removed. During loading ad the calculated results using the material

unloading te load was continuously monitored constants given in Eqs (I)-(3) calculated b the

along wt te displacement wth a esolution of inverse analysis ethod oi te L-D curve. Te

19.6ii-iN ad 0. I tin, respectively. calculated L-D curves agree well with te

The interaction between te irradiated experirnental oes as hwn in Fg.2. Te

thin aver ad substrate unirradlated egion) material constants estimated from te inverse

complicates te deformatio uder te indenter analyses on the L-D curves of te stressed ad

and akes it difficult to caracterize te stress-free irradiated specimens are smmarized

irradiated tn aver A inverse analvsis was in Table 2 Te results of analvsIs for an

carried out using a explicit FEM code which unirradiated specimen are also shown in Table 2.

enables us to roughlN, analyze a large It sems that te difference in te yield stress of

deformation that accompanys contacting tile stressed and stress-free irradiated specimen

behavior. In te analvs1s, the indenter ad is not earkable considering te dfference in

specimen were treated as axisviiiinetric the calculated ad experimental yeld stresses of

two-dimensional bodies to improve the the unirradiated specimen. Te values of A ad n

efficiencN, of te calculation. The ndenters ere are te sarne for both specimens. Te value of n

modeled as a perf�ctly rigid. The fineness of te corresponds to uform deformation of te

inesli size is determined y te required accuracy. material. So. it seems tat te dctility loss of
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the irradiated specimens with or without applied nominal stress-stra' f te irradiated

stress is te sarne. specimen in this test condition.

The constitutive equations dentified for

the irradiated layer wth or without applied stress 4. Summary

were used for te FEM analysis to obtain te Frorn the verse anal)rtical results, tere is

stress-strain relationship. A two densional little influence of applied stress o yield stress

axisyrnmetric model as sown in Fig.3 as used and norninal stress-strain curve of the irradiated

for te analysis. The odel has a high rnesh specimen in tis test condition.

density around te center of te specinien. The

deformation of te specimen NN7as calculated by References

the FEM code. Figure 3 sows the calculated 1) F.A.Garner, M.B.Toloczko, J. Nucl. Mater.

norn nal stress-strain curves of te 251(1997)252.
2) H.Tanigawa. Y.Katoh, A.Kohyarna, Nucl.

specimen with or wthout applied stress. The I

analytical results indicated rradiation ardening Instru. ad Methods in Plw. Resea. B

and ductility loss frorn the very shallow 102(1995)151.

irradiated layer. It is considered tat there is little 3) Lloka, M.Futakawa, YNabjyo, T.Suzuki,

influence of applied stress on yield stress and K.Kluchl, JAERI-Review 2002-3 )5(2002)149.

Table I Clien-lical Composition of te Material in,"41X, Spring Hole for T/C

Materials Fe C i Mn Cr Ni
T) e304SS 0.063 0.49 1.45 18.72 10.27

Table 2 Material constants estimated from te inverse aalyses
of irradiated layer vAth or Without emernal stress

Irradiated Unirradiated Speci

Stress-free Stressed Stress-free L, M S part
cy, (Wa) 540 620 190 Fig. I Configuration of te secimen wid die

ion irradiation holderA(MPa) 1410 1350 1410
11 0.21 0.20 0.41

1000

Stress 1"_exp Boo
-Stress free_.al

Str, n,,I_.xp
-Stressed cal

10 Unirrad. exp 600 N
Unirrad--1

400

E f5 C Stress ree
Z -)00 ----- Stressed

Unirrad.

0
0 0 0.15 0.3 0.�5 0.6

1 0.3 0.4 0.5
0. 0.2 C V U Nominal strain

Depth, �ini

Fig.2 L-D crves ineastired ad calculated results Fig.3 Calculated nominal sti-ess-sti-ani cunes of te
using the Inverse analysis stressed ad stress-fTee irradiated secimens
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4.5 Effect of Ion Irradiation on Mechanical Property
of Surface Treated Materials for Mercury Target

M.Futakawa*, ANalto**, Y loka** and Y Kogawa*

Center for proton accelerator facilities, JAERI*

Department of Nuclear Energy Systern, JAER1**

1. Introduction MUVITM (Magnetic Bpact Testing Machine)

A MW-scale target that is being Through tese tests, it was ound that surface

constructed J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator hardening treatments such as nitriding and

Research Complex) can produce a Iiigh-intensity carbunzuig are useful to suppress the damage.

neutron beam by te spallation reaction due to Additionally, iadiation damage is another issue for

accelerated protons hi-npinging on te target material. the tructural Hiltegrity and te life estimation of the

A liquid-mercury target systern for the MW-scale target, snce te target window will be iadiated by

target Val I be installed to take advantages of neutrons ad protons. Tere has been, however, no

self-circulat' heat removal ad neutron )'eld ' data o te effect of radiation on surface hardening

the liquid mercury. treated steels under spallation condition. Hence, 'n

T'he proton beam with I ps pulse dration order to ftivestigate the iadiation effect on surface

is injected into te mercury trough te bearn harderiing treated 3 16SS te candidate '"Mldow

'"Indow at 25 Hz. The moment te proton beam hits material), triple ion beam rradiation tests using W,

the target vessel, stress waves will be, fi-nposed on He+ ad N ere carried out. The canges of

the bearn window and pressure waves will be rnechamcal properties ad ucrostructure due to

generated in te mercury by te thernially shocked irradiation were evaluated b iiiicroliardness.

heat deposition. The pressure waves travel frorn te

mercury to te vessel wall ad te reflected waves 2. Experimental

propagate back. Stress waves are excited te The specirriens are prepared from

pressure wave propagating hi the vessel wall. The reference 3 16SS rnatelials (As-received ad 50%

resulted dynamic stress distribution te vessel cold worked) with and without carburizing:

becornes vry complicated. Provided tat te Kolstenisniig, w1iich is a registered tademark of

negative pressure causes cavitatio ' te inercury, Bodycote International p1c. and Mtri&ig

the following collapse of te cavitation bubbles stuface-hardeiurig treatments. hi te case of n1triding,

generates rrucrojets ad/or shock waves forn' 'wig pits the spech'nens ere nitn'ded for 60 rlu'l at 853 K

on te surface of te vessel wall. flits cavitation using a gas auxture of NH ad NE40 'Hi a pit-type

erosion darnage was observed I o-line tests usuilg gas nitriding fimiace. Vickers hardness is ca 250 Hv

inechaiiically Hinposed pressure ave and for and ca 500 Hv for as-received and 50%, cold orked

III-bearn tests ush'ig protons. 'flu's cavitation erosion 16SS ad ca I 00 Hv ad ca 1200 Hv for tose

darnage accurnulates o te sface of te vessel hardened bv Kolsteiismig ad litridirig treatments,

wall, cornpronuisilig the structural u'itegnty ad respectively. The hardness is oe of i-nateri'al kev

reducing -die life of the vessel. factors to reduce te pittiiig damage

Futakawa, et al. have carried out Irradiation as carried out o te

evaluation tests of cavitation erosion damage by cross-section of flie secimen iricluding flie stuface
hardeni layer at 47' ) K Nith a riple 1011

using SHPB (Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar) '-2 ad ng treated
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bearn of 12 MV N", te degraded 1 I MeV He' hardeiiing of the srface layer with flie thlicluiess up

and the degraded 3 0 keV H' usilg the Takasaki Ion to 35 Wn at least.

Accelerators for Advanced Radiation Application `17he iyucrohardness distributions along

(TLAJZA) facilities at JAERL the distance frorn stuface, which are evaluated by

'I"he SRIN4-2000 code was used to usig Eq. (1) vnith hn, obtailed forin te L/D curves,

compute te displacement dose and te implanted are shown Mi Figure 2 for bot te w =diated ad

ion concentration as a ftinction of depth beneath the irradiated area of the 11trided ad the Kolsten'sed

specu'rien surface, assunuin a displacement energy specimens. Te r1litriding treatment ardened te

of 40 eV. `17he peak dose depth as around 2 W-n. surface layer up to the distance of nearly 3 )5 n

`17he ranges of implanted hellurn ad hydrogen ions fTorn the suiface ad -die Kolsterisuig treatment

were controlled so that te effect of iriiplanted Mickel hardened that up to te distance of early 30 p-n.

ions could be neglected. At te depth of The hardness of the hardening layers was ardly

approximately 1.0 p-n ' te specuillen, te dose was affected by te iadiation, wile that of the

IO dpa and te He/dpa ad H/dpa ratios were about substrates was sigruficantly increased for te

200 and 2000 appii-L/dpa, respectively. as-received one.

Microhai-driess was evaluated from te High compressive stress is distributed I

load and depth (/D) curve measured by te the sface treated layers by arbunza-ig ad

instrumented indenter machine (Shirnadzu iiitiding because they ave larger specific volurne

DUH-200). -flie maxinium irnposed hident load and compared V,,ith te substrates. It is considered tat

loading rate are 30 niN ad 02 mN/s, respectively. hardenlng niechaillisius of te treated layers are

Tbe n'cro hardness Hu was evaluated b ushig te based on tose lattice distortions ad especially iri

following equation the case of iiitridfiig, te generation of the quite fine

Hu=Pm,,,/26.43hma, rutrides such as CrN, Fe3N and Fe4N Vnith Iiigh

Here, hm, is te maxinum depth at te imposed nurnber density ad te lattice distortions and the

maximum load Prn,,,. The L/D cve was measured

I tes at each distance fom te suiface. -As received ardenin- layer)

Irradiated (hardenin- aye]-)
..... As received substrate)

3. Results and Discussion Irradiated substrate)
30

Figure I sows typical results of load

and depth curves obtained from Kolstenised 25

as-received 3 16SS. It Nvas ound tat te LJD cves

of te hardeiiin layer were hardly affected by te 20

ion irradiation although those of te sstrate
-0 15

signi'ficant1v changed. Tiat is, -die iiiaNnUuni depth C

of te substrate NNIthout u'Tadiation reached 07 M

�tni wider te maxi-nuni load of n-LN vduile te

with kradiation is 0.5 Wn. flie dpa istribution -5

along te depth is present Nvitlluil the depth of 22 u,

according to the SRIM calculation. flie easured 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

hardness is flif[luenced bv tat of te surfacc laver Depth, �trn

with 7tu'-nes thi'cluiess of te easured dept 4 `17he Fig. I Measured load ad depth curve 'Hi te

decrease of te lin, represents -die Mi-adiation. Kolste'sed as-received 16SS.
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A, rceived 4. Summaiy
Irradiaftdi ion

In order to investigate flie 7adiat'
10 jig treated 3 I 6SS: teeffe t oil te surface hardem

candidate dow rnate al, triple oil beaiilsAlitriding: 316SS Vul rl

irradiation test using H He', N" as camied out

taking account of te target spallation condition. 'Ilic

changes of rnechamical poperties ad ncrostructure

due to irradiation were evaluated by flle

rru'croindentation techrj�ique. As a result tlie
lo 

distuilguished cange was hardly observed oil tlie
7 � j :

J surface hardenling treated layers of 316SS. In flie
KoLvierui? 316SS

futue work te ucrostructure uivestigation wil be

carried out.
�D

0

I 5
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4.6 Change in Cr at Grain Boundary of the Advanced Fuel

Cladding Material with Triple Ion Irradiation

Y.Nanjo*, I.loka*, A.Naito*, H.Yarnarnoto**, K.Kiuchi*
K.Fujimura*** and H.Obata***
Department of Nuclear Energy System, JAERI*
Nuclear Science Research Center, JAERI'*
Japan Atomic Power Company

1. Introduction Table .
The advanced fuel cladding material, adapted The prototype tube of the candidate was made

to the 10OGWd/t of ultra high burn-up extension through vacuum induction melting (VIM) and
with Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel, is developed o cold crucible induction melting (CCIM) methods.
the view points of the radioactive waste The flat plates of the candidate ad Fe-25Cr-
reduction, Pu effectual utilization and 2ONi alloy were made through VIM and electron
improvement of economical efficiency. A beam melting (EB) methods. Both of te
stabilized austenitic stainless steel with high Cr candidate and Fe-250-20Ni alloy were ultra
concentration and high gamma phase high purity grade with impurities of C, N and 
stabilization, Fe-250-35Ni, has been adopted of total 50ppm.
for the candidate. The ultra high purification and The prototype tube of the candidate was
the strain aged recrystallization (SA-R) were produced through the SAR process and stretch
made during the machining process for forming process. SAR process consisted of te
obtaining the fine grain and uniformly dispersed 60% cold work with extruding and continuous
precipitates, which are countermeasures against two heat treatments. The first heat treatment is
popular problems such as Intergranular Stress aging at 873 K for 15 hours to uiformly
Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) or ductility loss. stabilize impurities as precipitations, and te

For evaluating the change in Cr concentration second one is recrystallization at 1048 K for 0
at the grain boundary which is an index for the hours to obtain fine grain. After SAR process,
susceptibility of IGSCC, the candidates and the tube was moved into stretch forming process,
comparisons were irradiated with triple ion corresponding to 7 cold work, for obtaining
beams of Ni", He' and H' which simulates the sufficient strength and straightening.
ultra high burn-up extension condition. Then Mutsu cladding tube was produced through
dose dependence and composition dependence the normal tube fabrication process with
of te Cr depletion for the candidates and 12-15 cold work.
comparisons were measured. The flat plates of candidate and other

comparisons were used after solution treatment
2. Experimental at 1323 K for hour.
2.1 Alloys

Two types of the candidates (prototype tube 2.2 Irradiation sample
and flat plate) and three types of the The sample for irradiation was the disk of
comparisons (304SS for Mutsu cladding tube, 3mrn in diameter ad cut out fro 'm each material.
316SS flat plate ad Fe-25Cr-2ONi flat plate) If the disks were cut frorn tube type material, te
were used in this study. Chernical composition flat surface was obtained o te outside of the
of the candidates ad comparisons is sown in tube by wet polishing with silicon carbon paper,
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and the pre-disk was taken from the flat surface - 2 nm i mode. In analysis, each grain
with slurry drill core cutter. The curved surface boundary was aligned such that the boundary

of the pre-disk was wet polished. In flat plate was edge-on (parallel to the electron bearn). All

type material, sheets of 0.5 miri in thickness measurements were performed at a magnificent
were cut, and the disks were cut from the sheets of 1000000x. Each data acquisition was
with electro polishing, in which the mixed acid typically interrupted every 10-20 sec to put

(sulfuric acid phosphoric acid = 23 was used, back the electron probe. Data acquisition lasted
at 333-343K about I hour. The disks were wet for 90 sec of detector live time because samples
polished to 02 mm in thickness. The irradiation drifted in sall step during a period of
side was buff-polished, and then electro- measurement.
chemically polished prior to irradiation.

3. Result and discussion
2.3 Irradiation Fig.1 shows the dose dependence of the

For simulating the neutron irradiation under change in Cr concentration at the grain boundary
10OGWd/t of ultra high burn-up extension, the from the bulk in the 304SS for Mutsu cladding
disk was irradiated by triple ion beams, 12MeV tube and the prototype candidate tube,
Ni", 38OKeV H' and LlMeV He', at TLAiRA i respectively. It is the same tendency as that
JAERI Takasaki I irradiation, temperature of shown in other investigations that Cr depletion
the disk was kept at 573 K. He' and H were occurred in both materials. In the candidate tube,
irradiated through the energy degraders to be Cr depletion occurred up to 10 dpa at the grain
spread at the implanting range. Distributions of boundary. Over dpa, Cr depletion is almost
displacement damage and each implanted ion in constant about 6 wt%. The 304SS tube will
the disk were calculated with SRIM 20001) H+ show the same pattern. Cr depletion is about 
and H' were at 1.0-1.5 �tm frorn the bombarded wt% until 50 dpa. Segregation of the 304SS for
surface in the calculation. Displacement damage Mutsu cladding tube shows the similar Cr
was ajusted up to 50dpa at the depth because it depletion in RefS2-4).

was supposed that dose was about 50 dpa under It is considered that Cr depletion is quasi-
ultra high burn-up extension. Ni concentration saturated with the equilibrium of vacancy flux to
was less than 1.0 at% wt%) at the depth, the sink, e.g. grain boundary, and Cr self-
and H ad He concentrations were adjusted 20- diffusion flux up to 10 dpa under the irradiation

30 appm/dpa ad 23 appin/dpa, respectively. because the primary driving mechanism of RIS
is preferential interaction of solute atorns wth

2.4 Microchemistry measurement vacancy flUX4).

Bombarded surface of the disk was Fig.2 shows the composition dependence of
electrochemically removed to 12-1.3 �tm in the quasi-saturated Cr depletion at the grain
depth, ad that surface was masked with a boundary for 304SS Mutsu cladding tube,
manicure for sielding from the following 316SS, Fe-25Cr-2ONi and the candidates. Data

electrochemical process. Another surface was of Cr depletion of 304SS for Mutsu claddiiig
electrochemically jet thinned. tube and the candidate are taken from Fig.l.

Microchernical measurement was examined 316SS and Fe-25Cr-20M were irradiated to 5
by TEM/EDS of JEOL 200OF with Noran dpa because it is considered that Cr depletio of

623M-3SUT EDS system. Accelerating voltage each material is quasi-saturated at about 10-20
was 200 keV at 10-7 torr order i operation. A dpa o this irradiation condition frorn Fig.l. Cr

double tilt specimen older was used for the depletion in each material is about 5-10 wt at

observation. The icident probe diameter was 573K. It is considered that composition
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Table Chernical Composition of the candidates ad comparisons

Composition
Material Histry Fe Cr Ni Ti C N 0 S Si Mn _2 Mo

Candidate Fe-25Cr-35Ni ST" bal. 24.40 35.56 021 0.0006 0.0010 0.0010 0001 <0.01 <0.01 0.001
11 (prototype tube) SAR 2 bal. 24.55 34.99 0.18 0.0013 0.0014 0.0011 0.0009 0.005 0.001 0.001
Fe-25Cr-2ONi ST bal. 22.90 21.88 0.22 0.0010 00006 0.0005 0.002- <0.01 <0.01 0.001

Comparison 316SS ST I bal. 1 754 112.55 0.008 0.001 0.43 0.83 0.023 211
304SS(Mutsu cladding tubc)1*3 I bal 118.7 0.012 _ 0490 1.45 10.0161 -

.1: Solution Treatment 
*2: Strain Aged Recrystallization
*3: normal tube processed with 12-15 cold work

dependence of Cr depletion is 4

seen, but tat difference is small.
0 Fe-=r-35NKcandidates)

Cr concentration at the grain 2 - 0 304SS for Mutsu cladding tube
304SS K.Asano et a 2]

boundary measured by other 304SS S.M.Bruernmer et al 31
0 K', 304SS G.S.Was et al 4]

investigators with AES is 0
typically by 2-3wt% lower than -2

S 4). 0 .......................................... .........................................that with TEM/ED If Cr 0
0 0
c -4depletion may be lower than that
0 0

of this study, Cr concentrations at -6 0

the grain boundary of 304SS and
316SS may not be kept at 12 wt%

........................................
for Cr, under w hich the austenitic .: ...................... - .1 .. . ............... .....................-10
stainless steel can be corroded. 0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60

The candidate has enough Cr at Dose (dpa)

the grain boundary even if the Fig.1 Dose dependence of the candidate tube and 304SS for
depletion of Cr concentration is Mutsu cladding tube
Wm%. 30

I C, C.... tam f .1k
C, c_ .. t'.ti_ i,, G.B. Fe-25Cr-20M Fe-25Cr-35M

25 Ch-g. f Cr C..... t,.ti.,,

4. Summary
2o-304SS 316SSDose dependence and composition depen- -1 . 77,-

dence of Cr depletion at grain boundary were 15-

evaluated for the candidate and other
comparisons at the irradiation temperature of

5

537K. Cr depletion at gi-ain boundary of the
candidate and 304SS are quasi-saturated at over
10 dpa in the value of 5-6wt% A little LI
composition dependence of Cr depletion was co

-10
seen at quasi-saturated dose(15dpa). 304SS ad

316SS may occur IGSCC if Cr depletion of 10 Fig.2 Composition dependence of Cr concentration
wt% occurred. But the candidate has enough Cr for te candidates, Fe-25Cr-20NI, 316SS
concentration to resist IGSCC. and 304SS for Mutsu cladding tube

Reference Degra. Of Mater. In Nucl. Power Sys Water

1) J.F.Ziegler et.al., "The Stopping ad Range of Reactor,(1991)838.
lon i Solids", vol.1, Pergarnon Oress, New 3) S.M.Bruernmer et aL, Corrosion, 5 1994)

York 1985) 940.

2) K.Asano et al., 5th Int. Syrnp O Enviro. 4) G.S.Was et al, J.Nucl. Mater., 270(1999)96
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4.7 Evaluation of Irradiation Effects on
Improved Stainless Steel

FKano", YTsuchiya*, N.Sailo", A.Naito"* and .loka**

Toshiba Corporation*

Department of Material Science, JAERI**

1.1introduction ions at 573K and 823K. The dose was 2 dp at

The supercritical-water cool ed power 1/Im depth from the surface. The damage

reactor (SCWR) is expected to be an peak depth and nickel ion ange eak dpth

innovative nuclear power system with were over 2 t M. Therefore we can avoid any

considerably higher thermal efficiency ad the influence on the compositional distribution of

smaller specific volume. Material implanted nickel ion. After iradiation, the

compatibility for core components, in specimen surface was removed by

particular fuel claddings, is thought to be a key electropolishing to Itm and back-thinned for

factor for the viability of SCWR, since a severe perforation i 10%HC103+CHCOOH solution.

environment consisting of wide temperature Microstructural observation on the bright field

range and high dose of eutron irradiation irnage (BF) and high-angle annular dark-field

presumed. (HAADF) were conducted using a FE-TEM

The SCWR will be oerated in the wide (TOPCON EM-002BF).

temperature range of 573K to 823K. It is

important to develop materials that have 3.Results

superior irradiation resistance characteristics in Fig. shows an optical micrograph of' the

the SCWR environment, articularly in regard typical specimen before irradiation. The
Swelling 21to void . These ae influenced by grain sizes of a usual SUS304 and a fine gain

point d efeci introduced b y irradiation. SUS304 a 70 ad micron, respectively.

Therefore., the grain size of' alloys was mde Fig.2 shows the BF and HAADF

fine, and the effect f additive element to microstructures with a usual gain size ater

accomplish this in he cse f austenilic irradiation at 723K lo 5dpa. Voids ere

stainless steels was evaluated. observed on the usual one. HAADF image

has a contrast depending o the atomic number

2.Expelimental Z, then voids can be seen as black points

The specimens examined were SUS304 clearly. . Fig.3 shows the BF and AADF

stainless steels. The gain size is finer than microstructures it a ine gin size after

those of' commercial alloys. 0.06%Ti is lidded irradiation at 723K to 5dpa.There are few

lo alloys to make the gin sizes fine. voids in ine one.
3) ave eported that ne-

Specimen with a usual gain size is given as a Hasegawa et al . h,

reference or the purpose of comparison ith grained auslenitic stainless sel has good

other oes. Tey were manufactured by cold corrosion performance. Because grain

work d heal-treatment. The 3rn dmeter boundary length is onger i fine grained alloy,

TEM discs ere irradiated wh 12MeV N i3+ capture f ipurities is tought lo be easy,
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cau sing g eneral- corrosion at g rain b oun dary ...... ...... ..................................................... ........... ..

As the distance to grain boundary is short in

refined-grain alloys, the vacancy concentration

differs between the fine -grain alloy ad the

usual alloy at void ucleation temperature.

In this examination, there are specimens

with larger grain size and specimens with grain Fig.1 Optical micrograph of the typical

size smaller than the irradiation range from the specimen before irradiation. The grain sizes

surface. A change to void swelling is thought of a usual SUS304 and a fine grain SUS304 are

unlikely to occur if grain size is larger than the 70 and micron.

irradiation range. As a r estraint effect of the

void production is seen in specimens other than

SUS 304, an effect of additive element is a

dominant factor. A similar effect is found in

titanium-added SUS with the usual grain size 4)

Grain refinement is thought to have magnified

the effect. Fig. 2 TEM BF ad HAADF microstructures

after Ni ion irradiatio i SUS304 with usual

References grain size at 723K to 5dpa.
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4.8 Observation of Microstructural Changes in ji03Cause by
Ion Beam Irradiation

D. Yamaki, T. Nakazawa, T. Aruga, T. Tanifuji and S. Jitsukawa

Department of Materials Science, JAERI

1. Introduction with the single and the triple ion beams of 025

Li2TiO3 is regarded as� one of the most MeV H', 06 MeV He' and 24 MeV 02, . The

suitable candidates for the solid tritium breeder fluence of the respective ions were about IX1021

material of D-T fusion reactors'). It is known ionS/M2 The ion energies were so chosen that the

that, in an operating fusion reactor, the radiation projected ranges of the irradiated ions in Li2TiO3
�tM3)damage in Li2TiO3 will be caused by fast were around 2

neutrons, energetic tritons and helium ions Using the T-IR photoacoustic spectroscopy

generated in 6Li(n Q)3 H reaction. The irradiation (PAS) technique on the non-irradiated sample,

damage caused by such radiations may result in on samples irradiated with the triple ion beam

the microstructural. changes, and the changes and on samples irradiated by the single ion

may affect the characteristics of Li2TiO3 such as beams were examined in order to obtain

tritium release behavior. Tus te study of information near the end of the ion range. The

irradiation defects and microstructural change photoacoustic signal was generated from the

caused by irradiation in Li2TiO3 is essential to surface layers of sample with a thickness of

evaluate its irradiation performance. some micrometers, which is a function of the

Simulation of the fusion reactor environment mirror velocity of the F`F-IR interferometer and

and hence the study of a synergistic effect of wave number. In this case, the mirror velocity

atomic displacement damage in Li2TiO3 are was 2 cm/s which corresponds to the thickness

presumed to be approached by a simultaneous of about 15-5 [tm for 400-4000 crri-1, so that the

irradiation with "triple" ion beams which consist spectra of irradiated samples are a superposition

of 02, , He' and H' ion beams. In the previous of spectra of irradiated and non-irradiated zones

study, the formation of the anatase (TiO2) layer of the sample.

on the surface of Li2T103 by irradiation with

triple ions has been found. It is also clarified that 3. Results and discussion

the formation mainly caused by te effect of 02, The FT-IR PAS spectrum of a non-irradiated

ion beam irradiation 2-1). In the present study, the sample is shown in Figure 1. The characteristic

results of the F`T-IR photoacoustic spectroscopy peaks in T-IR PAS spectra were observed

(PAS) with Li2TiO3 samples irradiated with the around 680, 780, 880, 1090, 1430, 1480, 1570,

single and the triple ion beams were analyzed to 3150, 3450 cm-'. The 880, 1090, 1430 and 1490

study the relation between the irradiation effects cm-1 peaks are believed to be due to Li2CO3

and the microstructural change. which is one of the raw materials of Li2TiO3

samples and is believed to exist as an impurity in
62. Experimental the samples ). In comparison to the reported

The characteristics of the Li2TiO3 samples spectra of TiO2 and LiJiO3, 680 and 780 cm-'

used in this experiment were described in ref.4. peaks are identified as due to Ti-0, and 1570,

The Li2T103 samples were irradiated at 573K 3150 and 3450 cm-' peaks are from the 0-H
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bond in hydroxyls adsorbed o or ear te Arnong te observed peaks, rradiation effect

surface'-9). is clearly found for 780 ad 3450 crn-' peaks.

Figure 2 sows te relation between te average

displacements per atone (dpa) in the depth

measurable wth FT-IR PAS and the increase of
4

780crn peak area frorn the TO bond, for each
3

irradiation. T dpa was estimated Nvith te

TRIM code. It is shown that the peak area

0 increases in proportional to te average dpa To0 10 0 1 5 0 0 3 5 0 0

W. N1", simulate te formation of TIO i Li,T103�
Figure 1. FT-IR PAS spectrurn of non-irradiated -
LIJ103 sample. Dashed lines are the results of LIJ103 samples doped with 1-10% TO, were
peak aalysis. prepared. Figure 3 sows te relation betIA7een

the ratio of doped T10, and te increase of 780

cm-] peak area. It is also sown tat the peak
60

Triple area increases in proportion to te ratio of doped
5 0 TIO,. From the comparison of te results in

02+ Figures 2 and ), it is suggested that TiO2
40

CD -nan spectroscopy n te sampleobserved by Rai I
diated wth te triple 'on beai-ns--' formed

30 irra. I I I

by dsplacements ad te amount of TiO, is
,cO 20

proportional to the dpa i te sample.
He 

(D I0

25 0
0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Average dp. (X1016) 2 Triplc
CU

Figure 2. Dependence of te increase of 780
T 15ocm peak area o te average dpa.

F- 1((

0 Triple
CC)5 0 . . . . . . 5 0

11" He 
4 

H+
44

3 0
Average dpa x,016)

E
Figure 4. Dependence of te increase of 3450c� 20

00 Cm peak area o te aerage dpa.
0

10
Figure 4 hws te relation between the

. . . . . . average dpa in te easurable depth wth FT-IR0
0. 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 .0 8 0.1 0.12 PAS ad te increase of 450 crn-' peak aea,

Rat lo f O2 which is due to te O-H bond. Te peak area
Figure 3. Dependence of te increase of 780
cm-] peak area o te ratio of doped TIO, increases i poportion to te average dpa In

this case, tere is o ration betwee te
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4.9 Visualization of Mobile Defect Clusters in Copper and Gold
under Ion Irradiations by In-situ TEM Observations

H. Abe*, T. Tadokoro **, N. Sekimura ** and H. Itoh

Research Center for Nuclear Science and Technology, Uiversity of Tokyo,
Tokal, Japan*
Department of Quantum Engineering and Sstems Science, Uiversity of Tokyo,
Hongo, Japan
Department of Materials Development, JAERL Takasaki,

1. Introduction Cu+ os or 900 keV Xe" ions ad x
2Irradiation with ions ad eutrons 10" ons/cm s at temperatures ranging

produces bunches of atomic from 573 K to 823 K. Taking into account
displacements in materials, so-called the irradiation geometry, projected ranges

displacement cascades. Molecular from the sample surface were estimated

dynarnics (MD) simulations claimed by TRIM calculations as 57 ad 110 nrn

punching of tiny crowdion-related for copper and xon ions, respectively.

dislocation loops at te periphery of Thickness of te observed regions was

displacement cascades in ron and copper typically fixed from 50 to 70 nin, so as to

at 0-100 K. Neither liost-irradiation achieve te identical implantation rate

observations nor in-situ observations was and to perform quantitative analysis based

successful to detect interstitial-type on areal density measurements of defect

defect clusters at te temperature of clusters. Microstructural evolution was

vacancy-mobile regions (stage 111, IV and observed mainly with the WBDF

V), because of their presumed istability. technique (n = OOI]n g = 200, g (4-6g)).

We have been successful to visualize te The sample geornetry and te g vector

interstitial-type crowdion-related clusters were carefully chosen to inimize samp

by developing modified �veak-beam vending effect on te microstructure. The
dark-field I

.(WBDF) method, wich allows image was videotaped with tirne

highest resolution detecting weak strain resolution of 130 s ad analvzed without

field around defects. Te purpose of this image processors to achieve te maximal

studv is to report first experimental time resolution.

'dence of such highly-mobile and

crowdion-related interstitial clusters bv 3. Results and discussion
T1nv defect clusters typically 1-10ln-situ TEM observations under 1011

1 neter) were formed uder 1011
Irradiations. n rn I n d'a i

irradiation, majority of which were

2. Experimental pocedure vacancy-type clusters including stacking

Well-annealed copper ad gold disks fault tetrahedra (SFTs). Teir lifetime

Nvere electrochemically, perforated to ranging from a tenth to tens of seconds,

achieve electron-transparent tin foils. and t� pcally it became I ongei as

Irradiation as performed with 240 keV increasing ass of incoming os ad as
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lowering irradiation temperature. The investigated 'n th's ork A model is

Interstitial- type defect clusters, detected proposed tat obility of glissile clusters

for te first time in this work, have is perturbed by existence of point defects,

lifetime of several thirtieth seconds at and attributable to form sessile clusters

temperatures frorn 673 to 823 K. Some of which are visible in transmission electron

the interstitial clusters transform into microscopy.

highly-mobile clusters whose rate ranges

I to 140 nrn per video frame 130 s). 4. Conclusions

The), were typically mobile Defect clusters corresponding to

one-dimensionally. Note that the displacement cascades were observed by

maximum velocity mentioned above could in-situ TEM observations in copper uder

be experimentally limited because we irradiations with 240-keV Cu.' ions and

employed a fixed magnification so as to 900-keV Xe' ions at temperatures from

achieve 1-ni-n resolution or even better. 573 K to 823 K. We observed two or three

Molecular dynamics simulations on defects appeared at te same trne wthin

�1111 (111) loops (sessile loops) uder the time resolution of 1/3 s under

compression revealed that te loops irradiation. From their anisotropic

transform into 12 (1101 (110) loops, ad distributions, and fluence-dependent

the eergy variation is 30 meV/atom. It is distance ranging from 4 to 140 nrn as

presumed th at the sessile-to-glissile well as mass-dependence, we conclude

transition of iterstitial dislocation loops that the multi-cluster formation is a single

plays a role on the inobile cluster ion event, ad tat subcascades ad

formation. mobile defect clusters formed directly

As increasing implantation dose, from cascades are attributable. The

decrease in evolution rate of defect observations and molecular dynamics

clusters, longer lifetime of the clusters simulations suggest that the dislocation

and lower mobility of glissile loops were loops can transform ito crowdion-related

observed. Implantation effect is pesumed. defect clusters, d i ffu s e along th e

SRIM calculations indicate th e crowdion directions, and transform again

penetration ate of icoming ions varies into sessile oes at certain diffusion

from 60 to 75 n the 50 nrn-thick obstacles wich are invisible in TEM.

samples within the conditions
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4.10 In-situ Observation of Nitriding Ti-ansfoi-mation of Titanium
Thin Films by Niti-ogen-implantation

Y Kasukabe*, J. J. Wang", T. Yarnarnura", S. Yannarnoto*",
M. Yoshikawa*** and Y. Fj'ino*
International Student Cter Department of Electronic Egineering,, Tolloku
University*
Department of Metallurgy, Tohoku University"
Department of Material Development, JAERI***

I.Introduction 2.Experimental
Titanium nitride TNY) of NaCl-type as Detailed descriptions of te preparatio of

widely been used for any purposes such as a evaporated-Ti films were presented i te earlier
3) -ni-n-thick Ti films were

hard wear-resistant coating in cutting tools, a paper. The I 0
diffusion barrier in microcircuits, etc. deposited by a electron-bearn Treating method

Although its elastic and dif-usion-barrier in a ultra-high vacuum oto thermally cleaned

properties are highly anisotropic ad depend NaCl substrates held at RT. The ultimate
stron ly upon film orientation, te ormat' ssure in the working charnber was less tan

9 1011 pre
mechanisms of preferred orientation of epitaxial 4xlO-"Torr. Theii-nplaiitationsofN,+Ionswith

TIN film are ot sufficiently understood. 62 keV ito the deposited Ti filrns eld at -)50c'C

Recently, it was reported that NaCI-type (I I - were performed i te 400 kV aalytical ad

and (001)-oriented TINY crystallites were high resolution TEM combined wit 01

epitaxially" grown by nitrogen (N-) accelerators at JAERI- Takasaki. According

implantation into CaF,-type 110)-oriented T,, to te Monte Carlo simulation using te

and 03-5)-oriented hcp-Ti in deposited Ti films SRIM2003 code, te prqjected range of N'

held at room temperature (RT). However, te with 62 keV was 55 nm ad tus most of te

detailed "epitaxial"' nitriding process of Ti filrns implanted ions ae tought to be retained iside

without te domains of TIH, ad te cange of the Ti filrns. Te N- concentrations in Ti films

the bonding interaction of Ti atoms with lgand were able to be estimated fro te iplantation

of N-atorns during N-implantation ave not yet dose measured y a Farada), cage. The
been uderstood. maximum dose i tis experiment as 5.40xI 017

The prpose of tis study is to elucidate te ions/crn2, which corresponded to te N/Ti ratio

nitr s of pure hcp-Ti without TiH,. of 0954 te aerage atornic concentration of N

In tis paper, te canges of te electronic i te Ti film).

stnictures iduced b N-Implantation Were

examined by applying in-sifu electron energy 3.Results and discussion

loss spectroscopy (EELS). The esults of In-situ obser-%,ations bN7 TEM elucidated tat

EELS were discussed along wth te results of a Ti films groNvn o NaCl (001) surfaces at RT

self-consistent charge discrete variational consisted of hcp-Ti ad CaF-tv-pe TIH, (x = 1.5).

(DV)-X a olecular orbital (MO) calculation The TiH., as transformed to hcp-Ti at 350'C,

combined with transmission electron microscope accompanied bv H-release. Tus, nitrogen lolls

(TEM) observations. were implanted ito te hcp-Tl' films without

TIH,. The NaCl-type TIN,., is "epitaxially"'
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formed in N-Hriplanted hcp-Tj by the The energy loss peaks de to plasmon excitation

transformation of te hp-Ti to -Ti, artially indicated by solid triangles gradually shifted to

inheriting te atomic arrangement of te hcp-Ti higher energies wth increasing dose. This

and accompanying te occupation of octahedral means tat te number of N atorns bonding to Ti

(O-) sites of te fcc-Ti b N atorns. atorns icreases with te dose, and tat te

In-situ observation of EELS elucidated tat electron density i the hybridised N 2p/Ti 3d-4p

electron energy loss spectra gradually canged valence baled also increases with te dose.

with increasing te dose of Nlinplantation into To investigate canges in te electronic

hcp-Ti at 350'C. Figure I shows the variation structures of N-linplanted Ti films in detail,

of eergy loss spectra with N-dose. Te loss DV- Xa MO calculations ave been performed

peak (-47 eV) denoted by te le of T 3p-3d for to cluster odels sown in Figs. 2(a)-2(b).

corresponds to the Ti 3p-3d resonant The Ti]g cluster of Fig. 2(a) corresponds to a part

photoernission, in whic te electron is excited of bcp-Ti stricture. The Ti-Ti distances are

frorn the Ti 3 )p state to a empty Ti 3 )d state ad taken to be 0.29238 nin, corresponding to tose

then relaxes back to te Ti 33p state, ad aother of te bulk ideal crystal structure. A T114NI3

electron frorn Ti 'id states is ejected, It sould cluster model for NaCI-type TiN is sown in Fig,

be noted that the Ti 1p-3d peaks are almost 2(b). The nitrogen atorn as indicated by G

invariant with the N/Ti ratio, which means tat occupies te O-sites of te octahedron as forined

the energies of te core levels are almost by A-F atorns i te fcc-Ti sublattice. The Ti-N

invariant during this experiment. The eergy distances are assumed to be 021200 nin,

loss of 17.0 eV, indicated by a solid tangle at correspondingtothose of te bulk crystal

N/Ti=01 was found to agree well with te

theoretical value of - 76 eV, te eergy loss

due to plasmon excitation, calculated wth

assumption that ' )d ad 4s electrons ae all free.

A
G

Ti 3p-3d
0 N/Ti

(a
0.

�0. 5 �21

C

N'--_O 21 l

_""'� 0 �7�

(b) 0 Ti 0: N

Fig. 2 Scheniatic llustrations of (a) T'19
0 20 40 60 80 clusters (b) T114NI3 chister niodels. The conier-.

FDCl-0'J0-%S(eV) edge-. ad/or face-sharing ontacts of octahedron
Fig. 1 Variation of EELS spectra wh the dose

as indicated b), A-F atonis lead lo the formation
of N lolls.

of the licp-T ad fcc-Ti strUctlires
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Ti 3d ..... .- Ti 3d
Ti 4s ij:Ti 4s
Ti 4pTi 4p

Total -E - - - - - N 2s
N 2p

J i;

Oil

-20.0 -15.0 -10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 -20.0 -15.0 -10.0 -5.0 0.'0 5.0 10.0
Energy (eV) Energy (eV)

Fig. 3(a) Local density of states (DOS) curves Fig. 3(b) Local density of states (DOS) curves

for Til 9 cluster shown i Fig 2(a). for Tijq cluster shown in Fig 2b).

structure of TiN. T DOS curves for te Tq see tat T 3d DOS fom 3.0 eV to -8.0 eV ill

cluster of Fig. 2(a) are sown in Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b) appears wen N 2p DOS frorn 3.2 eV

Curves of Ti ' )d, Ti 4s, Ti 4p ad Total to 86 eV appears. This means tat te

correspond to Ti )d, Ti 4s, Ti 4p DOS and contribution to the bonding states by

superimposition (total DOS) of thern, hybridization of Ti 3d-N 2p is larger ta tat by

respectively. Te line at 0.0 eV represents the the other hybridization. The ybridizatio of

Fernii level, Ef. It is sen from Fig. 3(a) tat the Ti 3d state to N 2 ad N 2s states results in

the width of Ti 3d DOS is smaller tha tat of the increase in te electron density of te

hybridized Ti 4s-4p DOS. This i-neans tat -die valence band wich leads to te sift to higher

DOS sucture of te Tq cluster already as te energy loss side due to te excitation of plasmon

feature of te Ti electronic structure, ad tat te in the N-Implanting stage. Moreover,

conductio bnd consists of te arrow 3d DOS formation of TI 3d DOS around -5 eV due to te

and te broad 4s and 4p DOS. Fgure 3(b) hybridization of Ti 3 )d-N 2p leads to te decrease

shows DOS curves for te Ti]4N,3 cluster of Fig. in te DOS ear the E-1 which eans te

2(b). Curves of N 2s N 2p correspond to N 2s, reduction i te electro eergy of Ti sublattice,

N 2p DOS, respectively. Te loss peak 16.0 and te reinforcement of covalent bonds of TINY.

eV) denoted by te dotted line connected to te

open circle in Fig. I call be seen at N/Ti > 039. References

This peak is considered to be due to excitation of 1) G S. Chen. J. J. Guo. C. K. Lin. Chen-Sheng
Hsu. L. C. Yang ad J. S. Fang. J. Vac. Sci. &

N 2s electrons around 16 eV in Fig. 3b) to te

conduction band. It is seen from Fig. 3)(b) tat Tecluiol. A20 2002) 479-485.
2) J. E. Sundgren, Min Solid Filins 128 1895)

the occupied states consist of bonding states 21-44.

frorn 24 eV to 98 eV ad te antibonding 3) Y Kasukabe. N. Salto., M. Suzuki. Yamada Y.

states from El- to 22 eV The bonding states FqJlno. S. Nagala. M. Kishinioto. and S.

are rnain1v der'ved fom N 2P, whereas te Yaniaguchi. J. Vac. Scl. & Tecluiol. A16 1998)
lbonding states 'n1N, 3366-3375.

ant are i-nal Y derived fro Ti
4) H. Abe, H. Narainoto. K. H 'ou ad S. Fitruno.

3 d. Q]
JAERI-Research 96-047 1996) 1 -1 8.

Comparing Fig. 3 (b) wth Fig. 3 (a), it cal be
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4.11 Preparation TiO2/.ZnO Films by Pulsed Laser Deposition

S. Yamamoto, Y. Choi, T. Umebayashi, A. Takeyama and. M. Yoshikawa
Department of Material Development, JAERI

1. Introduction 2. Experimental
The photocatalytic properties of titanium TiO2 and nO films were deposited on

dioxide (TiO2) have attracted much interest from (x-AI203 and quartz glass substrates by PLD

the VieWpOiDtS of basic science and applications. using a KrF excimer laser (wavelength: 248 nm).

For improving photocatalytic activity of TiO, The laser beam was incident on a target with an

films, the high quality epitaxial films, the control incident angle of 45'. It was focused to a 2 x 3

of crystalline phase ad the fabrication of i-rim. rectangle on the target face. A metal Zn

effective large surface area were required. (purity: 99.9%) and a single-crystal TiO2(rutile)

However, the growth of epitaxial TO2 films was targets were used for nO and TiO2 film

necessary to use the igh quality single-crystal deposition, respectively. The substrates were

substrates such as SrTiO3, LaA103, a-AI203- In separated by about cm from the target. Oxygen

order to utilize the photocatalytic activity of gas (purity: 99.99 %) was flowed nto the

epitaxial T102 filMS, it is essential tat chamber trough a mass-flow meter controlled

techniques for preparation films on glass or by an absolute pressure gauge under the

polycrystalline substrate be available. Zinc oxide pumping condition. I this study, 200 nm thick

(ZnO) is one of the most suitable materials to TiO2 films were deposited at 500'C under

use as a buffer layer. Since ZnO films are highly oxygen pressure of 13 - 26.3 Pa. The

c-a-xis oriented, self-textured nO thin films crystallographic elationships between T10.

have been prepared on any substrate such as films and ZnO layer were determined by X-ray

quartz glass. Furthermore, high quality epitaxial diffraction (XRD). Rutherford backscattering

ZnO films consisting of hexagonal shaped grains spectroscopy (RBS)/channeling aalysis using a

on .-AI203 substrates ave been synthesized. 3 MV single-stage-accelerator at

Thus, nO buffer layer on substrate can be JAERI/Takasaki was employed to characterize

realized te fabrication of TiO, films consisting the epitaxial thin films. The aalyzing 20 MeV

of ighly oiented grains with nanometer sizes. 4Hel ions were incident and backscattered

In this study, highly oriented anatase TiO2 particles were detected at 165' scattering aiigle

(001) and rutile TiO, (100) ixed films were with a surface barrier detector. The film

grown using a highly oriented ZnO (0001) thickness ad composition were evaluated fom

buffer layer with nanorneter sizes grai o RBS spectra. The surface morphology of ffie.

quartz glass substrate. ZnO and TiOthin films deposited firms was examined using a

were deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) high-resolution field emission scanning electron

in an atmosphere. Te crystal quality, the microscopy (FE-SEM). Photocatalytic activity

crystallographic orientation elationships, ad of films was evaluated using the decomposition

photocatalytic activity of flms are reported. of rnethylene blue i aqueous solution monitored

by UV-vis spectroscopy.
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3. Results and discussion area behind the surface peak of the Zn

The gowth condition for highly oriented ZnO component in the nO film, which suggests that

films was optimized referring to the cystal the crystal quality of the nO film is high

quality of nO on the a-AI203 (0001) substrate. enough as in a bulk single-crystal.

The suitable condition for highly oriented nO As can be seen from Fig.1 (b), axial

films was following conditions; laser eergy: channeling RBS spectra are obtained frorn ZnO

150 Mj/CM2, oxygen gas pressures: 47 Pa, fil o quartz glass substrate even if it has

substrate temperature: 500'C, target species: Zn amorphous structure. The huge reduction of

metal. Figure I illustrates 20 MeV 4 He+ RBS backscattering yield from te Zn component of

spectra for the ZnO filrn on (a) the n film under the axial channeling

a-Al-_203 1120) and (b) quartz glass substrates condition suggests that highly oriented ZnO

taken under the random and the axial channeling films are grown with increasing the fli-n

condition. The aligned spectrum was taken with thickness. The results suggest that thicker nO

the beam directed along the 0001> axis of the films on glass substrate can be useful as a buffer

ZnO film. The rninirnurn yield, Xmin value, the layer for highly oriented oxide films.

ratio between the random and the axially aligned The TiO, films were prepared under the

yield at the fixed depth ear the surface region, following conditions; laser energy: 150 rnj/CM2'

gives a measure to evaluate te degree of oxygen pressures: 13 - 26.3 Pa, substrate

disorder in crystalline solids. The Xmi,, value in temperature: 500-C, target species:

the <0001> aligned spectrum is 0.05 at te just single-crystal TiO? (rutile). Figure 2 shows the

I I (a) X-ray diffraction patterns for TiO2/ZnO filrns on

N Random quartz glass substrates deposited at various
150 -

2.0 MW Zn oxygen pressures. It can be seen from Fig. 2
4a,

1000

0
500

Al
(a)Aligned

0
(b)

1500 Random

Zn ;> (b)
IN

1000

Aligned *_4
500

0.5 1 1.5 2

Energy (MeV) 20 30 14) 50

4 + 20 (depm)
Fig. 1 20 MeV He RBS/channeling spectra

for deposited ZnO films on te (a) ot-A.12-03 Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns for

(Ij"50), and (b) quartz glass, respectively. Te TiO-,/ZnO films on quartz glass substrate.
thicknesses of ZnO firns are 233 nrn ad 571
11M, respectively. The aligned spectrum was TiO, films were deposited at various

taken with the bearn directed along t oxygen pressures: (a) 13 Pa; (b) 13.3 Pa;

<0001> axis of te ZnO films. (c) 26.6 P.
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Fig 3 SEM image of TiO, surface grown at Fig. 4 Decomposition of methylene blue in aii

500'C under the oxygen pressure of 13.3 aqueous solution (I X 1-5 mol drn-') by the

Pa. (. ) TiO,/glass and (. ) TiO2/ZnO/glass as a
function of the UV light irradiation time.

(a)-(c), the structure of deposited TiO, film on degradation reaction was followed by

the highly oriented ZnO (0001) layer is monitoring the decrease in the absorbance of

composed of oriented anatase T102 (001) and aqueous dye solutions as a function of the

rutile T2 (100). As the oxygen pressure was UV-light irradiation time counted frorn the

increased during the deposition, the cornponent beginning. The UV-light (1.0 MW/CM2) with a

of anatase phase was increased. It is found that black light larnp was used. The result of

the anatase-rutile ratio in such phase mixed films TiO_/ZnO films deposited with different oxygen

is controlled by oxygen pressure during the pressure showed that the O2 film deposited on

deposition. the nO buffer layer at 500'C under the oxygen

Figure 3 shows the surface morphology of the pressure of 13.3 Pa, consisting of oriented

TiO, film on ZnO buffer layer observed by anatase TiO, (001) and rutile TiO2 (100)

FE-SEM. The TiO2 film was grown at 500'C (referred to Fig. 2, ad a high efficiency for the

under the oxygen pressure of 13.3 Pa. The decomposition eaction. Figure 4 shows te

surface of the fili-n shows coarse grains with photocatalytic behavior of the TiOjZnO and

about 100 nin sizes. Te grain size of te TiO, TiO2 flms on quartz glass substrates during

films is coi nparable to tat of nO filins on the degradation of i-nethylene blue. Each TiO,

quartz glass substrate. Surface morphology films were deposited at 500'C uder the oxygen

implies that each gain corresponds to single pressure of 13.3 Pa. The TiO-)/ZiiO film shows a

crystal of rutile and anatase TiO, structures. high efficiency for te decomposition eaction.

These grains have gown epitaxailly o the The above results reveal tat te nO buffer

highly oriented ZnO (0001) buffer layer. layer on glass substrate is very useful for

Photocatalytic activity of films was evaluated improving photocatalytic properties of te

using the decomposition of inethylene blue i present TiO, film

aqueous solution. The progress of the
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4.12 Secondary Electrons Emitted from Solids Bombarded by
MeV Atom Clusters

H. Kudo*, T. Suzuki*, M. Nagata*, S. Tomita*, K. Shima*
K. Sasa* *, S. Ishii Y. Saitoh***, S. Yamamoto****,, K. Narumi
H. Naramoto***** and T. Kaneko**"***
Institute of Applied Physics, Uiversity of Tsukuba*
Tandem Accelerator Center, University of Tsukuba*
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI***
Department of Material Development, JAERI****
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI
Department of Applied Pysics, Okayai-na University of Science******

1. Introduction purpose of avoiding errors associated wth
Fast cluster ions in te MeV/atorn eergy misalignment of te spectrometer drection.

range give rise to onlinear radiation effects on Once the spectrometer is accurately placed at
solid targets with respect to te number of atoms 1800, its entrance axis always passes trough the

in te cluster n.1.2) Empirically, whether the irradiated spot on te surface of te sample. Tis

nonlinearity is constructive (superlinear) or is ot ecessarily anticipated at other detection

destructive (sublinear) depends oil whether te angles. In some cases, the msalignment is

phenomenon is related closely wt te uclear caused by different bam-transport conditions

or electronic stepping power. Ideed, te for different cluster bearns wch effectively

sublinearity has been observed by several changes the counting efficiency ad terefore,

workers for electron ernission by fast cluster disturbs te measurements of n-dependence of

impacts, which results from the electronic the electron spectra.

cluster-solid interactions. Furthermore, we have collected the

It is of vital interest to investigate the experimental data ot nly at TIARA, but also at

electronic cluster effects by energy analysis of UTTAC recently Ts is useful because te

the cluster-induced electrons. Since low-energy velocit� dependence of the cluster effect can

electrons escape mainly from a nanometer now be studied.

surface layer, they sould reflect te behavior of

the cluster itself, rather tan of te fi-actions of 3. Results and discussion

the cluster after being broken tip seriously. The nproved experimental mthod as

allowed observation of clearer cluster effects

2. Experiment than before, especially at low-energ�7 regio of

The experimental technique as been much the election spectra. Figure I shows te eiiergy

improved i tis yar. Te eitted electrons ill spectra of electrons etted from highly-

the low-ener y range were successfully oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)9

measured at 180' with respect to te bam bornbarded b 0.50 MeWatoin C n=1 4 8).

direction, sing a 45' parallel-plate electrostatic The vields for te two targets are shown for te

spectrometer of te double-deflection tpe.) Te same number of te incident C atoms for

1 800 measurement is advantageous for te comparison of te spectra per pojectile atom.
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Fig. I Energy spectra of te C,,+-induced Fig. 2 Energy spectra of te C,,+-Induced

electrons from HOPG (TIARA data). electrons frorn HOPG (UTTAC data).

Figure 2 shows the results for 0.24 cluster and the target atoms ear -die surface

MeV/atoin C,, (n=1 4 6 on te layer. Te middle range of te electron energy,

HOPG target. I Figs. I ad 2 the yield at low for example, at 10-50 eV, corresponds to te

energies is appreciably reduced with increasing intermediate case of the electron emission

n, relative to te case of n=l. The yield ratios resulting from the interaction of te target

take mnii-nurn values at 0-10 eV, increase electrons partially with the cluster atoms. The

with increasing te electro eergy, and become ratios of the spectra can terefore be interpreted

-1.0 at eergies tpically igher tan undred- in terrns of te aount of energy transfer to the

electron-volts. Te absence of te cluster effect target electron, wich can be associated wt te

with the igh-energy, electrons sterns from te classical ipact parameter.

fact tat tese electrons, including te C Kshell Baudin ad coworkers pointed out tat te

Auger electrons in Fig. 1, are originated from sublinearitv of the electro ession results

close ecounter between te cluster atoms ad from te electron-presweep echanism in te

the target electrons. Because of te small cluster-solid collision processes. 4) Indeed, flie

probability for te close ecounters, te target front atoni. in te cluster seeps ot te

electrons interact eectively with on1v one of Nveakly-bound target electrons ad, accordingly.,,

the cluster atoms, rather tan Nvith ultiple the following toms i te cluster onize only

atorns i te cluster, so tat tere is o cluster the reduced number of Nveakh-bound electrons.

effect for te production of high-energy,, If te available number of te Nveakh-bound

electrons. electrons reduces bv a factor of I- (o per

In contrast- te electrons of O-JOeV stem presweep, te reduced vield ratio R,, for n=1 can
S14)mainly fro te dstant collisions between te be expressed a
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co ]ln w. (1) seen beyond te undred electron-volt energy

range. Te n dependence of te electron yield

The electron-presweep model provides a might be explained by te electron-presNveep

insight into te understanding of te pesent picture based o te sngle parameter co wch

results. We may obtain the values of co describes te reduced electronic interactio of

satisfying Eq. (1) for te observed values of R,,, clusters, although its physical meaning is ot yet

which is indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 2 well understood. Te electron-presweep model

for example. Notably., te set of R,, values can be also predicts effective suppression of te

reproduced by a unique value of co for a given electron emission as n increases.

pair of the target and the equal-velocity cluster Frorn a vewpoint of te correlation
betwee te electron emissio ad te electronic

species. For example, te observed values R4 1

=0.53±0.0-), R6=036±0.03, ad R8=0.27±0.04 energy loss, we may aticipate that te cluster

for 024 MeV/atom C,,' ncident on HOPG can should experience considerabl. reduced

be reproduced by the unique value of w -=0.44. stopping powers, for example, by a factor of

However, for a given target and ion species, typically 0.5 or less even in te present

the value of for 0.50 MeV/atorn is greater experimental conditions. The experimental as

than tat for 024 MeV/atom. Tis is apparently well as teoretical nvestigations of te behavior

inconsistent wth. te ion-energy dependence of of large n clusters are of fundamental interest for

the cluster effect expected from te maning a better understanding of te cluster-solid

of co i.e., te ratio of te ionization cross electroi'c interactions.

sect] on for te sgleto ipact (n=l) to te The electron-presweep picture is

effective size of the track of the cluster, which physically te same as the trne-independent

was proposed previously by Baudin and interaction of electrons wth the multicenter

coworkers. For the present experimental Coulomb field by the cluster atorns .5) B oth

parameters, the ionization cross section approaches ay be possible to describe te

increases with ncreasing the ion energy ad cluster effects In te electron emission.

therefore, co sould increase, i.e., R, sould

decrease as the ion energy increases. References

Nevertheless, it appears frorn te pesent 1) D. Jacquet, Y. Le Bevec, Nucl. Instrurn.

analysis that te electron-presweep model Methods 19) 2002) 227-239.

should essentially describe the cluster-induced 2) E. Parilis, Nucl. Instrurn. Methods 193

electro eission if a reasonable definition of (2002) 240-247.

the parameter o is given. 3) H. Kudo, on-Induced Elearon Emission

fi-oin Cr))staffine Solids Springer, Berlin,

4. Concluding emarks Heidelberg, 2002), Chap. 5. 1.

The dependence of energy spectra of 4) K. Baudin, A. Brunelle, S. Delia-Negra J.

cluster-Induced electrons on te uber of Depauw, Y. Le Bevec, E. S. Parilis, Nucl.

cluster atorns as been observed. Te nergy instrurn. Methods 117 1996) 47-54.

spectra at 0-10 eV reflect te interaction of 5) T. Kaneko, Phys. Rev. A66 2002) 052901

the cluster wit te target electrons tip to a depth

of -I 00 A, while te cluster effect is hard1v
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4.13 Application of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy to
Characterization of Metallic Nanoclusters Formed by
Ion Implantation

K. Takahiro*, A. Terai *, T. Morikawa*, K. Kawatsura *, S. Yarnarnoto' and

H. Naramoto***

Department of Chemistry and Materials echnology, Kyoto Istitute of Technology*

Department of Materials Development, JAERI`

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI* * *

1. Introduction its electronic structure.

A nanorneter-sized cluster, referred to as In this study, Au, Ag or Cu ions are

"nanocluster" ereafter, embedded i a matrix implanted into glassy carbon (GC), because such

exhibits unusual optical'), electrical2), and metallic atoms are immiscible in carbon ad

magnetiC3) properties. A large number of methods, metallic nanoclusters will be formed i GC.

including co-sputteriiig, sequential evaporation,

sol-gel deposition and ion implantation have been 2. Experimental procedure

applied to preparation of nanoclusters in a matrix. Glassy carbon (Tokai Carbon, Japan; GG30

Ion iplantation is very promising for the grade) was mechanically polished to rnirror

formation of nanoclusters because of its ability to surface with 1 �tm diamond slurry on a cloth lap.

control the type ad concentration of the Au' ions wt a eergy of 600 keV were

implanted atoms. In addition, ion implantation implanted to a dose of 1016 Cm-2 at roorn

can be, i pnciple, applied for any corntination temperature. Au implantation was performed

of ions and matrices. using a tandem accelerator at Institute for

Usually iplanted atorns as well as d�fects Materials Research (IMR), Tohoku University.

do not distribute uniformly along depth, esulting 350 keV Ag' ions were implanted to a dose of

i te depth-dependent nucleation ad growth of I X I 7 el-n-2 at room temperature using the ion

nanoclusters. It is, therefore, necessary to implanter at TIARA. Te depth distributions of

examine the depth-dependent size distribution of implanted atoms were analyzed by using

nanoclusters. Cross sections] transmission Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)

electron microscopy (XTEM) is often used to wit 2 MeV He ions frorn te tandern accelerator

directly investigate their size. However, uch at MR. Te pix�jecled ranges of 600 keV Au ad

effort ad ne ave to be paid to prepare good 350 keV Ag ions were approximately 300 nm ad

specimens for XTEM observation. Alternatively, 140 nrn, respectively.

there are some spectroscopic techniques, such as XPS aalysis using non-monochromalized

optical absorption measurement and X-ray Mc, Kt radiation was performed with JEOL 9010.

diffraction XRD) to estimate te size of To obtain depth profile of XPS binding energies

nanoclusters ebedded i a rnatrix I these for te iplanted atorns, the surface of implanted

techniques, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy GC samples was etched with 0.8 keV Ay ions

(XPS) is a sensifive technique to investigate produced by a spulter-etching gun, wich is

electronic structure, ad hence the size, of equipped with JEOL 9010. Te etching ate was

nanoclusters. Te size of a nanocluster affects o typically 024 nrn/sec i the XPS aalysis for A-
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hi case of the analysis for Au, ufortunately, the in the DaDOCIUster have various coordination

etching rate could not be cntrolled. Therefore Dumbers�)"). In addition to the above effect, such

.only two points at depths of 240 nm ad 360 a large broadening shown in Fig. suggests the

nrn are analyzed in that case. presence of small Au nanoclusters with various

SiZCS6) in the analyzing layers. Aother possibility

3. Results and discussion for the line broadening will be described flow.

Figure sows Au 4f core-level XPS spectra In Fig. 2 Ag Vs/, core level binding energies

obtained from Au atoms implanted at deptl-s of are plotted as a fnction of sputtering time. The

-240 nm and 360 ni-n. The Au iplantation dose depth profile of Ag concentration is also show in

was 4xl 016 CM-2 . The spectrurn frorn a bulk Au this figure. The sputtering time of 600 sec

sample is also shown for comparison The peak corresponds to the' aalyzing depth of 140 nrn at

positions of 47/2 and 4fs/2 levels for the implanted which maximum Ag concentration is obtained.

Au at both depths shift towards higher binding The Ag 36k2 core level binding eergies for the

energy by 04 eV compared to those for the bulk implanted Ag are igher tan that for the bulk Ag

Au. The energy shift can be understood by te (368.3 eV), idicating the existence of relatively

effect of an averaged coordination Durriber or a small-size Ag clusters. Wertheim ad DiCenzJ)

cluster size on core-level binding eergy4). The found tat Ag 3d core level binding eergy

average size of the Au clusters was estimated to increases with decreasing the coverage of Ag

be 14 nm frorn an empirical relationship between atoms deposited oto a amorphous carbon

the size and energy shift derived frorn the substrate. Their findings sow tat the Ag 3d core

literatures). Te width of te 4f ines of te spectra level binding energy increases with &creaSiDg

for the implanted Au at both depths was 22 eV, the size of a Ag cluster, because the size of an

relatively larger tha tat for the bulk Au 1.2 eV). Ag cluster tends to decrease with crease in the

Indeed, the linewidth for thenanocluster increases coverage of deposited Ag atoms. To the best of

with decrease in its size, since te atoms ivolved our kowledge, te relationship betwee te

I I I 1 368.60 20

point 2

point -15 >368.55 -
0

:3 :3C 0LU CD3to
1 0a

3 68.50 -
M 0 :3

C: C;Cl) 5

3 68.45 - P
4f5/2 4f,/2 net '(D

0
90 88 86 84 82 200 400 600 800 1 000

Binding Energy (eV) Sputtering Time (sec)

Fig. 1. Au 4f core level XPS spectra for Fig. 2 Ag 3d�/2 Cre level binding energies
implanted Au i GC at 240 nrn (point 1) and (closed circles) together with Ag concentritions
-360 nni (point 2. The XPS spectrum for a (open circles) as a function of sputtering ime.
bulk Au sample is also shown for a The Ag 35/.)core level binding energy for the
comparison (bulk). bulk AL, is 368.3 eV
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binding energy and size of an Ag nanocluster is our interpretation.

unavailable. Hence we shall dcuss qualitatively Figure 3 sows the Ag 3t5/2 linewidths as

the Ag concentration dependence of the size of an well as the Ag concentrations, as a function of

Ag nanocluster. sputtering time. Note that the Ag 2itS/2 linewidth

We examine the size of the Ag clusters in of the bulk Ag sample was 1. e The depth

three distinct regions i Fig. 2 icluding the profile of the Ag 36k2 linewidth was found to

surface region, corresponding to te sputtering strongly correlate with that of the Ag

times, i, of 200-400 sec, the region near the concentration. The lower Ag concentration results

projected range (1: 400-800 sec) ad the regio i in the broader linewidth. Considering that the Ag

the vicinity of the ed of range Q: 800-1000 sec). 3d�s/2binding energies, and hence the size of Ag

In the re 'ons of surface and near te end of range, clusfers, are independent of the Ag concentration

the Ag concentrations ae 1-10 at. %. In these two in the region of surface and near the end of rang,

regions, the Ag 3d5/2binding eergies are found to the linewidth may not be related to the size or size

be independent of the Ag concentration, almost distribution of Ag clusters, but to the Ag

constant at 368.50-368.55 eV Suppose that concentration only. The line broadening can be

binding eergy of a Ag cluster depends oy understood by a local chargini) of the Ag dusters.

upon its size, the sizes of the Ag clusters do ot The local carging effect would be remarkably

vary with te Ag concentration in these P-gions. observed o the low concentration Ag clisters.

On the contrary, in the region nar the projected Further ivestigations are needed to clarify the

range, te Ag Its/2 binding energy decreases as origin of te line broadening.

the Ag concentration increases up to 17 at. .

This tendency indicates that the Ag clusters

coalesce each other to form larger size clusters in References

this region I fact, larger size Au clusters in a 1) R. Ruppin, J. Appl. Phys. 59 (1986)

SiO, matrix were observed with XTEM in the . 1355-1359.

region near the projected range�), which supports 2) G. Medeiros-Riberro, D. A. A. hlberg, R. S.

Williams and J. R. Health, Pys. Rev. 59
1.8 20

(1999) 1633-1636.

1.7 - 3) G. L. Zhang, W. H. Liu, F. Xu and W. X. Hu,

d 15 Appl. Phys. Lett. 61 1992) 25272529.
1.6 -

4) S. B. DiCezo, S. D. Berry ad E. H. Hatford
CD1. - :91 Jr, Phys. Rev. B 38 1988) 84658468.

0

I A - 5) P. Zhang and T. K. Sham, Phys. Rev. Lett. 90
(2003) 245502-1 - 245502-4.

1.3 -
5 6) T. T. P. Cheung, Surf. Sci. 140 1984)

151-164.

'O 7) G. K. Wertheirn ad S. B. DiCenzo, Phys. Rev.
200 400 600 800 1000 B 37 1988) 844-847.

Sputtering Time (sec) 8) G. Mattei, Nucl. Instr. Meth B 191 2002)

Fig 3 Ag Vil, line wdths (closed ccles) 3 2 3 -3 3 2.
together with Acy concentrations (open circles) 9) Y. Uwarnino ad T. Ishizuka, J. Electron
as a function of sputtering Iii-ne. Ag 3d512 line- Spectrosc. Relat. Phenom., 23 1981) 5562.
w'dth for te bulk Ag is 1. eV
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4.14 Effects of Ion Irradiation oh Electrochemical Hydriding Rate of
Misch Metal-based Alloys

H.Abe*,H.Uchida**,R.Morimoto**,F.Satoh** andT.Karniya*

Department of Material Development, JAERI*

Faculty of Engineering, Tokai University**

1. Introduction segregation of hydrides even in hydrogen solid

Misch metal (Mm)-based alloys have been solution region"), and that oxide/metal

applied to the negative electrodes of the Ni-H interfaces tend to act as hydrogen trapping sites

batteries, etc., in recent years because of their and form hydrides 12, 11). Based on these facts,

excellent hydrogen storage properties. In order we have investigated the effects of ion

to apply such alloys to hydrogen storage system irradiation on the initial rate of hydriding of

in automobiles, further iprovement of their Mm-based alloys in electrochemical process.

hydrogen storage properties is indispensable.

Surface modifications are crucial for improving 2. Experimental Procedure

the absorption of hydrogen into metals because The samples used in this study were

the dissociation of H2 molecules in the gas phase MmNi3.48CO0.73MMO.45AI0.34 (MM = Lao.35Ceo.65)

or the dissociation of H20 molecules in pellets with a size of 13 mm� and 2 mm

electrochemical process, which is the first step thickness. Ion irradiation was made with H',

of the overall reaction of hydrogen absorption in Ar' and K at an acceleration energy of 350 keV
metals'), can be influenced by the surface states. in a dose range from 1 x 1014 to X loll CM-2

So far, we have systematically investigated te using a 400 kV ion implanter at TIARA.

effects of surface oxide layers on the hydrogen For the electrochemical measurements of

absorption i metals' 2) as well as the influences hydriding rate of the unirradiated and ion

of surface modifications such as metallic irradiated samples, an Mm pellet was used as an

coatingS3), fluorination treatments 5) and anode. An Hg/HgO electrode was used as the

alkaline treatments). reference electrode in an open e,114) . The rate

In this study, the surface modification of of hydriding of the sample was measured in a 6

Mm-based alloys was performed by ion M (mollo-KOH using the open cell at a constant

irradiation using proton (W), argon (Ar') and voltage 093 V and at 298 K. Details of the

potassium (W), and the effects of this measurements of the electrochemical hydriding
14)modification on the rate of electrochemical rate has been reported elsewhere

hydriding were investigated. Ion irradiation

onto the surface of a metal effectively induces 3. Results and Discussion

defects such as vacancies, dislocations and Figure I shows the hydriding curves of the

micro-cracks in the surface region of the metal. Mm-based alloy samples irradiated at two
As well known, vacancies trap hydrogen atoms. different doses of X 1014 to I X 1016 CM-2 of H+

The hydrogen trapping was reported to result in and Ar+. The initial rate of all irradiated

a marked increase in the hydrogen solubility in samples was high compared with that of the

Pd" ) or LaNi5" "')- It was also reported that un-irradiated sample. At the initial stage

hydrogen trapping sites act as the center of (within 30 minutes from the start of each
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reaction), the rate of irradiated samples was 350 kV at a dose of x 10" cm-'. In the,

increased as the ion dose was increased from I x measurements, hydrogen absorption and

1014 to I X loll M-1. Compared with te result desorption were made 3 times repeatedly. The

of H, the samples irradiated with A' exhibited results obtained for K' iradiation are found to

higher initial rates. Similar results were differ from hose for H ad Ax' irradiations.

obtained for Pd metals"). It is derived from That is, in comparison with the unirradiated

TRIM calculation tat Ar' ions produce much sample, the irradiated sample exhibited a very

higher concentrations of vacancy in the surface high hydriding rate. In addition, the value of

than H ions. The higher concentrations of H/Mrn i the irradiated sample at a elapsed

vacancy lead to icreased numbers of ydrogen time of 350 minutes was three times as high as

trapping sits, and resulting i the acceleration of that in the unirradiated one. Of te ions used in

the rate of hydride ucleation and growth in the this study, the K' irradiation was found to be the

surface region. most effective i improving the initial hydriding

Figure 2 shows the result of K' irradiation rate.

effects on the hydriding rate of the Mm-alloy The improvement of the hydriding rate of the

when the irradiation was made at an energy of Mm-based alloy due to K' irradiation cannot be

explained only by the production of

0.2 vacancy-type defects in te surface region.

Chemical reactions with K atoms implanted near
- n.t iradiated
0 H+350keVI 0e14 the surface mi lit be elated to te increase in the
,1 H+350keV 0e, 6 9
V A 350keV 1e14

0.1 A' ++350keV 10.16 hydriding rate. Further investigations are

necessary to clarify the mechanisms behind the

improvernent of the hydriding rate by K+

irradiation.

0.0
0 10 20 30

Time [min] References

Fig.1 Hydriding curves of te Mrn-based alloy 1) H.Uchida, Int. J. Hydrogen Energy 24 1999)
irradiated with H and Ar+. 861-869.

K+i nMm 2)H.Uchida, Y. Ohtani, M. Ozawa, T. Kawahata.
5 . . . . . . . . .

1 cydo and T. Suzuki, J. Less-Comrnon Met., 172-174
2,yck�

(1991) 983-996.
4

3) E. Frormn, Chap.6 Poisoning of Hydrogen

3 Reactions" in "Kinetics of Metal-Gas

Interactions at Low Temperatures", Springer

2 Verlag, Berlin, 1998, ISBN 3540-63975-6, p.

126.

4) H. Uchida, T. Ioue, T. Tabata, S. Seki, H.H.

Uchida, F. Aono, T. Nakazawa, H. Kikuyama
0 . . . . . .
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 and R. Hirayama, J. Alloys Cornp., 253-254

Time [min] (1997) 547-549.

Flg.2 Hydriding curve of the Mm -based alloy 5) H. Uchida, F. Aono, T. wamoto, T. Matsu, M.
irradiated wth 350 keV-K'.

Ito, T. Nakazawa, T. Tabat ad A. Kosuge,
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4.15 Hydrogen Bubble Formation in H-implanted nO Studied
using a Slow Positron Beam

Z. Q. Chen':, M. Maekawa*, A. Kawasuso*, S. Yamamoto**, X. L. Yuan**':,
T. Sekiguchi***, R. Suzuki*, ** and T. Ohdaira****
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI*
Department of Material Development, JAERI**
Nanomaterials Laboratory, National Institute for Materials Science"
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology""

1. Introduction annihilation spectra were measured using a slow
Recently the behavior of ydrogen in ZnO positron beam 02-30 keV). Positron lifetime

has attracted much attention'), because ot only spectra were also measured using a pulsed slowit is a shallow n-type donor, but also it might positron beam. Tlie conventional S-pararneter,
improve the optical properties by ncreasing te which is defined as the ratio of te centra region
UV emission efficiency. Tis is due to te to te total area of die 511 keV aihilation
passivation. of the dangling bonds of intrinsic peak, is used to analyze te easured Doppler
defects. However, up to now tere is still a lack spectra. Cathodoluminescence spectra were
of fundamental knowledge about te interaction measured using a modified scanning electron
between hydrogen and defects, ad teir microscope (TOPCON DS-130). The electron
underlying relationship wit te electrical ad beam eergy and current for excitation were 
optical changes. Positron annihilation kV ad I nA, respectively,, ad te acquisition
spectroscopy provi 'des us a unique too] to study time for ach measurement was s.

2vacaiicY-t)Te defects in semiconductors ). In tis
paper, we icorporated hdrogen into nO by 3. Results and discussion

ion-implantation technique. The introduction Figure I shows the Doppler broadening S-

and termal evolution of defects ad their parameter as a function of incident positron

interaction with hdrogen were studied by energy for the nO sample before and after W-

positron annihilation measurements. Te effect implantation. After implantation, the S-

of ydrogen implantation on te luminescence parameter icreases i te nergy region of 15

properties before and after anealing was also

characterized by the cathodoluminescence Mean implantation depth prn)

measurements. 1.15 0.1 02 03 0.5 1.0 1.5

SPC-Zno a 1 01' H' /CM2

2. Expei-iment D O as-grown
1.10

Zn sgle crystals (undoped n-type) wth

(0001 oentation ere purchased frorn te
E 1.0 - V.

Scientific Production Company (SPC goodwill). P U- I
-,IFf - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Hydrogen implantation was performed at room u) 0 0 O"'O 000000000000
1.CK)

n-i
temperature with ultiple eergies ranging from

20-80 keV using a 400 keV implanter. Te total
0.95 --

implantation dose is around 4.4x 1015 C111-2 . Te 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Incident positron energy (ke\�

implanted samples ere anealed sochronally

i a itroge abient front 200 to I I OO'C for ' 0 Fig. I S-E cunes easured for te ZnO

minutes. Doppler broadening of positron before ad after W-implantatiorl.
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keV Tis eans tat IT-Implantation produces vacancies into large vacancy clusters. But

vacancy defects in ZnO. However, te S- they are still filled with many hydrogen
parameter is in te range of 101-1.02 wich is impurities, which are called hydrogen

smaller ta tat of zinc monovacancles 1.025). bubbles. Due to the occupation of the space
The positron lifetime presented in Fig. 2 also in the bubble by these hydrogen atoms, the
shows very small increase frorn 182 ps to 202 ps S-parameter does not show much increase.
after IT-Implantation, and it is clearly shorter After annealing at 600-700T, the hydrogen
tha tat of zinc vacancy (VZn) wich is around impurities began to be released frorn te
230 ps obtained frorn the previous electron bubble'), and left empty microvolds. At this
irradiation measurements. This means tat te tirne, the positronium atom, which is a
vacancy size is smaller than tat Of Vn- It IS bound state of positron and electron, is
apparent tat hydrogen impurities are filled into formed in these voids. The para-positronium
these vacancies. This is supported by te annihilation contributes a very narrow peak
theoretical calculation, wch shows the to the Doppler broadening spectra. This
decrease of positron lifetime after filling the results in te quick increase of S-parameter.
hydrogen into Vz,. Detailed analysis of the Doppler broadening

spectra confirms the formation of para-
positronium. The positron lifetime also

as-grown shows considerable increase after annealing
lo' H-imp at 7000C (Fig. 2 This is due to the

H-imp+700"C Nlat'on of ortho-positroniurn in theanni 1 1 1 1 1lo' 4
M microvoids. Therefore all the results suggest
0 lo' the formation of microvoids after release ofU

hydrogen from the bubbles.
lo' 

1.20.
lo' :1015 -2

0 1 2 3 4 H'-> SPC-Zno cm

Time (ns)

Fig.2 Positron lifetime spectra easured for the 1.10
ZnO before ad after W-implantation and (DE
700'C annealing. The positron energy is 7 keV. M 1.05 6

CL

1.00-Figure 3 shows the average S-parameter
in the positron energy range of 710 kV as 0.95-

a function of annealing temperature. After 0 200 400 6�0' 80o 1000 1200

annealing, the S-parameter shows very Annealing temperature CC)

interesting behavior. Tree annealing ranges Fi 3 Annealing behavior of the S-paranieter for
can be separated. From 200-500T, the S- 9
parameter shows slieht increase. After the ZnO implanted Nvith H

annealing at 500-700T, te S-pararneter
beains to icrease quickly, and reaches te The subsequent decrease of S-parameter

maximum value to over 1 17 at 700T. After above 700T indicates recovery of tese

further annealing, the S-parameter decreases rnicrovol'ds. After annealing at II 00T, Te

and reaches te bulk value at II 00T. Te S-pararneter attains the bulk value,

small increase of S-pararneter in te first indicating tat all the vacancies detected by

stage is due to te agglomeration of positions ae removed.
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The cathodolminescence measurements increase of the deep level emission at hgher
show that after W-implantation, both the temperatures of IOOOT is not fully
deep level and UV emissions are greatly understood. It maht be due to the
reduced. This is due to the introduction of production of additional deep level defects
nonradiative recombination centers. After during high temperature annealing. Further

MOT annealing, the UV emission recovers, detailed research I's needed to clarify this

and becornes even stronger than that of the deep level defect center.

as-grown sample. This idicates tat the

nonradiative recombination centers are References

removed. However, the deep level emission 1) C. G. Van de Walle, Phys. Rev. Lett. 5
'II very weak, which s possibly due to

is sti 1 1 1 (2000) 1012-1015.

the passivation of the deep centers by 2) R. Krause-Rehberg and H. S. Leipner,

hydrogen. Further annealing up to 600T Positron A77777hilafion i77 Sennconduclors,

causes nearly no change of the spectra. At Dqfect ludies, Springer Series in Solid-

700T, the deep level ernission shows State Sciences 127 (Springer, Berlin,

increase, and as a result, the UV emission is I 999).

weakened. This can be explained by the 3) K. p, M. E. Overberg, Y. W. Heo, D. P.

release of hydrogen so the deep level Norton, S. J. Pearton, C. E. Stutz, B. Luo,

emission centers are not passivated by these F. Ren, D. C. Look, and J. M. Zavada,

hydrogen impurities. However, further Appl. Phys. Lett. 82 2003) 385-387.
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4.16 Surface Structure of Si(111) Studied by Reflection High-energy
Positron Diffraction

Y. Fukaya, K. Hayashi, A. Kawasuso and A. Ichimiya

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI

1. Introduction and determine the Debye temperature and the

The atomic coordinates and the thermal thermal vibrational amplitudes of the topmost

vibration state at the topmost surface are atoms.

generally different from those of the bulk atoms,

because the bonds are cut at surfaces and the 2. Experimental procedure

surface atoms are rearranged. The coordinates 2.1 Sample preparation

and the vibration state are very important factors The samples with a dimension of x 0.5 x 15

to investigate the mechanism of the surface mm 3 were cut from n-type Si(l II) wafer with

phase transition and the adsorption of atoms or resistivity of 1-10 . cm. They were degassed at

molecules. It is necessary to accurately 700 K for several hours, followed by the

determine these factors without any influence of flashing at 1500 K for 10 s a few times. The

the bulk. Then, we tried to study the topmost temperature () was measured by an infrared

surface using reflection high-energy positron thermometer. The clear 7x7 pattern was

diffraction (RHEPD)'). confirmed by reflection high-energy electron

When the positron beam with positive charge diffraction (RHEED).

is incident on the surface at low glancing angle,

the total reflection takes place below a critical 2.2 RHPED measurement

angle 2) . The positrons hardly penetrate the bulk All experiments were carried out in

region under the total reflection condition and ultra-high vacuum chamber equipped with a

hence are diffracted only at the topmost layer. positron source of 22 Na (370 MBq) and

Thus, we can determine the atomic positions and electrostatic lens system at TIARA. The details

the thermal vibrational amplitudes of the of the RHEPD apparatus were described

topmost surface from the analysis of the totally elsewhere 3). The accelerating voltage of the

reflected intensities. Also, under the total incident positron was set at 20 kV. The glancing

reflection condition, the effect of the multiple angle was adjusted by rotating the sample

scattering on the diffraction intensity is expected mounted on a manipulator. Hereafter, and 

to be suppressed. Therefore, it is possible to stand for the glancing angle and the deviation

analyze the RHEPD intensity within the angle from the I 2 direction.

kinematical approximation, as opposed to the

electron diffraction. 3. Results and Discussion

In this study, we present the RHEPD pattern 3.1 RHEPD pattern analySiS4)

from the Si(11I)-7x7 surface and show the Figure shows the RHEPD pattern from the

pattern analysis by means of the dynamical and Si(II1)-7x7 surface at = 1', where the total

kinematical diffraction theories. Furthermore, reflection takes place. In this case, the critical

we measure the temperature dependence of the angle of the total reflection can be estimated to

RHEPD intensities from the SKI I I)-7x7 surface be 14' using the Snell's equation. In addition to
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conditions. Te (0,O) spot intensity gently

decreases with increasing temperature. However,

the (I, ) spot intensity drastically decreases with

temperature. This is because the magnitude of

the scattering vector for the (1,1) spot is larger

than that for (0,O) spot and the attenuation of the

intensity is enhanced. Similar to it, the intensity

at 35' satisfying the 444) Brag reflection

Fig. RHEPD pattern from the Si(111)-70 drastically decreases with temperature.

surface 1.1', = .). Owing to the preliminary result of the

dynamical calculation, the spot intensity under

the much intense (0,O) spot, some fractional the total reflection condition depends only on

order spots in the 1/7th, 2/7th, and 3/7th Laue the Debye temperature of the surface atoms and

zones can be observable. In particular, the the spot intensity outside the total reflection

intensities of 1/7,2/7) to 57,6/7), 97,10/7), condition mainly reflects the Debye temperature

and 87,10/7) spots are high. Also, the spot of the bulk atoms. Actually, we determined the

intensities in the Ist Laue zone are very weak. In Debye temperature of the surfacre atoms as 290

the total reflection region, they are observable as K from the analysis of the temperature

common features. dependence of the (1,1) spot in the total

When analyzing the RHEPD patterns by reflection region. This value is about 100 K

means of the kinematical and dynamical smaller than that by the electron diffractions).

diffraction theories usina the atomic coordinates1-11 The thermal vibrational amplitude of the

of the 7x7 structure, we found that the measured adatoms is estimated to be 014 A at room

patterns can be qualitatively explained by the temperature, which increases by a factor of 30 

kinematical calculation. However, the compared with those reported before. Similar to

agreement between the measured and calculated

patterns by the dynamical calculation is more

superior to that by the kinematical calculation.
q = 75"

Thus, the multiple scattering effect is necessary (010) spot

to quantitatively analyze the measured patterns. = 16'

From the result due to the detailed analysis of = 75'

the patterns, we found that the shift of the
C:U)

adatom height towards the surface-normal a= 1.0'
1. 5' (1,1) spot

C:direction improved the discrepancy in the 0

experiment, as reported in Ref. [5]. Furthermore,
r)

the penetration depth of the positron beam is
:exp = 35"

estimated to be 12 cal (0,O) spot
= 75'.

200 400 600 800 1000

3.2 Temperature dependence of RHEPD Temperature (K)

inten SitieS6,I)

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the
RHEPD intensities under various condition

of the RHEPD intensities under various from the SO 1 I)-7x7 surface
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it, te Debye temperature of the bulk is absorption potential due to the electronic

determined as 600 K which is in good excitation were taken as 152 A and 025 �

agreement with that by the x-ray diffraction respectively, wich were determined in previous

analysis'). stud Y5). Te Debye temperature of the surface

and the bulk were set at 290 K and 600 K,

3.3 RHEPD rocking curve as a function of respectively, which were obtained i previous

ternperature7) section. Te calculated rocking curve denoted as

Figure 3 shows te (0,O) spot itensity as a the solid line is in good agreement with the

function of the glancing angle, so-called measured curve. The reliability factor (R), which

RHEPD rocking curve, up to 873 K. The indicates te goodness of the fit, is below about

measured rocking curve does not show any 5 in te whole temperature range. Therefore,

drastic change due to the icrease in temperature. the temperature dependence of the rocking curve

Only the intensity of the Bragg peak decreases can be explained by te ehanced Debye

with increasing temperature. However, the temperature of the surface, i.e., large termal

intensity in the total reflection region hardly vibrational amplitude of the adatoms.

decreases. These canges are consistent with the Accordingly, the adatom eight doe Dt show

resultin Fig. 2. significant shift with temperature. Consequently,

We calculated the RHEPD rocking curve we found that the adatorn bond becomes softer

based on the dynamical diffraction theory taking even at roorn temperature.

into account the thermal diffuse scattering. The

adatom height above the first layer and the References
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4.17 Application of Nficro-PIXE to Study on Sorption Behavior of
Heavy Elements on Mixtures of Minerals 2)

N. Kozai*, H. Mitamura% T. Ohnuki** T Sakai***, M. Oikawa*** and T. Satoh***

Department of Environmental Sciences, JAERI*

Advanced Science research Center, JAERI-

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI *-

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

The purpose of this study is to understand 2.1 Preparation of external standards

migration behavior of heavy metals in soil For preparation of Cd-sorbing external

environment. Soil is a mixture of various standards, fine powder of natural

minerals such as clays, other silicates, iron montmorillonite produced in Tsukinuno, Japan

(hydro)oxides, and phosphate minerals. To (Kunimine Industries Co., Ltd) was used.

investigate sorption behavior of heavy metals on Montmorillonite is a representative swelling clay

mixtures of minerals, this study used the mineral commonly found in soil. A 01 g of the

micro-PIXE analyzing system developed in the montmorillonite was contacted with 10 cm' of a

TIARA facility, JAERI. The spatial resolution Cd solution (10 mM NaC104 solution containing

of the micro-PIXE analyzing system is less than 0.1 to 10 mM CdC12) at 25T. The starting pH of

1 tm in diameter '), which allows us to obtain the Cd solution was adjusted at 5.0 using dilute

highly sensitive two-dimensional elemental NaOH and HCI solutions. After 24 hr, solid

mapping images. The mcro-PIXE analyzing phase was separated from liquid phase by

system is thus suited for investigating centrifuge. The liquid phase was further

distribution of elements sorbed on individual filtrated using a membrane filter with a pore size

minerals in their mixture. of 02 �trn. Cd concentration in liquid phase

The related studies in JAERI have been was determined by ICP-AES and ICP-MS.

carried out in qualitative fashion only. These The solid phase was washed with ethanol three

studies have not evaluated influence of times and dried in the air. The concentration of

mineralogical features such as shape and size of the sorbed Cd in montmorillonite, Cm, was

minerals and location of elements in minerals on determined by (CO-C)V/W, where Co and C are

quantification of minerals and the sorbed the initial and final concentrations of Cd in

elements. In this paper, applicability of solution, respectively, V is the volume of

micro-PIXE analysis to quantitative evaluation solution, and W is the weight of

of the heavy elements sorbed on minerals was montmorillonite.

examined using external standards, which are 2.2 Sorption of Cd on mixture of minerals

heavy element-sorbing minerals of uniform A mixture of three minerals was prepared.

shape and size. This paper describes the first This mixture contained the natural

result on sorption of Cd on external standards montmorillonite 80 wt% a synthetic iron (111)

and application of the result to quantitative hydroxide (ferrihydrite) 10 wt%, and a synthetic

evaluation of the sorption of Cd on a mixture calcium-phosphate hydroxide (bydroxyapatite)

containing three minerals. 10 WM. The ferrihydrite was prepared
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according to the method by Schwertmann and detected by the Ge detector.

Corn C112). The particle size of the ferrihydrite

was between 25-46 �trn. The hydroxyapatite 3. Results and discussion

was a synthetic spherical shape powder with the From the EDS spectra for the external

size of 20 [tm i diameter (Bio-Rad Laboratories standards, the net counts of the peak areas of the

Inc.). A 0.04g of the mixture and 4 cm' of a Cd Si i the montmorillonite and the sorbed Cd

solution (10 mM NaC104 solution containing were obtained. The ratio of the net counts of

1rnM CdC],) were contacted in a centrifuge tube Cd ad Si, Cd/Si, was plotted in Fig. I as a

at 250C. The starting pH of the Cd solution function of Cm. In the Cm range between about

was aqjusted at 5.0 using dilute NaOH and HO 6 and 42 mg-Cd/g-montmorillonite, te value of

solutions. After 10 min, solid phase was Cd/Si increased linearly with C The linearity

separated from liquid phase by centrifuge. The of the correlation was particularly good when

liquid phase was further filtrated using a the Si(Li) detector was employed. This esult

membrane filter with a pore size of 02 . indicates that the Cd sorbed on inonti-norillonite

Determination of the Cd concentratio i the can be quantitatively evaluated in the

liquid phase and wash of the solid phase were above-mentioned C range by using the Si(Li)

carried out as described above. detector. In this C rage, about 10-65 of the

2.3 Micro-PIXE analysis cation exchange sites of the inonti-norillonite
2,The Cd-sorbing samples were spread o a were occupied by Cd

carbon plate using water and dried in the air. In the sorption experiment of Cd on the

Two-dimensional elemental distribution of the mixture containing montmorillonite, ferrihydrife,

Cd-sorbing sample on a carbon plate was then and apatite, 3.2xl 0-6 rnol of Cd was sorbed on

measured by micro-PIXE using a proton beam the mixture. Figure 2 shows two-dimensional

with the energy of 26 MeV. L Xay of Cd elemental mapping images for the Cd-sorbing

(3.13 KeV), Ka X-rays of Si 174 KeV), Fe inixture sample I Fig. 2 Cd was clearly

(6.40 KeV), and Ca 3.69 KeV) were aalyzed detected i te areas where Fe and Ca were

for the sorbed Cd, inontmorillonite, ferrihydrite, distributed. Correlation between the

and apatite, respectively. To detect these X-rays, distribution of Cd ad Ca was particularly good,

a igh purity Ge detector with a cystal size of suggesting tat Cd was accumulated o apatite.

100irim' (ORTEC IGLET-X) ad a S(Li) On the other hand, correlation between the
2detector with a crystal size of 30 mm (PGT distribution of Cd and Si was ot lar-,

LS-30135) were used at the sarne time. Those suggesting tat the concentration of the sorbed

detectors have different sensitivity to ad Cd in the montmorillonite was low. TO

resolutio i ene y of X-ray. The Ge detector evaluate this esult quantitatively, the averagedrg
has a higher performance than te Si(Li) value of the ratio Cd/Si easured by the Si(Li)

detector i detection of X-ray with energy higher detector was obtained for eight arrow areas

than several KV O the other and, the Ge where montmorillonite was distributed

detector is inferior to te Si(Li) detector in separately frorn ferrihydrite ad apatite. Using

detection of X-ray with low eergy. For the Si i the averaged value of Cd/Si ad the relation

the matrix of monti-norillonite, the et count of show i Fig. 1, te amount of te Cd sorbed on

Si Ko Xray detected by te Si(Li) detector was the montmorillonite in te mixture was found to
1.9X10-6 +about eight times greater tan te et count be 0.4xlO-' mol. This aount of Cd
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accounts for about 60 of the Cd sorbed on the

mixture (3.2X1 0-6 mol). Because the content of 1.4 0.06

i-nontniorillonite in the mixture was 80 %, it can

be said that Cd was somewhat accumulated onto 1.2 - 0.05 0

o
the ferrihydrite and the apatite in the mixture. 1.0 -

o.04
It was found that the quantitative analysis rr

0.8
using external standard was effective for better 0 Ge detector 0.03

>' 0.6 R=0.9evaluation of the results o analysis of heavy .0 706

65 etector 0.02 C-D
metal sorbing minerals by micro-PIXE. The 0.4 - R=0.9940 M

0
U 0study on applicability of external standards 0.01

continues for other heavy elements and minerals. 0.2 -

0.0 - 0.00

0 1 0 20 30 40 so
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5.1 Hydrogen Up-take in Gas Ion Implantation Induced Porous
Surface Layers

S. Nagata", S. Yamamoto**, B. Tsuchiya*, K. Toh*, N. Ohtsu*and T. Shikama*
Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University*
Department of Material Development, JAERl**

1. Introduction axis. They were cut from single crystal rods
It is well known that the ion irradiation of made by the floating zone melting method, and

metals efficiently enhances the retention of were electro-polished to obtain mirror like
hydrogen isotopes in the ion implanted region ). surface. Ion implantations were carried out
For endothermic hydrogen occluders such as Mo using a 400 kV ion implantation facility at
and W, having low solubility of hydrogen, the TIARA, with He, Ne, Kr, Xe ions of 50 - 280
hydrogen atoms merely enter the crystal lattice, keV, at roorn temperature. The maximum
while dissociative adsorption can easily take dose was about 2 x 1021 i,,S/M2, with a typical
place at the crystal surface. Recently, we current density of about 3 x 10" ion/m2S.

found remarkable hydrogen accumulation by During the ion implantation, the residual gas
absorbing from the surrounding atmosphere into pressure was kept about 2 x 10-' Pa. After the
the He saturated surface of W and Mo single implantation, concentration depth profiles of

S 23crystal Also, we observed a large isotopic hydrogen isotopes in the surface layer of the
difference of the up-take rates between specimen were measured by Elastic Recoil
hydrogen and deuteriUM4,5). However, Detection Analysis (ERDA) using 28 MeV

mechanisms of the hydrogen up-take He 2'beams. An ion beam with 1mm diameter
phenomena have not been clarified. We was incident o the specimen at an angle of 75
investigated the concentration depth profiles of degree to the surface normal and the recoil6 He
up-taken hydrogen and morphological changes and hydrogen isotopes were detected at an angle
in the He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe ion implanted Mo and of 30 degree with respect to the analyzing beam.
W single crystals. Although, the ion The depth resolution of hydrogen in the present
implantation caused different porous structures ERD experiments was estimated to be 25 nm at
depending on the ion species, significant the surface of the specimen. Thermal release
hydrogen up-take was found only for He and Xe of hydrogen was investigated by measuring
ion irradiated surface 6. In the present retained ydrogen i the specimen after each

work, we examined hydrogen up-take ad stage of isochronal annealing of 10 minutes.
thermal release behavior in connection with Changes of the surface morphology due to
compositional changes on the surface of Wand the ion implantation were investigated by
Mo sinale crystals implanted by various species Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM ad
of noble gas ions. Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) observation.

The depth profile of metal, oxides and implanted
2. Experimental procedure spices are ivestigated Secondary Ion Mass

Specimens used were W and Mo single Spectroscopy, using 10 keV Ga' bearn. X-ray
crystalline disks of rnrn diameter and 0.5 mrn photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) was
thickness, with 100> or <111> crystallographic
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](((((9

performed using monochronized Al K a W<-He1.5x1022/n12at800K --O-W

radiation to examine te implanted surface. MW wo

3. Results and Discussion 100(

Fi . 1 shows time dependence of yields of9

secondary ions (W, WO, W02, W03 d

from a W crystal surface irradiated by 10 keV
1022 /M2 UingHe ions up to 1.5 x H 10 kV Ga'

beam. Yields of each ion spices have a sharp

peak at te beginning of te Ga' sputter, due to 20 40 (1( 8( M
Sputtering ime arbitrary units)

surface oxides. Indeed, W03 at the ion

irradiated W surface were confirmed by XPS Fig. SIMS depth profiles of W and W oxides

measurements. The secondary ion yields do from W single crystal irradiated by 10 keV He ions

not correspond to the absolute concentration of up to a dose of 1.5 x 1022/M2 at 800K.

each metal or oxide, the shape of the 1000000

concentration profiles is able to be compared
100000

0 m/e=2
with each other. The depth profile of W is W <10keV He 1.5xlMN2

-M/e=31 oooo 800K-
similar to that Of W03; the secondary ion yields A m/e=4

of W and W03 linearly decreased with 1000

increasing the sputtering time. On the other
100

hand, the shape of WO yields curve coincides

with that Of W02 yields; WO and W02- 7E 10

signals had broad peak beneath the surface.

During the Ga' sputter, intensities of secondary 0 20 40 60 so 100

Ga sputtering time (minutes)He ions sputtered fom specimens were too low

to be detected. Therefore we performed Fig. 2 RGA depth profiles of H and He from W

residual gas analysis for examining the depth single cystal irradiated by 10 keV He ions upto a

profile of the implanted He in the same dose of 1.5 x 1022/M2 at 800K.

specimens. Fig. 2 shows residual gas yields

of m/e = 2 3 and 4 plotted against Ga' W <- He 1.5 x 1022/ni2 a 800K
W

sputtering time. The sputtering time wo

--O- W02
dependence of the He as idicated as m/e = 4 _ W03

showed similar curve to the secondary ion yields

of WO and W02. The larger yields of WO-

may not be directly connected with the

formation of the WO, which is not believed to U
C

be stable. Although the quantitative aalysis of

the secondary ions yields are difficult, it ca be
stated that oxides of WO, were formed in the He 0 20 40 60 80 1 00

Spunerin, firne arbilrary units)

retained depth region. We tried to measure Fig. 3 SIMS depth profiles of W and W oxides

depth profile of these oxides by XPS using Ar from W single crystal irradiated by 200 keV Ar

sputtering. However, the sputtered surface was ions up to a dose of 1.5 x 1022 /nI2at 800K.
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immediately covered with W03 oxide layer Especially, the release of implanted hydrogen

probably due to the oxyge i the residual gas was completed at 750 K from te oxide layer,

introduced by Ar sputtering procedure. which formed on the single crystal surface by

SIMS profile for te W irradiated by 200 annealing i air. Although, the oxide layer of

keV Ar i SWD i fig. 3 Relative W and Mo is able to retain large amount of

intensities of secondary ions among W and W implanted hydrogen, very little H up-take was

oxides are the same as those for the specimen observed by He and other noble gas irradiation.

irradiated by He, ad the depth profiles for all W

oxides are nearly the same. Similar 4. Conclusions

profiles were obtained for Ne' irradiated W and Hydrogen up-take occurred i the He and Xe

Mo crystals. As reported in the latest annual implanted depth region, where oxides such as

revie 6 the hydrogen up-take was found for W02 and MoO, were formed. Thermal

He and Xe irradiated specimens, but not for Ne release experiment indicated that the trapping of

and Ar irradiated specimens. The results up-taken hydrogen was stronger than that of

suggest that the up-take phenomenon is closely implanted hydrogen in the W and Mo metals

related to the W02 and MoOz formation along and oxides. It can be concluded that

the ion range distribution. enhancement of dissociation of the hydrogen is

attributed to the oxides formed around the

retained projectiles, and tapping of hydrogen

atoms are related with the gas bubbles or
1.2

Termal release of hydrogen in W clusters.
1

E3 W-He
0.8

W oxides <- H References
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5.2 Photocatalytic Properties of Sulfur-doped Titanium Dioxide

T. Umebayashi*, S. Yamamoto**, M. Yoshikawa**, T. Yamaki** and
K. Asai
Department of Quantum Engineering ad Systerns Science,
The Uiversity of Tokyo*
Department of Material Development, JAERI:1*

1. Introduction The crystal structures and surface areas of
Since the early 1970s, TiO2has received these samples were determined by X-ray

attention as a promising photocatalytic diffraction aalysis and the nitrogen-BET
semiconductor'). Extensive studies have been method. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
carried out for the realization of air and water (XPS) and diffusion reflectance spectroscopy
purification systems using photocatalytic (DRS) measurements were carried out to
materials. 2ha a wide optical bandgap of investigate the chemical states of S and the
about 30 eV, i.e., a fundamental absorption optical properties, respectively.
edge of about 400 nM 2 Therefore, eTiO2 The photocatalytic activities were evaluated
photocatalyst is active only under ultraviolet by measuring the optical absorption spectrum
(UV) light, rendering it inactive under sunlight of rnethylene blue (MB) adsorbed on the
whose spectrum predominantly lies in the surface of the pallets of the samples under the
visible region. The effective utilization of visible light irradiation 420-500 nrn).
visible light is one of the important subjects for
the increasing applicability of this oxide as a 3. Results and discussion
photocatalyst. After the thermal treatment at 773K for 90

Recently, the authors have performed the min, the color of the TiS2 powder changed from
doping of sulfur (S) into O2'). The S-doping black to beige. Figure shows the XRD
shifted its optical absorption edge to a lower patterns of the prepared sample and the raw
energy, thereby increasing its photoreactivity TiS2 powder. A single phase of anatase TiO2
under visible light. These previous studies
demonstrated that the S-doped TiO2is expected

(a) Aer M Anatase
to be applicable to novel photocatalytic reaction

TiS,systems uder the atural or solar beams. In
this paper, we report the optical and
photocatalytic properties of te S-doped TiO,
synthesized by oxidative heating of the TiS (b) Before

powder.

2. Methods 20 30 40 50 60

26 (deg)The TiO,-based polycrystalline powder

samples, including S substituted for 0, were Fig. 1. XRD patterns of the TiS, powder (a) after

prepared by heating the TiS, powder in air at and (b) before te termal treatment at 500 .C for 90

500. C for 90 inin. min.
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S 2p

(a)

(b

158 162 166 170 174 300 350 400 450 500 550 600

Binding energy (eV) Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3. DRS spectra of (a) S-doped T,
Fig. 2 S 2p core-level XPS spectrum of anatase synthesized by the heating of MS,; and (b) undoped
TO, synthesized by the heating of TiS, after te Ar' TO'.
etching for min.

appeared in the former patterns. The crystal optical absorption edge was shifted into the

structure of the powder should be completely lower energy region and visible-light absorption

transformed into the anatase structure by the was enhanced. The present authors and some

thermal treatment. The specific surface areas researchers reported the electronic structures

of the prepared sample and the reference O2 (DOS: density of states) of the S-doped and

powder were estimated to be ca. 33.5 and 41.2 undoped TiO2 calculated by the band

m 2/g, respectively, by the BET method. calculations using the full potential linearized

Figure 2 shows the XPS spectrum (S 2p augmented plane wave method 1) 4 These

core level) after Ar' etching (I /min) for reports showed that the mixing of the p

15 min of the anatase TiO2 powders states with VB increases the width of the

prepared by the annealing of TiS2. As valence band (VB) itself and narrows the

seen in the spectrum, a signal occurred bandgap. This would cause the lower energy

around 160 V. This signal is associated shift and the absorption of visible light

with forming Ti-S bonds in the Tio 3 observed in the DRS spectrum of the S-doped

Therefore, a trace amount of atoms would sample.

remain in the annealed sample as Figure 4 shows the absorption spectra of the

hornogeneously distributed substitutional MB on the reference (undoped TiO2) and

atoms at the sites. S-doped sample under visible light irradiation.

These XRD and XPS results indicated that In the reference sample (Fig. 4 (a)), the change

the S-doped TiO2 (TiO,,S,), where the atoms in the absorption intensity was not observed.

were substituted for the 0 atoms, was On the other hand, the decrease in the

synthesized by oxidative heating of TiS2. The absorption intensity and a slight blue shift of

concentration index of S, x: TiO,,S,, was the spectrum were observed on the S-doped

calculated to be ca. 0.01 by comparing the TiO2 (Fig. 4 (b)). These are due to te

product of the 161 eV peak area multiplied by decomposition (the former) and the

the 2p sensitive factor to the product of the N-dernethylation (the later) of MB via the

531 eV peak area (O 1s) multiplied by the ls photocatalytic processes. This result

sensitive factor. undoubtedly means that the S-doped TiO2 acts

Figure 3 shows DRS spectra of te S-doped as a photocatalyst uder the visible light

and undoped TiO-,. Due to the S-doping, the irradiation.
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(a) 4. Conclusion

Undoped M2 S-doped anatase T2 was prepared by the
annealing of TiS2- The S-doped TiO2

exhibited a red-shift in the optical absorption

edge from the undoped TiO2, consequently, the

Imadiation Time photoexcited carriers in the S-doped TiO2
0 min

induced the photocatalytic decompositio of10 min
........ 20 min MB under the visible light irradiation. This

compound sould be effective as a ovel
66o 650 700 750 visible-light photocatalyst.

Wavelength (nm)
(b)

References:
S-doped T102 1) A. Fujishima and K. Honda, Nature 238

(1972) 37-38.

2) J. Pascual, J. Camassel, and H. Mathieu,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 39 1977) 1490-1493.

3) T. Umebayashi, T. Yamaki, H. Itoh and K...........
.14 Asai, Appl. Phys. Lett. 81 2002) 454-456.

4) R. Asahi, T. Morikawa, T. Ohwaki, A. Aoki,
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Fig. 4 Absorption spectra of MB on (a) undoped
and (b) S-doped T2 under visible-light irradiation

=420-500 nm).
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5.3 C60 In Irradiation Effect on C60 and Si Crystals

H. Nararnoto, V. Lavrentiev, K. Narurni and S. Sakai
Advanced Science Research Center, AERI

1. Introduction The irradiated surfaces Of C60 films Were

C60 and transition metal atoms are analyzed with micro-Raman spectrometry,
supposed to be chernically interesting AFM and step-profiling with a Dectak
partners for the spontaneous structure machine. The step eight changes were
formation study because both play a evaluated referring to the pristine region
complementary role i the charge transfer in the same sample. The lattice disorder
process. The recent effort has shown that and possible carbon contaminations
the evolved structures are endowed with localized on Si surface were analyzed by

1-4)characteristic electrical properties employing techniques of RBS/channeling
The structures include the carbon and RBS/nuclear reactions.
allotrope conversion through the chemical
process. The directional energy beams 3. Results and discussion
such as ions are useful means to design In the course of irradiation the special
the structures suitable for the application cares were taken for the ion current
conditions. integration because the desorbing

In the present report, is described the procedure of adsobates, becomes dominant
radiation-effect-study of low energy C60 by the high momentum transfer by
ions on typical two targets, C60 and Si. incident C60 ions. Actually, the incident
The ion irradiation is a violent technique ion current has increased apparently after
beyond the binding eergy of the relevant the incubation period where the release of
system but the careful application has adsorbed molecules is operative. In this
been shown to be useful"o). The energy course of study it was found that the step
Of C60 ions was chosen so as to include height evaluation is more sensitive way to
the critical one for the break-up Of C60 detect the subtle change Of C60 surface
cages. combined. with Raman analysis.

Fig. illustrates the intensity change
2. Experimentals of Ag(2) Raman peak for C60 film as a

FCC C60 thin films were prepared o function of the C60' ion fluence, together
ct-Al.-)O3 around 70-120 'C by using a with the spectral features. One can
Knudsen cell. The source material for C60 recognize that the C60' ion irradiation
is high quality with 99-99 purity. For induces two different processes separated
the present study the bombardments of around the dose of 2x10"/crn 2. At the 1'
C60 ins were carried out under the stage(<2x101'/crn 2) the intensity

conditions of 10-400keV and increases simply keeping the spectral
210-100nA/c M . Different from the features that suggests the improvernent of

standard ion irradiation experiment, the the crystal quality through the

negative potential for the secondary easy-ejection of light impurity atoms In

electron suppression was not applied for the igh fluence egion (>2x10'-/crn'),

the proper evaluation of ion current uder the decrease of Ag(2) peak intensity

the strong ifluence of desorbing particles. includes the spectral modification.
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Through the careful analysis, it has been ion fluence different from the case for
concluded that the broadening with the 400keV C60 ions, however, this result may
peak itensity decrease is associated with include the competitive process between
the appearance of polymeric component sputtering and carbon atom deposition
close to the original Ag(2) peak position. through the C60 cage' breakage. Further

The lattice disorder induced by C60' ion study is scheduled to show te direct
irradiation was studied on Si(100). The evidence of rebound process Of C60-

incident energies Of C60 ions were
changed i the range of 10 - 400keV. The References
induced lattice disorder seems to be 1) V. 1. Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto,
localized in, the H. Naramoto and K. Narumi, Physica
near-surface-region(<10ni-n), and the B: Con. Matter 323 2002) 303-305.
induced disorder was evaluated as the 2) V. Lavrentiev, H. Abe, S. Yamamoto, H.
broadening and/or the intensity increase Naramoto, K. Narumi, Materials
of surface peak uder the glancing Letters 57 2003) 4093-4097.
emitting condition where te scattering 3) S. Sakai, H. Naramoto, Y. Xu, T. H.
angle was set at 1050. The surface peak Priyanto, V. Lavrentiev, K.Narumi,
intensity does not reach the random level MRS Symp. Proc. Vol. 788,
probably because of relatively poor depth L11.49.1(2004).
resolution of our detecting system with a 4) V. Lavrentiev, H. Naramoto, H. Abe, S.
surface barrier detector. The induced Yamamoto, K. Narumi and S. Sakai,
disorder increases linearly up to 1X1013 Fullerene, Nanotubes and Carbon

/cm', and then becomes saturated after Nanostructures 12 2004) 519-528.
1013 /CM22.5 x for 10keV C60' ions. The 5) H. Naramoto, X. D. Zhu, J. Vacik, Y. H.

accumulated disorder is fairly small Xu, K. Narumi, S. Yamamoto and K.
compared with the random level in. Miyashita, Phys. of Solid State 44
RBS/channeling analysis but the (2002) 668-673.
preliminary study of optical reflectance 6) X. D. Zhu, Y. H. Xu, H. Naramoto K.
spectroscopy suggests the existence of Narumi, K. Miyashita, J. Phys. :Con.
severe disorder in the near surface region. Matter 14 2002) 5083.
For further progress of this study, it is 7) X. D. Zhu, H. Naramoto, Y. H. Xu K.
inevitable to compare the optical Narumi, K. Miyashita, J. Chem. Phys.
absorption features with the electrical 116 2002) 10458-10461.
characterization. 8) X. D. Zhu, H. Naramoto, Y. H. Xu K.

The analysis of contarninated carbon Narurni, K. Miyashita, Phys. Rev. 66
atoms on Si surface is also another (2002) 165426.
important item in order to kow the 9) X. D. Zhu, X. H. Wen, R. J. Zhan H.
maximum energy where C60 ions can keep Naramoto, F. Arefi-Khonsart, J. Phys.:
their cage structure even after collisions. Condensed Matter 16 (2004)
The collision process of a whole C60 ion 1175-1181.
with solid may iduce the cooperative 10) X. D. Zhu, K. Narumi, Y. Xu H.
effect different from the classical binary Naramoto, F. Arefi-Khonsari, J. Appl.
collision regime. Phys. 95 2004) 4105-4110.

Fig. 2 suggests tat 10keV C60 ions do
not induce- the build-up of carbon

contamination in the broad range Of C60
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Fig. 1: Typical changes in Raman spectra at the 2nd stage as a function of 50keV C60' in fluence
for three different samples. The icrease of Ag(2) peak intensity in the low fuence region
(<2 X I 01 5/CM2) corresponds to the recrystallization associated with impurity atom ejection. On the
contrary, the decrease of Ag(2) peak itensity in the high fluence region indicates the appearance
of additional component reflecting the volvrnerization cooperated with the sPutterin-
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Fig. 2 Content change of carbon atoms on Si surface as a function of ion fluence. Carbon atoms
were analyzed by 12 C(d, p)"C uclear reactions. The contents were normalized to that for cc-SiC
crystal.
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5.4 Observation of a Nano-sized-pinhole Array
in Ni Thin Films on MgO(100) Substrates

K. Narurni, C. Lin and H. Nararnoto
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI

1. Introduction temperature (RT). After deposition, the sample
It is well known that the physical properties was aken out wen its temperature arrived at RT.

bear tight relationships with the surface The morphology of the film was immediately
morphology of tin films, and tus patterning the investigated by an atomic force microscope
surface on the anometer scale is of importance (JEOL JSPM 4200) at AC mod i the air. The
to obtain unique properties for potential MikroMasch Si tips were used, wich are
application; Numerous nanostructures have been characterized by radius of curvature less tan 10
prepared: for example, the zero-dimensional nm ad full tip cone angle less than 20'.
quantum dots with iteresting electronic ad
optoelectronic properties ad one-dimcnsional 3. Results and discussion
magnetic nanowires. Recently the formation of Figure shows examples of AFM images
three-dimensionally structured films has also and corresponding height profiles of films with
attracted a great deal of attention. One of such thickness of 1, 10 and 30 nrn deposited at RT. As
structures is a surface with pinholes. It was shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), small round Ni
found that pinholes on the anometer scale had a grains and some pinholes whose diameter was
significant effect on the magnetic properties of a -5-10 nm were observed for filrns with nominal
Ni film on an anodic aluminum oxide substrate') thickness of 1, 25, 5, 75, 10 and 15 nin
and an annealed Co filM2). deposited at RT. It was also observed, as clear in

In the present study, pinholes with narrow Fig. 1(b), that the pinholes demonstrated a
size distribution and spatial distribution were uniform size distribution ad even showed a
observed in Ni thin films deposited on MgO(100) nearly uniform spatial distribution, which
substrates. We will discuss the origin of such resulted in the formation of a pinhole aray. For
structure formation in terms of the elastic strain films with thickness of 20 ad 30 nin, it was
energy. difficult to find pinholes a lot of big Ni islands

composed of 34 grains were observed o the
2. Experimental surface as shown in Fig. (c).

Ni films were prepared by using an e-gun The formation of pinholes was also observed
evaporation systern. Polished MgO(100 sgle for 2.5-7.5-nm N films deposited at 400T; Fig.
crystals were used as substrates. The base 2(b sows a example of AFM images of a
pressure of te deposition charnber was lxlO-' Pa. 7.5-iii-n Ni fm. Fom the corresponding height
During deposition, te chamber was cooled by profile Fig. 2(e), te mean diameter of the
liquid nitroge ad the pressure was lower tan pinhole ad the grain is deduced to be 50 nin On
3xlO-' Pa. Deposition rate wich was monitored the other and, for a 1-ni fm., oly grains

by a standard quartz inicrobalance systern, was whose diameter, was approximately 25 ni-n were
less than 0.01 nm/s. The deposition was observed as sow i Fig. 2(a) Fr a 10-nm fm,

performed for a substrate kept at 400T or room the uniformly sized pinholes begin to disappear
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Fig. 1. AFM images of (a) 1-nm, (b) 10-nm and (c) 30-nm Ni films deposited onto MgO(100) at RT; Image size is 1x1
2. The corresponding height profiles (d), (e) and (f) were taken along the horizontal white and black lines shown in (a),

(b ad (c), respectively.

as shown in Fig. 2(c). The pinholes are formed even at the thickness of

The formation mechanism of round Ni approximately monolayer. The density of those

grains is easy to be understood. It is well known pinholes is of the order of a few thousands per

that growth mode for a thin film is governed . 2 at the thickness of 2 monolayers and

thermodynamically by the surface energy of both decrease quickly with the increasing thickness of

a substrate and a film and the interfacial energy the film, because sequential arriving atoms fill

between the film and the substrate'). For the the pinholes. In their case, the pinholes are

Ni/MgO(100) system, the surface energy of Ni normally formed in an irregular shape and with

and MgO is approximately 23 and 1 j/M2, wide distribution in size. In the present case, on
4

respectivel y ). The large difference in surface the other hand, the diameter of the pinholes is

energy induces a Ni film to follow the nearly the same, and in the sarne magnitude of Ni

three-dimensional island growth mode on island size. Thus the main reason for the

MgO(100) generally, which results in the formation of uiformly sized pinholes cannot be

formation of small round grains at the initial attributed to the defects of the substrate.

stage of the growth. The reason why te grains in It is well known that the driving force for te

the films deposited at 400'C are much larger than formation of periodic or uniform structure in a

those i the films deposited at RT is that both the thin film can be attributed mainly to long-range

nucleation rate and size of critical nucleus elastic interaction, which is generated because of

increase with the increasing substrate the discontinuity of the intrinsic surface stress

temperature. tensor on periodic structure boundary and by te

According to the observation i a Cu/Co lattice mismatch between the COMPO11C11tS6). The

system by Schmid et al.'), the pinholes are mainly ordered arrangement of islands can also be

formed i the vicinity of defects on a substrate interpreted as follows: there would be a

surface, such as pits, steps ad contaminants. minimurn i the free eergy whe te pinholes
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Fig. 2 A-FM images of (a) 1-nm, (b) 7.5-nm and (c) 10-nm Ni films deposited onto MgO(100) at 400"C; Image size is

1XI . m2 The corresponding height profiles (d), (e) and (f) were taken along the horizontal white lines shown in (a), (b) and

(c), respectively.

not only stabilize the uniform size distribution film at a certain thickness.

but also exhibit a spatial distribution by

interacting each other via substrate 7). One may References

notice that the distribution of the pinhole is not 1) Z.L. Xiao, CY. Han, U. Welp, H.H. Wang,

perfectly uniform across the film surface. This V.K. Vlasko-Vlasov, W.K. Kwok, D.J.

can be attributed to the irregularity of the Miller, J.M. Hiller, R.E. Cook, G.A. Willing

substrate surface. Although a polished surface of and G.W. Crabtree, Appl. Phys. Lett. 

an MgO single crystal was used in the present (2002) 2869.

study, some defects still remain. The defects 2) H. Shi ad D. Lederman, J. Appl. Phys 87

with the strain energy propagate unevenly and (2000) 6095.

result in the slight perturbation to pinhole 3) K. Reichelt, Vacuum 38 1988) 1083.

distribution. 4) E.S. Machlin, An Introduction to Aspects of

The density of te pinholes decreases with Thermodynamics and Kinetics Relevant to

the increasing thickness; finally no pinholes are Materials Science, GIRO Press, New York,

observed for thicker films. Tis can be ascribed 1991,p.117.

to the filling of the pinholes by atoms deposited 5) A.K. Schmid, D. Atlan, H. ltoh, B. Heinrich,

later or to the coverage by te sequential upper T. Ichinokawa, J. Kirschner, Phys. Rev. B 48

islands. (1993) 2855.

In conclusion a thin Ni film on an 6) G.L. Zhou, M.H. Yang and C.P. Flynn, Phys.

MgO(100) substrate shows pinhole structure on Rev. Lett. 77 1996) 4580.

the surface i a certain thickness range under the 7) V.A. Shchukin and D. Bimberg, Rev.

effect of elastic strain. The pinholes have a Modern. Phys. 71 1999) 1125.

uniform size distributio ad form a array i a
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5.5 Effects of Cluster Ton Irradiation in Oxide
Superconductors

A. Iwase N. Ishikawa**, Y. Chimi T. Hashimoto***,
0. Michikarni"% Y. Saito**** and A. Chiba****
Osaka Prefecture University'
Department of Materials Science, JAERI**
Faculty of Engineering, lwate University---
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERl-*

I.Introduction number of carbons for the defect creation via
According to the previous studies'-'), the electronic energy deposition is still unknown.

stopping power for cluster ion increases almost In this study, 0.5MeV C and 4Me C both

linearly as increasing the number of constituent having the same velocity, are irradiated to oxide

atoms. However, the atomic displacements due superconductors, and we tried to estimate the

to cluster ion irradiation are not straight forward. effects of elastic displacements and those of

According to the analogy of monoatornic ion electronic eergy deposition for 4MeV Cs

irradiation to inorganic solid materials, the irradiation.
density of defects created via the electronic

energy deposition generally increases 2. Experimental Procedure

superlinearly as a function of the electronic Thin films of c-axis oriented EuBa2CU30Y

stopping power, while the density of defects (y=7) were prepared on MgO substrates by a

created via elastic displacements increases sputtering method. 0.5MeV C and 4MeV Cs ions

linearly as increasing the nuclear st opping are irradiated at room temperature using the

power. 2MV VdG accelerator at JAERI-Tokai and the

As far as the oxide superconductors are tandem accelerator at JAERI-Takasaki,

concerned, if the electronic stopping power is respectively. The projected range of those ions

sufficiently high, the defect creation due to is about 0.6�tm, but for the molecules Cs ions)
electronic energy deposition is dominant they become dissociated and have no more

compared with that due to elastic displacements. spatial correlation as the molecules proceed

For example, for oxide superconductors deeper into the sample. Therefore, the sample

irradiated with MeV C60 cluster ions, tracks thickness was determined to be 0.1[im, which is

with very large diameter are created along beam enough to assure the spatial correlation of

paths, reflecting that the defect creation via molecules during teir passage through the

electronic eergy deposition is dominants), sample. The fluence dependence of c-axis

although 0.5MeV C having same velocity never lattice parameter was examined by measuring

create tracks. Cluster ion irradiation is oe of X-ray diffraction pattern.

the useful ways to study the nonlinear effect

observed for defect creation due to electronic 3.Results and Discussion

energy deposition. At present, te threshold Figure shows the fluence dependence of
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Ac/c,, for the irradiation with 4Me C where But, if it is assumed to be applicable for 4MeV

Ac represents the icrease in c-axis lattice Cs, then it is expected that its contribution of the

parameter due irradiation, and c the c-axis electronic energy deposition to lattice expansion

lattice parameter before irradiation. is comparable to that of elastic displacements.

The lattice expansion is observed also for However, in this study, it is found that the

0.5MeV C irradiation, and it is already known to contribution of electronic energy deposition is

be due to the elastic displacements). If the negligible compared to that of elastic

effects are compared with the unit fluence of displacernents. In other words, the threshold

carbonS/CM2, the lattice expansion for 4MeV C number of carbon constituents for defect

almost coincide with that for 0.5MeV C. This creation via electronic energy deposition is

means that within the error the lattice expansion expected to be more that n=8.

for 4MeV Cs is due to the elastic displacements.

According to the systematic study of lattice References

expansion due to monoatomic ion irradiation, 1) K. Baudin, A. Brunelle, M. Chabot, S.

the contribution of elastic displacements and that Della-Negra, J. Depauw, D. Gardes P.

of electronic energy deposition can be Hakansson, Y. Le Beyec, A. Billebaud M.

separated). Concerning the effects of cluster Fallavier, J. Remillieux, J.C. Poizat, J.P.

ion irradiation, it is debatable that the result for Thomas, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B 94 1994)

monoatomic ion irradiation is applicable to 341.

cluster ion irradiation. 2) D. Ben-Hamu, A. Baer, H. Feldman, J. Levin,

0. Heber, Z. Arnitay, Z. Vager, D. Zajfman,

Phys. Rev. A 56 1997) 4786.

0.5 3) C. Tomaschko, D. Brand], R. Kger M.

. 49 4.OMe C irrad Schurr, H. Voit, Nucl. Instr ad Meth. B 103

0.4 (1995) 407.

-0 4) J. Jensen, A. Dunlop, S. Della-Negra M.

0 Toulemonde, Nucl. Instr ad Meth. B 146

0.2
< (1998) 412.

5) A. Dunlop, G. Jaskierowicz, J. Jensen and S.
0.1

Della-Negra, Nucl. Instr ad Meth. B 132

0.0 (1997) 93.
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101'3 clusters/cm 2 6) N. Ishikawa, A. wase, Y. Cimi, 0.

Michikami, H. Wakana, T. Hashimoto T.

Fig.1 Fluence dependence of c-axis lattice Kambara, C. Miffler, R. Neumann, Nucl. Instr.

parameter in EuBaCU30,1 irradiated with 4MeV and Meth. B 193 2002) 278.

Cs.
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5.6 Simulation of High Energy X-ray Irradiation
by Electron Irradiation

N. Ishikawa*, A. wase**, Y. Chiml*, T. Hashimoto*** and
0. Mchikaml***
Department of Materials Science, JAERI
Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science, Osaka Prefecture
University"
Faculty of Engineering, Iwate University

I.Introduction about 300 nm. The samples with oxygen
From the previous studies of electron content of y ;�: 6 were prepared by thermal

irradiation effects, increase in electrical annealing. The annealed samples are
resistivity due to high energy (-MeV) electron estimated to have oxygen content of y ;� 6,
irradiation is observed for EuBa2CU30y (y=6-7)'), since their c-axis lattice parameter was
and the increase in electrical resistivity for larger by 12% than that of the sample
EuBaCU30y (y=6) is 4 orders of magnitude having oxygen content of ;--- 7 2) . The
larger than that for EuBa2CU30y (y--7). In this specimens were irradiated at 100K with
sense, the oxygen-deficient EuBa2CU30y (y=6) is 9keV X-ray. The X-ray irradiation was
appropriate target material to precisely detect performed at Photon Factory of the High
small defect concentration. Based on this Energy Accelerator Research Organization

recognition, using EuBaCU30y (y=6) we have (KEK, Tsukuba). In order to avoid the

found for the first time that in this oxide material possible irradiation effect of the electrode,

small increase in electrical resistivity reflecting only the specimen part was irradiated.

defect creation is observed during irradiation of In-situ measurement of change in electrical

high energy (9keV) X-ray. resistivity during irradiation was performed

The mechanism of this X-ray induced atomic also at I OOK.

displacements is still unknown. One of the In order to simulate the X-ray irradiation,

models to explain this phenomenon is that we performed also the irradiation with

displacements take place as a result of high 0.46MeV electrons from a 3MV

energy electrons caused by ionization process single-ended accelerator in TIARA,

during X-ray irradiation. In order to test this JAEFJ-Takasaki. The irradiation

model, we have simulated X-ray irradiation by temperature and measurement temperature

irradiating high energy electrons directly to were same as those adopted for the X-ray

EuBa2CU30y (y=6) target and at the same time irradiation experiment. The energy of

electrical resistivity is measured in situ. 0.46MeV was chosen because this is the

lowest energy achievable by the accelerator.

2. Experimental procedure

Thin films of c-axis oented EuBa2CU30Y 3.Results and discussion

(y=7) were prepared on MgO substrates by a dc: In EuBaCU30Y (y=6) irradiated with

sputtering method. The thickness of films was 0.46MeV electrons, increase in resitivity, Ap/po,
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of 1% is observed when electron fluence reachs electrical resistivity, although there is still

4.4x 1013 e/CM2, where Ap is the increase in difference in actual value.

electrical resistivity due to irradiation and po the It is concluded that the posibility of elecron

electrical resistivity before irradiation. The causing atomic displacements as a result of

fluence necessary for 1% increase in electrical X-ray irradiation still survive after

resistivity corresponds to jX10-3pprn from the serniquantitative analysis of X-ray irradiation

estimation using the differential scattering cross effects and elecron irradiation effects.
3)section proposed by MacKinley and Feshbach

On the other hand, 1% increase in resitivity, References

Ap/po, due to 9keV X-ray irradiation is found to 1) N. ishikawa, Y. Chimi, A. lwase, K. Tsuru

be caused by absorption of photons up to and 0. Michikami, J. Nucl. Mater'. 258-263

1.5xl 013 photonS/CM2. If we make a simple (1998) 1924.

assumption that photon causes one ionization 2) W. R. McKinnon, M. L. Post, L. S. Selwyn, G.

thus creates 1 electron, then 1.5x 1013 Pleizier, J. M. Tarascon, P. Barboux, L. H.

photonS/CM2 corresponds to 1.5xl 013 Greene, and G. W. Hull, Phys. Rev. 38

electronS/CM2, which is of same order of (1988)6543.

magnitude as the electron fluence (4.4x10 13 3) W.A. MacKinley, H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 74

e/CM2 necessary to attain 1% increase in (1948) 1759.
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5.7 High-energy Particle Irradiation Effects in Bi Thin Films

Y Chirni N. Ishikawa* and A. 1wase"
Department of Materials Science, JAERI*
Research Institute for Advanced Science and Technology,, Osaka Prefecture
University"

1. Introduction wit a mask for a four-probe electrical resistivity
We have studied hgh-density electronic measurement. Since the crystallization

I f amorphous B thin films de ends
excitation effects caused by eergetic heavy ion temperature p

irradiation in conductive materials. It makes it on the film thickness, te tckness of the

clear that atomic displacements can occur due to present specimen was chosen so as not to induce

electronic excitation even in metals, in whic a crystallization at te irradiation temperature. The

large number of conduction electrons have been specimen was irradiated below 17 K with
idered to screen the electronic excitation 2.0-MeV electrons from a -M-V single-ended

cons .1

effects. Therefore, semiconductors or accelerator in TIARA, JAERI-Takasaki. The

seinimetals wch have much lower carrier change in electrical resistivity of the specimen

density tan metals, have been expected to show was measured in situ at 12 K as a function of

stronger electronic excitation effects. Based on electron fluence.

this concept, we have performed high-energy

heavy ion irradiatio i B tn films, and found 3. Results and Discussion

a sgn of irradiation-induced amorphization as Figure I shows the change in electrical

the resistivity change due to re-crystallization of resistivity of te specimen, Ap, as a function of

amorphous regions'). It is noted here that electron fluence, (D. In the case of semi-metallic
amorphous Bi thin films show a Bi, not oly the change in carrier mobility but

2)superconducting transition below 6.2 K ad also tat in carrier density contributes to Ap due

therefore, te amorphization attributed to to accumulation of te irradiation-produced

electronic excitation may realize a defects. Therefore, Ap is not always proportional

one-dimensional superconducting state. In order to the concentration of irradiation-produced

to clarif�, whether te present amorphization is defects. As compared with the results for smilar

attributed to electronic excitation or ot, we experiments o bulk Bi specimens te

have investigated high-energy particle resistivity change rate for tin film specimen is

irradiation effects in B tn films. In te present about four-orders of magnitude igher tan tat

report, we sow an experimental result for for bulk specimen. Such a hgh rsistivity

energetic electron rradiation as a reference for chan e rate may be ascribed to a high defect

irradiation effects. production rate for tn film specimen. It

seerns to be ualitatively reasonable, because

2. Experimental Pocedure amorphous state in B can be realized oly for

A polycnstalline Bi tin film 370 A thick) thin film specimen, so that defects may exist

was deposited on a a-Al-,O single crystal more stable i tn film specime tan in bulk

substrate b vacuum evaporation at room specimen.

temperature i a vacuum below -x]O-' Torr Moreover, as compared wt te results for
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200 . . . 1011 irradiations saturation resistivity for
high-energy heavy ion irradiation appears to be
larger than tat for electron irradiation. Ts
means tat igh degree of disorder is induced by

Cd high-energy heavy ion irradiation, impl�,Ing te4�
I O amorphization due to electronic excitation.

References
1) Y Chimi, N. Ishikawa, A. lwase, Mat. Res.

CG
Soc. Symp. Proc. 792 2004) 379.e (2.0 MeV)

2) W Buckel, R. Hlsch, Z. Phys. 138 1954)
0.5 1 109.

Electron fluence, (D 10 6cm -2 3) F. Beuneu, P. Bois, Phys. Rev. 37 1988)

6041.
Fig. 1. Change in electrical resistivity of
specimen, Ap, as a function of electron fluence,

(D.
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5.8 Interaction between Irradiation-produced Defects and Solute
Cu Atoms in Fe-Cu Model Alloys for Pressure Vessel Steels of
Light Water Reactors

Y. Chirni% T. Tobita**, N. Ishikawa*, M. Suzuki**, A. lwase*** and S. Ishino""
Department of Materials Science, JAERI'
Department of Reactor Safety Research, JAERI-
Research Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, Osaka Prefecture
University---
Department of Applie7d Science, Tokai University; Central Research Institute of

Electric Power Industry***' 

1. Introduction solution by one irradiation-produced Frenkel

Fe-Cu alloys are well-known as model alloys pair. Since such a high clustering efficiency

for studying a mechanism of irradiation cannot be explained by the ordinary vacancy

embrittlement in pressure vessel steels of light mechanism, the contribution of interstitial atoms

water reactors. One of the major reasons of the to the processes of radiation-enhanced

irradiation embrittlernent is a radiatiOD-enhanced segregation should be considered. n the present

segregation of solute Cu atoms. The radiation- work, in order to study the interaction between

enhanced segregation can be caused by neutron irradiation- produced interstitial atoms ad

irradiatio ad eergetic electron irradiation via solute Cu atoms, we have performed electron

Compton scattering of y-rays i the pressure irradiation of Fe-Cu alloys with several Cu

vessel steels. To study the mechanism of concentrations at low temperature, and observed

radiation-enhanced segregation of Cu atoms i the dependence of the thermal recovery of

Fe-Cu alloys, we have performed electron defects on Cu concentration.

irradiation i Fe-Cu alloys at room temperature,

and observed the electrical resistivity change as 2. Experimental procedure

a function of electron fluence'). Except for an Four kinds of F-Cu alloys with different Cu

early stage of irradiation, the electrical concentration 0.02, 0.1 06 and 12 wt.%) were

resistivity shows a monotonic decrease with used as specimens. The chernical composition of

increasing fluence, which can be ascribed to the the 'specimens is shown in Table 1. The

clustering ad/or precipitation of Cu atoms. The specimens were solution-annealed at 1123 K for

decreasing rate strongly depends on the Cu 10 min uder a vacuum, and then quenched ito

concentration of Fe-Cu alloys, and the heliurn gas. This process made Cu atoms

quantitative evaluation gives a conclusion that dissolve supersaturatedly in the iron lattice. The

more tha oe Cu atom are removed from solid size of the specimen was mm x 10 rnrn x 30

Table 1. Cemical composition of specimens in wt.%.

___§pLci�men� Cu C Si 0 N Fe

Fe-0.02wt.%Cu 0.022 0.003 0.003 0.015 0.0006 Balance
Fe-0.1wt.%Cu 0.1 0.002 0.003 0.014 0.0005 Balance
Fe-0.6wt.%Cu 0.61 0.002 0.002 0.015 0.0006 Balance
Fe-1.2wt.%Cu 1.19 0.002 0.001 0.013 0.0006 Balance
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[xm. Fe-Cu alloy ribbons, which had the same resistivity, PF, become larger for higher Cu

Cu concentration as the specimens, were concentration. From electron energy dependence

spot-welded to the specimens as lead wires for of the resistivity increasing rate, we can estimate

electrical resistivity measurement. The the displacement threshold energy, Ed, and then

specimens were mounted on aluminum CYd for Fe-Cu alloys with different Cu

substrates by using epoxy resin (Araldite) in concentration. The estimated value Of Od for

order to insulate the specimens from the Fe-0.6wt.%Cu is a little larger than that for

substrates. The specimens were irradiated below Fe-0.02wt.%Cu, which is not enough to explain

20 K with 2.0-MeV electrons from a 3-MV the difference in the resistivity increasing rate.

single-ended accelerator in TLARA, JAERI- Therefore, the difference comes ainly from the

Takasaki. The change in electrical resistivity of difference in PF-

each specimen, Ap, was easured in situ at 12 K Isochronal recovery behavior of Ap is shown

during irradiation as a function of electron in Fig. 2 The value of Ap normalized by Ap

fluence. After irradiation, the thermal recovery before annealing, Apo, means the fraction of

of Ap was observed by means of isochronal defects surviving at the annealing temperature.

annealing. Several peaks in the recovery behavior

correspond to the defect recovery stages fromIA

3. Results and discussion to IE for pure Fe 2), in which Frenkel pairs

Figure shows the change in electrical recombine through the migration of interstitial

resistivity of the specimens as a function of atoms. For the stages IA-ID, which is related to

electron fluence. For each specimen, Ap the correlated recovery of Frenkel pairs, the

increases linearly with fluence, but the peaks decrease with increasing Cu concentration,

increasing rate depends on the Cu concentration. but the peak temperatures do not seem to shift.

This result indicates that the defect production These results suggest that an iterstitial atom is

cross-section, yd, and/or the Frenkel pair trapped by a neighboring Cu atom, or that there

is high possibility of clustering among

Er
- AFe-1.2wt.%Cu AFe-1.2wt.%Cu 61+62

0.04- 0 Fe4.6NAt.%Cu Q
0 Fe-0.6wt.%Cu A Fe-0 I Nvt.%Cu
Z� Fe-0 I wt.%Cu 0.02- 0 Fe-0.02,At.%Cu
0 Fe-0.02wt.%Cu

0.03
C:'

<
0.02- 4Y Cl- 0.01 <

E

0.01 - IA 0\

Cd

0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.5 1 1.5 0 50 100 150

17 -2Electron fluence, D I crn Annealing temperature [ K

Fig. 1. Cange i electrical resistivity of Fig. 2 Isochronal recovery behavior of Ap.

specimens as a function of electron fluence. Apo represents Ap before anealing.
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interstitial atoms due to icreasing defect conclude that solute Cu atoms contribute to

concentration O the other hand, for the stage E, stabilization of interstitial atoms, and therefore,

which is related to the uncorrelated recovery of interstitial atoms may play an important role in

Frenkel pairs, the peak tends to increase and the processes of radiation-enhanced segregation.

shift to lower temperature with increasing Cu

concentration. It implies that an interstitial atom References

trapped by a Cu atom is dissociated from the Cu 1) S. Ishino, Y. Chimi, Bagiyono, T. Tobita N.

atom ad recombine with a vacancy, or that a Ishikawa, M. Suzuki, A. Iwase, J. Nucl.

interstitial atom encounters easier with a Mater. 323 2003) 354.

vacancy for higher defect concentration. 2) S. Takaki, J. Fuss, H. Kugler, U. Dedek H.

From the results for the present work, we can Schultz, Radiat. Eff. 79 1983) 87.
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5.9 Anelasticity of Nanocrystalline FCC Metals after
Low-temperature Irradiation

H. Tanimoto *, N. Yagi*, Y. Ishibashi*, A. Ucki*, T. Hinurna*,
H. Mizubayashi *, N. Ishikawa and Y. Chirni
Institute of Materials Science, University of Tsukuba
Department of Materials Science, JAERI**

1. Introduction pipe and transferred to the deposition

Polycrystalline materials with an ultrafine chamber, then directly deposited on a cooled

crystallite size less than 100 nm have a glass substrate. The purity of the helium gas

unique structure in which the ultrafine used as the atmosphere was kept as high as

crystallites are connected by grain 99.9999 % in order to obtain

boundaries (GBs), and are called as contamination-free and fully-dense

nanocrystalline (n-) materials. When the specimens. By controlling the position of

ultrafine particles are mechanically the substrate, ribbon like specimens of about

consolidated, the highly disordered GBs may 20 mm long, I mrn wide and 40 [tm thick

be formed to accommodate the neighboring were prepared. The specimens were

ultrafine crystallites. It is expected that the carefully removed from the glass substrate,

n-material possesses a novel property which where no bending and breaking of, the

is different from that of the (p-) crystalline specimens were found.

and amorphous solids or the ultrafine The resonant frequency ( f , where f 2- E

particles.') We found that fully-dense FCC Young's modulus) ad internal friction

n-metals shows a quite large anelastic strain measurements were performed by the

due to probable relaxation at GBs. Since flexural vibrating reed method at f - 200 Hz

GBs 'can act as a sink of point defects, and the strain amplitude of _ 1-1.2,I) The 2

n-metals are expected to show a decreased MeV electron or 20 MeV proton irradiation

irradiation effect. In order to pursue these below 40 K were carried out by using the

issues, we ivestigated the anelasticity of single-end accelerator of JEARI, Takasaki,

high-density n-Au and n-Cu after or the tandem accelerator of University of

low-temperature irradiation. Tsukuba, respectively.

2. Experimental procedure 3. Results and conclusion

High-density n-Au and n-Cu specimens The mean grain size estimated from the

were prepared by the gas-deposition (GD) broadening of X-ray diffraction peaks was

method. I) Ultra-fine etal particles formed 20 - 40 nm for n-Au and 10 - 30 nrn for

by an iert gas condensation process in the n-Cu, respectively. The density relative to

evaporation chamber were sucked by a tin that of te polycrystalline counterpart was >
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99 for n-Au and > 96 for n-Cu. 0.88 eV reported for the GI3 diffusion in

For n-Au, as shown in Fig.1 a broad p-Au. The quite low activation enthalpy

relaxation peak and small shoulders suggests that the process responsible for the

accompanied by modulus defects were large anelastic strain of FCC n-metals is due

observed at around 95 K (Q-'p,95K, hereafter), to cooperative motions of many atoms at the
4)20 K and 50 K in the Q-1 spectrum. GBs.

Above 200 K, Q-' showed a rapid increase After the low-temperature irradiation with

(Q_ 00K, hereafter) and f a large decrease. the Frenkel-defect concentration (CFP) UP to

Both Q-'p,9,5K (including their shoulders) and - 200 ppm, QIOOK of n-Au ad n-Cu

Q_ >200K almost diminished after annealing showed almost no change. For n-Au, p,95K

5,I)where the grain growth was observed. including their shoulders remained
1

Q_ >200K and the corresponding decrease in f unchanged (Fig.1) I contrast, a large

were similarly observed for n-Cu. It is decrease in Q-1 and an increase in f

noted the Young's modulus of n-Au ad (dislocation pinning phenomena) were

n-Cu in the tensile tests at the stress above - simultaneously observed for p-Au after

20 MPa showed a large decrease from that irradiation with CFp < 1 ppm. These

of the polycrystalline counterpart above 200 observations also support that Q>200K and

K and the amount of the decrease increased Q-1p,95K are not due to dislocations but to

with temperature and stress.-5) These some relaxation processes in the GBs."')

observations indicate that the large anelastic From Fig. 1, the anelasticity becomes

strain observed for the FCC ii-metals is due negligible with decreasing the temperature

to some relaxation process at the G13s. The below 200 K so that f at 6 K reflects the

activation eDthalpy of the stress relaxation intrinsic modulus of the specimen. During
V3)of n-Au is found to be 02 e which is the irradiation experiments a monotonous

much lower than the activation enthalpy of increase in-f at 6 K was observed with the

[XI `1 JXIO_2 1 78
bef're irrad. n-Au 2MeV i

150 Warlil-up aler 3 ppm i
---- Mowing cool-down 3 1.0- n-Au 2MeV p

148 -
e 300 K,

295 KVI K
0.5 n-Au 2MeV p146 - <

273 K

140K144 - n-Cu
1,90� 2ev 6

F
0 0 200 3 0 100 200

Teniperature, T / K Frenkel-Pair Concentration, CFP / PP111

Figure 1 Temperature dependences of Figure 2 Relative change in the

resonant frequency ( f ) and internal dynarnic You n g's modulus (AE1EO

friction (Q-') observed for n-Au before observed for n-Au and n-Cu at 

and after 2MeV e- irradiation below during low-temperature irradiation and
after the following annealing. E is E
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accumulation Of CFP. Figure 2 shows a defects.

relative change in the Young's modulus

observed at 6 K AEIEO, E the Young's

modulus before irradiation) for the References

accumulated CFP- We found that the single 1) H. Gleiter, Prog. Mater. Sci.,

crystal refractory BCC metals showed a 33(1989)223-315.
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atoms (SIAs) in Au and Cu is reported to be 4) H. Tanimoto, H. Mizubayashi, H. Fujita

below 1.5 K and at around 40 K, and S. Okuda, J. de Phys.,

respectively8), the large increase in E1E0 by 6(1996)C8-199-202.

irradiation suggests some modification of 5) H. Tanimoto, S. Sakai, and H.

the GBs by SlAs trapped at GBs during Mizubayashi, Mat. S ci. En g. A 

irradiation. The increased AE/E0 by 370(2004) 135-141.

irradiation showed a recovery after 6) H. Tanirnoto, S. Sakai, K. Otsuka, E. Kita

annealing up to the stage III, indicating the and H. Mizubayashi, Mat. Sci. Eng A,

recombination of the trapped SlAs with the 370(2004)177-180.

vacancies. 7) H. Tanimoto, H. Mizubayashi and S.
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hardly modified by the point defects. The Group III Crystal and Solid State

other is for the large positive E/Eo)/(CFP) Physics Vol.25", ed. by Ullmaier H.,

at 6 K ad strongly modified by the point (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1991)
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5.10 Electron-paramagnetic-resonance Characterization of
Phosphorus Doping to Silicon Carbide by Ion Implantation

T. Umeda *, M. Katagiri *, Y. Ishitsuka *, N. Mizuochi *, J. Isoya
T.Ohshima**,A.Ohi**,N.Morishita** andT.Kamiya**
Graduate School of Library, Information ad Media Studies, University of Tsukuba*
Department of Material Development, JAERl**

1. Introduction is more important for device applications
Silicon Carbide (SiC) is a promising because of its wider band gap 33 eV) than

wide-band-gap semiconductor for high-power, 6H-SiC (3.0 eV). This paper describes a
high-frequency, and low-energy-loss electronic microscopic characterization of the P doping to
devices, superior to the current Si- or SiC by EPR. Also using EPR, we point out a
GaAs-based devices. One major advantage of novel application of P donors in SiC to the
this material is a controllability of both p and quantum CornpUting3).

n-doping by ion implantation. This makes it
possible to create a variety of device structures 2. Experimental
by a selective area doping. To fabricate SiC Starting wafers were 1.5-mm-thick 4H-SiC
devices, n'-doping is crucially important for wafers of Nippon Steel Corporation
creating source/drain or contact regions. Among (room-temperature carrier concentration =
various n-type dopants, phosphorus (P) was IX1017 CID-3). These wafers included N donors

recognized as the best dopant for n'-doping'). it which were unintentionally incorporated in the
was demonstrated that optimized P-doped layers crystal growth. P ions were implanted with a
show the highest activation of dopants and the total dose of 4.5x10 14 cm-2 at 9 - 21 MeV by
lowest sheet resistance'). However, the TIARA tandem accelerator. This process was
activation process and pysical limits of P adjusted to produce a box-like profile (2-�tm in
doping have not been well established yet. depth) of P dopants with a concentration of
Generally, the dopant activation is strongly 1x10'8 cm-'. Those implantations were carried
limited by point or extended defects that are also out at room temperature, 400'C, and 800'C
generated by ion implantation itself. Therefore, along either the [00011 or 1120] directions.
we tried to study directly the relationship After the implantation, the activation
between the defect fori-nation/annihilation and anneal of 1650'C (in Ar ambient) was
the dopant activation by means of electron subjected to te samples.
paramagnetic resonance (EPR). This method can All EPR measurements were carried out by
reveal point defects and dopants, and thus the standard X-band spectrometer (Bruker E500
provide us with a powerful characterization tool model) at 40 - 60 K. The low-temperature
for the doping process. measurements were necessary for observing

Last year, we reported EPR characterization shallow donors. Also we used pulsed EPR
of P io iplantation to 6H-SiC crystals. We for (Bruker E580 spectrometer) to directly measure

the first firne detected EPR signals of time-resolved phenomena of donor electron
ion-implanted P dllorS2). This year, we carried spins, which will be described in Sec. 32.

out te sarne ion implantation to 4H-SiC which
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3. Results and Discussion
8Q0.C

3.1 P ion implantation to 4H-SiC 2 (a) before

Fi ures 1(a) and (b) show EPR spectra of the C anneal d fects9

P-implanted samples before and after 1650'C A 400'C
r0

activation annealing, respectively. In all the P
M

spectra, N donors were clearly observed, which R.T.A
was evidenced by a triplet splitting due to the

hyperfine (HF) interaction between a 14 N atom ....
332 334 3 3 6 40 342

(nuclear spin I = 1, natural abundance = 99.6 %) N donor N donor (k site)

and a donor electron spin. In principle, a nuclear satellites

spin causes (2I+1)-fold splitting, giving us a 800'C

clear identification of the dopant atom. N donors 4 (b) after
.E 1650'C

showed the same signal intensities in all the anneal
-2 4009C

samples, naturally because they were
C

incorporated with the same density. .21
co
Ix R.T.After implantation [Fig. 1(a)], two types of 0.
LU

point defects were observed, as indicated by

arrows in the figure. The amount of these 332 334 336 338 340 342

defects decreased with higher implantation Magnetic Field (mT)

Fig. I EPR spectra of P-implanted 4H-SiCtemperature, which is in line with a general
expectation. measured for (magnetic field) 11 c, 60 K,

After 1650'C annealing [Fig. 1(b)], however, microwave of 9452 GHz and 002 mW.

these point defects were completely annihilated, Implantations were carried out along 1120]

and the post-anneal samples were stabilized to a direction. The N donor satellites originate from

similar state independent of the implantation forbidden lines and HF satellites of the N donor

temperatures. All the samples exhibited a new signal.

EPR signal "P" (indicated by arrows). We

measured the magnetic-field -angular Table 1. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters. g1l and gi

dependence of the observed signals and are principal values of the g tensor, A,,, is a

determined their spin-Hamiltonian parameters, isotropic HF splitting constant, AE is an

as shown in Table 1. Our N donors are consistent ionization energy for N or P donors at k or h
with N at k sites reported in the literature 4) On

sites in 4H-SIC.
the other hand, "P" signal has not been reported

in any literatures, and thus we speculate that this Signal 911 91 Ais. A-E

signal originates from P donors in 4H-SiC. So (mT) (meV)

far, P donors have been observed only in

6H_SC2,4), i present
I in which a doublet splitting due to N 2.0042 20013 1.82 92

P = 12, natural abundance = 00 %) gave us P 2.0063 20010 <0.2 53(h), 93(k)

a clear evidence for P donors. Our new signal Ref 4

did not show such a splitting. However, N N(k) 2.0043 20013 1.82 92

donors at h sites also show no appreciable HF N(h) 2.0055 20010 0.10 60
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splitting, because of too small splitting width border line can be easily cleared using donors in

(see Ai,,, in Table 1). In SiC, donors at h sites SiC. Also we measured their Tm by the 2-pulse

show saller ionization energy (see Table 1) and echo sequence of pulsed EPR. The temperature

less localization of a donor electron on the dependence of Tm was more cornplicated and

dopant atom, resulting i very small HF splitting depended on samples, however, 100-�tsec border

constants. In future, we will try to measure line could be also cleared at T 50 K 3) . Tese

ENDOR (electron uclear double resonance) of observations suggest a novel potential of SiC.

"P" signal, which enables us to detect the

unresolved HF slitting of 3 P. Then we will 10'

reach to a final conclusion. 103

102

Si:P [5]

3.2 P donor in SiC - potential application to 101 %
100

quantum computing
10 6H-SiC:N

Basically, a donor has an unpaired electron .1 *0 -
10

and an electron spin (S) of 12. This simple spin 1 0_'

system has potential as a good quantum bit 10-4

(qubit) for the quantum computer 3). Thus far, P 1 0_'- 6H-Sic:p

donors in Si have been intensively studied for 10-6-

this application, because they were easily 10" 1 10 100
produced in Si microstructures ad their Tempereture(K)

properties were already well known. However, P Fig. 2 T (spin-lattice relaxation tirne) of donor

donors i Si showed a short coherence time of electron spins in Si and SiC.

the electron spin precession, making it difficult

to carry out a practical computation. We here References

show that P donors in SiC have much longer 1) Y. Negoro, N. Miyamoto, T. Kirnoto H.

coherence time than those in Si at high Matsunami, Mater. Sci. Forum 389-393 2002)

temperatures, and thus they become a good 783; M. Laube, F. Schmid, G. Pensl G.

candidate for qubits in the solid-state quantum Wagner, Mater. Sci. Forum 389-393 2002)

computers. 791.

Figure 2 shows spin-lattice relaxation times 2) J. lsoya, T. Ohshima, A. Ohi, N. Morishita H.

(T,) of N ad P donors i 6H-SiC, measured by Itch, Nuclear Instruments and Methods i Phys.

the 3-pulse inversion recovery sequence of Res. 206 2003) 965.

pulsed EPR'). The P-doped sample was created 3) J. Isoya, T. Ohshirna, N. Morishita T.

by P-ion implantation in TIARA 2) . Also shown Karniya, H. Itch, S. Yamasaki, Physica B

in the figure are T, data for P donors i Si 340-342 2003) 903.

reported previously. Obviously, T, values are 4) S. Greulich-Weber, Phys. Stat. Sol. (b) 210

much longer i SiC than in Si at temperatures (1998) 415.

higher tan 40 K. The computation time of 5) T. G. Castner, Phys. Rev. 155 1967) 816 G.

electron-spin-based quantum computers is Felier, E. A. Gere, Phys. Rev. 114 1959)

limited to T, ad Tm (phase rnernory time)'). For 1245.

a practical application, the computation time

should be at least longer than 100 �tsec. This
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5.11 Identification of on-implantation-induced Defects
with the Use of Hydrogen-doped Si Crystals

M. Suezawa,* A. Kawasuso* * and M. Maekawa*

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University*

Department of Materials Development, JAERI/Takasaki

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Hydrogen is useful to identify defects from Specimens were prepared from a boron or

the detection of complexes of hydrogen and gallium-doped floating-zone grown Si crystal.

point defects in silicon crystals with the The concentrations and Ga were 2.3x10", and
2 -3 -mechanical

measurement of optical absorption spectrum' 5 OX1015 CM , respectively. After 

Vibrational frequencies of hydrogen atoms shaping and chemical polishing, they were

included in those complexes are very high doped with hydrogen. Hydrogen doping was

because of its light mass, and the line widths are performed by annealing specimens in hydrogen

very small. Hence the sensitivity of detection gas at 1300T for h followed by quenching in

with optical absorption method is high. water. Hydrogen atoms form molecules (142 in

Ion implantation method plays a crucial role Si crystals at room temperature. H2

for device fabrication process. concentration is around jX1011 CM-3 3 Then,

Implantation-induced damages, however, are not specimens were irradiated with 3-MV electrons

well understood. at room temperature.. Irradiation doses were

As reported last year, we studied defects between 2x10" and 4x 1017 CM-2. We measured

generated by carbon-implantation of optical absorption spectra of those specimens

hydrogen-doped Si crystals. We did not find any with a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer at

new peaks. I this year, we studied annealing about K with resolution of 025 cm-'.

behavior of those specimens, expecting

generation of new complexes due to reactions 3. Results and discussion

among hydrogen, carbon and In the case of boron-doped specimens, the

implantation-induced defects. After annealing at intensity of 1905-crn-1 peak, which is due to BH

1500C, we observed a new peak at about 1260 pairs, icreased with the increase of electron

cm-'. The intensity of this peak was constant dose. On the other hand, the intensity of

even after anealing at 450T. Probably this 2171-cm-1 peak, which is due to GaH pairs, does

peak is ot due to hydrogen since the not icrease. These results clearly shows that te

vibrational frequency is too low and thermal increase of BH pairs is due to migration of to

stability is too high. hydrogen molecule ad ot due to diffusion of

As a subsidiary study, we performed hydrogen olecules to atorns since if the latter

electron-irradiation of hydrogen-doped p-type Si is the case, the itensity of GaH pairs should

crystals. also icrease.
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Why does dffision of boron atom occur? It carbon-implanted Si crystals. We have not been

is due to interaction between B and successful in detection of optical absorption

self-interstitials which are generated by peaks due to complexes of hydrogen and simple

electron-irradiation. A self-interstitial kicks out point defects, such as vacancies. In subsidiary

B frorn substitutional site to interstitial site, ad experiment, we found formation of BH pairs, but

interstitial diffuses. Ga atoms also interact not GaH pairs.

with self-interstitials but an interstitial Ga does

not diff-use at room temperature. References
4)As is well-known solar cells fabricated 1) M. Suezawa, Physical Review 63

from B-doped CZ. Si crystal degrade. It is due to (2000) 035201-1 - 7.

formation of pairs of interstitial and oxygen. If 2) M. Suezawa Pysical Review 63 2000)

we dope hydrogen to B-doped CZ. Si crystal, 035203-1 - 6.

hydrogen effectively trap atoms as sown 3) R. E. Pritchard, M. J. Ashwin, J. H. Tucker, R.

above. Hence, the degradation of solar cell is C. Newman, E. C. ghtowlers, M. J. Binns S.

probably diminished. A. McQuaid and R. Falster, Physical Review

B 56 1997) 1.3118- 13125.

Summary 4) S. W. Glunz, S. Rein, W. Warta, J. Faiobloch

To study properties of iniplantation-induced and W. Wettling, Proc. of the 2 d World Conf

defects, we performed optical absorption on Photovoltaic Energy Conversion, 1998, p.

measurement after annealing of 1343.
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5.12 Fabrication and Evaluation of NEcrometer-scale Optical Elements
using Three-dimensional Irradiation Effects Localized in Nficro and
Nanometer-scale Regions

H.Nishikawa*, K.Fukagawa*, Yanagi**, INakarnura", Y Ohki**,
E.Watanabe***, M.Oikawa****, K. Arakawa****,TKamiya*****
Department of Electrical Engineedrig, Shibaura Institute of Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering and Bloscience, Waseda University
Department of Electrical Engineering, Tokyo Metropolitan University
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI****
Department of Material Development, JAERI*****

1. Introduction The purpose of this study is to
Irradiation on silica glass with investigate the mcro- and nano-scale

high-energy ions can iduce micro- or irradiation effects in silica glass induced
nano-scale structure changes. Our by ion microbeam. We also discuss
research project focuses on both te basic possible application of this penomenon
mechanisms involving microbearn for th e micro-ineter scale optical
irradiation effects in silica glass and elements on photonics materials such as
applications of this phenomenon to the silica glass.
fabrication of micrometer-scale optical
elements. Irradiation with a MeV-order 2. Experimental Procedures
proton microbearn is especially promising Ion inicrobeani irradiation was

for creating micrometer-sized modified performed by using a microbeam line at a
'I'ca surface with refractive 3MV single-ended or tandem accellerator

si I 1 �p

index with a elatively high aspect ratio. in TIARA facility in JAERI Takasaki.

DE

(a) H (b) 04+ S'5+

Fig.1 Transmission optical microscope images observed on te side srfaces of
I I 0 7 01 S/C 2)silica glass scanned over the wdth of 10 �Lin. (a) H (.7 MeV, In

04+ I 4 11S/CM2 V, XIO14 01IS/C1112)(b) (I MeV, I and (c) S�'+ (I Me I
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Focused Io mcrobeam of H' 17 MeV) depth of rradiation effects on silica glass
S, 51 04+(I 8 MeV), or 15 MeV) with varies from 7 m to 33 Rm. Te depth

diameter of I �Lrn was scanned over te distribution of the irradiation effects can

surfaces of snthetic silica glass (Nippon be controlled by te eergy of ions, based

Quartz, Co, Ltd., OH]:1300 pprn) in Oil the predicted ion ranges frorn SRIM
3dimensions of 3 x x I rn 11, with simulation.

i-nirror-polislied front and side surfaces, Figure 2 sows te PL spectra (a) and PL

up to a uence of I x IO " ions/cm2. intensity (b) as a function of the fluence

Microbearn irradiation effects on silica of 18 MeV SI'-' ions obtained uder

glass were studied by optical microscopy excitation at 488 nin an d at rooin

of refractive index changed region on he temperature. Te two PL centers were

side surfaces of silica glass, and by induced by energy deposition processes to

[t-photolurninescence (PL) and atornic silica glass due to electronic and nuclear

force microscopy (AFM) on the side stepping powers. One of te PL centers

surface. associated with te 650 nm band is

ascribed to the nonbridging oxygen hole

3. Results and discussion center (NBOHC, =Si-O The PL

Shown in Fig.1 are the transmission intensity begins to increase at the fluence
of 1013optical microscope images on the side ions/cm, and it saturates at the

I o 1 5 S/CIU2.surface of silica irradiated with different fluence of ion The

Ion species. Irradiation effects induced by micrometer-scale distribution Of

ion mcrobearn are visualized y te irradiation effects is revealed by eans of
refractive index change sown as bight the tree dimensional mapping of the PL

regions in Fig. . Depending oil the intensity 011, te rnicrobearn-scanned
-g 1 2)

acceleration enei y and oil species, te area

4 00 .. . . . . . . . lo,
(a) C/)

--�-540 nrr,(b) 650 nm
300 10,

Xi

200 02

LLJ lo'0 0

_j
M r) 01

0 . . . . . . . . . 03 lo14 1 o15 i 016 1 o17

500 600 700 800 900
/CM2)

WAVELENGTH (nm) Fluence (ions

Fig.2 (a) Photolurninescence spectrum observed for silica glass irradiated by ion

microbeam S5', gMeV, fluence: )xIO" ions/crn2 ad (b) te intensity, of PL

bands as a fnction of te fluence.
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grooves ranges frorn a few nin to i-nore

than 100 nm. The sde surface profile

reflects the distribution of energy

50 deposition due to te electronic ad

P nuclear processes. Similar surface
-C�

deformation as also observed on te
100 

microbearn-scanned front surface of silica

glass

16 20 30 40 Since the spatial distribution of
z 1IL-1

radiation effects such as the compaction
7 2)(a) H 1.7 MeV, xIO ions/crn and resulting refractive index canges

greatly differ between te 17 MeV W, 15

. . . . MeV 04+ , and 18 MeV Si as sown in
0-----------------

Figs. I and 3 te proper coice of

10 irradiation condition is important to apply

E the inicrobean-i rradiation effects to te

20 - fabrication of inicro-meter scale optical

elements, depending on the forms of

30 target materials such as optical fibers and

0 5 10 planar circuits.

04+ 04 S/CM2) References
(b) (I MeV, ion 1) H. Nshlkawa et al., Transactions of

. � . I I the Materials Research Society of Japan

0------- 29,(2004),603-606

2) T. Souno et al., Nucl. Instruin. Metli. B
10 210, 2003), 277-280

3) M. Hattori et al., Nucl. Instruni. Meth.
20 -

B 210, 2003), 272-276

30 
L

0 5 1 0
z IP-1

(C) S5+ 18 MV, XI(14 OIIS/C,112)

Fig. 3 Side surface profiles measured by

AFM, NNhich is perpendicular to

inicrobeani-scanned surface.

Figures 3 show te deformed surface

profiles due to internal compactio of

siilica glass, which as easured o te

si ace by AFNI. Depending on

irradiation conditions, te depth of te
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.6.1 Excitation Functions of the "t Br(p, X) 73,75 Se Nuclear
Reactions

B. Fateh N. S. Ishioka*, S. Watanabe% T. Sekine" and T. Kume*

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI*

Department of Irradiation Technology and Public Relation, RADA-

1. Introduction previously reported data 2) up to 65 MeV.

"Se (T,12= 71 h) is a positron emitter

(P'=65%, EC=35%) and utilized as a 2. Materials and methods

sulphur analogue radiotracer for application The excitation functions were measured by
1,2)in positron emission tomography (PET) the activation method using the stacked foil

71 Se (T,12=120 d) decays via electron capture technique. Stacks consisted of the

(EC=100%) and has been the most widely sandwiched NaBr pellets, each followed by

used radioisotope of selenium for monitor foils of 000324 g/CM 2 Al (for >40

radiotracer studies. However, because of its MeV) and 000892 g/CM2 CU (for 40 WV).

long physical half-life and decay Figure shows the scheme of NaBr stack.

characteristics, clinical application of 7 Se The anhydrous NaBr powder was pressed into

labeled compounds is severely limited ). the pellets at 600 k g/CM 2 with a thicknes's of

No experimental data for the selenium 0.7-0.8 mrn and cm diameter. Each stack

forming channels of natBr(p X)73,75 Se could was covered by 10�tm Al foil. Irradiations

be found in the literature except for the were performed at proton energies of 42.9±

experimental cross-section data reported by 0.43 and 63.5 ± 063 MeV, to avoid the

FaBbender et a 1.2). In this paper, the possible error in the energy along a thick

excitation functions of n"Br(p X)73,75 Se stack, for 75-90 minutes. Figure 2 shows the

reactions ave been measured to verify irradiation system.

Stack Taygef Holaer

NaBr -Pellets He gas (out) Al foil

Al ver
Beam*

-----------

CU foils

fo

Proton Beamis T fR He gas (in) 130

Fig. I Siack consisted of NaBr pellets nd Fig. 2 Irradialion s),slem

7770771101 fils
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The eergy degradations along te stacks excitation function of the 't Br(px) 75 Se

were calculated according to Ziegler's process must be measured precisely after

formula using the SRIM-2000 code. Te 2-3 weeks. Such a several weeks decay time

bearn current was monitored by a has not been considered by FaBbender'et al.

Faraday-cup ad determined via the monitor Therefore, a part of "Se activities, wich

reactions of 27 AI(p,3pn) 24 Na and has been measured by them, it is belong to

natCU(PXn)62Zn . The produced activity in 79Kr.

the foils and the pellets were measured with b) 75 Se also can be produced indirectly by

HPGe-Spectrometer without chemical the decay of 7Br (Ti/2= 16 h), which

separation. formed by n,'Br(ppxn) reaction. For

measuring the excitation function of

3. Results and discussion nat Br(p X)71 Se reaction, the activity of

Figure 3 shows the excitation function of indirectly produced 71 Se must be considered

the n, 'Br(p X)13 Se obtained in the present and subtracted from the tota 7 Se activities.

work together with the previously reported The amount of' indirectly produced "Se

one 2) and the theoretical (Alice-91) cross must be considered and calculated by

section data. The figure shows that: measuring the activity of 75 Br in each pellet

Our data shows slightly lower cross and applying the decay equations.

section values compare to FaBbender et al.

data and the Alice-91 code, but considering Acknowledgment:

the systematic errors, they are in good The authors wish to express appreciation

agreement. to Japan Society for the Promotion of

Figure 4 presents the experimental and Science (JSPS) for supporting this research

theoretical excitation functions for the activity.

nal Br(px)7'Se nuclear reaction. Our results

show considerable discrepancies in References

magnitude of cross section, having lower 1) Blessing G., Lavi N. and Qaim S. M., Int J.

values in comparison with FaBbender et al. Appl. Radiat. Isot., 43 1992), 455-461.

resul tS 2 We suppose the following sources 2) FaBbender M., De Villiers D., Nortier

of errors in their work: M. and van der Walt N., Appl. Radiat. Isot.,
71 -913.a) According to their original paper, Se 54 2001), 905

activity has been measured by considering 3) Plenevaux A., Guillaume M., Brihaye C.,

of 136.0 keV gamma ray energy peak i Lemaire C. and Cantineau R., Int. J. Appl.
each pellet. 79Kr has the same garnma Radiat. Isot., 41 1990), 829-838.

energy of 136.0 kev and can be produced 4) Ziegler J. F., Biersack J. P. and Littinark

via nal Br(pxii) nuclear reaction L., The stopping and range of ions in

simultaneously, especially in lower proton solids, Volurne 1 of the stopping ad

energies (up to 50 MeV). In monitoring it is ranges of ions i matter, Pergarnon Press

necessary to wait until the 79Kr totally (1985).

decays to its stable daughter. Therefore, the
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25

This ork

0 Fassbender et al;
20 2001

-Ar- Aice-91
E ff
C 15

U 10

W

5

0
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

Proton Energy (MeV)

of 73 naFig.3 Experimental excitation fctions for the formation Se via the 1B P X 73 Se

reactio ad heoretical (Alice-91) calculations

120

110

100

90 0 This work

80 Fassbender et al;
2001

70
--*-Alice-91

60

U 50

W 40

30

C3
20 13

I 0 EIF

0 ------------------------

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

Proton Energy (MeV)

Fig.4 Exper[Menial excitation functions o the formation 0 f 7 Se via the ""'Br(px) 75 Se

reaCtiO ad heoretical (Alice-91) calculations
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6.2 Four Elemental Profiles of Time-activity Curves Obtained from
PETIS Experiments

S. Fujimaki*, **, K. Sakamoto", N. S. Ishioka**, S. Matsuhashi** and

A. Miyashita*

Theoretical Analysis Group for Radiation Application, JAERI

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI-

1. Introduction TACs obtained in these four combined cases,

Today, The Positron Emitting Tracer A-1, A-2, B-1 and B-2, were compared.

Imaging System (PETIS) is getting popular as

the unique tool for capturing the movie of 2. Experimental procedure

radioactive tracer fed in a plant body. However, 2.1 Models

the obtained images have not been sufficiently A plastic string two millimeters in diameter

analyzed. It has been only "visualization" of the and a plastic tube two millimeters in internal

moving tracer, but not analysis of the diameter were set on the centers of acrylic

"dynamics". pipes. Two percent agarose gel (1,03,

Our conclusive purpose is to establish a TAKARA, Japan) was melt and poured in the

method of mathematical analysis which leads to pipes around the string or tube. The string was

quantitative understanding of physiological pulled out after the gel solidified to make

conditions. The concrete subject to be analyzed straight path throughout the gel. The completed

is "time-activity curve (TAC)", a time course of models were illustrated in Figure .

activity within a selected region of interest

(ROI) on a moving image. The TACs should

have great information about the dynamics of Fig. I Models with

tracer, at the same time, and the structural different structure
surrounding the flow paths.

conditions which determine the dynamics.

A plant vascular bundle consists of xylem The pale colored parts

vessels and sieve tubes as flow paths, and of indicate agarose gel.
(A) Impermeable wall ofsurrounding tissues absorbing various
plastic.

substances from them. How a TAC reflects (B) Tracer-absorbing wall
natures of the flow path and the surrounding of agarose gel.

structure? To answer this question, we started

this present study.

We prepared two models for the structure of

a vascular bundle. Model A has a path with

impermeable wall, and the other model with This agaro'se gel is widely used for

tracer-absorbing wall. TACs would also depend electrophoresis of DNA, a macromolecule. The

on the manner of feeding of the tracer. We tracer ions can enter the ael wall easily off

subjected the models to PETIS with (1) pulse from the flow path by simple diffusion. In

feeding or 2 constant feeding of tracer. The addition, the gel layer completely captures the
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positrons emitted from tracer ad prevents loss the tube. We estimated te larninar flow

of detection by PETIS. condition was satisfied i this experiment (data

not shown).

2.2 Production of tracer In the case A-2, impermeable wall constant

"NH4' was poduced i the "O(p, ot)"N feeding, the TACs reached a constant level (Fig.

reaction by bombarding water with a 20 MeV 2b).

proton beam from the TIARA AVF cyclotron. In the case B-1, absorbing wall pulse

From 42 to 89 MBq of 3 NH4' in water was used feeding, the TACs showed combinatiOD of a

for te experiments. peak and an almost steady state (Fig. 2c). Tey

mostly reproduced those i experiments with

2.3 PETIS experiments plants fed pulsed "CO, gas Fig. 3a). The

The models were set in the view of the "C-labeled assimilates produced by

PETIS, and were connected to peristaltic purnp photosynthesis would be transported through

to flow tracer solution or water at a constant rate sieve tubes and partially taken up by

(56 - 91 �d min-'). After the PETIS surrounding stem tissue.

measurement started, the tracer solution 3.8 - In te last case B-2, absorbing wall constant

5.9 MBq ml-' at te starting time) was loaded feeding, the beginnings of TACs showed short

onto the top of te models for 30 seconds (case but steep rising, and then continuous linear

A-1) or for 20 seconds (case B-1), or increase followed (Fig. 2d). The former profile

continuously (case A-2 and B-2). For the indicates that concentration of tracer in the flow

pulse-feeding cases (A-1 ad B-1), pure water path rapidly reached a certain level at each R01,

was loaded to follow the tracer. like the case A-2. The latter one indicates that

The PETIS measurement was carried out by tracer entered the gel wall at a constant rate

refreshing frames of image by every 10 seconds. depending on the concentration in the flow path.

Similar TACs ave often been obtained in

2.4 Data processing PETIS experiments with plants fed tracers frorn

A computer program we specially made was hydroponic culture (Fig. 3b). The beginning part

used for extracting the TACs i the selected is very shorter tan te subsequent linear part in

ROls from the obtained image data. The Rls the TACs. This profile demonstrates that the

were placed frorn upstream to downstream at flow speed in the xylern vessels was very high,

even intervals. and unloading of te tracer frorn the vessels into

the surrounding stem tissue continued

3. Results and Discussion vigorously ad constantly.

Figure 2 shows the TACs from the four cases. III this present study, qualitative

In te first case A-1, impermeable wall pulse interpretation of TAC has been done through

feeding, the TACs showed lower and broader classifying te TACs. If oly partially, ature or

peaks i downstream Rls (Fig. 2a). The group function of plant tissues ow can be realized

velocity of tracer was approximately 24 cm from TACs obtained from PETIS experiments

mill-' ad te tip speed was approximately 5.1 as described above. We started developing

cm rnin-', about two tirnes of the former. This mathematical aalysis methods to make te

"dispersion" would be caused by laminar flow i description quantitative.
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(a) (b)
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> >
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R013200 500 ...... T.
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600 7 - - - R012: 25000 J - - - R012
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ROM 20000 R014
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,Mo > 5000
>

4-1 %P 10000
200 ... . ......
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0 i 0
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Time (min) Time (min)

Fig. 2 TACs obtained from four models. (a) case A-1 impermeable wall pulse feeding; (b) case

A-2 impermeable wall constant feeding; (c) case B-1, absorbing wall pulse feeding; (d) case B-2,

absorbing wall constant feeding.

(a) (b)

1 5 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 ....... ..... .... ..... ... ........ .................. .... .......... ..................... ....... ............ ............... ........ ..... ...............R011
R011 I

R012:
RM- - - R013 ;0 0 0 ............ ..E R013.

4-1 ..... R014:
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0 R015..... .... .............. ......... .. ... R I5 :
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:I I I
5000 41P, 1J\

< 2000 P�q J!

S 3,41-�,�,,,
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Fig. 3 TACs obtained from plants. The Rls were placed towards downstream. (a) Transportation

of photoassimilates i the stem of a broad bean plant fed pulsed "CO, gas oto its leaf.

(b) Transportation of a tracer in te stem of a hemp plant frorn hydroponic culture.
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6.3 Measurements of Deuteron-induced Activation Cross Sections
for IFMIF Accelerator Structural Materials in 22-40 MeV
Region

M. Nakao * J Hori *, K. Ochiai *, S. Sato *, M. Yarnauchi *, N. S. Ishioka
T. Nishitani *
Department of Fusion Engineering Research, JAERI*

'Department of Ion-beam-applied Biology, JAERI * *

1. Introduction were obtained for 24 Na , 27Mg, 61,64CU. 62,63,65zn,

The IFMIF is an accelerator-based D-Li 181-184,186 Re, 187w.

neutron source designed to produce an intense The eergy degradation along the stack and

neutron field for testing fusion reactor candidate the effective deuteron energy at the middle

materials. In the design of IFMIF, long-term position of each foil were estimated by IRACM

operation with the total facility availability is code'). The Dmber of incident deuteron on each
61conceived to be at least 70 %. However, stacked-foil was determined from Zn activities

na1CUactivation of the structural materials along the observed by the (d X)61 Zn reaction cross
2)beam transport lines by deuteron beam loss section data reported by Takdcs et a] . . The

limits maintenance and makes long-term cross sections for the twelve radioactive

operation difficult. To estimate the activation, nuclei were derived from the induced activities

activation cross sections are necessary. But, and the number of incident deuterons.

there is few deuteron-induced activation cross

section data. So measurements of this data were 3. Results and Conclusion

performed for aluminum, copper and tungsten in The present cross sections with other

this work. Aluminum is the main component of experimental ones and the data in ACSELAM

the beam duct and electrode. Copper is used i library for 2'Mg and 24 Na are shown in Figures 

the cavity walls, electrodes and magnetic and 2 For 21Mg, the data in ACSELAM were

conductors. Tungsten is candidate material for smaller than the present data by a factor of

beam slits and coating to protect the beam 1.3-2.0. For 24 Na, the present data were in

facing components. agreement with other experimental one within

experimental error. On the other hand the data in

2. Experiment and Data processing ACSELAM were about order lower than the

Activation cross sections were measured by experimental ones.

using a stacked-foil technique. The stacked-foils Figures 36 show te present data for the
nat X)61 64consisted of natural composition aluminum, Cu(d Cu(TI/2=3.33h) , Cu(T,12=12.7h),

copper and tungsten. The stacked-foils were 62Z11(T112=9-19h ad 63 Zn(T,/2=38i-n) reactions

wrapped in aluminum sheet with a thickness of with other experimental data ad the data in

10 �tm and irradiated with deuteron beam ACSELAM library. The data reported by

accelerated by the AVF cyclotron at TIARA. Flurner and ACSELAM resembled the present

After cooling, the decayed garnina rays emitted data in shape. I the case of 6 Cu and 62Z11, these

from the irradiated foils were measured by a data become higher tan the present data by a

calibrated Ge detector and the iduced activities factor of 24. In the case of 64 Cu and 63Z11, these
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data and the present data were in agreement i.DE-02

within 40 M .ft O 0) 1

Mi.h,!I('82)
Figures 7-12 show the present data for the T.k.rs('01)

ACSELAM

nat W(dx)"'Re(Tj12=19.9h), 112gRe(TI/2=2.67d), I.OEIOI

112mRe(TI12=12.7h), "'Re(T,12=70d),
114 114gRe(T,12=38d), mRe(T,12=169d),

186 Re(TI/2=3.78d) and 187w(T,/2=23.72h) LOE-00

reactions with other experimental data ad the 0 10 20 30 40 50
De.t-- E.,gy [MeVI

data in ACSELAM library. I the energy region Fig. 2 Cross sections for the 27 AI(dx) 24 Na

of 22-4OMeV, there is no experimental data. For
18'Re, 182m+gRe and 1,83 Re, the present data and I.OE-03

the data i ACSELAM were about same shapes A R- ('70)
IE,02 nACSELAM

184,1 .00and in agreement within 30 %. For gRe, the

present data were different from ACSELAM in 1.OEIOI

shape and became higher than ACSELAM by a

factor of 15-7. For 186 Re, the present data I.OE-00

showed decreasing tendency above 24 MeV and I.OE-01

0 10 20 30 40 50were 3 times as low as values in ACSELAM at Deuteron Energy [MeV]

the maximum though the experimental one were Fig. 3 Cross sections for the nal Cu(d 'X 6 CU

close to ACSELAM below 10 MeV. For 117W, 1.OE,03

the present data and other experimental data 4-15-'-esent
.Bartell ('50)

were different from the data in ACSELAM in A Flumer ('70)
L ACSELAM

shape. The reason of this difference is that "'W
116W I.OE-02could be produced by not only (dp) but

186W(II,also y) reaction which was occurred by 0

secondary low-energy neutron. The

measurements of activation cross section for
1.OE-01

other accelerator structural materials (Ta, Fe, 0 10 20 30 40 50
Deuteron Energy [MeV]

Ni) will be performed next year.

Fig. 4 Cross sections for the "'Cu(d 'X 6CU

1.OE,02

P-nt 1.OE+03
Wils.n('76)

AACSELAM �'O resent
Bartell ('50)

A Flumer ('70)
ACSELAM-

E� I.OE'021.OE+01
U) 0

P

4*
I.OE,01

1.OE-00
0 10 20 30 40 50

Deuteron Energy [MeV1 1.OE,00

0 10 20 30 40 50
Deuteron Energy [MeV1

Fig. 1 Cross sections for the 27 AI(d,2p) 27Mg Fig.5 Cross sections for te "'Cu(dx) 12ZII
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6.4 Synthesis of Hydrophilic Endohedral 133 Xe-fullerenol
with High Yield

S. Watanabe*, N. S. Ishioka*, H. Shimornura**, H. Murarnatsu** and
T. Kurne
Department of on-Beam-Applied Biology, JAERI%
Faculty of Education, Shinshu University**

1. Introduction made by vacuum evaporation of fullerene ( C60)

Endohedral radioisotopic -fullerenes, which on Ni foils. Implantation of 113 Xe ions into the

encapsulate a radioisotope within a fullerene targets was carried out with an isotope

cage, have a possibility of being new separator at an acceleration energy of 30 keV.

radiopharmaceuticals. Cagle et al.') reported After ion implantation, the fullerene on the

the method of synthesizing 166 Ho-fullerenol target was dissolved in o-dichlorobenzene. The

( 166 Ho�CS2(OH),) and found the concentrat ion solution was filtered through a membrane filter

of the 166 HO�C82(OH), into bone tissue as a with 02 �trn pore size (Millipore, JGWP to

result of animal experiments. Since 166 Ho emits remove insoluble materials.

a P-ray with the maximum energy of 1.8 MeV, One milliliter of the filtrate of

it seems that 166 Ho�C82(OH), can be applied o-dichlorobenzene solution containing

to the therapy of bone cancer. endohedral 133XC -fullerene ( 31 XeCa)C60) and

We have recently reported a method of C60 was shaken for min with 50 [tL of

synthesizing endohedral 133 Xe-fullerenol tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH, 40%
131 2)Xe�C6o(OH),), which would be also in water) and I mL of 14 M KOH solution in a

applied to the therapy of bone cancer, because polypropylene centrifuge tube of 2 mL capacity

133 Xe emits a P-ray with the maximum energy On this shaki ng, 1 33 Xe�C60(OH), and

of 0346 MeV. The 133 Xe�C60(OH)., was C60(OH), formed in odichlorobenzene phase.

synthesized by stirring the o-dichlorobenzene After the shaking, o-dichlorobenzene phase

solution containing 133 Xe�C60, 14 M KOH was collected in a new polypropylene

solution and tetrabutylammonium hydroxide centrifuge tube by a micropipette, and pure

(TBAH, 40% in water) in a rotary evaporator water was added to the o-dichlorobenzene

for 12 h. However, the recovery of the phase. The mixture was shaken for min to

133 Xe�C6o(OH), was only 2 Since the extract 133 Xe�C60(OH), and C60(OH), into

recovery was very low for medical application, pure water phase.

other methods with the yield more than ten The 133 Xe radioactivity of 33 Xe�C6o(OH).,

times were desired. Therefore, a novel method and ultraviolet-visible absorption of C6o(OH),

with a sufficient yield was designed. in the pure water phase were measured by

In the present paper, we describe the novel y-ray spectrometry and ultraviolet -visible

method of synthesizing 1 33 Xe�C60(OH), with a spectroscopy, respectively, to determine the

higher yield and the stability of that in 09 recovery defined as a percentage of the amount

NaCl solution. of 133 Xe�C6o(OH), to that of original

133 XeC)C60 or as a percentage of the amount of

2. Experimental C60(OH) to that of original C60-

Fullerene targets for ion implantation were The stability of the 133 Xe�C60(OH) in
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0.9 NaCl solution was examined to evaluate 120 . . . . . .

the stability in a human body for medical 8F 100
application. The 0.9 % NaCl solution >4-J

133 8 -containing Xe�C60(OH), was allowed to

stand at room temperature for days. The 60 -

"'Xe radioactivity in the 09 NaCl solution 40 -
4icowas measured by y-ray spectrometry once a
11 20

day until days. rr
0

0 20 40 60 80 100 120
3. Results and Discussion Tirne/h

The recovery of the 133 Xe�C6o(OH), Fig.l. The leaving time dependence of the
synthesized by using the method described i stability of 133 Xe�C60(OH)., in 09 NaC1

solution.
this study was 40%, which was 20 times as

large as that by using the previous method. The

recovery of the C60(OH), was also about 40%. would favorably be radiopharmaceuticals to be

Therefore, the chemical behavior of C60(OH)., used for cancer therapy in nuclear medicine.

seems to be similar to that of 33 Xe�C60(OH),.

The leaving time dependence of the relative References

intensit y of the 33 Xe�C60(OH) i 09 NaCl 1) D. W. Cagle, S. J. Kennel, S. Mirzadeh, J. M.

solution at room temperature is shown in Fig. 1. Alford, L. J. Wilson, Proc. NatL Acad. Sci.,

For the results of te stability in 09 NaCl 96 1999) 5182.

solution, the 133 Xe�C60(OH)., was found to be 2) S. Watanabe N. S. Ishioka, H. Shimornura,

sufficiently stable for days. H. Murarnatsu, T. Kume, TIARA Annual

The stability of 133 Xe�C60(OH), revealed Report 2002, JAERI-Review 2003 2003)

that the endohedral radioisotopic -fullerenol 262.
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7.1 Test Operation of Focusing High-energy Heavy Ion
Microbeam System

T. Satoh*, M. Oikawa*, T. Sakai*, M. Fukuda*, S. Okumura*, S. Kurashima*,
N. Miyawaki* and T. Kamiya**
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Department of Material development, JAER1**

Quadrupole Magnet
1. Introduction

A focused high-energy heavy ion scanning
microbearn system with a special resolution of
about I m is being developed at the AVF E
cyclotron of the TIARA facility. It will provide E0microbeams to applications in biomedical N;� earn
science such as radio microsurgery and
mutagenesis with single ion hit technique which
will pen-nit single cell irradiation in te 'aF (Eu) Scintillator

Manipulator LU 2atmosphere. The details of the system design (1 mm thick)
are described in Ref. 1. The major devices of iew Port
the system listed following are installed on the
vertical beam line of HX in 2002: Long-Distance
• micro slits to define the micron-sized object Microscope

of the beams; Image Intensifier

• divergence defining slits; CD Camera

• an X-Y scanner to scan and position the Fig. I Close-up view of the target point of the
beams two-dimensionally; focused igh-energy heavy ion scanning

• a quadruplet quadrupole magnet to focus te microbearn system.
beams to I m.

The spread of te beam energy AE/E less tan 624pm
10' (generally the energy spread of cyclotron
beams is larger than 10-') is necessary in order
to reduce the contribution of chromatic A
aberration to the beam spot size. Therefore, the
flat top acceleration technique2)was introduced
to reduce the energy spread of the cyclotron
beams and was used in the test operations
reported here. E

02. Measurement of Microbeam Diameter CD

Figure I shows the close-up view of the target
point. A CaF2(Eu) scintillator of Imm in
thickness was set at the target point to observe
the size and the shape of the beams. The
scintillation was magnified by a long distance
microscope, enhanced by an image intensifier
and detected by a CCD camera. We carried out Fig. 2 Scintillation observed with a CCD
beam focusing tests with 260 MeV 2Ne" camera.
beams. A sample of the observed scintillation
image is shown in fig. 2 and its diameter was
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about 30 �tm. The actual beam diameter is
smaller since te scintillation broadened in the
scintillator.

3. Acquisition of a Mesh Image

A titanium mesh with II �trn holes spaced
at 200 i a CaF2(Eu) scintillator and a photo
multiplier (PMT) shown in fig. 3 were set at the
end of the mipulator. The beams were
scanned by the X-Y scan-ner and scintillation

induced by beams passing through te holes Fig. Scintillation intensity image of a Ti
were detected. Values of the scanning coil
currents were used as beam position data mesh obtained by using a scanned microbeam.
because displacement of the beams is
proportional to the currents. The system of Radius of Ti mesh hole
beam scanning control and measurement is 55,u m
schematically described in fig. 4 The mesh 2 

Beam sizepattern is clearly seen in an example of (b)
Z' 73.7 m
'Fn 2 0
C:

26OMeV 2Ne 7+ a)

C 1 5 0
r ---------- 4 --- ----- ......
0 -A --------

1 00
Ti Mesh

Scanning 50
CaF (Eu)

2 0

0 2 0 0 40 600 800

Beam Position [y m]

Fig. 6 Scintillation intensity along the line
Manipulator PMT (a) in fig. .

illation itensity inage in fig. 5. IntensityFig. 3 Ti mesh, CaF2(Eu) scintillator and photo ScIt
multiplier (PMT). distribution along the line indicated in te figure

is graphed in Fig. 6 The beam spot size was

estimated from the intensity distribution and is

about 70 pii, which is two times as large as that

obtained fro te CCD iage.
Ows 91

j Ether I/F 4. Summary

The test formation of microbearn of 260 MeV

Mesh 2'NC7-1 was carried out with the focused high-

Scanner -�, - - riMicrobearn energy eavy ion microbeam system. The beai
R 

diameter measured o the scintillation hnage
Ether I/F U) DAC Scintillator

taken with the CCD camera was less than 30
91LU �Lrn. However, tat estimated from the mesh

ADC DC AMP pattern measured by use of the X-Y scai-iner was

about 70 Wn. Te cause of this disagreement

may be in te scarfing system, which we will
Fig. 4 Scanning control and measurement verify in the following year.

system. After completion of te system development,
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a vacuum window of a thin titanium film will be Okumura, H. Inoue, S. Masuno, S. Urnemiya,
installed at.3 i upstream the target point to Y. 0shiyarna and Y. Taira, Nucl. Instr. and
extract the beams ito te atmosphere. The Meth., B210 2003) 54.
scanning control and measurement system will 2) M. Fukuda, S. Kurashima, N. Miyawaki S.
be built in the single-ion hit system. Okumura, T. Karniya, M. Oikawa Y.

Nakamura, T. Nara, T. Agematsu, I. Ishibori,
References K. Yoshida, W. Yokota, K. Arakawa Y.

1) M. Oikawa, T. Kamiya, M. Fukuda, S. Kuniata, Y. Fukumoto, K. Saito, Nucl. Instr.
and Meth., B210 2003) 33.
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7.2 Micro-PIXE Technique for the Study of Asian Dust Sources

M. Kasahara C J. Ma*, M. Okumura*, T. Kojima", T. Hakoda**,
M. Taguchi", T. Sakai*** arid Y. Ohara***
Graduate School of Eergy Science, Kyoto University'
Department of Material Development, JAERI
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAEPZJ

1. Introduction facilities of te Takasaki ion accelerators for
The Asian dust storm is a well-known advanced radiation application, Japan.

springtime meteorological phenomenon Micro-PIXE measurement was performed wit a

throughout East Asia as well as Pacific Ocean. scanning 26 MeV H icro barn accelerated

A large number of studies on the Asian dust by 3 MV single-ended accelerator. Bearn
1-3� -ned diameter ad bearn current were 12 Vu-n and

particles ave been reported . It is presui

that Asian dust particles can be altered by more thanl00 pA, respectively. Te rnore

several aging processes such as absorptio ad detailed aalytical procedures ad experimental

oxidation dring their long-range transport. set-up of PIXE ad rnicro-PIXE were described

There remains te need to more fully elsewhere') I addition, four kinds of bulk

understand how man-made pollutants ad original grOUnd-sands i desert areas of Cina

sea-salt aerosol are icorporated ito atural were aalyzed by PIXE. Also te water-soluble

Asian dust storm particles'). I oder to fraction extracted fom te surface of sand was

understand tese variations of Asian dust storm determined using PIXE. PIXE aalysis was

particles, it is desirable to investigate te nature performed with a poton beam of 6 inin diameter

of original sands collected at source areas i and 20 MeV eergy from a Tandern Cockcroft
China. However, ufortunately, te torough accelerator. Barn itensities frorn 10 to 60 nA

study icluding te aalysis of idividual sands were employed ad te total dose was about 20

of various source regions wich can provide VtC.

detailed iformation about te ature ad

composition of Asian dust sources, was ot 3. Results and Discussion

reported. Fig. I epresents te PIXE spectra of bulk

The primary goal Of tis Study is to report te sands at four desert regions i Cina ad an

comparative characteristics of bulk sands example of micro-PIXE spectrum for a single

collected at four different desert regions i sand collected at Yinchuan desert region. From

China I addition, cemical compositio ad its the PIXE aalysis we calculated te elemental

visual distributio o idividual sands were mass concentrations of bulk ad water-soluble

newly determined. fraction of each sand collected at four different

desert regions i Cina Ufortunately, Al could

2. Experimental procedure not be quantified by O PXE ethod As

In order to obtain ore detailed iformation expected Si ad other crustal elements sowed

Such as cemical structure ad ixing state of overwhelmingly igh ass concentration. From

surface and inner individual sands, four kds of samples, 20-30 idividual sands

i-nicro-particle iduced xay eission (PIXE) were randomly selected for single sand aalysis

analytical easurement as performed wit te using micro-PIXE. Fig. 2 shows te example of
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Fig. 1 PIXE spectra of bulk sands in four different deserts (lef t) and the example of micro -PIXE spectrum
for a single sand collected in Yinchuan desert area in China (ri ght).
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Fig. 2 The example of the micro -PIXE elemental maps taken on a single sand collected in Yinchuan
desert area in China. Full scan size is 351 �tm x 356 �trn and the total accumulated charge is 7.1 nC.

micro-PIXE elemental maps taken on a single generally sharp/round-edged irregular shape and

sand collected in Yinchuan area. As shown i mainly contained crustal components.

Fig. 2 by means of this rnicro-PIXE it was Fig. 3 illustrates te size distributio of

possible to daw te distribution of components original sands collected at four desert aeas n

in ad/or o idividual sands. Sands were China. The size of idividual sands was
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Fig. 3 Relative size distribution of original sands Fig. 4 pH of extracted water front four kinds of

collected at four desert areas i China. desert sands.

calculated with te rnean of apse line and minor sands at four different desert areas were to

line of eacli sand by using digital icroscope be the target of bulk and single analyses by

(KEYENCE, VH-7000). For each sample, 500 means of PIXE and micro-PIXE analyses,

sands were randornly selected for their sizing. respectively. The physical properties of

The shape of size distribution is nionornodal desert sands like morphology, color, and size

showing te maximum level between 200 �Lrn were basically determined. Also the

and 300 �trn for sands collected at Yinchuan, chemical characteristics of bulk sands of

Wuwei ad Dulan sites. Whereas, the rnaxii-nurn each desert were specified as the relative

level or Yanchin desert sds is displayed elemental mass. The elemental maps aiad

betwee I 0 �trn ad 200 �trn. Te size of sands spectra for individual sands allow us to

at Wuwei desert aea is elatively wide spread i understand the nature of individual sands.

the range up to 600 �Lrn. Te size of original Consequently, the physicochemical

sands collected at Yanchin desert site is properties of desert sands obtained from this

relatively saller than tose collected at other study can be helpful to understand what

three sites. kinds of man-made pollutants and sea-salts

Fig. 4 shows pH of te extracted Nvater fom are incorporated into natural Asian dust

four kinds original desert sands. pH of water particles.

soluble fi-action i every desert sands shows

slightly basic. Also a little bit different pH level References

was rneaSUred arnong desert area (pH 72 at 1) C.H. Song ad G.R. Carjuichael, Atinospheric

Yinchuan, pH 72 at Wuwei, pH 73 at Dulan, Environment 33 1999) 2203-2218.

and pH 72 at Yanchin). It can be suggested tat
2) C.-J. Ma, M. Kasahara, S. Tohno and K.C.

pH of vater soluble fraction i desert sands is
Hwancy Atrnospheric Environrnent 3 200 la)

influenced by iitial composition of dust sands t'�
2+ 2- 747-752.

Such as Ca ad C03

3) C.-J. Ma, M. Kasahara, R. Hbller ad T.

4. Summary Kaniiya, Atniosplieric Environnient 35

As te source of Asian dust particles, te (2001 b) 2707-2714.
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7.33 Research Activities ising Micro PIXE on the Study of

Elements Accumulation by Microorganisms in The
Fiscal Year 2003

T. Ohnuki*, F. Sakamoto*, N. Kozai**, T. Sakai***, M. Oikawa*** and

T. Satoh***

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI*

Department of Environmental Science, JAERI**

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI***

1. Introduction Particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE is

The presence of radionuclides in nuclear one of the possible methods detecting

reactors and radioactive wastes is a major elements in the level of ppm 1). If we use probe

environmental concern due to their radiation beams of �trn order or less in diameter,

emissions. In order to estimate the potential hazardous elements as well as other elements

impact of radionuclides to human being, we distribution in a lower plant sample can be

must elucidate the migration behavior of the determined with such spatial resolution. A

elements involving radionuclides in geological light ion microbeam systern2) with the spatial

and terrestrial environment. Abiotic and biotic resolution of less than 1 �tm was constructed

reactions of the elements should be considered on a beam line of 3 MV single-ended

to estimate the impact. In last three decades, accelerator in the TIARA facility at Japan

many researchers have studied the interactions Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI).

between the elements and inorganic materials. And the in-air �t-PIXE analyzing system was

However, the biotic reactions of the elements developed on the TIARA facility for chemical

have received less attention. analysis with a sub -micron level spatial

Some microorganisms can accumulate the resolution 3). Thus, mapping of hazardous

elements on cell surface and inside cell Great elements of ppm level is available by �t PIXE.

amounts of elements accumulation have been In fiscal year 2003, we have conducted the

reported and have been expected to apply following experiments using [t-PIXE analysis.

remediation methods for the contaminated area. (i) Accumulation of Cs by Saccharomyces

Fundamental understanding of the interaction cerevislae.

between the elements and microbes is needed (ii) Accumulation of Pb by S. cerevisiae.

to develop appropriate waste treatment and Here, we report the detail of accumulation of

management strategies as well as to predict the Cs by S. cerevisiae.

microbial impacts on the long -term

performance of the waste repositories. 2. Objective

State-of-the-art analytical techniques Cesium exists in low -level radioactive

should be used to determine the interaction of wastes. This indicates that the interaction of

elements with microorganisms at the Cs with microorganisms should be elucidated

molecular level to understand the structure to understand the impact of radioactive waste

function relationship. to environment. The yeast S. cerevislae is a
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eukaryot tat has wt a cell size of The yeast cells were also examined by

approximately 10 [im in diameter. Te yeast scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
I S4) -6330F) operating at a vos known to be accumulate inetal Thus, (JEOL Itage of 1 kV

the �L-PIXE technique as used to examine the equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray

accumulation and localization of Cs and the analyzer (EDS) (JED-2140).

essential elements such as, P, K and Fe in

yeast. 4. Results and summary

(1) Mcro-PIXE aalyses show tat the yeast

3. Expei-imental S cei-evisae accumulates Cs during growth

The east of cei�evisiae X2180 was when exposed to culture mediurn containing

obtained from National Research Istitute of Cs. The peaks for Cs, as well as P, K and Fe

Brewing., Japan and was grown in on YPD were distinguished in the PIXE spectra. II

medium containing the following ingredients: contrast, oly the peaks for P and were

yeast extract Difco), 10 g peptone Dfco), distinguished in the SEM-EDS spectrurn.

20 g glucose (Difco)., 20 g ad agar Difco), (2) Mcro-PIXE analyses also suitable to

20g in I L DDI. The cells were grown in 100 monitor the accumulation of Cs during gromh,

ml of YPD broth in 500 ml flasks for 24 hours as well as te canges in te cellular elements

at 3 'C on a shaker at I IO rprn. with time.

The yeast cells ere added to I 0 l of In conclusion, �t-PIXE is a useful technique

YPD medium containing I mM of Cs. Effect of to detect lower concentration of elements in

Cs on growth of te yeast was determined by microbial cells than by SEM-EDS, even

removing an aliquot at 0.1, 21 and 48 h and though the yeast cannot directly observed as

measuring te optical density at 600 nm with SEM. In addition, tPIXE analysis is

(OD600). applicable to monitor the change III
The yeast cells grown in the presence of Cs concentrations of elements i rnicroorganisins

were removed from the growth nIediurn at 0. 1, during their growth.

21 and 48 h, washed twice with DDI and

attached on te sample folders, freeze-dried. References

and analyzed by PIXE A proton beam with 1) Sueno S., Eur. J. Meral. 7 1995)

the eergy of 26 MeV from te single-ended 1273-1297.
S3),machine as used for n-air VPIXE aalyst ' 2) T.Kamiya, T.Suda and R.Tanaka,

so tat te proton penetrates into te east Nuclear Inst. Method B 118

exciting elements bot o the surface ad 447-450(1996).

internal region of te yeast. Te beam spot 3) T. Sakai, et al., Biological Trace Element

was approximately, I �Iin in dameter. Te Research 71-72 1999)77-82.
ilable at the 4) B. VoleskN,, H.A.

inaxiniurn scanning area ava May-Phillip, AppI
2V-PIXE set-up as of 740 x. 850 [,m Microblol Botechnol 42 1995) 797.
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7.4 Detection of a Single Ion using the Luminescence
from CaF2(Eu) and ZnS(Ag)

T. Ohshima*, T. Satoh**, M. Oikawa**, and T. Kamiya*
Department of Material Development, JAERI*
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI**

1. Introduction tissues, smaller size of ion beams (i.e.
For the study of single event upset in nano-beams) and more precise control of

semiconductor devices and mutation of tissues irradiation points are expected. For these purposes,
induced by ion iff adiation, it is necessary to it is necessary to develop position-sensing
develop irradiation techniques with high accuracy. techniques with high accuracy, which can detect a
Up to now, TARA has developed microbeam point irradiated by an incident ion.
irradiation techniques in conjunction with a single In this study, we measured the luminescence
ion hit system'). By using the techniques, transient from CaF2(Eu) and ZnS(Ag) scintillators by
ion beam induced current can be measured at incident ions.
TIARA, and, as a result, charge collected from
electronic devices can be evaluated 2) . Furthermore, 2. Experimental Details
for the study of biotechnology, a microbeam- The heavy-ion microbeam irradiation line
irradiation-system using a collimator, which is (TI3 line) connected with 3MV-TANDEM

3) 1,2)connected with a cyclotron, has been developed accelerator at TIARA was used in this study
and microbeam-irradiation into cells has been CaF2(Eu) and ZnS(Ag) scintillators were
carried OUt4) . Recently, to achieve more precise irradiated with oxygen microbeams at an energy
irradiation, a microbeam formation system using of 15 MeV After the formation of microbeams at
focusing lenses for ions from the cyclotron is now a size of [tm, ion beam flux was controlled

5) -attenuator and a beam-chopper.
under development at TIARA With decreasing using a beam
the size of electronic devices or objective area in The luminescence from CaF2(Eu) and ZnS(Ag)

TANDEM accelerator at TIARA CaF2(Eu) and
Heavy ion microbeam irradiation JB) line ZnS(Ag)

200
3750 mm UU M7

15MeV16O 1crobeam I tm

Image intensifier
(C8600-03, Hamamatsu photonics) ong-distance microscope

(QT-1 OOM, Quester)

CCD camera
(C4880-26A / C3077-30, Hamamatsu photonics)

Fig. 1 Incident ion detection system used in this study.
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Fig. 2 Luminescence frorn ZnS(Ag) by an X [micron]

incident 15 MeV-0 ion.

Fig. 3 Luminescence frorn CaF2(Eu by

scintillators by irradiation was detected by a CCD 15MeV-0 microbeams at a diameter of lxm.

camera (Model: C3077-70 or C4880-26A,

HAMAMATSU Photonics K.K) in conjunction

with an image intensifier (Model: C8600-03,

HAMAMATSU Photonics K.K) and a

long-distance microscope (Model: T-100, 25 
2 0

Quester). The luminescence collected by the 1 5 0
1 00

CCD cameras was analysed, and its profile 50

(position, intensity and distribution) was 0 0 0

evaluated. Te detection system was illustrated 40 80
0

Y X [micron]in Fig. .
I 0

0
3. Results and discussion M 2Rm

Figure 2 shows the luminescence frorn

ZnS(Ag) by an incident 15 MeV-0 ion. The beam Fig. 4 Contour 1-nap of te luminescence

flux was reduced to be 06 cps using the obtained from CaF2(Eu) by 15 MeV-0

bearn-attenuator ad the beam-chopper. In our microbeam irradiation.
luiowledge, the detection of an incident single ion

using photo-irnage has not been reported.

Therefore, this article might be the world's first hit). The ighest itensity of luminescence was

report on real time observation of a icident observed at the center, and te intensity decreases

single ion using CCD cameras. with icreasing distance frorn the center. To

Figure 3 is the luminescence frorn CaF,(Eu) evaluate the luminescence profile, the image was

by 15MeV-0 microbeams at a diameter of I Vm. analyzed. The contour map of the luminescence

The image was collected by a sampling systern is depicted in Fig. 4 The symmetric spread of the

using consecutive microbearns (ot single ion luminescence from the peak at te center is
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observed. From the analysis of the contour map, the size of irradiated beams is 1tm.

the full width of half maximum (FWHM is

estimated to be 20 �tm, as shown in Fig. 4 Since References

the beam size is �tm, the FWHM value obtained 1) T. Kamiya, T. Hirao, Y Kobayashi, Nucl. Instr.

in this study indicates that the scintillation by and Meth. B 219-220 2004) 1010.

irradiation is about 20 times larger than the beam 2) J. S. Laird, T. Hirao, H. Mori, S. Onoda T.

size. Kamiya, H. Itoh, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B 181

(2001) 87.

4. Summary 3) T. Kamiya, W. Yokota, Y Kobayashi, M.

The luminescence from CaF2(Eu) and Cholewa, M. S. Krochmal, G. Laken, 1 D.

ZnS(Ag) scintillators by 15MeV-0 ions was Larsen, L. Fiddes, G. Parkhill, K. Dowsey,

evaluated. The luminescence from ZnS(Ag) by Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B 181 2001) 27.

an incident ion can be detected using the CCD 4) Y Kobayashi, T. Funayama, S. Wada M.

camera in conjunction with the image intensifier Taguchi and H. Watanabe, Nucl. Instr. and

and the long-distance microscope. The Meth. B 210 2003) 54.

luminescence profile of CaF2(Eu) due to 5) M. Oikawa, T. Kamiya, M. Fukuda S.

microbeam. irradiation was analyzed. As the Okumura, H. Inoue, S. Masuno, S. Umemiya,

result, the symmetric spread of the luminescence Y Oshiyama, Y Taira, Nucl. Instr. and Meth.

with a FWHM of 20 �trn was observed whereas B 210 2003) 308.
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7.5 Multiple X-Ray Detectors for High Efficiency Micro-PIXE
Analysis

T. Sakai*, M. Okawa*,T. Satoh* and S. Nomiya**
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAER?
Raytech Corporation"

1. Introduction 2. Instruments
In TIARA facility, in-air mcro-PIXE 2.1 X-ray detectors

system has been developed 1) 2 and widely The previously installed hp-Ge X-ray
used for various applications. Although detector (Ortec IGLET-X, 100 rnm2) has
micro-PIXE is powerful technique for two- moderate energy resolution of 160 eV at 59
dimensional elemental analysis, it takes lots keV Mn KY X-ray and poor detection effi-
of time to get a clear image of elemental ds- ciency below 2 keV because of Ge L-

'bution especially n trace elemental map- absorption edge and backscattering proton
ping. So the improvement of the X-ray detec- absorber 60 �tm-thick polypropylene) which
tion efficiency is required to reduce the is attached in front of the detector endcap.
measurement time by mcro-PIXE users, New high energy resolution S(L0 X-ray
because their beam-time is not enough due to detector (PGT LS30135, 30 mm is set at
the tight TIARA facility schedule. symmetry position of the hp-Ge X-ray detec-

We have installed two new X-ray tor respect to the beam axis. Energy resolu-
detectors in addition to previously served hp- tion of the S(Li) detector is 135 eV, and the
Ge X-ray detector to increase X-ray detection higher energy resolution brings better signal
efficiency. One of the new detectors is high to background ratio and smaller peak over-
energy resolution type for better sensitivity lapping especially in lower energy region.
below 2 keV and. another detector has large The detector window is 8 �trn-thick Be and
crystal size to improve the detection efficien- attached with an annular type absorber (100
cy above 6 keV X-rays, as described below. �tm-thick mylar) which has center hole size

1 of 3 mm in diameter, so that the detection
Absorber. A s efficiency below 2 keV is fairly good.
500 g m-thick Glassy carbon G e 0

Ga 0
and 25 g rn-thick Be window Zn On the other hand, another new detec-

Cu0 tor s designed to the detection effi-
ID Co ciency above 6 keV X-rays. An out-of-date

6 0

Fe
0 hp-Ge gamma ray detector (Aptec PS-305-

Mn
4 0 active area with

Cr
0 260 eV energy resolution, is remodeled by

V
2 Ti 0 Raytech corporation. The endcap of the

SC detector is converted to L-shape to set the
Ca a I............................. detector crystal 'ust behind the sample.0 J

3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 Although the configuration provides very
EneMy (keV)

large solid angle, a proton beam dumper must
Fig. I Calculated transmittance plot with elemental be attached in front of the detector window
symbols those correspond to their characteristic _
ray energy for thin sample analysis. Ultra high purity
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olassy carbon (Tokai Cal-boll Co. Itd.) is ideal one to be capable OfShIlUltaneous processing

material for [lie dumper Mst OfX-rays gen- the sionals fro tese 111U.Itiple detectors Te

ertated by few MeV poton bombardment improved DAQ system can manage p to our

onto t gssy carbon re seconder-)/ election independent detectors with total count rt of
brel11S1,trahIUl10 and carbon caracteristic X-I 30 kiz Bam sall'11111-1 control is also o]-fl-
rays (.280 eV). The main component of te bined with te system. so teir the scan fre-

former ontinuous X-rays is below 6 keV. It quency ,and esolution call be change easily.
is ecessary to ,absorb these low eergy X-

L

rays, because they cuse ulse pile-Up in e
3. Perforniance

detector electric circuit. So e hve adop ed The 1111.11tipl Xay detection system

500 pni-thick glassy arbon isk as the beam likes advantaoes of ot only for enlarging te
dump h also play a ole of low energy X- lt�' Z-1 1-1

b (.Ictiv aea ofdetectors but also sharincy effec-ray asorber-. Fiaures I ad 2 present calculat-
LI tiv Xay nergy regions between I-lie dffer-

ed transillittance wth Xray energy nd sche- _ "I

ent detectors. Fioure 3 sows an example ofniatic of tese three X-ray detectors configu-LI
ration, respectively. X-ray spectra taken by these three detectors.

The efficiency below 2 keV is greatly

2.2 Data acquisition system improved by the S(Li) detector so that te
peaks frorn Na. Ma, Al ad Si are, clearlyPC-based multi-pararneter dta acqui- 1-11)

sition (DAQ) system as been used for icro- observed. Tis improvement is especially use-
ful for clay-sorption behavior analysis .4(DI,FIIXE nieasurement2O). Te DAQ software is
(lie oher hand, te spectrum. that is taken byupdated nd the PC is eplaced to the latest

hp-Ge X-ray detector Sample
(Ortec IGLET-X) Beam dump

(Glassy carbon disk)

hp-Ge X-ray detector
(Aptec PS305-D7.5C remodeled)

Proton microbearn

Si(Li) X-ray detector
(PGT LS-30135)

Current meter

Fi( 2 Schematic ofthe Thre Xray dctectors arranpenien wh te smple
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10 . . . . . .
Orte(, 1GLET-X Acknowled2emejit
Aptek PS305-D7.153 rer-riodeled
PGT I-S-30135 The authors would He to thank Di-S.

7Na N Ka Zn Ka M. FUkUda, K. Arakawa, Y. Ohara ancl therMg P
1� J� As KaAl Ca s a 1's of Raytech Corporation. Tey so

Zn Nit ZnKg
Ni .0

4-0 �a acknowled(,e Dr. H. Naramoto f r providing
C: As Kg

01-ILinal detectors and Dr. N. Kozai for per-
U Fe

10 ]hitting to present te X-ray spectra.

10 Reference�

1) T. S'akai et L, Biol. Trace Element Res.
100-1 Ul 71-72 1999) 77.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Energy (keV) 2) T. Sakai et a., Nucl. DStl- ad Meth. B190

Fig 3 An example of X-ray Spectra I.AeD b three Xray
detectors. Te Xrays ae generated by 26 MeV protoll (2002) 271.
beam bombardment to a cay ample. 3) T. Sakai et aL, Nucl. nmr. ,-tied Meth.

(he backward Xay detector sows mOSt B 36-138 1998) 390.

ter tmes higher satistics Of Xay counts 4) N. Kozai et al, JAERI-Review 2003-033
from eavy elements, such as Ni, Z ad As. (TIARA Annual Report 2002) 212.
The result proved that te new multiple X-ray

detection syste i succeeded improving X-

ray detection efficiency dastically.
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7.6 Fluorine Distribution around the Sound and Carious Fissures
of Human Teeth

H. Yamarnoto*, M. Nomachi**, K. Yasuda***, T. Sakai****Y lwami*,
S. Ebisu *, Y. Sugaya * *, M. Oikawa : * * *, T. Satoh and M. Fukuda
Graduate school of Dentistry, Osaka University*,
Graduate school of Science, Osaka University",
Wakasa wan Energy Research Cnter***,
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI****

1. Introduction embedded in the epoxy resin were cut through

It has been reported that the fluorine (F) the fissure and grouped visually to three

concentratio i te carious tooth is higher than categories by te texture of fissure; Group A:

that in the sound tooth' 2) . The F distribution sound fissure, Group B: incipient carious fissure,

around the carious fissure of human teeth has Group C: medium carious fissure. The width of

been little known'), though the occulusal fissures fissures ranged from about 10�tm to 50 �tm. The

have the high caries susceptibility. Because of number of each group was .

the narrow and complex structure of occlusal The precise pre-treatment of the specimens was

fissures, the application of conventional methods the same as previous experiments and precisely

for F measurement, such as the acid etching or described in the previous reports 4,I).

abrasion technique, has lacked the accuracy. The 2.3 Measurement

estimation of F concentration in the sound and The measurement areas were about 140 �trn x

carious fissures, terefore, would become one 140 through 1000 Vrn. F concentration at the

step for clarifying quantitatively the preventive around the fissure was measured. The obtained

effect of F on the carious formation. raw data were converted to the quantitative

In this study, we report the F distribution values by the reference materials Calo

around the arrow fissures of human teeth, using (PO4)6(OH)2-2. F2,, (x=O, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0). The

the PIGE methods which we have established at maximum values of the F concentration around

TIARA. the surface area of fissures were compared

among te groups.

2. Experimental procedure The texture ad width of fissures of specimens

2. 1 Experimental set-up were observed by photomicrograph.

The experimental facility of the 17 MeV

proton bearn accelerated by the TRA 3. Results and Discussion

single-ended accelerator at JAERI-Takasaki, was Fig.1 (a)-(d trough Fig.3 (a)-(d) show the

used for this work. Precise conditions of the obtained results as the photos ad the 

measurement were already published in the mapping form. I all specimens, the F

previous report 4,I) distribution was recognized at the surfaces of

2.2 Specimens fissures. Te F concentration at the fissures

Human teeth, extracted for the reason of the varied depending o the locations and decreased

caries, periodontitis ad orthodontics at the towards the iner of the tooth. The F distribution

Osaka University dental hospital i te six at the sound fissure wth width of 10�tm was

months, were used as te specimens. The teeth observed along the fissure (Fig.1c), wereas
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those at the carious fissure were irregular. fissures of measurement area in each group. The

Fig. (e) through Fig.3 (e) shows the F and Ca values ranged as follows; Group A:

concentration through the fissures about at te 3500-11700ppm (mean=6000ppm), Goup :

middle of measurement area idicated by the 2400-10700ppi-n (rnean=6300pprn), Group C:

arrows shown in ) and (d) of the corresponding 5200-16900ppm (mean=9300ppm). These

figures. Fig. 4 shows the maximurn values of F concentration showed o significant difference

concentration around the surface area of the in Mann-Whitney statistical analysis (p>0.05).

gig
3,
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Fig.l. Distribution of F and Ca in Group A (Sound Fig.2. Distribution of F and Ca in Group 
fissure). (Incipient carious fissure).
(a) Pholornicrograph of cut surface of tooth (x4). (a) Photornicrograph of cut surface of tooth (x4).
(b) Magnification of square area in (a) (x5OO). (b) Magnification of square area in (a) (x5OO).
Square area shows easurement area. (c) F 2D Square area sows measurement aea. (c) F 2D
distribution ap. (d) Ca 2D distribution rnap. (e) distribution map. (d) Ca 2D distribution map. (e)
Concentration of F and Ca at the cut face along the Concentration of F and Ca at te cut face along te
arrow in (c) and (d). arrow in (c) and (d).
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Fig.4 Maximum concentration of F around the
surface of fissures

�2 ...

A: Group A (Sound fissure). B: Group (Incipient
carious fissure). C Group C (Medium cariousM"' 'I
fissure

25'

C. F values reported 2,6) The high F concentration

tended to be observed at the carious fissures. But

..... it was not always, since the high value was
2

...... recognized also at the sound fissures. These
9

phenomena are seemed to relate to the structure

of the fissures or the texture of the carious teeth.

In conclusion, F distribution on the both sides

1 2 500 E of the fissure with width about 10[tin could be
CL

a- lo 400 separately measured. F concentration at the

300 carious fissure was not always higher than the
6

200 normal tooth.
4

v. i 100
2 -A"

e. LL - X. U 4. Acknowledgements
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Positi.. (ju .) We would like to thank members of TLARA,

Fig.3. Distribution of F and Ca in Group C (Medium JAERI TAKASAKI for operating te accelerator

carious fissure). facility.
(a) Photomicrograph of cut surface of tooth (x4). (b)
Magnification of squared area in (a) (x5OO). Square
area shows measurement area. (c F 2D distribution References
rnap. (d) Ca 2D distribution map. (e) Concentration 1) A.S. Hallsworth et al., Analyt Cem 48
of F and Ca at the cut surface along the arrow in the (1976) 1660-1664.

(c) and (d). 2) J.A. Weatherell et al., Caries Res. 11(Suppl.1)

The F concentration on the both sides of the (1977) 85-115.

fissures with about 10�tm width or in the debris 3) E.L.F. Pearce et al., Caries Res.33 1999)

contained in te fissure was firstly measured. 196-205

The high F concentration was recognized in te 4) M. Nomachl et al., TIARAAnn. Rep. 2000,

debris (Fig. 2c). Although the fluoride histories AERI-Review 2001-039 2001) 244-246.

of all the specimens are ot kown, the F 'amamoto et al., Nucl. Instr. And Meth.5) H.N
measured at te fissure surfaces was seerned to B210 2003) 388-394.

be ot oly the original F i the tooth but the

acquired F frorn the outside, compared with the 6) F. Brudevold et al., J. Dent. Res. 35 1956)
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7.7 Modulation of Tissue Samples for Measurement of Cadmium
using In-air Micro-PIXE

T. Nagamine*, K. Suzuki*, K. Nakazato*, H.D. Moon*, T. Satoh**,
M. Oikawa* *, T. Sakai* and K. Arakawa*
School of health Science, Gunma University
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI
Department of lon-Beam-applied Biology, JAERI***

1. Introduction food and water to which Cd (CdCl,) was added
Cadmium (Cd) is considered one of the at levels of 100 mg/litter and 300 mg/litter. The

most toxic substances in the environment due to amount of water consumed by each ouse was
its wide range of organ toxicity ad long carefully recorded every day throughout the
elimination half-life of 10-30 years'). The entire experiment, and the life time Cd uptake
majority of Cd accumulation occurs in the liver for each mouse was up to 230 mg and 540 mg,
and kidney. The main pathologic changes related respectively. Two years after, mice were
to chronic Ca toxicity, renal disease and bone sacrificed and liver and kidney were removed
loss, are reflective of Cd concentration i the immediately and stored frozen at 80 'C until
kidney and the alteration of renal function that further use.
ultimately causes osteoporosis ad osteomalacia.
The mechanism of Cd toxicity are not 2.2 Procedure for tissue fixation and
completely understood; therefore it is necessary measurement of Cd
to develop the measurement system applicable To cut 10 �trn and 20 �tm frozen sections, the
to Cd accumulated in the organ tissues. By tissue samples were sectioned in a Leica CM
focusing the beam spot within 1 �trn 1850 cryostat. Sections were placed oto the 20
(micro-bearn) and scanning the samples, the �trn thick of Mylar film. Oe sample specimen
elemental distributions in the sample are was immediately fixed to a sample holder with a
observed. In-air micro-PIXE is a convenient and bonding agent (the frozen sample), the other was
useful apparatus for examining metabolic infiltrated with 95 ethanol for 30 seconds then
mechanism in the organ tissues ad cell fixed to a sample holder (the ethanol sample).
cultures'). Since odulation of te sample The 26 MeV proton beam, I �tm of beani
measurement is very important for an accurate spot size, accelerated by the TIARA
evaluation, we determine the optirnurn condition single-ended accelerator at JAERI-Takasaki was
of tissue sample for measurement of Cd using used for measurement of Cd in the tissue
In-air micro-PIXE. samples. Precise conditions of easurement

were reported previously').

2. Experimental procedure
2.1 Animal and treatment 3 Results and discussion

ICR female ice were kept in the animal The element distribution images of liver ad
facility of Guni-na University, wth 12-h light/ kidney sample obtained frorn the ouse dosed
12-h dark regirne and at constant temperature with 300 ing/litter of Cd was shown in Fig.1 ad

(25 'C).The mice were allowed free access to 2. Te X-ray yield of Cd was distinctly
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determined in te 20 �tm frozen sample; te peak Distributions of Cd in the kidney ad liver cells

value of Cd is higher in the liver than i the almost coincided with those of other elements

kidney. The yields of P, S and K were also such as P, S K Fe ad Zn. Present data suggest

demonstrated (Fig.1). The yield of Cd in the 10 that the 20 Vrn frozen section of tissue sample is

Vm frozen sample was reduced by half of the 20 desirable for measurement of Cd using In-air

Vm frozen one. The Peak of Cd i both 1 ad micro-PIXE and is essential to dry naturally. If

20 1xm the frozen samples disappeared i the the frozen tissue is infiltrated with ethanol, Cd

ethanol samples. I addition, the Xay yield of may diffuse concomitant with loss of K.

K decreased in the ethanol samples, whereas the

yield of P ad were unchanged (Fig.2) I the References

rnice treated with 100 mg/litter of Cd, the X-ray 1) L.Jarup, M.Berglund, CG Elinder, et al.

yield of Cd was slightly determined in the 20 �tm Scand J Work Environ Health 24(1998)1-51.

frozen samples but not in the 10 �tm. frozen 2)Y.Komori, K.Ishii, Y.Barbotteau, et al.

ones. We failed to determine the distribution of TIARA Ann Rep.2002 JAERI-Review 2003

Cd in the ethanol samples. The yield of P, S, and -033, 279-281

K were derrionstrated in the frozen samples, but 3) T.Sakai, T.Kamiya, M.Oikawa, et al.Nucl

the yield of K decreased in the ethanol ones. Instr Meth B190(2002) 271

Fig. Spectrum of mouse liver dosed Fig.2 Spectrum of mouse liver dosed
with 300mg/L of cadmium for 2 years with 300mg/L of cadmium after infiltrated

with ethanol
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7.8 Fundamental Research of Grazing-exit PIXE

K. Tsuj i *, T. Sakai ad S. Yamamoto 

Department of Applied Chemistry, Osaka City University*

Advanced Radiation Tecl-mology Center, JAERI * *

DepartmentofMatei-lalDevelopmentJAER1***

1. Introduction The grazing exit technique as been applied to

In particle-induced x-ray emission (PIXE), usually, x-ray fluorescence analysis and EPMA, which are

a proton beam of several MeV energy bornbards named as grazing exit (or eission) XRF

solid samples, and excites the electrons of the (GE-XRF) and grazing exit EPMA (GE-EPMA),

inner shells of the atoms. In the process of respectively. This method is closely related to

deexcitation, x-rays are ei'lltted frorn the sample. grazing incidence measurement. In the grazing exit

Proton-induced x-rays are normally measured by measurements, x-rays emitted from the sample are

an energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) detector. detected under very small exit angles, non-nally

PIXE makes non-destructive analysis possible several mrad. Since te x-rays produced in the

with high sensitivity. Furthennore, in depth of the sample can not be observed at

inicrobeam-PIXE (rnicro-PIXE), the analysis with grazing-takeoff angles, due to reflection and

excellent spatial resolution of the order of I �tm is refraction effects at the interface, grazing exit

possi Therefore, PXE is well recognized as a methods make a surface analysis (nano-meter

micro- and trace-analytical method. It has been order) possible.') The background is reduced under

applied in various fields such as: biology, grazing exit conditions; therefore, GE-EPMA

environmental chemistry, earth science and measurement is useful to improve the

archaeology. In the case of excitation with an signal-to-background ratio. In addition to te

electron beam, e.g. electron probe i-nicroanalysis reduction of the background, enhancement of the

(EPMA) a very large background, which is caused characteristic x-ray intensity has also been

by Brernsstrahlung induced by the primary reported for GE-XRF and GE-EPMA. Te

electrons, is a serious drawback which limits the preliminary research of GE-PIXE has been
1 2)detection power. In contrast to this, a low reported elsewhere

background 'is observed in PIXE spectra.

Therefore, the detection Ili-nit in PIXE is about 100 2. Experimental procedure

tirnes lower than in EPMA. However, the The experimental setup for GE-PIXE

detection limits for light elements in PIXE analysis measurement was newly constructed. The ost

are not so low, because the background in te low important point is how to control te exit angle

energy region is rather high because of secondary of caracteristic x-rays. In this time we

electrons. This mits the applications of PIXE, introduced a rotating stage, where te sample

because light elements such as Al, Si, Na ad Ca, was attached. Tis rotating stage was controlled

which ave caracteristic x-ray peaks at lower by a PC using a stepping otor A slit was also

energies, are iportant components of aerosols or attached between the sample ad te detector ill

biological samples. Thus, we ave studied o te order to estrict the solid angle for detection.

reduction of te background in PIXE spectrum by The experimental setup is sow i Fig. 1.

applying a grazing-exit measurement technique.
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1.2 -

Ti KaGrazing Exit PIXE 1.0 Cr Ka
...... Au La

N 0.8 - Si Ka

C 0.6 -

a) ........... ................
0.4- ------------

sampi CU
s1fts Zo 0.2 -

0.0

slit 0 2 110 1'2

Takeoff Angle (degree)

ED

Fig. 2 Exit angle dependence of Ti Ka, Cr Ka,

Au La and Si Ka emitted from the Ti-Cr thin

Fig. I Experimental setup for GE-PIXE layer on Au layer on Si wafer.

The sample was Ti/Cr thin film (10 nm in Of course, such total reflection does ot occur.

thickness) deposited on Au film (100 ni-n) on Si However, we can understand this situation from

wafer. reciprocity theorem. It is well kown that te

The sample was iadiated with a 20 MeV total reflection angle depends on energy, of

proton bearn at an icident angle of about 45 x-rays. Actually, the exit angles at maximum

degrees. The exit angle was canged by rotating peaks for T and Cr i the angle dependent

the sample, while a EDX detector was fixed. curves changed each other, as sown in Fig. 2.

The increase of the intensity at these agles is

caused by iterference of characteristic x-rays in

3. Results and Discussion the thin film. Therefore, the shape of the curves

The result is sown in Fig. 2 At the large should change depending on the thickness of

exit angles, Si Ka was dominant, because Si Ka thin films.

was emitted frorn the thick sample substrate. As te PIXE spectra ae sown eleswhere'),

The itensities of Ti Ka and Cr Ka, ernitted from the background intensity decreases at

the top layer, were almost constant in the angle grazing-exit angles. This indicates tat the

range from I to 12 degrees, while Si Ka GE-PIXE is useful for improvement of S/B ratio,

intensity decreased as te exit angle decreased. leading to micro-trace analytical method.

The intensities of Ti Ka and Cr Ka dastically

increased two times at grazing-exit angle of References

about 0.5 degrees, ad then decreased. The exit 1) K. Tsuji, Z. Spolnik, K. Wagatsuma, R. E.

angle where te intensity increased corresponds Van Grieken, R. D. Vis Aal. Chem. 71,

to te anale for total eflection we wet, 5033-5036 1999).

consider te Ti Ka or Cr Ka impinge o te
t-D 2) K. Ts ji, M. Huisman, Z. Spolnik K.Uj

Ti-Cr tin fili-n.
Wagatsunia, Y. Mori, R. E. Van GrIeken, R. D.

Vis, Specti-ochiM. Acta B, 55, 1009-1016 2000).
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7.9 Analysis of Intracellular Distribution of Boron and
Gadolinium in 9L Sarcoma Cells using a Single-ended
Accelerator (Micro-PIXE)

K. Endo*, Y. Shibata*, H. Yoshida*, K. Nakai*, T. Yamarnoto*
A.Matsumura*,K.Ishii**,K.Mizuma**,T.Sakai***,T.Satoh*
M.Oikawa***,K.Arakawa***,H.Kumada****andK.Yamamoto****

Department of neurosurgery Institute of clinical medicine University of Tsukuba*

Department of Engineering, University of Tohoku*

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JA-RI

Department of Research Reactor, JAERI****

1. Introduction ring of 2 cm in diameter. After washing well, we

In patients with a malignant brain tumor, we put 9L sarcoma cells on this membrane and

usually first excise as much of the tumor mass as culture these cells in minimum essential medium

possible and then prepare the patient for (MEM) at 37'C until they form a monolayer.

radiation therapy and or Chemotherapy for Next we add the Gd-BOPTA to the culture and

tumor cells that might remain diffusely incubate the cells for 24-72 hours at 37'C. Then

distributed in normal brain tissue. This we wash the membrane in THAM liquid and

therapeutic strategy has not proved completely place it immediately above liquid nitrogen for

effective so far, thus we have been investigating few minutes. After that the membrane is

usefulness of Boron Neutron Capture Therapy vacuum-dried for 24 hours to fix these cells on

(BNCT). And we have been investigating the holder. In this phase, the most important

effectiveness of boron and Gadolinium as thing is to fix the cells evenly to analyze the

elements to capture neutrons. The objective of distribution of elements in the cells with Micro

this study was to investigate the movement and PIXE.

distribution of these two elements in the cells.

We also discuss the possibility of using 3. Results and discussion

gadolinium for clinical medical therapy. According to the results of the latest

experiment, we were able to analyze the

2. Experimental procedure We used the distribution of P, S, Gd, etc. And we could see

JAERI Single-Ended Accelerator for Micro them in the cells themselves (Fig.1). But we

PIXE to quantify intracellular boron and observed the distribution of K and Gd around

gadolinium. This machine produces a micro the cells which are in the cells originally (Fig.2).

beam of I micrometer in diameter and allow us This indicated the cells wall had been destroyed

to analyze the distribution of these elements or just damaged, and the things of intracellular

directly. As for the procedure, first we fix the were flown out to the outside of cells by some

Mylar membrane with a glass ring and a bite reasons. Or gadolinium had not been uptaken by
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the cells, or that washing was isufficient.
V J9 i

S'S Another reason is the way of cells fixation, we

think. Now we ae trying to solve some

problems regarding analysis, fixation method,

technical problems, etc.

References

1) Matsurnura A, et al., Monduzzi Editore,

Bologna, 1073-1078, 2002.

2) Tian Zhang, et al., AJNR 23:15-18, January
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Fig. 3) Gelsomina De Stasio, et al., CANCER
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7.10 A Second Devise for the Target Preparation of the Micro-PIXE

Camera for the Floating cells

S. Harada*, S. Ehara*,, K. Ishii**, S. Matsuyama**, H. Yamazakl**,

S. Obara***, T. Sakai***, T. Satoh***, M. Okawa***, K. Mzuma**,

K. Hotta", T. Izukawa** and S. be**

Iwate Medical University, Department of Radiology*

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering Tohoku University"

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI***

1. Introduction 2. Experimental procedure
Micro Particle Induced X-ray Emission 2.1 Preparation of the cell suspension:

(PIXE) camera has enormous potential for The human leukemic cells (OCI/A-NM-2)
evaluating the biomedical samples. For the cultured in RPMI 1640 medium in 9 cm dish
preparation of the target, the biomedical samples were used in this study. The cell was
must be stacked on the mylar film. However, harvested by centrifuge at 1000 rpm for 
this method is not well established. Several min, and then washed by the same
investigators infori-ned that the adhesion of cells centrifuge with THAM buffer for three
brought about the cell deformity, which results times (Fig.IA). After washing the cells,
inthei 'uryofcellmembranel). Theinjuryof the number of cells was counted and its
cell membrane brought about the elution of the concentration was adjusted to L OX IO 7/ml.

trace-elements of the cell, which lead to the 2.2 Preparation of the mylar film:
inaccurate analytical results of the micro PIXE The mylar film was mounted by putting the
camera We have evaluated the trace mylar between the rubber and glass ring,
elements in human leukemic cells, using micro and wiped using the Bencott soaked with
PIXE camera. In our previous study, the two acetone. On the other hand, the I ml of
kinds of preparation of samples was tested: (1) isopentane was poured in the stainless
the cells were adhered to the mylar film by beaker, and the mounted mylar film was
culturing the cells on the mylar I placed in the bottom of the beaker(Fig.IB).
cell suspension was dropped on the mylar film The plastic ring was placed on the mylar
that was cooled through the isopentane, spread film inside the rubber and glass ring. Then
out using the glass sticV. The former method the beaker was placed in the vat filled with
brought about the cell deformity and the loss of liquid nitrogen more than 5 minutes
P in the cell, which suggests that the cell (Fig.lQ. With this method, the mounted
deformity brought about the injury of the cell mylar film was cooled through isopentane.
membrane, and resulted in the elution of 2.3 Making the targets:

2)elements in the cel . The latter has less The cell suspension was poured onto the
deformity of cells and made a prominent PIXE cooled mylar film inside the plastic
spectrum, however, the destroyed cells by ring(FlgFig ID). The dropped suspension
spreading out procedure were observed on the was immediately frozen. After this
mylar fiIM2). In this study, a new target procedure, the mylar film was frozen dried

preparation was developed in order to prevent at I XI 04 Torr for 96 hours. Then, used as
the cell deformity and elution of the trace targets.
elements from the cell.
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small. In the PIXE spectrurn, there was a
consi'derable improvement when compared with

Cfll� 1�1- h eated A B
by WDO p./5.h, Fig.2-A. Wt te latest method used in C, te
Th-,,-h�.,d by th,
s- '. ."'thf g, f., Myl., Fil.
th,- time. M-,Ad cell deformity was saller and spectrum was

IN!
Pl-fi, -d more prominent wen compared with B.
R.bb.,

C.11 We developed the target preparation for te
floating cell for two times. The devised
method resulted in a lesser degree of deforrnit�7
of the cells and te prominent spectrum of PXE.
This method will lead to the accurate aalysis of

UqOd C rnicro PIXE camera for studying t floating

1-pnt.- cell.

A

I WO

D

B

him Mcity--* B I)MMY

Fig 1. The target preparation of the floating

cells. A) Cell harvest and washing cells by 1000
rpinfinin-, B) the preparation of the inylar ring ad

placing oi te isopentane, Q Cooling of mylar filin
by liquid ilitrogen trough isopentane with small

ring placed on it; D) Dropping the cell suspension

inside of te small ring of cooled illylar film

3. Results and Discussion

'flee spectrurn of PIXE ad the microscopic

view of te cells are shown Fig. 2 ad -13, ad

-C respectively. Fig. 2A shows te spectrum
Fig. 2. The PIXE spectnim of te cells after te

and cell b te primitive method tat te cells target preparation. A: Previous method. B:

were adhered to te mvlar fili-n by culturing te Method of the first improvement. C: Te current

cells o it. Fig. 2B shows tose by te ethod method. Te level of defornlitv of the cells Nvas
remarkable, decreased bv the ctirreni iniprovedof te first device, tat is, cells were adhered oil
method.

the invlar film by dropping ad spreading out

the cell suspension Oil inylar f. Fjg.2C
References.
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target preparation used in Fg.2A, tere were Res. 210 (2003) 33-397
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7.11 Development of Standard Reference Material for
PIXE Analysis

Y. wata*, K. Ishizawa*, T. Sakai**, T, Satoh**, M. Oikawa**

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Education and Human Studies,

Akita University*

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI**

1. Introduction System of TIARA.

Standard Reference Material (SRM is

indispensable to the calibration of apparatus and 2. Experimental

the evaluation of the accuracy and precision of 2.1 Preparation of Spot Sample

analytical technique. A lot of SRMs have been 5 d Potion of multi-elernerlt standard solution

prepared and issued. Conventional SRMs are containing 10-10OOng of Mg, S, Ca, Cu, Zn and

suitable for blky samples i liquid or solid form Sr was dropped on polypropylene film 4 m)

and they are applied to many kinds of analytical and dried by air.

technique such as spectrophotometric analysis, 2.2 Preparation of Particle Sample

mass specrometric analysis and activation Ion-exchange resin (Chelex-100, 100-200

analysis.'). mesh, BioRad) was shaken with standard

Particle Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) is a solution Of CU21 for 15 h and died by vacuum

powerful tool for multi-element aalysis to drying under 2 mrnHg for 6h. ConcentratiOD Of

biological and environmental sampleS2-5). The Cu o ion-exchange resin was 2 and 20ppin

highest sensitivity is obtained by 23 MeV based on dry weight.

proton bombardment, and the sensitivities for 2.3 Vapor Coating Sample

most essential and toxic elements of organisms Vapor Coating Samples were made by

are 0. 1 - 4 ng / CM2. PIXE is well suited for Micro-Matter Co. USA. A 25 [tin thick Mylar

trace analysis of a sinall, <0.5 rg or thin, <1 filrn was coated with 48-54 Ixg/ci-n 2 Ag, Rbl,

Mg/CM2 target on a thin film target with organic GaP, CaF and NaCl by electron beam

specimens. PIXE has so unique and particular evaporation.

suitability to properties of aalytical sample.

New SRMs are ecessary for PIXE aalysis. 3. Results and Discussion

In this study we prepared tree types of SRM 3.1 Properties of Spot Sample

for PIXE. Spot samples were subjected to 29 MeV

1) Spot Sample made by droping several proton bombardment by a cyclotron of Nishina

kinds of standard solution on a oganic filin Memorial Cyclotron Center (NMCC ad a Si

2) Particle Sample made by adsorption of metal (Li) detector easured X-rays. Metal salt on

ions o ion-exchange resin, Spot Sample was heated by proton

3) Vapor Coating Sample prepared by electron bombardment ad a part of salt was evaporated

beam evaporation of metal ad salt to a to vacuurn charnber. Self-shielding of X-rays

organic film from light elements such as Mg ad was

Utilities of these samples are ivestigated by observed in a spectrum. During target

3 MeV proton bombardment by Micro Bearn preparation, etal salt often eoved frorn
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polypropylene fili-n. By this experiment, carbon, oxygen and hydrogen. Particle Sample

simple Spot Sample is not suitable for standard has a possibility for use as pseudo-biological

reference material for PIXE. SRM.

3.2 Properties of Particle Sample 3.3 Properties of Vapor Coating Sample

Particle Samples were subjected to 3 MeV Vapor Coating Samples were subjected to

proton bombardment by Micro Bearn System of proton bornbardment by Micro Bearn Systern of

TIARA. STIM iage (left) and icro PIXE TIARA and NMCC cyclotron. Images for

irnage (right) of 20 ppm Cu sample were sown deposit elements obtained by micro beam

in Fig. 1. Micro PIXE image was made by X -ray bombardment (ca. I �tm x I trn) shows

intensity of Cu Kot X-ray region. Image for hornogeneous distribution of elements on the

ion-exchange resin ad distribution of Cu i te Vapor Coating Samples.

resin were clearly observed by Micro Beam Concentration levels for coated element on

System of TIARA. Minimum concentration of the sample are several dozen times higher than

Cu for imaging was estimated as ppm by biological levels, so proportion of X-ray

proton bombardment. spectrum for each Vapor Coating Sample are

Particle Sample is similar to biological cell different from biological samples.

because it is round and matrix elements are
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7.12 The Elemental Analysis of IGE-sensitized RL-2H3 Cells
using in Air Micro-PIXE

K.Mizurna", K.Ishii*, Y.Barbotteau*, S.Abe*, H.Yamazaki*, S.Matsuyama*,

E.Sakurai**, K.Yanai**, T.Kamiya***, T.Sakai**"-, T.Satoh***,

M.Oikawa*** and K.Arakawa****

Department of Quantum Science and Eergy Engineering, Tohoku University

Department of Pharmacology, Tohoku Uiversity School of Medicine

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JEARI* * *

Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI****

51. Introduction granul es ), For that reason, the distribution of

Particle induced X -ray emission (PIXE) sulfur ad calcium are considered to change in

using micro-beam eables 4he measurement of the cells which induced the degranulation.

the distribution about trace elements at the

micron level. The In Air micro PIXE to reduce 2. Experiment

the irradiation damage of biological sample 2.1. Sample preparation

has been developed at the division of Takasaki RBL-2H3 cells were cultured in Eagle 's

ion accelerator for advanced radiation minimum essential medium (MEM) with 15%

application (TIARA) in Japan Atomic Energy fetal bovine serum in a flask in a humidified

Research Institute (JAERI). 1,2) So far, we have atmosphere of 5% Of CO 2 in air. RBL-2H3

developed the sample preparation for In Air were incubated overnight on the 5 �tm

micro-PIXE analysis about cultured cell and Polycarbonate film and sensitized with 0.5
tissue. 3,4) �tl/ml of monoclonal IgE for 30 min. After

Here, we applied In Air rnicro PIXE sensitizing RBL-2H3 cells with IgE, the MEM

analysis to investigate the relationship between was replaced with PIPES buffer (25mM PIPES

the physiological functions and the role of (piperazine-NN'-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid)) 

elements concerning Rat basophilic leukaemia 119mM NaC1, 5mM KC1, 5.6mM glucose,

cells (RBL-21-13). This cell has many granules 0.4rnM MgCl-,, mM CaC12, 4mM NaOH2,

in the cytoplasm. The granules contain 0.1% BSA (alburnin frorn Bovine Serum), pH

chemical mediators, istamine ad heparin 7.2), and the cells were pre incubated at 370C

which contain sulfur. This cell has for 20 min. RBL-2H3 cells were stimulated

high-affinity receptors (FceRl) for the Fc with 10 ng/rnl of vitamin D-binding protein

region of IgE o the cell -surface membrane. (DBP)- human serum albumin (HAS) as an

The Fc region is te antibody tail which is antigen for the idicated periods. The released

formed with two eavy chains icluding 440 histamine in the supernatants w as measured by

amino-acids. Cross-linking of two adjacent IgE high performance liquid chromatography

antibodies bound to te FceRI receptors with fluorornetry. Then the cells on a 5 �trn

an antigen is a critical step for icreasing t he polycarbonate film for microanalysis were

Ca2' level i cytoplasm and triggering the washed with THAM buffer solution 0.12 M

degranulation or the release of mediators i tris (hydroxyliiiethyl)aininometliane -HNO3,
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H7.4). The specimens were promptly dipped of lemental distributions These phenomena

into isopentane (2-methylbutane) and chilled were ot observed in any control samples.

with liquid nitrogen and hen freeze -dried

overnight in the vacuum stage. 4. Discussion and Conclusion

2.2. Analvsis It has been reported that granule matrices

In air aalysis, the damage during irradiation accumulate not only Ca, but also Na, Cl from

can be decreased to suppress the temperature the surrounding saline when they are exposed
6rising with gas flow. A proton icro beam with to extracellular milieu Therefore, the

2.6 MeV from single -ended achine, 1.0 Rin characteristic distribution of an d the

diameter ad about 100 pA intensity, was localizations of Na, Ca, Fe and Zn were

scanned over the sample in order to determine considered to indicate th e elemental

the elemental distribution of the sample. The distribution at the moment when cells carried

beam passes through a 5trn polycarbonate film out the exocytosis. Thus, I Air micro PIXE

and irradiates the sample in the air. X -ray was analysis can be used to reveal the dynarnic role

detected with Si(Li) detector(PGT LS30135, of elements relevant to the exocytosis of cells.
230 MM and HP-Ge detector(ORTEC

IGLET-X, 100 MM2) placed at 140' with

respect to the beam axis. Data taking is made References

by PC-based systems. Data aalysis is made by 1) T. Kamiya, T. Suda, R. Tanaka, "Sub -micron
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Figures show the change of cellular shape 3) A.Sugimoto, K. Ishii Elemental analysis of
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After the stimulation, the endo-clei-nental Instr ad Meth I (2001) 448-453
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Fig.1 Elemental mapping of control RBL-2H3 cells

Fig.2 Elemental mapping of stimulated RBL-2H3 cell
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7.13 Imaging of Biological Samples using
Proton-induced Characteristic X-ray Emission

Y.Oguri*, S.Iwatani*, J.Kaneko*, J.Hasegawa*, HFukuda*, M.Ogawa*,
Y.Saitoh* * and TSakai* *

Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo Institute of Technology*
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERl**

1. Introduction 2. Experimental
In conventional X-ray radiography, the image The experimental setup at the JAERI proton

contrast of a multi-component sample is microprobe facility'),4 i illustrated in Fig.l. The
obtained simply by the difference i absorption sample was a dried small fish (fry of Japanese
properties between the components. To realize a sand lance, Ainniodyles personatus). The
higher contrast, we should optimize the distance between the X-ray source and the
wavelength, or the energy of the X-ray so that sample was 2 mrn A 100-[tm-thick Mylar foil
the difference in the absorption coefficients can was used to support the sample. To obtain a
be as large as possible'). magnified transmission image, the image plane

If the X-ray energy is monochromatic, and was put 34 mm behind the sample. The beam
slightly above te absorption edge of the energy was 26 MeV. The size of the primary
element of interest, we obtain very high proton beam was - 10 [im horizontal) x - �tm
attenuation by this element, and terefore very (vertical). The bearn intensity was - 10 nA. The
high contrast in the transmission image. energy spectrum and irradiation dose of the
However, as long as an ordinary X-ray tube is X-rays were monitored by a Si(Li) detector. To
used, the energy spectrum of the X-ray is clearly observe te bones in this thin sample, the
degraded by a continuum owing to the high attenuation of the X-rays by Ca should be as
Bremsstrahlung background. large as possible. We used 22Ti as the target in

On the other hand, wen a solid target is this measurement, since the energy of the
bornbarded with MeV protons, inner-shell Ti-l�,,X-ray 451 keV) is just above the
ionization of the target atoms is induced and K-absorption edge of Ca at 404 keV'). Also a
monochromatic characteristic X-rays are radiogram was taken using 8.05-keV KX-rays

2)emitted I this case, the energy of the emitted by a gCu target for comparison.
secondary electrons produced in the target is
much lower than that in electron beams in X-ray 2.6 MeV Beam size Metallic 60 FM 1 00 pm Mylar

proton beam -10pm target mylar ample
holdertubes. Therefore the background continuum foil

under the characteristic X-ray peaks is % - ,+

------ ------

dramatically reduced.
In tis note, we investigate te scientific 'Y

Focusing Vacuum
magnet chamberfeasibility of using these monochromatic Imaging

Si(U) X-ray detector plate
emissions to iprove the quality of X-ray

radiography of small biological samples. Fig.1 Setup of the experiments. The sample was
Performance of MeV proton rnicroprobes as a attached to the imaging plate-side of the

excitation source is discussed. sample older.
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In this experimental geometry the metallic 100 500

Ti-K, CU-K\,
targets work not oly as an X-ray source but also 'E (4.51 keV) (8.05 keV) E

=3 80 - 400
as a vacuum window. Thanks to this

configuration we could.put the sample very near
60 - 300 'E3to the source although the sample was kept in 40 200Bone

the atmosphere. To eliminate self-absorption of cc'�, Kr20 - Soft 1000 tissue
the X-rays by the target layer we used metallic

0 0
foils as thin as possible. We used Ti and Cu foils 2 4 6 8 10

with a thickness of 20 �tm. Nevertheless the X-ray energy (keV)

X-ray intensity was reduced by a factor of Fig.2 Measured X-ray spectra for Ti and Cu
targtes. Also attenuation coefficients of

30-50% due to the attenuation in the foil. LX bones and soft tissues are plotted.

ravs frorn these metallic targets were almost

completely attenuated by self-absorption. Figure 3(a) shows a transmission irnage of the

In this geometry the surn of the mass fish sample obtained by 4.51-keV photons

thickness of the target (metallic foil, 20 ltm), air emitted from te Ti target. Figure 3(b sows a

(2 mm) ad the sample holder (Mylar, 100 �tm) picture taken by 8.05-keV potons from the Cu

in front of the sample was not enough to stop the target. Te exposure time was 3000 sec for each

incident protons. To protect the sample from the sample. The radiation dose was 036 mSv for the

damage due to the proton irradiation, we put a Ti target ad 0.18 mSv for the Cu target. As

60-�tm Mylar foil additionally behind te expected, the fine structure of the very thin

metallic foil. caudal fin < 100 Vm) is more highly contrasted

The radiograms were recorded by an imaging by 4.51-keV photons than by 8.05-keV photons.

plate with a size of 30 mm x 50 mm. We used an This result is due to the strong absorption at

imaging plate readout system (Combix 2000, 4.51-keV by Ca in the bones. The spatial

Crossfiel d corp.) dedicated to dental use. resolution of te picture in this case was 20

Exposure time was 101_103 sec, depending on lLm.

the X-ray yield and the sensitivity of the In the present experimental geometry,

imaging plate. unsharpriess of the radiographs is determined

mainly by the size of the penumbra due to the

3. Results and discussion finite source size. The penumbra size P on the

Figure 2 shows an example of X-ray spectra imaging plate is give by

obtained by proton irradiation onto the Ti ad P = M - 1r.,

Cu targets. We see that the Ti-&, peak is located In the formula above, rs denotes the source size

at the eergy where the difference in te which is roughly equal to the size of the primary

absorption between bones and soft tissues is proton beam. The parameter M is the

very large. O the other hand, peaks of magnification defined by

Cu-KX-rays are far away frorn the K-absorption 11 1,

edge of Ca i bones. M (2)

Not oly & emissions but also small peaks of

Kp lines are observable. Nevertheless we do ot where 11 and denote te source-object and the

see background continue due to Bremsstrahlung. object-image distance, respectively. Using these

parameters, the resolution of the image i actual
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size is evaluated by attenuation slightly above the K-absorption edge

P (M -I of the element of interest.
(3)15 = - - We have found that a metallic target

M �m
From the equation above, the theoretical bornbarded by a proton microbearn. is potentially

resolution of the images obtained by the a useful point-like monochromatic X-ray source,
which has sizes as small as those of recentmicrobeam was calculated to be - 0 �trn. This

6
expectation is consistent with the image qualities sources with cold cathod es ). Ti-K,,X-rays

seen in Fig.3. produced by a proton microprobe ight be a
powerful tool for observation of bones in small

biological samples thinner than 100 �tm

Owing to the low intensity of the

proton-induced X-ray emission, owever, one

needs so far - 102_103 seconds to take a picture

with an acceptable quality. Despite such
0 problems, the performance of the method

presented in this paper is already eough for

many kinds of high-resolution, high-contrast

radiography of tin biological samples, if long
(a) exposure time is permitted.
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8.1 Measurement of G-value for Nitric Acid Production

Y. Kanda*, Y. Oki**, T. Iida***, S. Yokoyama****, K. Sato****,
H. Noguchi**** and Su. Tanaka*****
Radiation Science Cnter Hgh Energy Accelerator Research Organization*
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University"
Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University"*
Department of Healt Pysics, JAERI****
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*****

1. Introduction aluminum bellows at a hgh-energy electron
A broad range of frontier sciences is positron storage ring. 5)

requesting high power proton accelerators. The The fori-nation of radiolytic products can be
Japan Hadron Facility project,]) referred to as te commonly characterized by the so-called
"J-PARC"" Japan Proton Accelerator Research G-values, i.e. the number of molecules formed
Complex) project, is progressing, with an per 100 eV of radiation eergy absorbed. In
anticipated first beam from te Lnac in 2006, this work, the G-value for nitric acid formation
aiming to further te frontier i accelerator was measured by the proton rradiation.
science. The project is a complex of very
high-intensity proton machines, providing 2. Experimental
various secondary particle beams of more than The experiment was carried out at Takasaki
one order hgher intensity compared with those Ion Accelerators for Advanced Radiation
at ay existing accelerator. The machine can Application (TIARA) of JAERL A vacuumedide Mega watt-class high-power protonprov rrad'ation charnber was nstalled 'n te HI3
bearns at both 3 GeV and 50 GeV Such a beam line of a AVF cclotron as shown in Fig. .
high-intensity proton accelerator gives rise to An atmospheric air closed in a pyrex glass vessel
very strong radiation environments, leading to was irradiated wth 50 MeV protons. Figure 2
an abundant production of radiolytic gases and shows te glass vessel. The size of te vessel
radioactive gases frorn te atmospheric air as was 50 mm in diameter ad 70 rnm in length.
well as the itense activation of accelerator The vessel was placed in the irradiation charnber
components. Terefore, from the viewpoint of and set on the proton beam axis. The
machine maintenance, darnages of various irradiation was done wth a proton beam of 2 nA
con-iponents, not only b strong radiation, but for 5min and IO min.
also by te corrosion with nitric aci d is After the irradiation, the produced nitric acid
becoming an important problem, because itric was extracted bv washing te inside of te
acid is a principal radioNlic nitrogen compound vessel wth 10 ii-11 of 0.05 M NaOH solution.
produced in a large quantity, )-4) and is a strong The determination of nitrate in te extracts was

id tat acts as a oxidi i performed by a flow-injection analysis method
ac i izing agent Hence,
with an icrease of te power ad energy of based on the reduction of nitrate to NO with
accelerators, infori-nation conceding the hvdrazine/ascorblc acid and the successive
production of nitric acid becomes more detection of NO by a cheiniluminescence Nx

6)signi icant for te protection of achine parts. monitor. This method peri if I -nits a highly
Corrosion caused bv nitric acid was observed o sensitive measurement, and the lowest
the lead shielding around magnets and determinable aount was 2 x 02 �tg

Irradiation
Chamber ----

Be rn Al Window
Dump Al Wir.J.w--,:

77 P'010"
Beam

------------------------

Fig. I Irradiation camber
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equation.

Protons N =n x f x SP x cy x L x G/100
n- umber of poton (beam currentx

irradiation time, t)
f: fi-actlon of protons incident upo te

vessel
SP: stopping power of 36.4 MeV proton ill

Fig.2 Glass vessel for air air
irradiation u: density of air

L: length of air irradiated by protons
The bearn size was easured wt a G: G-value for nitric acid production

aluminum activation detector based oil In tis experiment, te calculated number of
measuring the induced radioactivity. An nitric acid molecule was 8 X 1014 X t x G.. Ad

2 ,aluminum foil of 100 x 100 rnin Size was the measured number of nitric acid molecule
placed 'ust front of te vessel and was 4.7 x 1015 for te 5 rnln rradiatio ad 89

.1 1015

was exposed for min. The foil was cut X for -die 10 rnin irradiation.
concentrically at sorne intervals from te beam Consequently, the G-value was calculated to be
axis and te 4Na yields i te aluminum pieces 1. 2 ad 1. 1.
were measured. The proton ncident upon the Less ad SwalloW2) have continuously
irradiation vessel were calculated to be 90 of irradiated air closed in flask for long periods of
the protons injected into te irradiation camber. time ith 0 7-rays. They reported that te

average G-value for nitric acid production is 1.5.
3. Results and Discussion We') have reported the G-value for ozone

The radiolytic-vield value, G-value, is production to be 64 by the irradiation of
defined as te number of reaction products per atmospheric air wth igh-energy protons at te
100 eV of ionizing radiation absorbed by te 12 GeV proton snchrotron. And te yld of
system. Then, to evaluate te G-value for nitric acid as determined to be 0.19-times

4)nitric acid production, it is necessary to kow smaller tan that of ozone . These results
the number of nitric acid olecule produced and leads to te G-value of 12 for nitric acid
the aount of energy deposited i te irradiation production.
vessel. The G-values for nitric acid production
The umber of the produced itric acid olecule obtained in this experiment are i reasonable
was obtained experimentally. On te other agreement wt tese values.
hand, te amount of the deposited energy was
obtained by the calculation using te values of References
stopping power, 7) because te stopping power of 1) Y Yarnazaki et al., Proc. 1999 Part. Accel.
a material is defined as te average eergy loss Conf. , THDL I (I 999).
per unit path length which charged particles 2) L. N. Less, A. J. Swallow, Nucleonics, 22
suffer when traversing te aterial. (1964) 58.

Before the 50 MeV protons from AVF 3) Y Kanda, M. Taira, K. Kondo, T. Miura,
cyclotron irradiate te air i te vessel, they loss Health Phys., 56 1989) 953.
their ny throug a auminum window 3 4) Y Kanda T Mornose, M.Talra, Radlat.Phys.
rnm thick) ad te pyrex glass vessel 25 in Cheni., 48 1996) 49.
thick). The energy losses ere calculated as 5) T. Momose, H. shirnaru, J. Vac. Scl.
follow: Technol., A9 1991) 2149.

ELOSS = SP X a x L 6) Y Kanda, M. Taira, Aim]. Scl., 19 2003)
MeV CM2/ 

SP: stopping power 9 695.
(Y: densitv (g/crn') 7) ICRU report 49 "'Stopping Powers ad
L: thickness (crn) Ran es for Protons ad Alpha Particles", Int.9

The total of energy losses as calculated to be Conlin. Rad Uits ad Measurement.
13.6 MeV Consequently te air i te vessel 8) Y Kanda, Y Oki, A. Endo, M. Numajin K.
was irradiated by 36.4 MeV potons. Kondo. J. Radloanal. Nucl. Chein., 247

The uber of te produced nitric acid (2001) 25.
molecule (N) was calculated b te following
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8.2 Measurements of Absorbed Dose Distributions in Phantoms
Irradiated by 40 and 75 MeV Quasi-monoenergetic Neutrons

S. Tsuda *, Y. Nakane * *, Y. Yamaguchi and Su. Tanaka
Department of Health Physics, JA-ERI*
Center for Proton Accelerator Facilities, JAERI
Advanced Radiation Technology Cnter, JAERI

1. Introduction atom is one of the main elements in human body.
Dose assessments for high energy radiation In the measurements a tissue equivalent

are mainly performed using Monte Carlo ionization chamber ad a tissue equivalent
simulation codes. In te calculations of doses, proportional counter (TEPC) were used, te both
the ethods of particle transport and energy of wch are manufactured by Far West
deposition are different among the kinds of Technology, INC. TEPC was also used for the
simulation codes. For this reason, the calculated measurement of lineal energy distributions' in
doses are also different among the simulation the slabs.
codes used.

For the purpose of the verification of 3. Calculations
absorbed dose calculations by Monte Carlo The latest MCNPX') version 24.0 and the
simulation codes in the neutron energy range of PHITS5) code version 17.2 were selected and
several 10s MeV, measurements of absorbed used in the absorbed dose calculations. MCNPX
doses were carried out i slabs made of main is a general purpose Monte Carlo radiation
elements in human body, using the transport code that has been developed at LANL.
quasi-monoenergetic neutrons of 40 and 75 PHITS is an appropriate Monte Carlo simulation
MeV in TIARA. code to calculate doses, since it can simulate the

transport of eutrons and all the charged
2. Experiments particles generated in slabs.

The experiments were performed using the
quasi-monoenergetic eutron sources at the LC 4. Results and Discussion
beam line. The generated eutrons by the In Fig.2 and Fig.3, measured absorbed doses
7Li(pn)7Be reaction are transported through an for 40 MeV neutrons are presented in slabs
iron collimator of 11-cm diameter to the made of graphite and the soft tissue substitute,
experimental room. Figure shows the spectra along with the calculated oes. In the case of
of 40 and 75 MeV quasi-monoenergetic measurements in graphite slab, the calculated
neutrons'). Two kinds of slabs were used for the results by te MCNPX and the PHITS codes
absorbed dose measurements a pure graphite agree with te measured ones at least within
slab ad a slab made of a soft tissue substitutes'). 15 uncertainty for neutrons of 40 MeV.
The graphite slab was selected because carbon Figure 4 shows the absorbed dose distribution

i te slab made of the soft tissue substitute. The
2.5 calculated absorbed doses agree with the

75 M, N' measured ones within 20 uncertainty i the
2. - whole regio i the slab, in the both cases of te

MCNPX ad PHITS calculations. It is found
that charged particle transport calculations

40 MP,' should be performed i te eutron energy range
of several 10s MeV, since absorbed doses ca be
overestimated in the case of te calculations

6)using keri-na approximation
Figure shows te measured lineal eergy

1) 11) 21) 30 41) 51) 01) 70 8f) A) distributions in the slab made of ravhite forI
N-ir- urgy N1,V) the 75 MeV ieutron source. Te contributio of

Fig. I The spectra of 40 and 75 MeV heavy ons was presented in te lineal eergy
range over 100 keV/�un in te result for tequasi-nionoenergetic neutron sources in TIARA.
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2-cm depth case. I the case of he measurement
on he surface of te slab, it is found tat protons

0.30 N.A,--py:75MVare dominant in the range near 10 keV/�trn. d O' Mh
1h i.These data will be available for te verification 0.25

of te detailed transport calculation of carged Z
0.20particles generated in slabs.
0.15

0.10

0.05
5

61
0.00

lo" lo' 10 10 lo'

-. rgy. y (k,!V/�-)
Ne..t,.. -gy: 40 WV

Flg. Lineal eneroN, dstfibutions for 75 MeV
U'.Wi- - ICNP 'L.

PMTSX quasi-molloerier-etic neutrons in te slab made of'
2raphite.10'

0 5 1 0 15 20 25

Dqth 5. Conclusion
Absorbed doses in a graphite slab ad a slab

Fig 2 Absorbed dose dstributions for 40 MeV made of a soft tissue substitute were measured
quasi-monoeneroetic neutrons n a slab made of' using te 40 ad 75 MeV quasi-irionoenergetic-raphite.

neutron sources in TIARA. It is found tat te

lo" calculated absorbed doses by MCNPX and
N�,.W- -gy 4, WV PHITS agree well Nvith the easured ones, and

there is o large dfference i the calculatedC.k.1.fi-: MCWPX
Plim., absorbed doses b te Monte Carlo smulation

U codes. Te transport calculation of carged
particles is eeded i te case of the absorbed
dose calculations for neutrons of several 10s

.2 1-4-

T mev.
-e detailed ver'ficat'on of absorbed

dose calculations by the Monte Carlo smulation
lo" codes, energy spectra of secondary carged

0 5 10 particles in slabs will be calculated and
D,!pth m.) compared with te easured oes in te near

Fig 3 Absorbed dose dstributions Im- 40 MeV future.
quasi-monoeneroetic eutrons iia slab made of'
a soft tissue substitute. References
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8.3 Development of n-ack Detector Type Personal Dosimeter
for High-energy Neutrons

K. Oda*, Y. Imasaka*, T. Yamauchi*, Y Nakane", A. Endo** and

Y Yarnaguchi`

Department of Environmental Energy Science, Kobe University*,

Center for Neutron Science, JAERI**, Department of Health Physics, JAERI***

1. Introduction particles to PNTD.

A great number of accelerator facilities for In the previous experiments'-8), we checked

high-energy, intense proton beam have already the performance of three types of PNTDs;

been i steady operation, and are in construction "BARYOTRAIC'of pure CR-39 plastic, "TD-1"

or planning in many countries. In Japan a of an improved-type CR-39 and "TNF-1" of a

collaborative project of JAERI and KEK, called co-polymer based on CR-39, which were made

J-PARK is now in progress. Such a proton beam by Fukuvi Chemical Co., Ltd., Japan. From a

eventually generates high-energy neutrons in comparison among them in relative efficiency

slowing down or stopping in a material. These for 65-MeV neutron detection and in optical

high-energy neutrons are hard to be detected, property after chemical etching, "TD-1" was

because the efficiency of existing monitors and chosen as a promising element, which is CR-39

dosimeters becomes lower. Hence, it is very plastic containing a small arnount of

important to monitor thern correctly, in other anti-oxydant. As to the radiator, we ivestigated

words, to establish a countermeasure, for a the effect of four types of radiator materials;

radiation protection purpose.') polyethylene (CH2), deuterized dotriacontane

It has already been pointed out that the (C32D66), lithium fluoride (LiF) and graphite (C).

prevailing PNTD (Plastic Nuclear Track It was found that the increased sensitivity of the

Detector) such as CR-39 detector has less deuterized material exceeded that of CH,_ for a

sensitivity to high-energy eutrons because of a relatively thin radiator of the order of a ew
2 -materials ofdifficulty in registering energetic proton hundreds of mg/crn and that other i

2-4) The use of the detector without any
recoils. LiF and C worked unsatisfactorily.

corrections would bring about a serious We ave proceeded the study o high-energy

underestimate of the radiation dose and dose rate. neutron dosimetry to the next step. It is the

Thus, te authors started to develop a advance purpose of tis report to confirm the effect for a

technique f more efficient detection of radiator thicker than g/cm2, comparable with the

high-energy eutrons. Te experimental studies maximum range of recoil particles. A theoretical

require a well-defined and clean neutron source, approach was also tried to support te

such as TIAR.A- (Takasaki Ion Accelerators for experimental results.

Advanced Radiation Application) facility,

JAERI. In order to icrease the detection 2. Experimental Results and Discussion

efficiency, it is ecessary to ake two ajor A neutron irradiation experiment was carried

improvernents; one is to find a most sensitive out at TIARA, were quasi-monoenergetic

PNTD element ad te other to sensitize it with neutrons were generated by bombarding a

an appropriate radiator supplying charged lithium target wit a accelerated proton beam.
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These neutrons were guided to an ntrinsic efficiency and the ehancement by the

roorn through 220-crn thick iron collimator% radiator, which ae dstinguished by the position

and then hit TD-1 detectors. of charged particle production, i.e. inside or

We have searched a deuterized material outside the PNTD. It is well kown that the

appropriate for radiator. A dotriacontane, C32D66 latter dominates for neutron energies higher than

is one of candidates but too expensive for several hundreds of keV.2-1) The radiator effect,

preparing a thick radiator of the order Of gM2. increase i the efficiency by a radiator is

So, we utilized heavy water in this experiment, defined here as the number of carged particles

which was gelled by adding 1 agarose. per incident neutron, which are generated i te

After neutron irradiation, TD-1 detectors radiators reach PNTD and are observed as

were chemically etched in a stirred 7M NaOH etch-pits. It is expressed by the following

solution at 70 C. The number of etch-pits was formula of double itegral of the interaction

counted with a semi-automated system yield with respect to the solid angle, ad the

consisting of an optical microscope, image depth in the radiator, z:

processing system ad personal computer. du
= dQ dz, (1)

The results were summarized in Fig. 1, JJ dQ

where the incremental etch-pit density was where N is the number density of atomic nuclei

plotted against the radiator thickness. For interacting with neutron and cr is the cross

thinner radiators below 2 g/crn', D20 radiator section for the interaction.

dominates H20- The integral range in eq. (1) should be limited

0.7 by two major conditions caracteristic of
A chemically etched PNTDs. One is so-called,6 0.6

D:C) --- critical agle condition, by wich inclined latent
2�' 0.5

tracks are eliminated. The other is related with
0.4 14,0 recognition of small etch-pits with an optical

0.3 microscope ad image processing system, wich

0.2 eflects on the reduction of z-integral range.

An example of te results of numerical0.1

'Ei 0 calculations of eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 2 by a
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2 2.5 3 dotted line, were enhancement in detection

Ra(liator ThicImess [g/crn I

Fig. 1. Measured pit density as a function of the radiator efficiency is shown as a function of radiator
thickness for 65-MeV quasi-monoenergetic neutrons. thickness for completely i-riono-energetic 65

MeV neutrons. The easured dependence o te

3. Numerical Calculations of Radiator Effects thickness, however, is a convex sape differently

The etch-pit formation in PNTD exposed to from a concave pattern for monoenergetic

fast neutrons takes place in two steps; neutrons shown i Fig. .

production of secondary carged particles

through eutron iteractions with constituent 4. Discussion

atorns i PNTD and radiator aterials, ad One of major reasons of this discrepancy is

visualization of their latent tracks by the considered to be a contamination of lower

chemical etching. The overall detection energy eutrons i a quasi-monoenergetic field.
ID LI

efficiency is te surn of two components of the An exact eergy spectrum has already been
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measured by Baba et al..9) The distribution was radiators was discussed. The increase in the

divided, for simplicity, into several parts, and the sensitivity has been obtained experimentally for

contribution of each component was summed up a thick radiator of the order of a few g/CM2 It

by weighting the fractional portion. A solid line was confirmed from calculated results that the

in Fig.2 shows the result obtained in this thickness dependence of te radiator effect was

procedure. It is found that the increase pattern is modified sensitively by contamination of lower

sensitively affected by lower energy neutrons. energy neutrons. A deuterized material or a
X10-3

0.7 combination of two materials is expected to be a

0.6 special radiator for high-energy neutrons.

0.5 Quasi-rrlonoenergcti
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0.4
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9.1 Construction of Intense Positron Source Based on
AVF Cyclotron for High Brightness Positron Beam(11)

M. Maekawa*, A. Kawasuso% F. Kashirna" and Z. Q. Chen*

Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI'

Takasaki Establishment, JAERI-

1. Introduction and compact structure, ad stable beam

Positron beams are being used with increasing production. Some other positron beam

success for the study of defects in near surface productions based on ion beam are also

region of solids. In our research group, slow developed as show i Table 1. The advantages

positron beam apparatus for the depth profiling of "Si production are (i) easy supply of target,

of defects are developed and used for evaluation (ii) simple structure because of solid target, (iii)

of smi- conductor or inorganic materials'). short half-life and high safety ad (iv) utilizing

Moreover, recently we have been developing of proton bearn which has comparatively strong

reflection high-energy positron diffraction intensity.

(RHEPD) apparatus for the analysis of surface

structure of raterialS2). With tese slow positron 2. Design of positron production system

beam apparatuses, commercial based sealed Generally, high-brightness bearn production

positron sources are used as positron sources. requires bearn acceleration and focusing by the

The machine geometry can be simplified and high-performance lens system. However, the

excellent beam stability can be achieved, design of such a es systern is greatly

however, the beam brightness is not enough for depending o the initial conditions of the

the observation of the transient phenornena on generated positrons I this study, we first

the surface or te small regions in a micrometer attempt to clarify the initial condition of

range. To break these limitation, we attempt to positrons using simple beam line.

construct an intense positron source which used Figure shows a schematic drawing of

the uclear reaction 11Aj(pn)21Si for high po�itron source. The proton beam from the

brightness positron beam production. TIARA AVF yclotron is irradiated to the. high

Comparison with the other large-scale positron purity aluminum target 99.999% purity, mm

sources, such as based o electron LINAC or the diarneter), which ounted o te 'acket wit 5j

nuclear reactor, tis method is ierior in mi-n collimator cooled with running water. In

absolute bearn itensity. However, it is suitable this target, positron emitter "Si (a alf-life of 43

for a high-brightness positron bearn production sec) are produced due to the nuclear reaction

because of easy beam andling due to simple 21AI (p, n) 2Si . Te branching ratio of decay

Table I Positron Emitters whicl-i can be generated by ion beams.

Number of Positrom

RI Atomic Reaction T1/2 Branching ratio[%] Cross section[mb] Energy((j,,,,,,) [GBq/niA/h]

11C 11 13(pn)"C 20.3 min 99.8 100-350 4-IOMeV 0.222

13N I2C(dn) 13N 10 min 100 100-250 -5MeV 0.444
18 V, S

F 0 (p, n F 110 min 96.9 100-300 2-14MeV 2.22

27si 27Ai (pn )27Si 4.2 see 100 40 14-16MeV 9
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Aluminum Target Moderator W-foil, 6[tm)
(2.2mrn thickness, Extraction Grid

99.9990/c, purity)

Proton Bearn MCA
(20 MeV) Slow Positron Beam

Water-cooled

Target Holder Guiding Coil Steering

Coils

Aluminum Collimator Lead
Target Modera or + OOV

Shield

Lead ad Paraffin
Shield

Slow e HPGe
beam Detector

nnihilation
1,,�p�d e c y�� y-rays

Fig. I Schematic of positron production system

of the 2S i 100 %. The fast positrons ernitted Above system� has been constructed i last

from 2S i are thermalized i a polycrystalline year and positron beam production was already

tungsten moderator with a thickness of 6 �tm. confirmed with comparatively good quality'o).

This thickness shows the highest positron However, the estimation of initial conditions of

re-emission efficiency considering the positron the generated positrons was difficult because the

implantation profile emitted from "Si (-3.85 beam was not so focused. In this year the

MeV) 3, ). Slow positrons extracted by a grid structure of te electrodes around target are

electrode are transported to the beam monitor improved. To extract more positrons efficiently,

(MCP) by a magnetic guiding field (-0.01 T). To the narrow gap distance between the moderator

suppress fast positions, secondary electrons, ions and the extraction grid is adopted (I mm). In

and -rays coming from te Al target directly, addition, positrons can be extracted frorn

this guiding field is bended to the angle of 90'. moderator with high perpendicularity. To reduce

The proton beam energy was set to 20 MeV the beam lost, coils are added for reinforced

because the reported maximurn cross section of magnetic guiding field.

27 A1(p,11)21Si i 14-16 MeV 5 6 . The maximum

range of 20 MeV protons is about 22 mm. To 3. Results and discussion

avoid direct damage of the moderator by proton The observed positron bearn is sown i Fig. 2.

irradiation, the tickness of aluminum target is The icident proton bearn energy ad current

2.4 min. Te saturated radioactivity of the 27Si were 20 MeV and 70 nA, ad positron

for a proton current of I �tA is evaluated at 93 transportatio eergy was 800 eV. The diameter

GBq by te IRAC code'). This eans that the of icident ion bearn was adjusted about in.

number of enerated fast positrons is 9.3xlO' The diameter of positron beam was 25 inin

e'/s. The expected flux of slow positron beam is (FWHM) and m (tail). This is reflected tat

-10' e/s if the conversion efficiency of the size of the oderator is rnm. The bearn

moderator is assumed to be 04 q). Tis itensity profile is well-balanced gaussian sape. Tis

is still to orders of magnitude higher than that means that te beam can be forined without

of te conventional positron earse based o large distortion. With increasing the transportation

sealed positron source. energy, the position of a beam was sifted due to
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the curvature drift without large distortion of beam Fig. 3 The number of positrons; per unit proton

shape. This means that the slow positron beam current showed no changes with incidence ion

generated with this system has the almost same bearn current. Number of slow positron is about

quality as the positron beam from the usual scaled 5 X 105 e'/s/�LA. This is the almost sarn itensity

source. Therefore, it is possible to develop existing of the Hirose's report 9 and expected from the

beam technology into the high bightness positron IRAC simulation. This shows that the positrons

source. can be generated mostly as a design value. The

However, the longer beam transportation is energy end-point of emitted fast positrons from

required tan that of beam line based on scaled the "Si(-3.85 MeV) is quite different frorn tat

source because of effective elimination of many from "Na(-0.54 MeV) I tat case, however, it

secondary electrons or ions besides positrons is possible that fast positrons can be converted to

coming from target. slow positrons, beam with sufficient eiciency

The number of transported positrons was also using a tungsten moderator with an adequate

measured by counting the annihilation gamma thickness. This shows that the design method

rays (511 keV). The proton current dependence using in this study is a great success for positron

of estimated positron beam intensity is shown in beam poduction based on cyclotron.

This result is promising towards the

high-brightness positron bearn production using

the cyclotron-base intense positron beam.
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9.2 Measurement of Carbon Cluster Ion passing through

Carbon Thin Foil

Y. Saitoh *, A. Chiba '- and K. Arakawa
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAER1*
Department of on-bearn-applied Biology, JAER1*

1. Introduction test was carried out using swift carbon
Recently, interaction of swift cluster clusters passing through a thin foil. And

ions with solids has gained considerable the average charge state of each atom
interest. One expects that the that composed a cluster; which was

2)bombarding a material surface related with the structure of the cluster
simultaneously with constituent atoms was also measured.
of a swift cluster ion result in different
phenomena from that individually with a 2. Experiments
single ion. When cluster ions ae Carbon cluster ions (C,: n=1-6) are

injected into a solid, the atomic accelerated to MeV energy region (1.0
constituents separate in the first several MeV/atom) with the TIARA 3 MV
layers but remain close proximity tandem accelerator. The experimental
(preserving the structure) for a certain setup is show in Fig.1 and Fig.2. Te
distance. Therefore the structure of a intensity of cluster beam was reduced to
cluster is the important parameter that several counts par second by a beam
governs the physical effects in a surface attenuator and a beam chopping system.
of a solid. After passing through the carbon thin

To investigate a cluster structure, a foil, the constituent atoms of a cluster
coulomb explosion imaging') (CEI) explode by coulomb repulsion and are
system was developed and a preliminary detected with a luminous type MCP,

Carbon foil

MCP

% ------ ---- CCDCn Pulse beam

Slit
Deflection plates

PC

Fig.l. Schematic layout of experimental setup
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while the atoms are deflected by the

electrostatic deflector placed in front of

the MCP. The charge states of the atoms

are estimated by the deflected agle. The

image data acquired with te CCD

camera placed behind the MCP is taken

into a PC.

3. Preliminary Results

Figure 2 shows the typical coulomb Fig.2 Coulomb explosion image Of 6

explosion image Of a C6 cluster observed (It seems to be a ring structure)

by a CEI system. In case of a negative

carbon cluster ion consisting of less than

ten atoms, a chain structure is more

stable 2). However, both of ring and chain 1.02 -

structures are observed. 1.00 

Figure 3 shows the average charge 0.98 -

state of cluster constituents passing M 0.96 -

through a thin foil normalized by that of 0.94 

a single carbon. The average charge 0.92 -

state decreases with increasing of cluster :12 0.90 

atoms. The result shows the almost same w 0.8 -
(U

tendency as a calculated theoretical N 0.86 
7t

value. 3) P 0.84 -

7- 0.82
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9.3 TOF Mass Spectrometry of Secondary Ions from HOPG Target
Bombarded by Fast Cluster Ion Beams

H. Shibata A. Itoh*, H. Tuchida% Y. Saitoh**, A. Chiba K. Arakawa***,
Y. Ohara** and K. Narurni***:'
Graduate School of Egineering, Kyoto University*
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI**
Department of on-beam-applied Biology, JAERI-
Advanced Science Research Center, JAERI***'

1. Introduction beams frorn an ion source. A square wave
Recently the interaction of fast cluster from a master pulse generator controlled a

ions with matter has attracted attention in high voltage applied to parallel plate
basic physics and application fields 1-4 ). As electrodes for copping the bearn. In this
fast cluster ions can bombard a very small study pulsed cluster ion beams of 0.5
area of a solid surface by many atorns MeV/atom. (- 42 keV/arnu) Cl - C ions
simultaneously and release large energy in a were used. The duration and width of the
very short time (from femto- to picosecond pulsed beam used in this experiment were
region 4 Tis situation causes non-linear 125 �ts and 100 ns, respectively. C4+ and
effects or synergetic effects, which is Cs+ ions were produced in the ion source and
unusual for single atom collision with solid Cl', C2+ and C6+ ions were fragments of C+
targets. ions after passing through charge stripper

Fast cluster ion beams used for the study gas. As averaged beam currents of pulsed
of secondary ion emission processes were beams could not be measured, continuous
produced by the TIARA tandem accelerator. beam currents measured before pulsing were
A tirne of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer several pA for C ions. The vacuum in a
combined with a pulsed cluster ion beam beam line and a charnber was kept at _ 10-7

was used for a secondary ion measurement. Pa to prevent cluster ions from breaking.
In this report we present sorne results of A linear type TOF mass spectrometer

secondary ion emission from a highly and a TAC (Time to Amplitude Converter)
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) target systern for time measurement were adopted
bombarded by carbon cluster ions. as a secondary ion rnass spectrometric

system. The TOF mass spectrometer
2. Experimental composed of an extractor, a drift tube, an

The experimental system of TOF mass acceleration electrode and a multichannel
spectrometry was composed of a pulsed ion plate (MCP) detector. A TTL output fro te
beam generating system ad an ion flight pulse generator was used as a start pulse and
time measurement systern. a secondary ion signal frorn the MCP was

A chopper ad two sets of slits installed used as a stop pulse of the TAC
in a in'ector beam line generated pulsed ion measurement system. Typical mass spectrum
bearns by chopping continuous cluster ion was accumulated for 30 inutes. Sheet
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108shaped targets were used and bombarded at
H kPG

7 Hin c id e n t a n g le o f 4 5 d e g re e s . T h e se c o n d a r y 10 ........................ ................................ ................................. .............................
H, C, ions w ere extracted to the norm al direction -�n lo' ................... .............................

5 ... .......... .....................fro m th e ta rg e t. 10 . .. .. ......... .. ... ..........................

T h ou g h targ ets w ere bom b ard ed b y nA M lo, ... ..... ........ ................................. ........................... .... ..
continuous cluster ion bearns for one or two C8i 0 ................... . .... ................................ ..............................

hours to clean the target surface last year, 0 .................. .... ..............

cleaning was still inadequate (see Fig.1). 1 0 ................................. .......................... .................................L ...............

This year the target was boi 14M100
Xe ion beam from an ECR ion source for 10 5 10 15 zo 25 30

- 20 minutes. Time (�tsec)

Some results of a secondary ion emission Fig.l. Secondary ion mass spectra emitted from a
from a HOPG target bombarded by 0.5MeV/ HOPG target bombarded by Cl' ions and C8'

cluster ions. Data were taken after bombardment
atom C1+ ions, C2+, C4' and C cluster ions of continuous cluster ion beams for one hour.

will be discussed. HOPGlo,

l o , ............. ....................... ....................... ................... ... ....................... ................
3. Results and discussion l o ' ...... .......... .... ... .. ......... ....... ........ .... ............... ......... ...

Secondary ion mass spectra emitted frorn
.-E lo ..... ................. ...................-

a HOPG target bombarded by Cl' ions and C8
lo'

Cs' cluster ions are shown in Fig.1 and 2. o ............................... elect C l
The ordinate is the secondary o yields l o , ....... ... ................. .......... ........................... ...............
normalized to the beam fluence i arbitrary l o , ....................... ....................... ....................... ...... .................
units, and the abscissa is the channel number

lo"
of multichannel analyzer, which corresponds 0 IDO 200 300 400 5GO 600 7DO

Channel

to the flight time of ions (50 �ts / 1024 ch). Fig.2. Secondary ion mass spectra emitted from a
Secondary carbon cluster ions are seen for HOPG target bornbarded b Cl' ions and Cp' cluster
any incident carbon cluster ion. And several ions. Data were taken after bombardment of 5keV Xe

ion beams for 10 minutes.dominant peaks which are H', H2% H3%

HO', Na', K and so on can also be seen. Secondary Cm Ion Yields for Incident Cn Ions

These peaks are caused by surface 104

contarninants.

Figure 2 shows typical mass spectra, lo, .......... ................. ..

which were taken after bornbardment of

5 k V X e ion b eam s fo r 10 m inu tes. T h e ... .... ... ... ...... ...... ... .... .... ............. ............ ....

contarninants and background signals
Wremarkably dirninislied ad the secondary Cl

41 lo,

cluster ions appeared clearly, especially for

Cs' ion bombardment compared with lo,
0 5 10 15 2

spectra i Fig.l. Peak intensities of these Secondary Cm

secondary carbon cluster ions are plotted i Fig.3. Secondary carbon cluster ion (C,,,') intensity
Fig.3. In case of Cs' ion bombardment the emitted frorn HOPG target bombarded by Cj+� C,+,

C4' and C8+ ions.ernitted secondary carbon cluster ions from
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Cl t C17' can be seen and intensities of Figure 4 shows the ratio of yields of

these peaks decay exponentially. It is secondary ions per atorn from HOPG target

interesting to ote tat the most itense peak bombarded by C,' cluster ions to that by Cl"

is C3' ions for C2', C4' and C8' incident ions. If the relation between the ratio ad C,

cluster ions. is linear, te value of the ratio is I for ay

C, However, the value of yield ratio for

each incident cluster ions C' is over 10. The

1 02 non-linear effect can be seen clearly.
The last pi-oblem concerning about

experimental condition is the pulse width
wouId be narrowed to get higher mass
resolution.

l o . ..... ..... . ... ............................
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9.4 The Effect of Ion Doping on Ionic Conduction of Sol-gel

Phosphosilicate Glasses (11)

S. Ishiyama*, S. Ktazawa ,S. Yamamoto" and M. Asano**

Department of Advanced Nuclear Heat Technology, JAERI*

Department of Material Development, JAERI-

I.Introductio n (2.7 eV) and UV band 4.3 eV) were observed
Posphosilicate glasses (P205)x(Si02)1_,, have by the election irradiation ( cathode

a great deal of advantage in a high ionic luminescence CL)') and a blue band 3.1 eV) is
conductivity in the medium temperature range, observed by the gami-na and X -ray
lightweight, heat -resistance and non CO irradiations'). In this paper, the I MeV H ion
toxification A novel cogeneration system beam was irradiated o silica glasses (SiO2)

simultaneously can produce hydrogen and and phosphosilicate glasses were prepared by
electric power from methane raw material sol-gel method to investigate dynamic effects
using the nuclear heat by a new high of structural change. The changes of optical
temperature operation type solid electrolyte is properties (absorption PL and PL excitation
developed. It is effective to improve the (PLE) spectra) before/after ion irradiations and
utilizing proton conductive solid electrolyte RIL were studied.
worked for the separation and use of the
hydrogen energy for application of the fuel 2.Experimental Procedures
cells. Furthermore the advantages of the optical The silica and phosphosilicate glass were
property, there are many applications of optical prepared using tetraethoxysilaiie (TEOS);
fiber as Raman lasers'). In the study for the Si(OC2H5)4 and trimethylphosphate;
phosphosilicate glass, the sol -gel method has PO(OCH3)3 solution. TEOS was hydrolyzed
advantage in random st ructure of the glass for I with water under magnetic stirring at
organization for proton condu CtiVity 2 There roorn temperature. Ethanol was used as solvent
are many studies to investigate the structure of system and formaldehyde (HCONH,) as a
phosphosilicate glass'). I order to investigate catalyst. The molar ratio of TEOS: C 2H50H:
dynamic effects of structural cange by B20: HCI was 1: 1: 1: 0.01. For the
implanted ion on the proton conduction phosphosilicate glass, an alkoxide PO(OCH 33

mechanism for the improvement i ionic solution was added to the hydrolyzed TEOS
conductivity in phosphosilicate glass. The solution as the rnolar ratio Of C 2H50H: H20:

structure of the sol -gel synthesis is a peculiar HCl = 4 4 003 and stirred for I h at roorn
porous material 45). Then, by measuring temperature. The obtained transparent sols
radiation-induced luminescence (RIL) during were left i glass containers. Final gels were
the ion irradiation for the proton conductivity obtained in air for 3 - 4 weeks. The dried gels
glass at in-situ, it tried to examine the were ten he ated to 600 C at a rate of 50 C/h
correlation between RIL and structural cange and eld at tis temperature for h. The ion
and conduction function i ion irradiatio i irradiation experiments were performed using
order to clarify complicated change i glass the 3 MV tandern accelerators in Takasaki Ion
structure ad the mutual ifluence. Te RIL Accelerators for Advanced Radiation
spectra frorn silica glass ae measure i several Application (TIARA) at JAERI Takasaki. The
researcher ad the red band 1.9 V), blue band H' ion irradiations were performed sg
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fluencies of x 10 ionS/CM2 , at MV at and phosphosilicate glass samples. The solid

room temperature, with a be current density of lines and broken lines represent for as prepared
0.2 �WcM2 . The ion beams direction was (before irradiation) ad 1 MeV H ion

almost normal of the target surface. For the irradiation (after irradiation), respectively.
absorption spectroscopy, the spectra were There -are not any peaks in each spectrum
observed by a double monochromator with a except for over eV in phosphosilicate glass,
high-performance blazed holographic grating so it shows the absence of the characteristic
in the aberration corrected Czerny -Turner atomic or ionic absorbaDce i this range. In
mounting with the resolution of 0.1 nm (- 30 each spectrum, there are not conspicuous peaks
rneV). For the PL and PLE spectroscopy, the because there are not any specific absorption
spectra were recorded under 150 W Xe lamp peaks in this region. The absorbance of the
illuminations and detected by a silica glass is lower than th at of
monochrornator with a concave, blazed phosphosilicate glass, because te ratio of
holographic grating, /2.5, 1300 grooves/mm. porous structure contributed to te optical
The accuracy of wavelength is within 1.5 nm. absorbance mechanism is decreased as the
For the RIL spectroscopy, the light emitted doped phosphor in the sol -gel methods. The
from the target was focused into an optical absorbances after ir radiation are higher i each
fiber input that located 60 degree ad 30 cm pair of the spectra, because defects were
from the target. The interface between vacuum produced by the irradiation. It is so called
chamber and air is a view port, which made 11colour centre".
from fused silica with no surface coating, that PLE

the transmittance at the ultra violet (UV) range (a) E,. = 197 eV

above eV is very low. The spectrometer 1MeVH +

consists the thermoelectric cooling type Irradiated flica glass

Back-thinned (BT) charge coupled device
(CCD) image sensors operated, which has
quantum and a compact Czerny -Turner type
spectrograph with F number 4 optical fiber as prepared

probe ad control circuit. The wavelength
resolution is less than 2 nm .

Phosphosificate glass
3.Results and discussions (c)

Figure shows te ultra violet (UV) and 1 MeV H+
visible absorption spectra of the silica glass Irradiated

1.40

(d)
1.20

Lot I MeN, H' as prepared
silica Irradiated

0.80 glass

0.60 as prepared 2.0 2.1 2.2

0.40 Photon energy (eV)phosp Cate
0.20 glass Fig.2 PLE spectra detected from glasses.

0.00I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 The silica lass shows a variety of PL

Photon curgy (N) 1-1

Fig.1 Absorption spectra of Phosphosilica. phenomena due to defects i the sol -gel silica
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glass network; oxygen deficiency -related the difference of the excitation process. In the
defects (. Si', Si-Si. oxygen vacancies,..) case of PL, the excitation is occurring by
and oxygen excess -related defects (. Si-O', absorptions of a photon with energy of 214 V,
0=0,..)4-1) . The mechanisms of RIL is so the eergy loss is about 02 eV as thermal

explained on the analogy of PL phenomena. activation energy. In the RIL, the irradiation is
Several bands are observed in the experiment; the collision between the target glass and H
the band centered at 211 and 213 eV in the ion with kinernatics energy of I M V, therefore
PLE as shown in Fig. 2 192 eV in the RIL and the excitation is produced by inelastic collision
1.98 eV in the both PL and RIL. The accompanied with electronic excitations. The
mechanism of PLE is comparatively Simple 4). red band 197 V) in the RIL spectra of

The PLE spectra have single band that is phosphosilicate glass is disappeared. It is
consist from a 111 -bridging oxygen hole center considered that the production of the NBOHC
(NBOHC) . Si-O' and a Proxy radical (POR) (. Si-0) are not proceeded or -and more
. Si-O-O'. Te activities of the oxygen dominantly relaxation process are exist.
excess-related defects that produce the red Phosphosilicate glass is thought currently to
band are low as prepared silica glass, but the consist of silicon -oxygen, SiO4, and
ion irradiation elevated them (Fig. 2(a) and (b)). phosphorus -oxygen, O=PO3� tetrahedral
For the phosphosilicate glass, the activities are bonded randomly in a three -dimensional
enough elevate in as -prepared state. The red network -where eac h silicon atom is bonded
bands of the PLE are anti -symmetrical and with four silicon or phosphorus atoms by
deconvoluted into two peaks, R 211 eV, oxygen linkages, and each phosphorus atom
FWHM 004 eV) and R2 2.13 eV, FWHM 002 has only three such bridging bonds. Therefore
eV) by Lorentzian curve fitting. The relative the NBOHC (. Si-0) are not effectively
intensity R 1: R2 ratios of tose peaks in before created by te H ion irradiation.
and after irradiation are 1: 1 (Fig. 2 (a)) and
10 2 (Fig. 2(b)) at te silica glass ad 4 4 (Fig.
2(c) ad 2 3 (Fig. 2 (d)) at te phospbosilicate References
glass, respectively. The assignments of 1) Rini M, Cristia ni 1,1 Degiorgio V, Kurkov A
excitation levels are not performed '_'), but the ad Paramonov V M 2002 Optics
existences of site -selective excita tions are Conzinunicotions 203 139-44.
confirmed. In te case of silica glasses (Fig. 2 2) Matsuda A, Kanzaki T, Tadanaga K,
(a) ad (b)), the intensities of peaks after Tatsumisago M and Minami T 2001
irradiations are igher than those of before, Electrochimica Acta 47 939-44.
because the defects of the sol -gel silica glass 3) Plotnichenko V G, Sokolov V 0,
networks were activated by the irradiation. I Koltashev V V and Dianov E M 2002 J.
the phospho silicate glasses (Fig. 2 (c ad (d)), Non-Cryst. Solids 306 209-26.
the results are contrary, because the existence 4) Skuja L 1998 J. Non-Crysl.. Solids 239
of phosphor prevents the generations of the 16-48.
defect as forming phosphorus centers (O=P, 5) Sku�ja L, Tanirnura K and Itoh N 1996 J.

P-0-S, P-0-P,..). In the RIL spectra, the band Appl. Phys. 80 3518-25.
with te peak of 198 eV appeared o nly in the 6) Fitting H-J, Barfels T, Czarnowski A von
silica glass (Fig. 2 The peak position is and Trukhin A N 2000 Mater.s Sci. Eng. B

almost sarne as te peak of 197 eV i the PL 71 109-14.
spectra, but the shape is asyrnmetrically tailed 7) Yoshida T, Tanabe T, li T ad Yoshida H
a skirt o lower eergy side. It is derived fom 2002 Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B 191 382-6
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9.5 Present Status of JAERI AVF Cyclotron System

Y. Nakamura*, T. Nara*, T. Agematsu*, 1. Ishibori*, S. Kurashima*,
K. Yoshida*, M. Fukuda*, S. Okumura*, N. Miyawaki*, S. Tajima*,
K. Akaiwa**, To. Yoshida**, S. Ishiro**, Y. Arakawa**, Tu. Yoshida**,
S. Kanou**, A. Ihara** and K. Takano"

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Beam Operation Service, Co., Ltd.**

1. Operation and Utilization 1)-3) last fiscal year 2003 was 3382 h which was the
The JAERI AVF cyclotron systern second longest so far. Since 1993 when the

continues to operate smoothly as well as past operation time for a year became steady state,
years. An alteration frequency of operational one always exceeds more than 3000 hours surely
condition for past 12 years is shown i Fig. 1. although various reconstruction, improvement,
These frequencies such as harmonic umber, renewal, maintenance, repair and so o have
particle, energy and beam course gradually been carried out.
increase. Especially, the umber of beam 2. Present Status

400 1 1 1 1 1 1
350 - 0 Harmonicnumber Perhaps, the busiest 2.1 Development and Improvement
300 cyclotron in the world With a view to certain producing the

>1 10 Energy .cro-beam, the central region devices of the
C.) 2,50 - M Beam course .. ........ ....... m l

S 200 cyclotron were improved to realize the
150 ............. ......... ... .......... .......... ... ..... ......... ....... ...... ... ... ... ex cellen t sp ace co n tro llab ility an d hig h
100 device reliability for the beam. Based on
50 the detail analysis of the central region, the
0 beam exit from the inflector was rotated

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 about 180 degrees in comparison with the
Japanese fiscal year original position at third harmonic mode.

Fig. Frequency of alteration of operational In the case of first and second harmonics,
condition for past 12 years. these positions were a little different. The

course change rapidly attained up to 369 which position and shape of two set of the defining
exceeded to more than 300 for the first. As te phase slits were also designed carefully.
result, the utilization efficiency for cyclotron Furthermore, the inflector electrode and its
system, which is defined as the ratio of total shield cover were separated independently as
allotment time to experimental one for users, shown i Fig. 3 The modified common
decreases slowly for recent eight years as shown shield cover was fitted up at upper earth
in Fig. 2 plate of the cyclotron center.

In consideration of above circumstances, we The cyclotron tuning for micro-beam
propose the well-improved operation schedule production has being continued energeticall

4�that the operation time for a year icreases under operation of the flat-top system .
slightly in order to compensate the reduction of Clear turn separation at a few outermost
utilization efficiency. The operation time for orbits in te cyclotron was observed using
C 0.95 ... the deflector probe equipped with thin
0 molybdenumMN

0.90 P �d: hield cover
E3 eriod-31

0.85 r.g, 1 a1T
W _ _ . . .................. ... ..... ........... ... .............. ....... .....................
E ... graphite rod.

o.80 E 3 1-0.72 (Predicted)- And, theE�

16 0.75 single-turn
extraction was ectro0.70

9�__7 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 also made sure (H=1
Japanese fiscal year about the

Fig. 2 Efficiency of machine time for years. Fig. 3 New inflector electrode
and shield cover (from bottom).
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extracted beam of 260 WV, 20 Ne 7+ by almost sucked into the
means of bam pulse detection. distributed duct directly

A new compact ECR ion source which as shown in Fig. 5 By
only consists of permanent magnets has this improvement,
being developed. The shape of the magnet temperature rise in the

4made of NdFeB was minutely designed room was suppressed
using TOSCA code. The diameter of inner more than 10 'C.

hole and the
width of the 2.2 Maintenance and
magnet are 40 Repair UP
mm and 120 Comprehensive Fig. Improvement

mm, periodical maintenance of arrangement of
respectively. including the ventilation dct.

As shown in improvement of central
Fig. 4 it is the region devices of the cyclotron for 4 weeks and

Fig. 4 An appearance of principal beam tuning for about 2 weeks i summer, the
permanent magnet. characteristics routine aintenance of power supplies for 

that this magnet can be moved up to 50 mm week on October, te reconstruction of the TMP
along the radial direction by six round frame and installation of the cooling panels 5) for
handles. 2 weeks on late March were performed in last

The energy absolute value of accelerated fiscal ye ar.
ion beam, especially light ions, was Typical serious troubles during last year are
measured accurately by method of TOF. summarized in Table 1. Half of them were
Actual energies for several kinds of protons concerned with the vacuum events icluding te
from 10 MeV to 80 MeV and some heavy water leak in vacuum. On late June, a little
.ions were obtained. The measured value Spout Of COOliDg water happened at the oupling
was greater than the nominal one about 3 to pipe for mechanical-seal of the main circulation
+5 %. On the other hand, the difference pump as shown in Fig. 6 The cause of this
between the value measured by TOF and the water leak w-as originated frorn abnormal
practical value estimated from the analyzing vibration of the shaft coupler between the
magnet installed at the beam transport line rnechanical-seal pump and electric induction
was evaluated at to 2 %. motor.

The ventilation condition in the power On early October, worse vacuum condition
supply room was improved so that the of the cyclotron appeared during the test
warmed air through the cooling fan can be, operation, several hours later the water leak at

Table Summary of tyeical troubles occurred during fiscal year 2003.
Date Isysteml Content of troubles Treatment
04124 Control Stop the operational sequence for inflector at harmonic mode change Temporary treatment
06/25 Cooling Spout of water at the coupling pipe for mechanical seal of circulation pump Replace. of couple pipe
06/30 Cooling Water leak at the mechanical seal of pump for cyclotron stabilization Replace. of seal
07101 RF Malfunction of P-chopper ---- Deterioration of water-cooled resistor Replace. of resistor
08/08 Vacuum Error operation and damage of gate valve (between cyclotron and injection) Replace.of gate valve
08/15 Vacuum Water leak in the driving shaft for puller (in cyclotron vacuum chamber) Disassem. & Replace.
08/28 Vacuum Rapid air inflow into cyclotron by miss handling ---- Oil dropping inside Cleaning Recovery

09/01 &24 Vacuum Vacuum leak at two bellows for Attenator 1 and FC for ECR No use. # &Replace. FC
09/26 RIF Malfunction of start sequence of S-chopper Replace. of relays
09129 Vacuum Breakdown of TMP(600 s) vane and hair crack generation at vacuum Replace. of TMP

chamber for beam diagnosis ---- Increase of vibration at vacuum system & vacuum chamber
10/08 Vacuum Bad vacuum condition of cyclotron ---- Water leak at RF shield for Cryo. Pump Replace. of RIF shield
10/27 1 Control Sequencer alarm (for vacuum control in No.1 light ion room) ---- Radi. damage Reinstall. of seque.progm.
12/04 Pow. Sup. Meltdoown of rapid fuse in main RIF amplifier box (twice) Replace. of fuse
02/09 Control Malfunction of buncher ---- Damage of FET(2SK409) in power amplifier Replace. of FET's
02/17 Vacuum Bad vacuum condition of cyclotron ---- Water leak at baffle of Mag. Channel Replace. of baffle
02/23 Pow. Sup. Electric leakage in AC 200V line ---- Contact of connector pin for cryo. Pump Temporary treatment
03/04 Vacuum Malfunction of small air-cooled TMP for HECR ---- Reassemble Carring repair
0 Vacuum Bad vacuum condition of ECR ---- Crack at the window for micro-wave Rep ir (maker) __ -
0 um ater leak in the stem of Inflector ---- Crack generation in coupled block I Disassembly Repair
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the RF shield 3. Beam Development
in front of the After improvement of the ctral rgion
cryo- genic devices, the test operation for beam tuning was
pump was continued energetically about thirty kinds of the
found out allotted ion species for ulization since the

based on the middle of August.

information of Sixty-five kinds of ion species have been

Fig. 6 Spout of water at main vapour partial accelerated by the JA_ERI AVF cyclotron so far
pressure from a as summarized in Table 2.

circulation pump. quadrupole Two sorts of He 2+ ion of 75 MV and 0

mass analyzer. Fortunately, we could restore MeV with harmonic number (H) of 2 were newly

this trouble quickly, since the used spare parts developed for efficient utilization and less

had been just stocked. radioactivation on the experiment of RI

As well as the serious trouble experienced production, instead of 100 MeV ion with H=1.

once in 1994, the TMP vane was broken The itensities of both ions were successfully

completely as seen in Fig.7 and the hair crack extracted about 6 �LA.

occurred at the conjunction part to the beam Both efficiencies of "Text" and "Tall" in

diagnostic chamber. Therefore, some several kinds of ions were also improved by the

measures for avoidance from serious vibration fine tuning mainly in daily operation.

were performed later, of course, the damaged

TMP and chamber were also replaced by new References
Ones. 1) Y. Nakamura, T. Nara, et aL, TIARA Annual

On early Report 2002 (JAERI-Review 2003-033)

February, the (2003) pp. 312-314

buncher driven by 2) Y. Nakamura, T. Nara, et al., Proc. 4th Int.

sinusoidal wave Workshop on Accel. Opera., Kanagawa and

came to out of lbaraki, Japan 2003) pp. 813

order. The 3) Y. Nakamura, T. Nara, et al., Proc. 16th Int.
Conf. Cyclo. Their Applic., East Lansing, MI,

breakdown of a USA 2001) pp. 129-132

small power PEI' Fig. 7 Breakdown of 4) S. Kurashima, M. Fukuda, et al., this annual

(2SK409) in the TMP rotating vane. report
amplifier was 5) Y. Nakamura, K. Takano, et al., this annual

discovered after careful investigation. report

Table 2 The list of ion species accelerated by the JAERI AVF cyclotron. The symbol of "Text" is defined
by a ratio of the beam current at the Faraday cup just behind the cyclotron to that at 900 mm of the cyclotron

radius. The "Tall" is a ratio of the beam current extracted from t cyclotron to that inje ted into.
Ion �Inti Tall Ion I E lntensi� Text Tall Ion En Intensity

'-Lergyj Text I Ta
sped s I Rev I (eLtA I M species I (M_eV_)1 (eLtA) M M (MeV) (e�tA) FM/6� (to)--

10 12 80 27 4 2+ 100 10 32 10 ;3bArts+ 195 2.5 1 73 13
He 36 -20 11.5 89 108 1.6 MIQ=2 Ar` 195 0.1 43 1.2

30 6.2 78 22 12c3+ 75 2 M/Q=4 36 Ar 18+ M/Q=2 ---- I
45 30 79 12 + 220 0.25 77 22 40 Ar` 150 2.4 M/Q=5 6.2
50 5 JFW, 14 2 6-, _�2 _O MIQ=2 1 175 3 73 1 5

H + 55 1 5 63 1 4 14N3+ 67 4 43 1 0 40Ar10+ 250 0.2 1M/Q=4
60 5 56 0.70 M/Q=5 5.0 r 330 0.7 86 22
65 7 16o4- 100 5 M/Q=4 22 -- 460 24
70 5 42 12 160 100 4 34 2 4 200 2 61 1 1
80 4.4 72 13 160 1.9 58 2 210 1.4 M/Q=5 6
90 10 48 7.7 16o7+ 225 1 82 3 56Fel" 400 0.59 1 66 28
1 0 1 1 29 3.7 335 0.1 4 6 390 0.012 M/0=4
20 5.6 80 16 lbod. 430 0.0045 M/0=2 "Kr"' 490 10'cr)s MIQ=4

D + 25 15 88 31 1 2ONe4+ 75 1 1.5 M/Q=5 6.6 320 0.08 M/Q=5 5.0't 84
35 40 1 125 1 0.01 M/Q=4 Kr` 400 0.04 60 2
50 20 49 2 Ne'+ 120 1.6 53 18 84K�0' 520 0.06 M7 _�2
60 8.2 68 18 200 0.8 Scalinq 10 525 0.0032 M/0=4.-----

J �25 3.6 M/Q=4 ONe'+ 260 9.8 70 320 0.013 50
20 5.5 69 12 270 0.28 Scaling 14 129xe 23+ 450 0.2 72

-19T __3130 10 1 4 2 10 fNe` 350 1 1.5 6 3 M26. Au 0 0 AT38,11 494 21 20He 50 20 [,,4;9*v86Vfl Ne 540- 10 __tA/Q=2
12- 165 0.007 M/Q=4 M/0 = 2 4 and 5 a series of cocktail beams

JVVoyen patter i modified data on previous table
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9.6 Beam Development for Flat-top Acceleration in the JAERI
AVF Cyclotron (11)

S. Kurashima, M. Fukuda, S. Okumura, N. Miyawaki, T. Nara

T. Agernatsu, 1. Ishibori, K. Yoshida, Y. Nakamura and K. Arakawa

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction field, A13/13 :5 0002 %, have been already

A flat-top acceleration system using achieved. In this paper, we report improvement

fundamental and fifth-harmonic frequencies for of a central region for the precise beam phase

an acceleration voltage has been developed to defining and the development of a new beam

minimize the energy spread mainly for a buncher system to inject a beam into the

microbeam production'). The energy spread of defined phase range with high efficiency.

a barn extracted from a cyclotron is required Preliminary beam development of a 260 MeV

to be reduced to AE/E 0.02 to produce a 2ONe7l ion beam using the flat-top acceleration

microbearn with a spot size of �tm by technique is also described.

focusing the beam with a set of quadrupole

magnets. The flat-top acceleration is an 2. Highly efficient beam buncher system

excellent technique to reduce the energy In order to succeed in the flat-top
2)spread In order to achieve the energy spread acceleration, a beam phase width has to be

of AE/E 002 %, precise control of beam limited within ± S I rf2). In this condition,

phase and stabilization of the magnetic field beam injection efficiency from the ion source

and the acceleration voltage are required in into the cyclotron is very low even if a

addition to the flat-top acceleration system. So conventional sinusoidal waveform beam

far, the tolerable stability of the acceleration buncher is used. In general, a saw-tooth voltage

voltage, AVIV 002 and the magnetic waveform is more suitable for highly efficient

beam bunching to modulate the energy of the

injected beam. The saw-tooth waveform

voltage was generated by combining the

fundamental, second and third harmonics of a

sinusoidal waveform voltage so far. This
+

method requires a idividual signal control

system for each harmonics, which brings an

increase in costs.

We have been developing a new type of

saw-tooth waveform beam buncher. The saw-

tooth waveform is generated by using te

transitional phenomenon of electric circuit, and
0VI

it requires a single control system. The saw-
Fig. 1 Voltage waveforms of the bearn tooth waveform of the new bam buncher
buncher. The upper saw-tooth and the lower observed by a oscilloscope ad a igh voltage
sinusoidal waveforms represent the newly
developed buncher ad the usual oe, probe is sown in Fig. .
respectively.
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The beam bunching test was performed Beam trajectories

using a 260 MeV "'Ne" ion beam. As a result, Phase slit(l) for =2

a beam current by using the new saw-tooth

waveforno buncher was increased times as Inflector
electrode

large as that without a beam buncher, while 38

tirnes by a conventional sinusoidal waveform

buncher. Furthermore, by operating both beam

bunchers simultaneously, a beam current

increased up to 63 times. Phase slit(2)

Puller3. Development of the new central region Rf- id electrode

A newly designed central region of the cover

cyclotron has been installed to improve the Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the improved
central region.

capability of the bearn phase defining slits for

precise control of beam phase width. In order

to create strong correlation between the beam ion beam with the flat-top acceleration system

phase and the radial position of beams at the for the biological application. Operation

phase slits, configuration and arrangement of parameters of the cyclotron, such as ratio of

the electrodes in the central region were fundamental and fifth-harmonic voltages,

optimized by using the three dmensional magnetic field, beam pulse width, were

electromagnetic field analysis code TOSCA optimized to achieve single-turn extraction that

and an orbit calculation code. is an indispensable odition to obtain the

The arrangement of electrodes ad beam energy spread of AE/E = 002 % A radial

trajectories for acceleration harmonics h=2 is spread of the beam in the extraction region of

shown in Fig. 2 Temperature increase of an rf- the cyclotron can be reduced by the flat-top

shield, caused by rf heating, is reduced by acceleration owing to te uniformity of energy

water cooling pipes. Te rf-shield cover is gain. Figure 3 shows the bearn patterns of the

isolated to prevent thermal conduction from the 260 MeV 2Ne 71 ion beam measured by the

rf-shield cover to the inflector electrode. The deflector probe of differential type using a

design of the inflector electrode itself was not i-nolybdenum sheet. Obvious turn separation in

changed in this modification of the central 100

region. Positions of the inflector electrode and 260 MeV 2('Ne7l

the puller electrode were determined to realize 80 JA FF FF

the necessary correlation between the beam 60 -

phase and the radial position of beams. The FTON
U 40 -

puller electrode can be used i common for E

acceleration harmonies of ad 2 The beam ?O

phase width is controllable by two pairs of the
0

phase slits. 50 55 60 65 70
Position of the Deflector Probe ine)

4. Development of the flat-top accelerated Fig. 3 Beam patterns of te 260 MCV 2NeT,

beam ion beam measured by the differential probe

We have been developing a 260 MeV 'O Ne 7' placed at the entrance of te deflector.
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the beam pattern for the flat-top micro-slits. The image size of the beam

acceleration(FT ON) has been observed in the dispersed with the energy-analysing magnet is

extraction region, while o turn separation has measured with a set of the ricro-slits and a

been seen in the ordinary acceleration mode beam intensity monitor. Either a Faraday cup

without flat-lopping(FT OFF). or a semiconductor detector is used for the

beam intensity monitor, selected according to

S. Measurement of beam energy spread the beam intensity. Te gap of the 1-nicro-slits is

In order to measure the energy spread of defined by adjusting the left and right slit

the flat-top accelerated beam, we have positions individually with micrometers.

developed a micro-slit system to evaluate Minimurn gap of the rnicro-slits is 10 �tm. The

the horizontal beam spread caused by designed energy resolution of the micro-slit

energy dispersion in the energy-analysing system is AE/E = .001 %. The gap positio is

magnet. The object size of the beam is scanned automatically with a stepping motor.

horizontally defined with a set of the The rnicro-slit system was installed at beam

diagnostic charnbers in the beam line of the

cyclotron.
01 We carried out a preliminary test of the

energy spread measurement for the 260 MeV

2ONe" ion beam with flat-top acceleration.40

Figure 4 shows a measured dispersed beam

rnage with a m gap of the micro-slits. The
FWHMS energy spread of the flat-top accelerated beam20 0.97 mm

was estimated to be less than 0.1 full width

at half maximum (FWHM).

01 .... . ............
-2 -1 0 1 2 References

Image Gap Position (mm) 1) S. Kurashima, et al., TIARA Annual Report
MeFig. 4 Beam image of the 260 'V 2Ne7-1 2002 (JAERI-Review 2003-033) 2003) 310.

ion beam measured with the rnicro-slits and a 2) M. Fukuda, et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum 74
Faraday cup by scanning the gap position of (2002)2293.
the image slits.
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9.7 Design of a Small ECR Ion Source with
Permanent Magnets for Cyclotron

K. Yoshida, T. Nara, Y. Saitoh, W. Yokota
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction Microwave

The JAERI AVF Cyclotron has been providing injection Mirror Aluminium I on

various ion beams to experiment for R&D in magnet case yoke
Mirror

materials science and biotechnology science magnet
Hexapole

since 1991. magnet

In 2000, we carried out to reduce the agnetic Extraction
electrode

field change by the temperature rise of the Mirror
tunincyclotron which caused the intensity change of magnN2

Mirpr
accelerated beam. As a result, we realized the �as lasma tuning
high magnetic field stability of the order of 10_' injection chamber(water cooling) magnetl

for tens of hours, and beam intensity has become Fig. Cross sectional view of the ECR ion
source.

stable without adjustment of magnetic field .
On the othe� hand, the improvement of the Mirror tuning Mirror tuning

beam stability of the ion sources leads to the magnet iron yoke magnet 2

higher stability of cyclotron beams and the
reduction of the adjustment time. Two ECR ion
sources the heavy ion generation and etallic ion
generation, respectively, are installed at the
JAERI cyclotron 2). The beam extracted from the

Aluminum c
sources has long-period instability and it is Stainless steel
thought that the temperature rise of the mirror Fig.2 Cross sectional view of the mirror tuning
coils change the magnetic field and consequently magnets and the hexapole magnet.
the condition of the plasma very slowly.
For this reason, we have started development of mirror magnets from the point of view of the

an all-permanent-magnet ECR ion source. high magnetic flux density. As a result of
calculation, the maximum magnetic flux density

2. Magnet design BMAX of 0.80T (1.6BECR) was obtained. The
2.1 Mirror and hexapole magnet rninirnum magnetic flux density BMIN was 0.32T,
The schematic view of the all-peri-nanent- and the rnirror ratio BMAx/BMIN was 25. In order

magnet ECR ion source is shown in Fig.l. to aust te magnetic flux density, the mirror
The JAERI cyclotron can accelerate ions with tuning magnets which can be removed are

M/Q-"--6.5 (M: mass number, Q: charge state). installed between the rnirror magnets. They
Therefore, the microwave fequency is set at change BMAX t 0.88T (1.76BECR), BN41N t 0.22T,
14GHz (BECR=0.50T) to produce not oly light and BmAx/BN4]N to 40. Te calculated size of the
ions but also highly charged ions of medium- resonance zone is 10rnm i ]ength ad 25.4rnm

heavy element. in diameter.
The magnet design was carried out by using the It is also required that te agnetic flux density

code OPERA3D that calculates three- at te hexapole magnet is as high as possible. If
dimensional magnetic field. We cose te N48H we use the N48H for the hexapole magnet as well
(Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd) of NdFeB for te as for te mirror magnet, te magnet flux dnsity
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decreases by a few percent when the magnet 1.6 - Measure

temperature become 45T due to the temperature - -- Calculat 'd]1.4 -

rise of the plasi-na chamber. For tis reason, the P 1.2

N44MH is selected as exapole magnet from te -0 1.0 
points of the higher coercive force. In addition, 0.8 -

the mirror tunin magnets are arranged not to9 2 0'6 E3EC11.............. .............. ....
increase the demagnetizing field against the 0.4 -

hexapole as shown in Fig. 2 The magnetic flux 0.2 - Chamber wall-

density at the chamber surface is 0.80T 1.6BECR)- 0.0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .The main parameters are listed in Table 1. The 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20
R radial [mm]

calculated and easured values of the magnetic Fig.4 Radial magnetic field distribution.
flux density of axial and radial fields are shown
in Fig.3 and Fig:4. Without the mirror tuning magnets, the

The measured size of the resonance zone with measured resonance length is 90 m, and the
the mirror-tuning magnets is 109i-nm in length, measured magnetic flux densities are BmAX

and 25.8mm in diameter. The measured magnetic =0.80T (1.6BECR),BMlN=0.32T5 BMAX/BMIN =2.5.
flux densities are BMAX=0-86T (1.7BECR), 2.2 Microwave generator and plasma chamber
BMIN=0.20T, BMAX/BMIN =4.3. A DRO (Dielectric Resonator Oscillator) of

microwave oscillator as been chosen because
Table 1. SDCCification of the ECR ion source. the frequency stability is high and noise is very

Microwave: Frequency 14GIiz low. The microwave is amplified by a TWT
Maximum power 125W (Traveling Wave Tube) with the maximum

Mirror magnet:

Material NeFeB power of 125W.
(N48H)

Ungth 240mm The plasma chamber made of a SUS316 has
Outer diameter 182mm double pipe structure for cooling water, and its
Inner diameter 41 mm

Maximum field strength 0.88T outer diameter is 38.5mm and inner diameter
Hexapole magnet: Minimum field strength 0.22T 32mm.

Material NeFeB

(N44MH)
Length 120mm 3.Schedule
Outer diameter 102rnm Next year, operations ad improvement will be
Segment 12piece

Inner diameter 41 m n carried out to generate highly charged io ad to
Radial field at 16mm 0.80T

Plasma chamber: realize the high stability.
Outer diameter 39mm

Inner diameter 32mm

Material SUS316 References
1) S. Okumura, K.Arakawa, M.Fukuda,

Measured ith tuning agnet Y.Nakamura, W.Yokota, T.1shimoto.
1.0 Calculated ,,ith tuning magnet S.Kurashima, Llshibori, T.Nara, T.Agernatsu,

Measured itho.t tning magnet
H.Tarnura., and A.Matsumura, "Temperature

0.8 - control of a cyclotron agnet for stabilization
of the JAERI AVF cyclotron bearn", Proc. 16th

0.6-
B Int. Conf o Cyclotron and their Applications,

..... ... ....... . . . .......... ......
F. East Lansing, USA, 330 2001).

0.4-

2) T. Nara, W.Yokota, Y.Nakamura, M.Fukuda,
0.2- T.Agematsu, S.Okumura, Llshibori and

K.Arakawa, "Status of ECR ion Source at
0.0 JAERP, Proc. 9th Syrnp. on Accelerator-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 so 100

Z axis [mm] Science ad Technology, Tsukuba, Japan, 89

Fi(,.3 Axial macnietic field distribution. (1993).
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9.8 Installation of Cooling Panel for Cyclotron Stabilization

Y. Nakamura*, K. Takano * *, To. Yoshida* and Y. Arakawa*

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, A-ERI"

Beam Operation Service, Co., Ltd.**

1. Introduction

Various ion bams extracted from the JAERI e n cr

AVF cyclotron almost have been delivered

constantly for a long time because the measures Blmer

for beam stabilization were already carried out
Ja lane

1)-3) However, the hottest roorn temperature

near the cyclotron bottom often rises up to 33 C

at the season when the air-conditioner is not

worked fully, especially in late spring and

autumn. able distri. roo ic otro

A small possibility is predicted that igh Fig. Outline of air ventilation surrounding

temperature may affect to beam stability. the cyclotron.

During more than ten years, several additional

devices such as a flat-top system, a new gradient of this blower system was estimated to be only

corrector, an exclusive cooling systern for beam 1.0 'C or less in comparison with the stopping

stabilization, etc. have been installed in the condition. Finally, we concluded that the

cyclotron pit room. As the result, the room blower system was ot so effective.

temperature in the pit room at basement increases Therefore, in order to avoid the influence to

gradually. the cyclotron at least, we installed the cooling

An outline of ventilation system surrounding panels within a residual space as wide as

the cyclotron is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fresh air is possible in the cyclotron bottom where has

supplied into the cyclotron vault from the been already equipped with many devices,

rectangular duct on the shielding wall, then is pipes, cables and so on.

transferred to the pit room through narrow gaps

around the cyclotron, finally is exhausted from 2. Temperature in Cyclotron Vault

the ducts in the pit room and the cable Roorn temperature i the cyclotron vault is

distribution room. And two heat-pump package always set up at 25 'C through a year. An

controllers (HPC's) are operated independently. amount of ventilation air is about 7000 M3 /h

In addition, a part of the warmed air above the pit and relative humidity changes frorn 20 to

room is sucked by added four blowers, then is 50%. Figure 2 shows a typical temperature

returned oce to the cyclotron vault. The other deviation for last ten days every three months

air is also put back directly to the HPC again. among te four seasons. Actually, averaore

So far, it was rather difficult to do the room temperature in the vault slightly

maintenance work because several large ducts fluctuates in the ranae of 23-26 C throug a

were laid o the floor around the cyclotron. The year. Furthermore, it obviously seems that te

suppression of the temperature rise by operation roorn temperature icreases about 07-1.1 C at
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the middle of a week since our cyclotron systern condition, the temperature rising of the

has been usually operated continuously from cyclotron weighed at 220 tons is converted into

Monday morning to Friday evening. 6 C for the same period. This ondition may

be a little serious problem for cyclotron
26.0 stabilization. Therefore, it is required to
25.5 '81:sunday

remove te extra heat by installation of the
25.0 

cooling panels.

24.5. [can �Ii Ei��
CD 5190
a- 24.0'

--&-Jan.

23.5 --m-Apr.
�_-Jul.
- Oct.

23.0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Last ten days every three months

Fig. 2 Typical average temperature through
the season in the cyclotron vault. F

3. Temperature Condition around Cyclotron
The temperature condition around the Fig. 3 Temperature condition around the

cyclotron is foreseen as shown in Fig. 3 Upper cyclotron.

and lower yokes of the cyclotron are insulated 4. Installation of Cooling Panel

thermally from the main coil stack by the water The cooling panel is tin box whose

cooling jacket controlled at 22-25 C according to thickness is 20 rnm, is formed inside the fifth

the exciting current. Twelve pairs of trimming folded water path. This panel which has no

coils are also controlled constantly at 25.5 C pressure-tight function is made of SUS 304

independent of the exciting condition by the stainless steel with te simple structure of

exclusive cooling systern. Taking into account welding. Four panels with two shapes are 960

these states, the water temperature in the cooling X 600 m and 960 X 320 mm wide,

panel sould be regulated at 23-24 C. By respectively. The weight of the larger panel is

means of installation of the cooling panels, the about 35 kg without cooling water. Each of

symmetrical condition for temperature four panels was fitted up certainly by six steel

distribution can be achieved approximately. bolts after te processing of screwed oles into

In regard to te roorn temperature rise up to the lower yoke as sow i Fig. 4 Moderate

33 C at the cyclotron bottom as mentioned

before, we estimated simply the arnount of heat

transfer to the cyclotron yoke. If a average

heat transfer coefficient is W/M2K for natural

heat convection, te quantity of iput heat to te

lower yoke is calculated at about 1.5 kW since ing pan
the effective surface area around te bottorn is 21

M 2 and te temperature difference between the

yoke surface at 26 C ad surrounding warmed

air is 7 'C. Assuming te continuous operation Fig. 4 Two (P1 & P3) of the four cooling
of 100 ours for a week and complete adiabatic panels installed below the cyclotron bottom.
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silicon sealant was inserted between the panels The amount of cooling water is roughly 36

and yoke to keep good heat conduction. The L with the CXCCptiOD of the tank. The whole

installation work for cooling panels was rather flow rate is about 87 L/min and the effective

hard because Of Darrow space and upward cooling area i the cyclotron bottom is about

posture. 1.8 m2.

A system outline of the cooling panel is

illustrated i Fig. 5. COOliDg water is fed by the S. Future Plan

cooling water circulation device "EYELA We are going to make sure the effect of the

CA-1112" with te buffer tank of 16.5 L ad the cooling panel under actual cyclotron operation.

cooling capacity of 1.5 kW at 25 C. Individual If these panels are effective for beam

device was connected using the pressure-resistant stabilization, additional panels will be able to

rubber hose and socketless-hose metal fitting. be installed elsewhere.

For the purpose of moving the circulation device,

a pair of quick couplers flowed through the Acknowledgment

cooling water were equipped with outlet ad ilet Authors wish to thank Mr. H. Takada for

ports. the supply of original data and some

information about the ventilation system.
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coupler
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9.9 Inverter Chain Driving System for the MV Tandem
Accelerator

K.Mizuhashi*, A. Chiba*, M.Ishii**, T.Kitano**, S.Kanai** and S. Tajima*

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Beam Operation Service, Co., Ltd.**

1. Introduction equation N=120f/(p(1+s)) (rpm). Where, f is

TIARA 3 MV tandem accelerator has a frequency, p is the magnetic pole number

been operating for over ten years. On the of a motor 6 poles), s is a slip factor (about

other hand, it had some problems as follows. 5%). The other side, an inverter can change

1) Dust dispersed by chain driving was a frequency of the electric power and

much quantity. After three months operation, arbitrarily control a speed of the pellet chain.

the inside the accelerator tank has covered By choosing the optimal speed, it was

by the black dust like the inside of a considered that the problems described in

chimney. As the dust becomes a cause of the the top could be solved. In addition, we had

discharge in the tank, it makes accelerator to perform some measures to remove the

operation unstable. 2 Sound noise in pellet electric noise, because the inverter was a

chain running was about 95dB in the noise source for the other electrical

accelerator room. It is not good for work measuring instrument. At present, the

environment when we check the machine in inverter system can be stably operating

the accelerator room. 3 Stability of the without noise problem.

terminal voltage was not enough for the

beam analysis experiment. The stability in 3.Features of the inverter drive system
normal operation was over 3 X 10-4 The charging current to the high voltage

(FWHM). This is not so good for te terminal is dependent on the pellet chain

position stability of beam and the intensity speed and the electric charge of a pellet. The

fluctuates on the target. charging quantity of a pellet is dependent on

In order to solve these problems, the the CPS (charging power supply) voltage.

pellet chain drive system was improved into Therefore, the charging current is expressed

the iverter drive. in equation (1).

2.Outline of the improvement le = K X cp X S chain

Before the improvement o te pellet

chain driving system, it was directly Where, l is the charging current (A), K is a

operated by the commercial electric power constant value tat is the inductive charge of

(21OV, 514z). In this case, the chain speed a pellet per unit voltage (CN), Vcps is the

was fixed, because the rotational number of CPS voltage (V) and Schain is the chain

the motor is decided by te frequency of an speed that eans the numbers of pellet per

electric power. Te rotation speed of one second (n/s).

induction motor is shown by following
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3.1 Load current
30The load currents of the chain motor to

ob tain th e sam e term in al v o ltage w ere 5� 25 ........ ................ .... ........... ..... .. .. . . ........ ..... .............
3

measured by changing the frequency of the 2 0 ........................ ............................... .. .. ..........
inverter. It is proven that the load current is

5 0smaller when the chain speed is low (Fig. I .................... ................1 5 ............ ...................... ...................

The load current at Hz driving is about
0 ..................... ............. ... .................. ...................... ................................. ........

1A less than it at Hz driving. This result
sh o w s th a t a stre ss o f c h a in is a lso sm a ll a t 5 .................... ...................... ................. ..... ..... .......... ................. ............

the low-speed operation. Although a life of 0
the chain with normal operation is the about 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Terminal voltage (MV)

Fig. 2 Characteristic of the charging system

5 4. Result of the improvement
5OHz Results for the remodeling purpose are as

H24 ........... ...... ... ........ ....
0 Hi follows.
E H2

4.1 Dust problem is solved3 .. ................... ............... ..... ... ........... ...................... ......................

The friction of sheave and chain is
2 ................... .... ................. ................................... ...... .............. ................ ..... ... ............... decreased by low-speed operation of the

chain. The other hand, the slip between
................ .. ... ..... ...... ................................... ............................ ............................

sheave and chain in the staring was
0 improved by the slow starting function of0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Terminal voltage (MV) the inverter. The time until it reaches the
Fig.1 Load current of pellet chain niotor steady speed from the chain starting is the

20,000 hours, it will be extended by 40 seconds. Therefore, the rapid load is not
choosing suitable chain speed. applied to the chain at the morrient of the
3.2 Inductor volt starting by this function. By these two

From the equation (1), the relation effects, it is considered that the generation
between chain speed and CPS voltage is in of the dust decreases. The quantity of te
inverse proportion at the same charging dust was reduced about 1/10 by 70% (35Hz)

S-oced weration. This generation rate of the
current. Therefore, CPS volta e must be9 dust can be allowed in the pellet chain type
higher to get the same terminal voltage accelerator and the frequency of discharge
when the chain is operated at lower speed in the tank decreased.
(Fig.2). From this fact, the low-speed

operation by the inverter is impossible with 4.2 Work environment is iproved
the accelerator without sufficient capacity of When the chain was operated by full

the - pellet chain charging systern. speed (5OHz), the sound-noise level was
Therefore, it is desirable that te machine 95dB at accelerator room, but it decreased to
has over two chains systern for the 87dB at 70% speed operation in the
low-speed operation.

accelerator room (Fig.3). In addition, as the
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performance test of charging system is done stabilization and influenced by the

near the running chain in the outside of the mechanical vibration of the terminal. The

tank, the safety for te staffs for this test is mechanical vibration is dependent on the

ensured by the slowing speed operation of chain speed and condition. Therefore, it is

the chain. considered that the stability improves when

the chain speed slows down. The frequency

components of the CPO signal are shown in

Fig.5. In this figure, tere are two peaks of

100 .... 15.8Hz and 9.5Hz in this figure. These

peaks are correspondent to the rotational
9 0 ..... ......................... ................ ............. .... ..........

number of the chain motor when the inverter

output frequencies are at Hz and Hz... .... ................ ...... ...... . .... .. ... ... ..-
respectively. It is proven that the frequency

70 ...... .. .. component in the region near Hz has been

improved when the chain speed is low
0 ..... ..... ................................................. ............................... .... ......................... ............................ (3014z). Such low-frequency components in

the CPO signal seem to be the effect of the
50

0 1 0 20 30 40 50 terminal vibration.
Inverter frequency (Hz) At the 60% chain speed, the stability has

Fie.3 Characteristic of the noise been improved to about 67% for the full

4.3 Stability of the terminal voltage is speed of it in Fig. 4.
improved

Figure 4 shows that the stability of 50 . . . . . . . . . . .

terminal voltage is improved by changing motor (15.8 rps) _ 30Hz3MV
. ..........501JZ_')M

chain speed. This phenomenon is considered 40
.. .. ....... ........ ... ... .. ... .. .. ... .... ....... .............. .... ......... ..... ......................

as follows. The CPO (Capacitive Pick Off)
30 . .. ..... .... m otor. (9.5..rl)s)

...................... ... .......... .... ............. ................................ ............................

signal is used for the feedback of the voltage

2 0 .... ......... .......... ............................. . .. ....... .... .....4. ............ ...............

E
1 0 .......................... ................................. ............................... .............................

60

3OHz
50 0 20 40 60 80 100

Z Frequency (Hz)

4 0 .... ..................... ....... .................. Fig. Freguency components of the CPO signal

2
30

i

20 5.Conclusion
The inverter wich feeds variable

1 0 .............................. .. ...... .......... ............. .

frequency power to otor drive, is effective

0 for the pellet chain type accelerator, and
0 50 100 150 200 250

Channel No. (255ch=10V) some peculiar problems with the accelerator

Fig.4 tability of te terminal oltage (at 3MV) for te long tirne was improved.
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9.10 Development of Beam Current Stabilization System
using Wire Type Beam Attenuator

K.Ohkoshi, A.Chiba, K.Mizuhashi and S.Tajima
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction passed through there without decreasing. The
A variety of ions from H' to Bi' have been density of a wire on the plate is gradually

available for various experiments by means of a increased in 5, 10, 15 and 20 (wires/lOmm) as it
4OOkV ion implanter equipped with a Freeman goes to the right. The size of width and
ion source') in TIARA facility2) . However, thickness of the wire are 0.2mm and 0.3mm,
since the surface state of the sample in the and the quality of material is stainless steel. The
source gradually changes, it is difficult to wires are aslant attached on the plate, and the
generate solid ions such as a metal and a plates are symmetrically installed on the both

3)fullerene(C60) stably for a long time side of the cylinder.
Instability of the beam current is a cause of the 80

irradiation dose error to the target. Therefore,
we developed a system to keep a constant beam
current using a wire type beam attenuator, and
we achieved below ±3% of the beam stability
by this system.

Swinl,�-,wd

2. Wire Type Beam Attenuator
_28

Usually, a double slit is used to adjust beam
current for the irradiation. It consists of two Fig.2 Scheme of the wire plate.

pairs of the metal blocks, and a position of each When the attenuator is rotated to decrease
block is controlled in order that it may adjust direction, the number of the wire beam in the
beam current. However, since the beam region gradually increase. And since the
cross-sectional shape of the beam changes front wires overlap the rear wires, the many
depending on current intensity, it is not suitable lattices are formed by the both wire plates at the
for the beam current stabilization system. beam area. Figure 3 shows the wire position of

Therefore, we developed the wire type the front and rear side when the attenuation
beam attenuator. It adjusts the beam current by rates are 0% and 30%.
changing the density of thin metal wires in the
beam. The schematic diagram of the double slit Wire of rear side Wire of front side
and the wire type beam attenuator are shown in
Fig. .

BEAM

Decrease =J �ncrease

Attenuation Rate 0%

Fig. Schematic diagram of the double slit Attenuation Rate 30%

and the wire type beam attenuator. Fig.3. Wire position of front and rear side

The wire plates are installed in the window when attenuation rate are 0% and 30%
of the front-side and rear-side of the cylinder. If the attenuator is rotated more, the
The wire plate consists of five wire interval attenuation rate will become large linearly. The
patterns shown in Fg.2. The first space of relation between the angle of the attenuator and
30mm in width is not wire, and the beam Ar' beam current is shown in Fig.4.
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2 4. Experiments and Results

The wire type beam attenuator was attached
in te beam line connected to the OkV Ion

6
Implanter. And a dernonstration was carried out

4 using C60', 200keV beam. The target beam
2 current was measured by a Faraday cup(FC 12).
00 18 36 54 72 90 The setting value was set as LVA, and the

Angle of Ailenualor (6) attenuator will be controlled when the

Fig.4 Relation between the angle of difference of the target current and the setting
the attenuator and beam current. value become 1% Of Setting value or ore.

When the stabilization system is off, the beam
The beam shape was checked by a beam current was unstable, because it is caused from

profile rnonitor(BPM wen the attenuation rate the ion source. However, by working this
are 0% and 50%. Consequently, the beam shape system, it was able to supply stable beam of
hardly changed at 0% and 50% of attenuation about 1RA±3%. The schematic diagram of the
rate as shown in Fig.5. The range of H' ion at experimental set up ad the result are shown in
500ke i the stainless steel is about 2.5[tm. Fig.7 and Fig.8.

Wi,,� E1. II-.Therefore, the thickness of the wire, 300�trn is 40MV .. At w ... -
I.pl-w, A-k-6- BPMenough to prevent the skinny beam to the target.

K'

1"..
MCI.,

Pi

Fig.7 Schematic diagram of experiment set up.

Attenuation rate 0% Attenuation rate 50% 2.0

Fig.5 Cross-sectional shape of beam when 1.5 Nm,:,w,,,I1ed bmm

attenuation rate are 0% and 50%.
C,,nt,,,11,:d bam 1.(pA)

3. Beam Current Stabilization System
The beam current stabilization system

consists of the wire type beam attenuator, the
control PC and a transparent-type beam current 1) 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 

monitor 4). An irradiation beam current Time min)

value(setting value) is inputted into the control Fig.8 Result of the beam current
PC. The beam current measured by the target stabilization system experiment.
beaten onitor or the transparent type beam 5. Summary
monitor is read into the control PC, and it is The unstable beam mainly caused by the ion
compared with te setting value. Te wire type source was able to be stabilized by this system.
attenuator is controlled by the difference of By having developed the wire type attenuator it
them to become beam current to the setting was possible to decrease or icrease beam
value. The scheme of the beam current current without continuously changing
stabilization system is show i Fig.6. cross-sectional shape of the beam.

I....... ....... .. It's,[ References
1) J.H.Freeman, Nucl. Instrum. Methods

109,p477(1973)
C1111-

2) Y.Saitoh, S.T�jima et al., Nucl. Instrurn.
Methods phys. Res. B89, 23 1994)

3) K.0hkoshi, Y.Saltoh et al.,
PE JAERI-Review 2003-033, 323-324

4) Y.Nakaj1rnaY.Saitoh ad S.Tajijna,
Fig.6 Scheme of beaten JAERI-Review 2000-024,280-281

current stabilization svstem.
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9.11 Automatic Measurement of Beam Energy Spread
for JAERJ Single-ended Accelerator II

Y. Ishii, A. Chiba, T. Sakai and 1. Takada

Advanced Radiation Center, JAERI

I.Introduction demonstrated that slow fluctuated bearn energy

A measurement technique of beam spreads could be icluded ito its result at

energy spreads using resonance nuclear beam energy of 24 MeV 3 In this work, beam

reactions'with small reaction spreads within energy spreads at a serious of beam energy,

200 eV has been developed as one of the 0.992 1317 and 2010 and 2400 MeV, were

precise measurement ones'). Energy spreads of measured using the scanning suppression

the proton (H') beams produced by 3MV method.

Single-ended Accelerator have been meas ured

using the measurement technique with 2.Experimantal Setup

resonance nucle ar reactions of 27 A. (p, Y)28Si The experimental chamber for using

and 24Mg(p, Y2 -A. Proton beams, in the the scanning suppression method was

measurement technique, were ijected in connected to the zero-degree beam line of

aluminum (A. or magnesium (Mg) targets, Single-ended Accelerator as shown in Fig.l.

changing their beam energy on the basis of Thin foil

applying suppression voltage up to kV to the (Al or Mg)
targets. The suppression voltage was, however,

manually applied step by step in a voltage
y-raybetween 5 V and 500 V. Since each Wbearn
0.

measurement time in a series of suppression

voltages from V to kV was over min, a Nal

series of total measurement time took over 2 Ta
HN.

hours. Thereby te measurement technique was

carried out only if a bearn energy spread was Output

almost constant for the series of total AM P

measurerneDt time.

A method of applying scanning

suppression voltage controlled by an external M r Function
Generator

function generator to the targets Using a part of

micro-PIXE system) (scanning suppression Fig. Schematic diagram of the

met hod) was introduced in order to iclude experimental setup

slow fluctuations wit a period of over 30

minuets ito a beam energy spread. The Aluminum and magnesium thin foil with

method led us to change proton beam eergy thickness of 60 nm ad 100 nm evaporated on

finely and continuously by applying the a Tantalum of x2O cm were used as targets,

scanning suppression voltage to the targets respectively. A 25 ich Nal y-ray detector was

between V ad In the previous work, placed to the forward direction to injectio s

the result of beam energy spread measurement bearn because the y-ray ernissions of te
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resonance reactions have the forward on the basis of assuming that the energy ones

directivities. A power supply for the were Gaussian distribution. Where x and y are

suppression voltage was controlled by a parameters and u is an integration parameter.

function generator. The y-rays of nuclear The beam energy spreads measured by the

reactions were detected with the Nal detector. scanning suppression method were defined as a

The signals of the Nal were accumulated in a Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM of

PC through a multi cannel analyzer (MCP) A Gaussian distribution. The estimated results of

y-ray yield was counted in the range of the beam energy spreads (AE) are listed in Table -1.

y-ray energy of 50 keV centering the y-ray The Stability of beam energies is also written

energy set between lower and upper roi s. in Table 1 as a ratio of the energy spread to the

beam energy. The stability values are

3.Measuement result and Summary minimized at 1317 and 2010 MeV. One of the

Curves of y-ray yield at beam reasons of the values inimized at these beam

energies of 0992, 1317, 2010 and 240 MeV energies is that the controller of the accelerator

were measured as a function of injection beam is adjusted at 200 MV because the accelerator

energies. One of the curves to the beam energy is mainly used around 2 MV.

at 1317 MeV is shown in Fig.2. Beam energy spreads at the serious of

beam energy were measured using the

scanning suppression method. The stability of
2DO 0 the incident beams was estimated from the:0 0

o Measur. Value 00 spreads. Since the spreads and the stability
Error Function included the slow fluctuations the stability is150

close to the real beam one.

100 
Q)

Table-1 Beam energy spreads estimated
000 from fitting the measurement value us ing an

50 function and beam energy stability
from the beam energy spread.

FWHM

0 Beam
1.318 1.319 1320 1.321 1.322 1.323

Beam Energy [MeV] Energy 0.992 1.317 2.010 2.400
[MeV]

Beam

Fig.2 One of the measurement results at Energy
the injection beam energy of 1317 MeV. Spread 698 598 897 1296

AE(FWHM)

Each measurement point in the curve shows an [eV]

integration of y-ray yields. Thereby beam Stabili y 7.0 4.5 4.5 5.4
energy spreads were estimated by fitting an AE/E [X10-4]

error function which is represented a s
Reference

= 2 e du, I)Y.Ishii, et. al, JAERI -Review 2001-39f0 2) T.Sakai, et. al, Nucl. Instr. and Meth.

B136-138(1998)390
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9.12 Renewal of Control System for the MV Single-ended
Accelerator

S.Uno*, A.Chiba*, T.Takayarna* *, M.Koukal-*, I.Takada* and S.Tajima*

Advanced Radiation Technology Cnter, JAERI*

Beam Operation Service Co., Ltd.**

1. Introduction
RS232C

The 3MV single-ended accelerator has �R_
statusbeen worked for about ten years since monitor

installation. And the control system of this
w ch ngaccelerator was improved to respond printer 10/100

various experimental requests of the users. utpo
Transce

But it had been difficult for this control 01

system to solve several problems, for Ethernet(O cal) R ter

example, it could not adapt to equip high G)

brightness ion source, we had not get any 0

spare parts, and it was also uable to repair

by maker.

Therefore, we have renewed control

system for this accelerator i order to have

the ability for the ew ion source, and QBM2�

operate smoothly without any troubles of
Accelerator

the control system.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the new control system.

2. Control system overview

An old control system consisted of a and they act necessary task such as network

workstation, x-terminal ad VME bus management, transmitting of status

apparatus. This workstation ran te UNIX, information to a workstation for status

and the VME CPU ran a real-time operating monitor and the graphic panel. Additionally

system VxWorks'�", due to they could these computers are performing to operate

improve response speed of the operation for the accelerator as man-machine interface.

accelerator. However it was trite capability This control system has seven PLCs,

compared with performance of a recent which were utilized previously. The PLCs

personal computer. at each room are connected with the

The schematic diagram of the new computers at control roorn by optical fiber

control system constitution is shown in Fig. of Ethernet, because they protect signals on

1. Three personal computers comprise a the etwork against electromagnetic noises.

control system wich are interfaced to the The power supply of aalyzing magnet

programmable logic controllers (PLC) by (BM2) is controlled directly at the

network of Ethernet. These personal computers via GP-113 interface to achieve

computers ru te Linux operating system by high resolution control.
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3. Software features disply all devises as show in in Fig.2,

We have included various functions in and the character window which collects

the software for control of accelerator based and displys only devices required for

on the operation experience for about ten specific operations as show in in Fig.2.

years, such as some control screens, data The trend recording window indicates four

loggings, and trend recording. These signals and sampling are changed from

functions were considered they could be use 0.5sec to 6sec at intervals of time. The data

easily for operators. The database system, logging function store all parameters, and

which is used parameter management of also output setting them as values for the
�2devices, was replaced to the InterBase . devices. The calculation of magnet

Therefore, this system has made easy to parameter function computes magnetic field

respond for change and addition of and load current corresponding the specific

apparatus. beam condition, and the results are

The principal functions of software are automatically setting to the magnets.

shown in Fig.2. The programs are In addition, the new system has scaling ad

developed using the Kylix �� 2. All functions automatic high voltage conditioning

of software are started by selecting each functions ad so on, to secure effective

item o the launcher window as show in () and smooth accelerator operation.

in Fig.2. General operation for parameters �I VxWorks is a product of WindRiver Systems.

can control using the graphic window which �2 These are a product of Borland Software Co..

U] C S-3
SET REASURED

1'0' OE
�FT TKI

.0. W.

-Jim:,

A -A

roe

AL]

Calculation of maonet
parameter window

Trend recording window Data logging window

Fig. 2 Schernatic of te control functions.
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9.13 Beam Chopping System for Cluster TO.F. Measurement

in 3 MV Tandem Accelerator

Y. Saitoh, A. Chiba and K. Mizuhashi
Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI

1. Introduction 2. Experiments and Results
It was revealed that the intensity of secondary The measurements were carried out using 8

ions with MeV energy cluster ion irradiation was ions in the energy of 0.5MeV/atom at a
higher than that with single ion irradiation as chopping frequency of kHz.
cluster effect. So the time of flight (T.O.F.) The pulse width was measured with the T.O.F.
surface analysis to which the cluster effect SyStern2) A direct cluster ion signal detected with
mentioned above is applied is being developed'). MCP was used as a stop pulse of a TAC circuit
For the T.O.F. analysis, we manufactured a beam in stead of the secondary ion signal2) . After
chopping system to make a pulsed cluster beam tuning the beam transport, the minimum pulse
and set it at the upper stream of the tandem width measured 160 nS. This is the almost same
accelerator shown in Fig. 1. The bearn chopping value with the deduced one.
system consists of electrostatic deflection plates The umber of cluster ions in a pulse was
(chopper), beam slits, a high voltage power direCtOTymeasured with a SSD detector shown in
supply and a pulse generator. The system was Fig. 1. The beam current before being chopped
operated at a frequency from kHz to 10 kHz. was 10 pA and a pulse width was 160 nS (These
The pulse width and the number of ions in a are a usual beam condition of C8 beam). As a
pulse are important parameter for a quantitative result, the measured average number of cluster
analysis. So far those values deduced from DC ions in a pulse beam was 11.6 ions and the
current of cluster beam, a chopping frequency calculated value was 10 ions in a pulse.
and FWHM of a hydrogen peak in a measured So the deduced values are useful for usual

M2T.O.F. spectru ). We measured those values experiments.
directly using particle detector (MCP, SSD) and
verified that the deduced values almost References
corresponded to the measured one. 1) K. Hirata, et al. Appl.Phys. Lett. 83 p. 4827.

2) H. Sbibata, et al. JAERI-Review 2003-033,
p. 303.

Cluster Chopper
Ion Beam -T ___ Pre-Amprifier'� 3MV Tandem I

slit SSD
a n Amp.

High Voltage Counter
Power Supply

Multi-Channel
Analyzer

Pulse Generato

Gate & Delay
I GeneratorI

Fig. 1. Beam copping system and beam measurement system
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10.1 Utilization of TIARA Facilities

Su. Tanaka*, K. Nsh1rnura*,H. Kaneko*, M. Hosono*, H. Watanabe",
H. Tachlbana", S. Mochizuki", S. Kaneya**, K. Daikubara***,
M. Kawabata**, M. lijima"

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Radiation Application Development Association**
Research Center for Nuclear Science and Technology, The University of Tokyo***

1. Introduction JAERI and a university or a company or tat of
TIARA is a center of te ion accelerator the projective oint research between JAEIRJ mid

facilities composed of four ion accelerators, te universities is made. However, the results of
AVF cyclotron, the )MV tandem accelerator, the research have to be published at te TIARA
3 )MV single-ended accelerator, ad te 4OkV Research Review Meeting ad in te JAERI
ion implanter. Tese accelerators have been fully TIARA Ailnual Report. Tere is aother system
served for ion beam applications since January of visitor use with carges but without te
1994. publication duty.

2. Utilization system 3. Experimental subject approved
TIARA is opened for public use: it receives Number of experimental subjects using

applications of the experimental subjects in wide cyclotron approved in FY2003 was 57 hile te
areas oce a year from outside users as well as total number using three electrostatic accelerators
JAERI staffs. Te subjects and te allocated was 51 as shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the
beam time are approved after the official number allotted to users uder various contracts.
investigation by Subconuilittee for TIARA under Fig. I sows the change of number of
Advisory Council for JAERI's Research experimental subjects nii various research fields
Facilities, which has been organized since 1999. from FYI 991 to FY2004.
To attain a effective outcome of the research
program, the bearn time of each accelerator is 4. Allotted time to users
fairly allotted to the subjects tree times in a year The cyclotron has been continuously
based on te approved beam time. operated from Monday to Friday. The utilization

Charges for te utilization are reignited in the time for the cclotron is allotted in units of an
case tat a contract of te oint research between hour.

Table I Number of experimental subjects in Table 2 Number of experimental subjects ill
FY2003 at various research fields. FY2003 at various relations with users.

elerators Number of subjects Accelerators Number of subjects

Cyclotron Electrostatic e at ons Cyclotron Electrostatic

researc accelerators with sers accelerators

Materials for space 6 7 JAERI Takasaka W 9

Materials for fusion 1 6 Establishment

Biotechnology 36 1 only Others 1 9

Cooperative research with 17 13
Inorganic aterial 22 university

RI nuclear sci. 3 Joint researc poject 1 1 16

Organic material Joint research with private
6 1 compainy or governmental 18 4Radiation chemistry

institute
Basic technology 5 14

Total 57 51Total 57 51
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In case of the electrostatic accelerators, o te used in te field of norganic aterials ad
other and, the utilization tirne is allotted in units materials for fusion. Te atios of allotted tirne
of a day either from 9 am. to 7:30 p.m. (A for JAERI staffs toAotal utilization time were
mode),, or from 9 a.m. to 10 p.rn.(B rnode). 32% for te cyclotron and 41% for the

As shown in Table ) and Fig. 2 the electrostatic accelerators as shown. in Table 4 ad
cyclotron was used in te various research fields, Flig 3.
while the electrostatic accelerators were mainly

Table Utilization of the accelerators in FY2003 at various esearch fields.

Accelerators Utilization time at each period
Cyclotron Tandem Single-ended 1011 implanter

Fiel o (hours) accelerator days) accelerator days) (days)
ch 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total

Material for pace 164.5 146 151.5 462 14 9 9 32 0 2 0 2 14 17 1 1 42

Material for 0 31 12 43 11 11 7 29 9 7 6 22 4 5 4 13

fusion

Biotechnology 349.5 313 143 805.5 2 2 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inorganic 0 0 0 11 13 14 38 12 15 23 50 25 23 24 72
material

RI 
Nuclear science 30 31 17 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Organic material

& Radiation 84 91 93 268 4 4 4 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

chemistry

Basic technology 84 122 96 302 8 6 8 22 24 25 20 69 0 0 0 0

Machine study 107 115 82 304 3 3 3 9 5 5 1 11 4 5 1 10

Charged use 96.5 141 42 279.51 4 4 3 11 0 0 1 1 . 1 2 5 8

Total 1915.5 990 636.5 25421 57 52 550 159-T-, 0 54 15 1 1 55 T48 52 4 r 145

Table 4 Utilization of te accelerators in FY2003 at various elations with users.

Accelerators Utilization time at ech period

Cvelotron Tandem Single-ended Ion implanter

Rela. ion (hours) accelerator days) aelerator(days) (days)

with user 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total 02-1 02-2 02-3 total

JAERI Takasaki
Establishment 172 167 159 498 17 13 15 45 6 9 10 25 13 14 9 36

OnIv others 3 6 4 13 5 6 5 16 9 9 7 25 3 4 5 12

Cooperative research 180 154.5 103 437.5 5 5 4 14 6 5 13 24 19 17 1 54
with universities

Joint research project 1 9 5 2 4 5 127 567 9 7 18 54 24 24 19 67 5 6 16

Joint research ivith

company or 162 161.5 119.5 443 4 4 2 10 0 2 0 2 3 4 2 9

IVvernmental istitute

Machine studil 107 115 82 304 3 3 3 9 5 5 1 11 4 5 1 H

Charged use 96.5 141 42 279.5 4 4 3 11 0 0 1 1 1 2 5 8

Total 1915.5 990 636.5 2542 57 52 50 159 150 54 51 155 48 52 45 145
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ID Basic technology
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M Organic material 
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nXINN 0 RI nuclear sci.
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D Inorganic material..... .....

6 0 .... .... .......... .......... ..... M Biotechnology..... .....
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F9 Materials for fusion
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0 ED Materials for space

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04

Years

Fig. I flee cange of number of experimental su�jects in various research fields.

Cyclotron Electrostatic accelerators
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Charued u
Material or space Material for space

I 1.0M achine St 82 ......... ..4 ....... ........ .... .. ... . .. ... .....
lBasic techn Itel ial lol. Fusionfor fusion .... .. ....

�Basic technology
otechnology

tec no 0(y........... .......Organic m ateria & ......... ........ ...
0.5 .. .. .... .... .Radiation Zjtat, :[CU
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RI & nuclear
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2542 hours 1__459 dys I

Fig. 2 Utilization of te accelerator in FY2003 in various esearch fields.
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12542 ho
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Fig. 3 Utilization of te accelerator in FY2003 ) in relation to te various toes of users.
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10.2 Operation of JAERI AVF Cyclotron System

Y. Nakamura*, T. Nara*, T. Agematsu*, 1. Ishibori*, S. Kurashima*,
K. Yoshida*, M. Fukuda*, S. Okumura':, N. Miyawaki*, S. Tajima*,
K. Akaiwa**, To. Yoshida**, S. Ishiro", Y. Arakawa**, Tu. Yoshida**,
S. Kanou * *, A. 1hara * * and K. Takano: *

Advanced Radiation Technology Center, JAERI*
Beam Operation Service, Co., Ltd.**

The JAERI AVF cyclotron system has been fiscal year 2003 is shown in Fig. 2. The
smoothly operated without any serious troubles cyclotron has been operated about 300 hours for
since 1991 when the first beam was successfully normal Month, on the other hand, the operation
extracted. Figure I shows the yearly operation time of the OCTOPUS is 54 of that of
time and cumulative one for past 14 years. cyclotron on a average.
What fair steps with the increase of the year are During 4 weeks between the middle July
formed, it obviously rneans that very steady and August in surnmer 2003, regular yearly
operation has been carried out. The total overhaul icluding the improvement of central
operation time during fiscal year 2003 amounted region devices in the cyclotron was continued.
to 3382 hours which is the second longest time After this improvement, the beam tuning for
so far. allotted ion species was further done to maintain

40000 3960 surelv te oerational schedule. On late March,
35000- M Yearlyoperationtime the aintenance work such as te istallatio of

a) 30000 - �N Cumulative operation ti h9Z cooling panel at the cyclotron bottom, the
E 25000 renewal of the broken TMP and vacuum
0 20000 1995 chamber for beam diagnostic station, and so on
M

15000 - was performed for two weeks.
10 10000--_ Figure 3 shows the percentage beam tirne of

5000 accelerated ions. Neon bearns increase slowly
0,27. I imm for recent a few years for the experiment of

90 1 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03
Japanese fiscal year micro-beam. The percentage of eavy ions ad

Fig. I Yearly and cumulative operation firne cocktail oes occupied 68.0 %, while that of
since 1990. light ions was 32.0 .

A great part of occurred troubles was
The ratios of operation time used for concerned to vacuum and cooling water as well

experiments including charged use, machine as past years. The altering frequency of
tuning, barn development and machine study to operational condition also increases gradually.
total operation time were 65.7%, 23.8% and In especial, the frequency of beam course cange
10.5%, respectively. reached about 370 times which was the geatest

The operation time of the cyclotron ad the number so far.
ECR ion source (OCTOPUS) for every mont in

Cocktail---- Y 2003
La _Cycl,1.,on11 ECR (OC Metal

400 (FeRu, Au) 15.1
H350 2.1(70)

300 X e
E 250 Kr 17(57

2000 Ar 32 107)
150

8.9
0_100

(300) 0.9 31)
10 Ne 14.4
0 (486) He

Apr May J- J.1 A.g Sep Oct N- De,: Jan Feb Mar

Month 0. 3 9 b C

Fig. 2 Operation time of cyclotron and ECR Fig. 3 Percentage beam time of accelerated
ion source for each onth in fiscal year 2003. ions in fiscal year 2003.
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10.3 Operation of the Electrostatic Accelerators

K.Mizuhashi*, S.Uno*, K.Ohkoshi*, A.Chiba*, 1. Takada*, S. Tajima*,
Y.Saitoh*, Y.Ishii*, T.Sakai*, M. shii', T.Orimo', T.Takayama',
M.Kouka**, A.Ohmae**,T.Kitano** and S.Kanai**

Advanced Radiation Technology Cnter, JAERI*
Beam Operation Service, Co., Ltd.**

1. Operation
M Micro PIXE

The three electrostatic accelerators were M Cluster

6% n Micro beamoperated smoothly for various experiments in
1 9%

FY 2003. The total operation time for each
accelerator in this fiscal year was 1987.7 hours
for the tandem accelerator, 2286.2 hours for the
single-ended accelerator and 1773.3 hours for 75%

the OkV ion implanter, respectively. Monthly Fig.2 Experiment field of the basic technology
in FY2004

operation tirne of each accelerator is show in
Fig.l. The periodic maintenance of accelerators
were carried out in April, August and December. carbon powder state from the electro-conductive
In te utilization of the basic technology, the rubber of the sheave surface. But the noise from
Micro-PIXE analysis with single-ended inverter as bee etrapped in many signal lines,
accelerator and the experiments using which are related to the accelerator control In
cluster-beam with tandem accelerator are 2003, this oise problem was solved by the
showing a tendency to increase recently. Figure2 measures using an electromagnetic shielding
shows te detailed item of the basic technology. case, two sets of ferrite core and two power

filters. In present state, this pellet chain driving
350 'El Tandem acc systern is completed and also the yield of the
300 M Single-end dust frorn pellet chain is decreased.

0 Implanter
250 In te Single-ended accelerator, the computeri E
200 control system was rnewed in December 20030

41 150 and the control function was satisfactory by tis
a 1000 renewal. The other side since discharge mark

50
greatly grows on the acrylic boards which are

0
4 5 6 7 9 0 11 12 1 2 3 main structure of tis accelerator, the board was

Month exchanged to new them for te stable voltage
Fig. Monthly operation time in FY 2003 generation.

In the ion iplanter, te acceleratio of

2. Maintenance of accelerators fullerene (C60) ions with itensity of 2/tA is
In the tandern accelerator, te iverter fed succeeded uder the good conditions at 400keV.

power to te pellet cain motor system was At present, te C60 ions are used esearch on
installed i 2002 to restrain te dust of te irradiation effects for aterials.
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10.4 Radiation Control Radioactive Waste Management
in TIARA

Safety Division Utilities and Maintenance Division
Department of Administrative Services, JAERI

1. Radiation Control Maximum dose was 1.8 inSv/y due to
the overhauling of te cyclotron.

1.1 Individual monitoring
(1) Individual onitoring for te radiation (2) Individual monitoring for the visitors
workers and others

Table I shows a distribution on effective Table 2 shows number of persons wo
dose of the adiation workers in FY 2003. have been temporally entered te radiation
The effective dose . values of almost controlled areas. Te effective dose of all
workers were less than 0.1 mSv (minimurn persons as less tan 0 I rnSv.
detectable dose .

Table 1. Distributions on te effective dose n FY 200' ).

Persons Number of persons

ds Ist 2nd 3rd 4th

Items quarter quarter quarter quarter

BE < 0. 529 546 557 579

Distribution range on 0 I <- BE <- 1. 0 3 24 3 4
effective dose

1. 0 < HE <- 5. 0 0 1 0 0

11FE-Effective dose 5. 0 < BE < 5 0. 0 0 0 0 0

(rnSv) 5 0. < BE 0 0 0 0

Persons for radiation control(A) 532 571 560 583

Exposure Persons(B) 0 1 0 0

above I rnSv (B) (A) X I 0 N 0 0.2 0 0

Mass effective dose (Persons mSv) 0.3 6.5 0.4 1.1

Mean dose (mSv) 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

Maximum dose (rnSv) I 0.1 1.5 0.2 0.3

I Not detected according to internal exposure.
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Table 2 Number of temporary entrance persons to radiation controlled areas n FY 200'

Pei-soiis Number of persons

IPeriods Ist 2nd - rd 4th Total
Temporar etrance quarter quarter quarter quarter
persons

454 459 455 5 03 1871

1.2 Monitoring of radioactive gases The least amount of "Ar, IIC' 7 Kr

Table 3 shows the maximurn radioactive and "Xe were detected for some tirne

concentrations and total activities for during operation of te cclotron, but te

radioactive gases released from TIARA's pulverized substance ( 6Zn, etc) were ot

stack, during each quarter of FY 2003. detected.

Table 3 Monitoring results of released gaseo us radioactivity in FY 2003.

Nuclide Periods Ist 2nd 3rd 4th Total
quarter quarter quarter quarter

Maximum concentration < 14 < 14 < 14 < 14 < 14

41 Ar (B q/cm) X 10-4 X 10-4 X 0-4 X 10-4 X 10-4

Activity (Bq) 2.3 4.7 7.6 1.4 1.2
X10 9 X10 7 X10 8 X10 8 X10 9

Maximum concentration < 14 < 14 < 14 < 14

11 (Bq/cm X 10-4 X 10-4 X 10-4 X 10-4
C

Activity (Bq) 5 1.7 1.7 2.2
X10 7 X10 8 X10 7 X10 8

Maximum concentration < 14 < 14 < 14
1 4 4 4

77 Kr (Bq/cm') X 10- X 10- X 0-

Activity (Bq) 1.9 3. 3
XIO 6 X10 7 X10 7

Maximum concentration < 14 < 14 < 14
1 4 4 4

133 Xe (B9/crn') X 10- X 10- X10-

Activity (Bq) 1.4 7.6 2.2
X10 7 X10 6 X10 7

Maximum concentration < 49 < 38 < 43 < 44 < 49
65 (Bq/crn 3 X 10- W X 10-W X 10- W X 10- W X 10- W

Z11

Activity (Bq) 0 0 0 0 0
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1.3 Monitoring for external adiation unusual value of dose equivalent rate nor

and surface contamination surface contamination were detected.

External radiation monitoring was Figure I displays a typical exarnple of

routinely carried out n/around te radiation distribution of the dose equivalent rate at

controlled areas and surface contamination the radiation controlled area in te cclotron

monitoring was also carried out. Neither building.

EPS Hill

D
0 7 HTI

0. 4
6 0

4 5

7. 0

D. 4
L:A

4 3 
140

2. 5
D

70X
00 5

I D _4
nI O
2. 7A

-D

Fig. I Dose rate dstribution at te radiation controlled area in te cyclotron building.
Date easured : March 24, 2004
Measuring position Idicated Nvith X above I m front floor
Unit u Sv/h(the dose ates less tan 02 Ij Sv/h are ot indicated)
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2. Radioactive Waste Management 2.2 Liquid wastes

2.1 Solid wastes Liquid waste was almost waste water
Table 4 shows the amounts of solid wastes ("inorganic" in Table 5) generated witli

at various properties ad kinds generated in chernical experiments and operation of air
each quarter of FY 2003. All wastes ere conditioning uits installed i each room of te

combustible matter such as rubber gloves, first class radiation controlled area. Larger
ible matter such as thin metals, ad quantities of the astewater

cornpressi in summer sason
incompressible matter such as contaminated (2nd quarter) are mainly due to condensed
components. Compressible wastes were water, wch is treated by evaporation, ad
generated mainly by the cycl otron condensed water is reused in the controlled
maintenance. area. Only small amounts of residue are

generated by te evaporation because te waste
quality is very pure.

Table 4 Radioactive solid wastes generated in FY 2003.

unts Amounts of generation i each periods (rn 3 Number of
II St 2nd ) rd 4th Total package

quarter -- quarter quarter quarter /drum
Category A* 2.34 0.96 0.60 3.5 7.41

I)Combustible 0.18 0.72 0.52 0.34 1.76 12**
2)Incornbustible 2.16 0.24 0.08 .3.17 5.65 0
Compressible 0.16 0.24 0.08 0.04 0.52 5**
Filters 0 0 0 2.73 2.73 0
Incompressible 2.00 0 0 0 2.00 10**
lon exchange resin 0 0 0 0.40 0.40 2**
(Cernent solidify) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Categorv B* 0 0 0 0 0 0
I)Incornbustible I 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

defined by dose at te outer surface of container (A) < 2 mSv/h <_ (B)
200-11ter drum

Table 5. Radioactive liquid waste generated in Y 2003.

unts Amounts of generation in each periods (m, 3 Number of
II St 2nd -rd 4th Total package

quarter quarter quarter quarter /drum
Category A* 11.77 10.81 10.80 8.01 41.39

I)lnorganic 11.77 10.81 10.8( 8.01 41.39 treatment
2)Organic 0 0 0 0 0

Organic 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oil 0 0 0 0 0 0

3)Sludge 0 0 0 0.10 0.10 I
Categorv B* 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 )Inorganic 0 0 0 0 0 0
2)Organic 0 0 0 0 0 0

Organic 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oil 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 ))Sludge 0 0 0 0 0 0
Evaporation residue 0 0 0 0.10 0.10 I

definedbNcoiiceiitratioiisliiBq/C,113(�,Y) :(A) < 37 X I (B < 37 X 104
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Appendix 1. List of Publication

A. 1. 1 Publications in Journal

13JOl 633-636.

J. S. Laird, T. Hirao, S. Onoda, H. Mori, H. I SCS 32004

Itoh

"A comparison of heavy ion and picoseconds W05

laser microbeams for investigating single K. K. Lee, T. Ohshima and H. Itoh

event transients in InGaAs on InP "Modeling of Radiation Response of

photodetectors" p-Channel SiC MOSFETs"

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 210 Mater. Sci. Forum 433-436 (2003) pp.

(2003) 243. 761-764.

T SCS 32002 1 SCS 32004

W02 W06

T. Hirao, H. Mori, J. S. Laird, S. Onoda, H. K. K. Lee, Y. Ishida, T. Ohshima, K. Kojima,

Abe, T. Wakasa and H. Itoh Y. Tanaka, T. Takahashi, H. Okumura, K. Arai

"Study od single-event cuurent pulses induces and T. Kamiya

in SOI diodes by collimated swift heavy-ions "N-Channel MOSFETs Fabricated on

micro-beams" Homoepitaxy-Grown 3C-SiC Films"

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 206 IEEE Electron Device Lett. 24 (2003)

(2003) 457. pp.466-468.
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13JO3 W07

T. Ohshima, K. K. Lee, Y. Ishida, K. Kojima, T. Nishijima, S. M. Hearne, D. J. Jamieson, T.

Y. Tanaka, T. Takahashi, M. Yoshikawa, H. Ohshima, K. K. Lee and H. Itoh

Okumura, K. Arai, and T. Kamiya "Radiation Damage on 6H-SiC Schottky

"The Electrical Characteristics of Diodes"

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Nucl. Instrurn. Methods Phys. Res-. B, 210

Transistors Fabricated on Cubic Silicon (2003) pp.196-200.

Carbide" I SCS 32004

Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 42 2003) pp.L625-L627.

TI SCS 32004 W08

T. Ohshirna, K. K. Lee, S. Onoda T Kamiya,

W04 M. Oikawa, J. S. Laird, T. Hirao and H. Itoh

T. Ohshima, A. Uedono, 0. Eryu, K. K. Lee, K. "'Evaluation of the Characteristics of Silicon

Abe, H. Itoh and K. Nakashima Carbide Diodes using Transient-IBIC

"Annealing of a Vacancy-Type Defect and Technique"

Diffusion of Implanted Boron in 6H-SiC" Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 210

Mater. Sci. Forum 433-436 (2003) pp. (2003) pp.201-205.
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TI SCS 32004 W13

H. -S. Lee, H. Okada, A. Wakahara A.

13JO9 Yoshida, T. Ohshima and H. Itoh

Y. Nakanishi, A. Wakahara, H. Okada, A. "Photoelectromagnetic Effects on Electron and

Yoshida, T. Ohshima, H. Itoh, S. Nakao, K. Proton Irradiated CuInSe2 Thin Films"

Saito and Y. T. Kim J Appl. Phys. 94 2003) p.276.

"Effects of Implantafflon Conditions on the I SCS 32006

Luminescence Properties of Eu-Doped GaN"

Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B, 206 W14

(2003) p.1033. T. Tanaka, T. Yamaguchi, T. Ohshima, H. Itoh,
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Stress Research Society 10. 10. 2003. Japanese].

Okayama. C BIT 31035

0 BIT 31031

13C31

13C27 K. Sakamoto, S. Fujimaki, N. S. Ishioka S.

K. Akeo, R. Inoue, T. Funayarna, Y. Watanabe, K. Arakawa and S. Matsuhashi

Kobayashi and A. Ogawa "Real-Time Imaging of the Translocation of

"Comparison of the effects on the ciliary body the Products of Photosynthesis in Hemp"

between gamma ray irradiation and ion beam" The 41" Annual Meeting on Radioisotopes and

108 1h Annual Meeting of Japanese Radiation in the Physical Sciences and

Ophthalmological Society. 4. 16 2004. Industries, July 2004 (Tokyo).

Tokyo. C BIT 31036

0 BIT 31031

13C32

13C28 H. Sekimoto, R. Matsuki, Y. Kobayashi D.

H. Hayashi, T. Funayama, 1. Narumi, M. Sato, K. Yoneyama, Y. Takeuchi, S.

Kikuchi, Y. Kobayashi, M. Furuta, K. Uehara Matsuhashi, S. Fu imaki, K. Sakamoto, N. S.

and H. Watanabe Ishioka, S. Watanabe, K. Arakawa and T.

"The effect of various radiations with different Kume

LET on survival of Euglena gracilis" "Visualization of sink activity of a root
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parasite, broomrape, for translocating nitrate in 13C37

the host plant" 1. loka, M. Futakawa, A. Naito, Y. Nanjyo K.

38 1h Annual Meeting of The Japanese Society Kluchi and T. Naoe

for Chemical Regulation of Plants 2003 "Mechanical Characterization of Austenitic

(Nagoya) Proceedings p.92-93. Stainless Steel ion-irradiated under External

C BIT 31042 Stress"

11'h International Conference on Fusion

13C33 Reactor Materials, Dee 712, Kyoto, 2003).

Y. Yoshida, J. Yang, S. Seki, S. Tagawa, H. T I S MAN 32010

Shibata, M. Taguchi, T. Kojima and H. Nanba

"Ion Beam Pulse Radiolysis for Optical 13C38

Absorption Spectroscopy" Y. Tsuchiya, F. Kano, N. Saito, A. Shioiri K.
1hProc. 46 . Japan Radiation Chemistry, Moriya and S. Kasahara

2003(Japan) p102. "SCC and irradiation properties of metals

C RCO 31049 under supercritical-water cooled power reactor

conditions"

13C34 Proceedings of GENES4/ANP2003 2003)

T. Sawai, M. Ando, E. Wakai and S. Jitsukawa Paper1096.

"Microstructural Evolution and Hardening in T 10M 32013

F82H up to 0dpa"

Proc. of 11th International Conference on 13C39

Fusion Reactor Materials, December, 2003, T. Hirabayashi, H. Abe, T. Fukui and N.

(Kyoto)p.43. Sekimura
"M,T S IOM 32009 icrostructure of fullerene nanowhiskers and

their stability under irradiation with electrons

13C35 and ions"

T. Sawai, M. Ando, E. Wakai, H. Tanigawa The 59th annual meeting of Japanese society

and S. Jitsukawa of microscopy 2003).

"Hardening of F82H steel Multi-Beam I 10M 32016

Irradiated in TIARA"

Proc. of 6th Meeting of Fusion and Energy, 13C40

JPSF., Sendai., 2004). p162. H. Abe,, T. Tadokoro and N. Sekimura

T S IOM 32009 "Experimental evidence of crowdion bundles

by in-situ TEM under ion irradiations"

13C36 The 59th annual meeting of Japanese society

1. loka, K. Kiuchi, K. Yamamoto and H. of microscopy 2003).

Kitamura I IOM 32016

"Development of new cladding materials

applied for advanced LWR" 13C41

71h Russian Conference on Material Science, 0. Shepelyev, N. Sekirnura and H. Abe

Sep 812, Dimitrovgrad, 2003). "Migration of interstitial complexes in

T I S MAN 32010 irradiated Fe-Cr-Ni alloys"
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The 132nd JIM spring meeting 2003). 13C47

Z. 0. Chen, M. Maekawa, T. Sekiguchi R.I 10M 32016

Suzuki and A. Kawasuso

13C42 Ion-implantation Induced Defects in nO

Y. Yang, H. Abe and N. Sekimura Studied by a Slow Positron Beam"

"Behavior of Dislocation Loops under Stress 13th International conference on positron

annihilation, Sept. 712, 2003.Environment"'

The 132nd JIM spring meeting 2003). 1 MAN 32032

1 IOM 32016

13CA8

Z. Q. Chen, M. Maekawa, A. Kawasuso A.13C43

Ichimiya, R. Suzuki and T. Ohdaira,T. Tadokoro, H. Abe and N. Sekimura

"Stability of displacement cascades in gold by "Nitrogen-related defects in N-implanted nO

in-situ TEM observations" studied by positron annihilation"

The 132nd JIM spring meeting 2003). Kyoto University Nuclear Reactor Institute

Workshop, Dec. 19-20, 2003, Kyoto.I IOM 32016

1 MAN 32032

13C44

H. Abe, T. Hirabayashi and N. Sekimura 13C49

Z. Q. Chen, M. Maekawa, T. Ishimoto A."Irradiation induced amorphization of fullerene

nanowhiskers under irradiations with electrons Kawasuso and A. Ichimiya

and ions" "Vacancy defects in electron irradiated nO

The 132nd JIM spring meeting 2003). studied by positron annihilation"

I IOM 32016 The 40th Annual Meeting on Radioisotopes and

Radiation in the Physical Sciences and

13C45 Industries, July 2003.

Y. Yang, H. Abe and N. Sekirnura 0 MAN 32032

"Behavior of Dislocation Loops under Stress

Environment"' 13C50

Z. Q. Chen, M. Maekawa, S. Yamamoto, T.The 132nd JIM spring meeting 2003).

I 10M 32016 Sekiguchi and A. Kawasuso

"'Study of ion beam induced defects in n by

13C46 using slow positron beam"

S. Yamamoto, Y. Choi, T. Umebayashi and M. JAERI-Review, 2003-033, 2003) 209.

Yoshikawa I MAN 32032

"Preparation of Highly Oriented TIO-,/ZnO

Films by Pulsed Laser Deposition" 13C51

The 8th IUMRS International Conference on J. Vack H. Nararnoto, S. Yamamoto, K.

Advanced Materials October 813, 2003 Narimi and K. Miyashita

(Yokohama). �Imesoscopic Patterning Induced by

S 10M 32018 Co-deposition Of C6o and Ni on the MgO(100)

Single Crystal"
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Mat. Rs. Soc. Symp. Proc. 648 2001) Tungsten in 22-34 MeV Region"

P3.50.1-P3.50.6. JAERI-Conf 2004-005.

0 10M off line C NRI 31045

13C52 13C56

S. Sakai, Y. XU, Tri Hardi Priyanto, V. 1. M. Kasahara, C. -J. Ma, M. Okumura, S.

Lavrentiev and H. Naramoto Tohno and T. Sakai

"The Structure Evolution and Corresponding "Micro-PIXE technique for the study of

Electrical Properties in Softly Bound CO-C60 atmospheric science."

Mixture" Proc. of 10th International Conference on

Proc. of Materials Research Society 2003, Particle-induced X-ray Emission and its

Boston). Analytical Applications, June 2004 (Slovenia)

0 IOM off line p. 24.

S RCO 32038

13C53

J. Vacik, H. Naramoto, K. Narumi, S. 13C57

Yamamoto and H. Abe S. Harada, S. Ehara K. Ishii, S. Matsuyama,

"Synthesis and Characterization of the H. Yamazaki, K. Mizurna, K. Hotta, T.

Nickel-Fullerene Nano-structured Materials" lzukawa, S. Anbe S. Obara, T. Kamiya T.

4th Int. Conf. on Materials Structures and Sakai, T. Satoh and S. Oikawa

Micrornechnics of Fracture (MSMF-4, Brno, A new target preparation procedure of the

Czech., June 23-25, 2004). micro PIXE Camera for the floating cells"

0 IOM off line 10 th International Conference of Particle

Induced X-ray Emission 2004. June 2004

13C54 (Slovenia) IN PRESS.

H. Nishikawa, K. Fukagawa, T. Yanagi, Y. S BIT 32046

Ohki, E. Watanabe, M. Oikawa, T. Karniya

and K. Arakawa 13C58

"Effects of Ion Mcrobeam Irradiation on S. Harada, S. Ehara K. Ishii, S. Matsuyama,

Silica Glass" H. Yamazaki, K. Mizurna, K. Hotta, T.

The 8h IUMRS International Conference on lzukawa, S. Anbe S. Obara, T. Kamiya T.

Advanced Materials, Symposium A-9, Sakai, T. Satoh and S. Oikawa

Innovative Nanomaterials Using Ion The alteration of the Carboplatin (Platinum

Technology, A9-09-009, pp.96, Oct. 813, analogues for cancer therapy) by the low dose

2003. irradiation studied in human leukemia, A

T S IOM 32034 preliminary study"

10 th International Conference of Particle

13C55 Induced X-ray Emission 2004. June 2004

J. Hori, M. Nakao, K. Ochiai, M. Yarnauchi, N. (Slovenia) IN PRESS.

S. Ishioka and T. Nishitani S BIT 32046

"Measurement of Deuteron-Induced Activation

Cross-Sections for Aluminum, Copper and
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13C59 13C61

S. Yokoyama, K. Sato, H. Noguchi, Su. Y. Nakamura, T. Nara, T. Agematsu, 1. Ishibori,

Tanaka and Y. Kurosawa S. Kurashima, M. Fukuda, S. Okumura, N.

"Characterization of radionuclides formed in Miyawaki, K. Yoshida, K. Arakawa, S. Tajima,

the air of the AVF cyclotron room" K. Akaiwa, To. Yoshida, S. Ishiro, A.

Proceeding of the Second Annual Convention Matsumura, Y. Arakawa, Tu. Yoshida, S. Kanou,

of Japan Society of Radiation Safety A. hara and K. Takano

Management, December 2003 (Tsukuba) "Present Status of JAERI AVF Cyclotf on

P.109. System"

C I RSH 31053 Proc. of 14th Symposium on Accelerator

Science and Technology, November 2003

13C60 (Tsukuba, Japan) pp 678-680

T. Sato, A. Endo, Y. Yamaguchi, E. Kim and T. C STA Machine Study

Nakamura

"Development of Neutron-monitor Detectors 13C62

Applicable for Energies up to 10OMeV" Y. Nakamura, M. Fukuda, 1. Takada, T.Kamiya,

Proc. of the Third Workshop on Dosimetry for K. Arakawal M. Saidoh and Y. Ohara

External Radiations, March 2003 (Tokai) p.78. "An Outline of JAERI TIARA Facility"

C RSH 31055 Proc. of 14th Symposium on Accelerator

Science and Technology, November 2003

(Tsukuba, Japan) pp 702-704

C (T, S & 1) STA Machine Study
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Appendix 2 Type of Research Collaboration

Section of Reseach Program Type of Research Section of Reseach Program Type of Research

this Report Number Collaborations* this Report Number Collaborations*

1.1 31003/32003 Joint. Res.
1.2 31006/32005 Joint. Res. 3.1 31046 Coo Res.Univ.-
1.3 31002 Joint.Res. 3.2 31047 JAERI
1.-�--31005/32007 Joint. Res. 3.3 31048 JAERT
1.5 32002 JAERI 3.4 31056 JAERI
1.6 31001 - � JAERI 3.5 31049 Coop.Res.Univ.
1.7 32001 JAERI 3.6 31050 Coop.Res.Univ.
1.8 31004 Coop.Res.Univ. 3.7 32015 Joint Res. Proj.
1.9 32004 JAERI
1.10 32006 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.1 31007 Joint Res. Prqj.

4.2 32008 Joint Res. Pr2j.
2.1 31008 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.3 32009 Joint Res. Pr2L
2.2 31009 Joint. Res. 4.4 32010 JAERI
2.3 31010 Joint. Res. 4.5 32011 JAERI
2.4 31011 JAERI 4.6 32012 JAERI
2.5 31012 Joint. Res. 4.7 32013 Joint. Res.
2.6 31013 Joint.Res. 4.8 32037 JAERI
2.7 31014 Joint. Res. 4.9 32016 Coop.Res.Univ.
2.8 31015 Joint.Res. 4.10 32017 COOP.Res.Univ.
2.9 31016 Joint.Res. 4.11 32018 JAERI
2.10 31017 Co2p. Res. Univ.. 4.12 32023 Joint Res. Pr2j.
2.11 31018 COOP.Lzes.Univ. 4.13 32021 CooE.Res.Univ.
2.12 31019 CoqE.Res.Univ. 4.14 32031 �es. U�
2.13 31020 Joint. Res. 4.15 32032 JAERI
2.14 31021 Joint.Res. 4.16 off line JAERI
2.15 31022 Coop.Res.Univ. 4.17 32035 JAERI
2.16 31023 Joint. Res.
2.17 31024 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.1 32019 Coop.Res.Univ.
2.18 31025 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.2 32020 JAERI
2.19 1026/32014 JAERI 5.3 32024 Joint Res. Pr2L
2.20 31027 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.4 32022 JAERI
2.21 31028 Joint. Res. 5.5 32025 Joint Res. Pr
2.22 31029 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.6 32026 JAERI
2.23 31030 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.7 32027 JAERI
2.24 31031 Joint.Res. 5.8 32028 COOP.Res.Univ.-
2.25 31032 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.9 32029 Coop. Zes.Univ.
2.26 31033 Coop.Res.Univ. 5.10 32030 Coop.Res.Univ.
2.27 31034 Joint. Res. 5.11 32033 Coop.Res.Univ.
2.28 31035 Joint. Res. 5.12 32034 Coop.Res.Univ.
2.29 31036 Joint Res. Prqj.
2.30 31037 Joint Res. PrQj. 6.1 31043 JAERI
2.31 31038 Joint Res. Prqj. 6.2 31044 JAERI
2.32 31039 Joint Res. Pr2L 6.3 31045 JAERI
2.33 31040 Joint Res. Pr9- 6.4 off line JAERI
2.34 31041 Joint Res. Pr 
2.35 31042 Joint Res. Pr9j._ 7.1 31051 JAERI
2.36 31057 JAERI 7.2 32038 Coop.Res.Univ.
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Section of Reseach Program Type of Research

this Report Number Collaborations*

7.3 32039 JAERI

7.4 32040 JAERI

7.5 32041 Joint Res. Prqj.

7.6 32042 Joint Res. PrQj-

7.7 32043 Joint Res. Proj.

7.8 32044 Joint Res. Proj.

7.9 32045 Joint Res. Proj.

7.10 32046 Joint Res. Pr

7.11 32047 Joint Res. Proj.

7.12 32048 Joint Res. Proj.

7.13 32049 Coop.Res.Univ.

8.1 31053 Joint Res. PrQj-

8.2 31054 Joint Res. Proj.

8.3 31055 Joint Res. Proj-

9.1 31052 JAERI

9.2 32050 Joint Res. Proj.

9.3 32051 Joint Res. PrQi-

9.4 32036 JAERI

9.5 Machine Study JAERI

9.6 Machine Study JAERI

9.7 Machine Study JAERI

9.8 Machine Study JAERI

9.9 Machine Study JAERI

9.10 Machine Study JAERI

9.11 Machine Study JAERI

9.12 Machine Study JAERI I

9.13 Machine St HL-- JAER

*Joint Res.: Joint research with private company or governmental institution

Coop. Res. Univ.: Cooperative research with a university or universities

Joint Res. Prqj. : The Joint Research Project 

#For administration of these programs, we appreciate the cooperation of

Research Center for Nuclear Science and Technology, The University of Tokyo.
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Appendix 3 Organization and Personnel of TARA (FY 2003)

1) Organization for the Research and Development of Advanced Radiation Technology

Advanced Science Department of

Research Center Administrative Service

Office of Department of

Planning Material Development

Tokai Research Department of

Establishment Ion-beam-applied Biology

Naka Fusion Advanced Radiation

Research Technology Center
Establishment

President Takasaki Radiation

of Chemistry Research

JAERI Establishment

Consultative Committee for Research Committee for

the Joint Research Project Frontier Radiation

Dr. K. Noda Application

Prof. K. Ishigure

Advisory Council for Subcommittees for:

JAERI's Research Facilities

Dr. S. Tanaka Material
Development

Subcommittee for Prof. Mizuno

TIARA

Prof. Y. Hatano, Ion-beam-applied

Biology

Prof. M. Inoue
Program Advisory

Committee

Dr. H. Namba Future Plan for
Beam Application

Prof. S. Tagawa
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2) Personnel for the Administration, Operation and Control of TIARA

Advanced Radiation Technology Center

Director M.Saidou

Deputy Director Y. Ohara

Administration Division

General Manager M. Otsubo

Staff Member J. Kobayasl, A. Habuto

Utilization and Coordination Division

General Manager Su. Tanaka

Staff Member K. Nishimura, H. Kaneko, M. Hosono

on celerator Operation Division

General Manager S. Tajima

Group of Cyclotron Operation

Staff Member Y. Nakamura, T. Nara, T. Agematsu,

1. Ishibori, S. Kurashima, Y. Yoshida

oup of Electrostatic Accelerators Operation

Staff Member I.Takada, K. Mizuhashi, S. Uno,

K. Ohkoshi, A. Chiba

Ion Beam Engineering Division

Head M. Fukuda

Staff Member S. Okumura, Y. Saito,

Y. Ishii, T. Sakai,

M. Oikawa, N. Miyawaki, T. Satoh

Irradiation Service Division

General Manager H. Sunaga

Staff Member T. Kanazawa, Y. Haruyama,

N. Haneda, H. Hanaya

Department of Administrative Services

Staff Member Y. Kurosawa, Y. Muto

(Radiation Monitoring and Control in TIARA)

Staff Member M. Kawano, Y. Takayama

(Radioactive Waste Management and Utility Control in TI ARA)
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